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lntroductwn
Within the field of anthropology, the subdiscipline of culture and
personality studies has flourished in spite of the great conceptual
and methodological chaHenges it has presented. Although this sub·
discipline seemed to have declined relative to the growth of other
anthropological pursuits, research and teaching in "C&P" continues
to be a primary interest of many anthropologist.\, Course offerings
attract large numbers of students, for the questions raised by cui·
ture a.n d personality .studies have an inescapable relevance and a
perduring fascination. The cultural perspective these studies provide has been applied! to the methods and theories of psychoanaly·
tic, psychiatric, social, and cognitive psychology, with rewarding
results. As a consequence of this wider-ranging appl ication, the field
of culture and personality is now perhaps more appropriately called
psychological anthropology.
The success of psychological anthropology lies not so much in a
set of well-demonstrat ed propositions as in its contribution to hu·
man consciousness. There has been a growth in our understanding
of the cultural sources of human behavior- and of a human nature
as dependent on its cultural as on its biological foundations. In this,
the contribution of psychological anthropology has been complementary and, perhaps., comparable in magnitude to that of psychoanalysis. But this growth of consciousness is not easily measured in
terms of the paradigms of the physical and life sciences. Neither (I
think) is anthropology "pre-paradigmatic" in Thomas Kuhn's
sense. Instead, anthropology and its psychological subdiscipline
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have evolved as a culture evolves. Its paradigm is the processual
structure it finds in its object of study--culture itself. The .. cui·
ture" of anthropology contaim various islands of formal discourse
and demonstration among a larger body of informal, often programmatic or polemic discourse. It leads not necessarily to a single
consensual doctrine but, like a culture, to a complex structure of
commonality and difference among the perceptions of imaginative
individuals. A culture within a culture, anthropology serves as a
self·reflexive part of the larger whole. Psychological anthropology
in particular focuses on culture at its distributive locus--in popu·
lations of individuals.
The journal Ethos was created in 1972 in response to the rather
puzzling lack during the past fifty years of a specialized journal to
bring together the understandings or findings of psychological an·
thropologists. Jn creating a journal to represent the field, the editorial board agreed that it would be appropriate to dedicate some
special issues to those individuals who pioneered the field and who
have sustained its growth through all these years. This book origi·
nated as a special issue of Ethos. (A list of errata can be found at the
end.)
There could be no more obvious pioneer than Margaret Mc:ad.

The year 1975 was the fiftieth anniversary of her first major
field study, from which she wrote Coming of Age in Samoa. She was
in the field again in Manus (Papua, New Guinea) where she bas
returned repeatedly over a span of forty-seven years. Anthropology's
claim to having transformed human cultural consciousness rests to
an extraordinary extent on her work. While most :mthropologiGts

have spoken to and read one another, she has spoken to and has
been read by innumerable students and a vast public. As I observed
her at work in the field, I mused on the need for a Manhattan Pro·
ject to study the source of her energy. her creativity, and her appetite for and ability to encompass the complexity of very many lives
within her own life and intellect. If, as I have suggested, culture
may be seen as both the object of study and as the model or para·
digm for anthropology itself. then Margaret Mead has been a
master participant- intuitive, brilliant in her field work, vivid in
her dramatizations of individuals and cultures. She could not describe a dead culture; it would come to li£e in her words.
Margaret Mead has had much recognition in the professional
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community as past president of the American Anthropological As·
sociation and current president of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. A bibliography of her works alone will
fill a volume. I
This book develops but one central theme from her work- the
processes of cultural transmission. In keeping with the interdisci·
plinary focus of Ethos and with the interdisciplinary relevance of
Margaret Mead's work, scholars of diverse fields-anthropology,
sociology, psychology, psychiatry, and pr imatology-were invited
to contribute articles on suggested topics related to the theme of
socialization as cultural communication.
Socialization as used in this volume is to be conceived in its
broadest sense as the way individual:s become members of a society,
embodying in their own experience, and acting out in their learned
behavior, a part of the culture of that society. Although Margaret
Mead prefers the term "enculturation" to characterize her own
work. I chose the more widely used term. It is to be understood in a
sense that encompasses both "socialization" and "enculturation,"
as they are sometimes usefully distinguished. It is characteristic of
Margaret 1\'lead that she sees social.ization not as a set of discrete
practices such as swaddling, early weaning, or training for indepen·
dence but as context-sensitive interactions among parents and chi].
dren, peers, youths, and adults. For her, manner (particularly affect,
role modeling, and meaning) counts as much as the form of the be·
havior. For her, also, the channel of communication is open in both
directions; socialization is not merely done to children by an
"agent." Children elicit (or fail to elicit) needed or approved re·
sponses in older persons who respond in terms of their own needs
- not as interchangeable units, but as distinctive personalities.
Learning to elicit responses is a large part of learning a culture. At
the same time, a culture's "messages" about life and behavior are
communicated to the child in diverse and redundant ways in every
contact with other individuals and with objects.
In Margaret Mead's earlier studies-in Samoa, Manus, New
Guinea, and Bali-she dealt with these culture·transmitting inter·
actions in still relatively traditional, not yet radically changing cui·
tures. From Samoa to the present time, she related each study ex·
J. Margaret Mead, A Complete Bibliography, 1925-1975, edited by Joan Cor·
dan, Mouton, The Hague, 1976.
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plicitly to current, salient problems and trends in American culture. Although our attention is focused on the vivid outlines of an
exotic culture, aspects of our own culture are constantly illuminated- the aspect of her work that accounts for her broad popular
appeal. In her later work, particularly her restudy of the Manus in
1953 and thereafter, she turned her attention to understanding
rapid and drastic culture change. In Culture and Commitment
(1970), the two-way communication that is inherent in her model
of socialization is translated into the dynamics of communication
between generations. Here she examines change in the socialization
process and in the very structure of culture itself.
The contributors to this volume have expressed their homage to
Margaret Mead by developing aspects of this central theme of her
work in reporting on their own research in diverse areas of behav·
ior.
Psychoanalytic studies brought us to the child. For the most part,
the focus was on the unfolding of endogenous processes in the
child's interaction with the family- primarily with parents playing
universal roles. L. L. Langness calls attention to Mead's preeminence among those anthropologists, following Malinowski, who explored the widely varying cultural contexts within which person.
ality formation takes place, and who showed that personality formation is inseparable from the enculturation process. Psychological
anthropology does not refute psychoanalysis; rather it corrects and
completes it in one of its otherwise fatal deficiencies. Langness
traces the widening circle of Mead's intellectual concerns, from
cultural learning, to education, to the evaluation and reform of
American culture and of the emerging world culture. Of greatest
importance to our theme, Langness describes Mead's enormous contribution to the study of, to our very conception of, education. As
in so many other things, Mead has been an antidote to the excessive
emphasis on formal education in our culture. Mead related education to the broad process of cultural learning and teaching for
which each culture had its methods and philosophy.
The chapters by Thelma E. Rowell and I. Charles Kaufman,
which deal with primate socialization, do not return us to a precultural level of "pure" biology. Instead we find ourselves quite at
home in a realm in which individual and group experience modulates primate behavior into transmissible patterns. In her studies of
mon.keys. Rowell stresses the continuity of socialization. Each par-
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t ial o;leparture from one relation (particularly mother-infant) is an
entrance into new rel.ations; it is not a simple transition to "independence." Rowell describes the bidirectionality of social learning
in monkeys. She eschews the term "socialization" as it is sometimes
narrowly employed and shows that the context of socialization is
the troop or community of primates. The infant interacts with a
mother of a particular social status even as the mother and the infant
itself interact with others of the community. Rowell surveys the
evolution, diversity, and common ground of primate caretaking
behavior. She,like Ka·ufman, stresses the role of learning in primate
behavior. Group traditions and innovations are transmitted
through social learning- and in the case of innovation, transmission
often flows from the young to their elders.
Kaufman radically extends our awareness of the centrality of
learning in primate behavior beyond troop traditions to speciesspecific behavior. Such behavior was long considered to be genetic,
an evolutionary precipitate of adaptive processes. In a longitudinal
study of groups from two closely related macaque species, Kaufman
demonstrated a causaE nexus in which genetically derived maternal
behaviors establish a species-invariant context. Within that context,
a wider range of behaviors is reliably learned. This broad extension
of the total behavioral phenotype through learning is "protocultural," for it depends -on the physical presence of the behavioral act
as specific model or on experience in direct interaction, that is, it
does not operate through symbolic mediation.
The work reported by Rowell and Kaufman indicates a convergence of interests and! conceptual frameworks between students of
primate behavior and psychological anthropologists. In their increasing attention to longitudinal (or repeated cross-section) studies
of specific individuals in groups, it is apparent that primatologists
are on the verge of elucidating personality (or "protopersonality"?)
formation in primates.
Fou~ chapters are devoted to the socialization of affect. Our subject remains the same: cultural learning through social interaction.
Here it is learning at the level of form, movement, feeling and sentiment.
Gregory Bateson takes us into the learning of trance in Bali as
behavior and as state of consciousness. Like so much of human learning (as Bateson has long instructed us), indirection may be the most
direct method. Bateson begins characteristically by exposing the
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epistemological difficulties of knowing what we seek to know about
sociali2ation. Particularly, he addresses the need to know the structure of the behavior in question as ">een" by the actor-whether
that actor be rat, monkey, or human being. Fortunately the invisible
becomes party visible in interaction: "evolution is always coevolution and learning is always co-learning." We are urged to take as
our units of observation, both contexts and content (interactions).
What follows is a suggestive analysis of kinaesthetic socialization in
Balinese dance training which, in the experience of self-induced
muscular clonus, provides one key to the trance state. This exemplary exercise proceeds from the multi-photograph plates of Balinese Character, an as-yet unrivaled work by Bateson and Mead.
Walter Goldschmidt explores once again this neglected pathway
by examining his and his wife's beautiful photographs of the Sebei
of Uganda. Photographs and films are of great value in the study
of cultural communication. Although they are not immune to the
selectivity of the observer, they capture far more than the photographer can control. And in such visual recordings, content and context are locked together. Their fullest value, however, depends on
how well they are embedded-as Goldschmidt's are- in thorough
ethnography. We know how to support our auertiOn$ in many more

tangible areas of ethnography. But when it comes to the quality, intensity, distribution, and development of affect, which is so extensively nonverbal in expression, then visual documentation is essential to ethnography. Goldschmidt turns to his photographic materials for what they can contribute as a test of his observation that
a low level of interpersonal affective involvement prevails among
the Sebei; and he turns to them for indications of how this pattern
of affect is transmitted. He finds them in the manner of socialization
rather than in the mode (the gross form of the behavior). It would
be premature, however, and I am sure not intended, to discount
radically the effect of mode of interaction in socialization in spite of
its variability within a society. Some, and not necessarily the most
prevalent, modes of interaction may be prototypic, having greater
causal force in the overall culturaJ.idcological system.
In George A. DeVos's chapter we come to a classic and perennial
problem for anthropology and for ps)'choanalysis: that of the nearuniversal cultural prohibition of incest. .For quite different reasons,
Freud and Uvi·Strauss (among many others) would place the prohibition of incest at the very point of disjunction, figuratively
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speaking, of nature and culture. T he diverse lheories of the origin
or function (by no means the same thing) of the "incest taboo" are
fascinating, if unresol.vable. DeVos makes an original contribution
to tius body of discourse and to psychology as well in his lheory of
affective dissonance (an extension and correction, in part, of Festinger's cognitive diSS()nance theory). Is !here a repugnance, innate
or born of familiarity. that leads to incest prohibition? If so, why is
!here tile need for sanctions? Or is there an attraction, innate or
acquired, that must be thwarted for tile sake of society or the species
itself? Alfective dissonance subsumes the notion of ambivalence,
positive and negative feelings about !he same "object." But with
respect to incest, affect ive dissonance refers to conflicting childhood
and adult affectional ties.
John W. M. and Beatrice B. Whiting directly relate their crosscul tural study of the degree of intimacy between husbands and
wives to Mead's work on !he cultural patterning of sexual roles. The
chapter illustrates the research paradigm which the Whitings have
so productively developed. Rouming arrangement (in the same
room, or apart) is taken as the cross-cultural index of aloofness or
intimacy of husband and wife. Other aspects of aloofness of husband
from wife as well as father from children correlate with separate
rooming. The Whitings test a series of hypotheses linking aloofness,
polygyny, mid-level agricultural societies, problematic sexual identity, and hypermasculine warrior ma.les.
Mead does not generally separate affective and cognitive socialization, !hough the distinction serves well to group the chapters of
this book into sections. It is doubtful !hat either cognition or affect
is to be found free of the other's influence. It is also doubtful that
either develop without the most profound cultural inlluence, even
!hough they are !he natural functions of the human body and brain.
Some theories of !he cognitive development of individuals see !he
process as one of maturation !hrough a set of invariant, biologically
and logically given stages. Any such formulation is fatally vulner-

able to citation of a single exception-what Mead has called the
"Yes,-but-the-Eskimo . . :·technique, which must lead from biology
to biocultural comprQmise. Richard A. Shweder and Robert A.
LeVine cite Mead's pioneering 1932 paper, where she contended
that Piaget's theory of a universal animistic phase in the development of causal explanation in children did not apply to the Manus
of Melanesia, whose children showed less animistic thought than
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adults. Shweder and LeVine apply thls method to Kohlberg's formulation of the series of stages through which children change their
understandings of the nature of their own dreams. Such changes do
OCCut·, l.lu::y Sa)':, but there are alternative st:qutlu..:c::-:r-no[ a siugle

logically given one. Such alternative sequences occur even among
the children within a single culture- the Hausa of Nigeria. Their
chapter, however. goes considerably beyond the invalidation of a
developmental sequence based on structural-logical assumptions.
They offer an alternative explanation to account for the sequence
variability they observed. In their view, children are seen as changing their understandings, choosing from alternatives simultaneously
available to them on the basis of the conJirmatory-infinnatory evidence of their expanding experience. A synthesis of logical and
experiential considerations seems to be a further step that must be
taken in this discussion, and one must caution against the assumption of the child's autonomou1 development in relative isolation
from the ambient ideology of its culture.
It is widely believed that the experiences of early childhood lay
the foundation- well or poorlr- not only for personality but for
the individual's ultimate level of cognitive competence. Jerome
Kagan questions not the influence of childhood experience but the
permanence of that influence. He reports his research with Guatemalan village children, whose environment during the first year of
life was poor with respect to cognitive, emotional, and social stimulation. In spite of the evident retardation of infants, Kagan found
older children from the same community performing normally. He
reviews other studies with animals as well as with human children
that support his finding that early deprivation-retardation is reversible. (Are the effects of optimal conditions also reversible?) He
urges us to a view of human resiliency and away from predestination
set in early childhood. Kagan seems to predict surprise at and resistance to his position. Freud expected and encountered resistance
to the opposite view in which the determinative effects of childhood
were stressed. This area of research has major implications for
educational and social policy.
Michael Cole and Sylvia Scribner go far toward meeting this
challenge. Are there important variations in the structure and
working of the intellect among different groups of people? Or do
"apparent differences mask underlying universal equivalences"?
What contribution does culture make to the implementation of
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the human mind? Cole and Scribner feel it would be insufficient for
them simply to survey the facts, for psychologists and anthropologists disagree on their interpretation. They undertake to examine
the presuppositions and inferences that environ "the facts." They
argue that psychologists and anthropologists respectively tend to
differ in stressing processes v·ersus content, contrived (or controlled)
versus "natural" situations, .and experimental versus observational
methods. They hold that the members of these three seemingly op·
positional pairs are not as distinctive or separable as is usually supposed. T he synthesis of these pairs should be accomplished in an
"ethnographic psychology" (psychological anthropology). In their
discussion, the authors include a valuable critical review of crosscultural studies of memory. The choice is opportune; so much of
culture is, in fact, memory- stored, potentially retrievable experi·
ence. Process itself may have cultural content, as the activity of remembering is implemented in the manner, to the extent, and in
the contexts that are requisite to each culture.
Robert I. Levy examines the teaching-learning patterns in the
schools serving American middle-class culture. He refers to an
article by Cole and Scribner, in which they pointed to a lack of
connection between formal schooling and the requirements of the
culture from which the stud.e nts derive. In looking at predominant
philosophy and manner of teaching and learning in the schools,
and in following Bateson's principle of focusing on the context
rather than on the content, Levy finds consistency (a "conjunctive
pattern") between the schools and the ambient culture. The pattern
that be describes centers on the segmentation of learning into discrete units of achievement. Each task is calibrated for resolution
and reward, following moderate effort over relatively short time
spans. The pattern that he perceives concerns base-level features of
American (perhaps '.Vestem) culture. He describes alternative patterns from Pol}'Ilesia and elsewhere, and alternatives already on
the scene in the West: uopen education,. and the "helping mode.'"

which shift the emphasis in the teaching-learning process from the
teacher (as task master and r;eward dispenser) to the Ieamer. T o the
distinction between "content" and "process" elucidated by Cole
and Scribner, Levy adds an application of a third term: "context."
T he discussion as a whole, throughout the book, evokes a fourth
term: "purpose," in the sense of "purposive socialization." This
phrase designates the increasingly self-conscious extent (probably
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present to some degree in all cultures) to which we apply our uncertain knowledge of socialization, hoping for better results than
we ourselves embody rather than traditional self-replication. It is a
hazardous enterprise fron• which we are unable to refrain, short of

the extirpation of our consciousness.
George Devereux takes us into the temporal logic of socialization
as pre-experience and makes clear the uniquely human aspects of
socialization as specificaiJy cultural commun ication. The referent
of cultural communication used in socialization may lie in the past,
or in other places, or be nonexistent- but its pertinence is to future
behavior. Devereux points out that until now, present learning has
pertinence to a future conceived in the present or in the past-and
may be disastrously inappropriate to a future arrived at tnrough
social dlange. Thus "a penny saved is a penny earned" may be a
poor strategy, given a high inflation rate. Devereux takes issue with
the position he attributes to Mead in Culture and Commitmentthat under these circumstances, it is the young who must teach their
elders. He points out that Mead, in her very assertion, continues as

she always has to teach the young. What remains to be taught, he
says, is the sense of time, of historical experience that continues to
h;:tve future pertinence gi-ven the need for "continuous creative

readjustment" regardless of what that future may be.
New Guinea and the Melanesian Islands surrounding it are well
known for their richness of diverse traditional cultures and for the
rapidity with which these cultures have undergone drastic change
as a result of intense culture contact. Rhoda Metraux's chapter and
my own, which follows, confront the same seeming paradox of the
coexistence of both great change and fundamental continuity. Both
chapters independently deal witll tile relations between younger
and older generations spanning markedly different degrees of acculturation, particularly dilferentiattd hy the advent o£ formal,
European-type schooling. Metraux uses a nonverbal technique-a
test in which each individual is asked to create a design with colored
plastic chips-in order to seek clues to "the cognitive processes that
account for cultural continuity." She describes the changes that have
taken place in Iatmul culture since it was described and analyzed
by Bateson in Nave11 (1936). Then, Bateson developed the concept
of cidos, which refers to the principle• by which members of a cult ure structure relations of various kinds. Metraux succinctly de·
scribes the eidos of Iatmul culture in terms of the ways in which
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larger entities are composed of sequences of symmetric and complementary pairs. Given the mosaic test, the Iatmul produced quite
beautiful and imaginative designs. Metraux found generational differences in the type of design made, but she found no difference between generations with respect to the process through which the
pieces are combined or structured into the larger whole through
sequential addition of symmetric and complementary pairs. However much the content of life has d1anged for the Iaunul, there thus
seems to be an unbroken line of transmission in the manner of
structuring that content-unbroken perhaps because it is invisible
to consciousness, not subject to articulate choice.
My own chapter, taking off from the long-term documentation
of change in Manus culture begun by Mead and Fortune in 1928,
attempts a general formulation of the structure of generationally
stratified cultures. An ethnographic analysi.s of mother's teeth exchange ceremonies and the fatbeJr's sister's curse in Manus follows.
The analysis centers on the conver sion of these former intersegmental (clan, lineage) devices into in~ergenerational sanctions now operating between the stay·at-home older generation and their educated, salaried progeny dispersed throughout Papua New Guinea.
I must admit to my surprise, after the iconoclasm I observed on my
first trip in 1953, that on subsequent trips I Hound not only further
drastic change but also more and more of what had seemed defunct
traditional practices now adapted to new needs. T here are both
genuine and spuriousrevivals. Much that looks old, we know to be
recent imports or improvisations. I often feel that to start from
scratch now without the ethnogra phic base Mead and others establ ished would be like studying embryology from scrambled eggs.
The Manus case gives evidence of deep-lying continuity of cultural
transmission that maintains the coexisting generations of Manus
within a single community of belief, despite the great educational
gap and spatial dispersion . And yet, the change and modernization
is also real and tremendousl y impre.s..'>ive.

It is appropriate for the book. to conclude with Alex Inkeles'
chapter, "Becoming Modern." In:keles reports on a vast study compar ing large numbers of individuals, urban and rural, in industrial
and nonindustrial employment, iu six developing countries. He is
concerned widt "modernity" not as an attribute of nations to be
measured in GNP and capital goods but as an attribute of individuals, a basic personality type measured by attitudes and capaci-
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ties. We are offered a definition of modern man. Much effort went
into devising a cross-national scale of individual modernity. The
choice of traits will be controversial, subject to criticism as ethno.
centric. 'What is ironic in this recurrent form of criticism, however,
is that it claims certain valued traits as our own and sees their imputation elsewhere as ethnocentric. It amounts to a kind of reverse
"negritude." But the traits describing modern man, wherever
found, do seem rather one-sidedly positive. Has he no def<>cts? If not,
who are the multiply flawed people we see around us and in our
mirrors? Inkeles reports that among the eight to ten factors revealed as having the greatest effect on individual modernity, those
operating early in life (such as the father's education and own education) seem almost equally balanced with those coming into effect
later in life (such as factory employment). Although education has
the greatest single effect of all factors, it is evident from Inkeles'
data, at least, that socialization of a modem personality is a lifelong
process in which towns, factories, or rural cooperatives are· also
schools.
The chapters of this book are not random contributions. Each
was "commissioned" to play a part in developing the theme deTived
from the work of Mead. Yet my expectations are exceeded. I am

surprised and pleased at the extent to which they have woven themselves together into a coherent work. A picture emerges of socialization as cultural communication-<:Omplex, interactive, life-long;
adaptive to change while providing for deep-level continuities;
operating on affect, thought and behavior; and mediated through
both intimate and formal relations ranging from mothering, to
peer play, to schooling, to the arts, and to work in the adult world.
I wish to thank the contributors for papers worthy of the goal of
the special issue of Ethos. I thank the editors of Ethos, particularly
Walter Goldschmidt, who guided me and who made substantial
editorial contributions of his own. I thank Lucy Kluckhohn, who
did the final editing and who put it all together. I owe a great per·
sonal debt to Margaret Mead for the privilege and stimulation of
having worked with her.
Theodore Schwartz
San Diego, 1976
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Biographical Sketch of
Margaret Mead
Anthropologist, psydtologist, teacher, lecturer, writer and observer
of change in our time, Margaret Mead was born on December 16,
1901, in Philadelphia. She received her B.A. degree in 1923 from
Barnard College, her M.A. degree a year later from Columbia University, and her Ph.D. in 1929, also from Columbia. Dr. Mead has
been honored many times for her work and holds twenty honorary
doctorates, including an honorary Do: tor of Science awarded by
Harvard in 1973, as well as many prizes and awards, among them
The American Museum of Natural History Gold Medal, awarded
in 1969. In 1975 alone, Dr. Mead was granted the Woman of Conscience Award from the National Council of Women; the Medal for
Distinguished Service at Teacher's College, Columbia University;
the Ceres Medal from the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) of the United Nations, and an honorary doctorate from T he
Philippine Women's University, Manila.
Dr. Mead began her career at The American Museum of Natural
History in 1926 as assistant curator of ethnology in the Anthropology Deparnnent while completing her graduate work with the late
Drs. Franz Boas and Ruth Benedict. In 1942 Dr. Mead was named
associate curator; in 1964 she was appointed curator; and she is now
curator emeritus of ethnology.
For several years, Dr. Mead was engrossed in the creation and installation of the Hall of Peoples of the Pacific at the Museum,
which opened to the public in the spring of 1971. Dr. Mead's office
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and staff at the Museum served as the center for this project, as it
does (or most of Dr. Mead's work. The office complex consists of
several rooms tucked away in a tm~er of the I 06-year-old institution.
From this office, her assistants coordinate a complicated calendar
of appointments with scientists from around the world. Speaking
engagements are kept in disciplined order and wTiting obligations
and classes are scheduled. The rooms are literally a mine of in forma·
tion because of the complete files Dr. Mead keeps of all her past re·
!earch and all her writings, plus the thousands of books on all the
mbjects with which Dr. Mead concerns herself.
Dr. Mead began her field work in the Pacific in 1925 when, as a
fellow of the National Research Council, she made a study of ad~
lescent girls in Samoa. This research led to her first book, Coming
of Age in Samoa (1928). In 1928- 29, as a fellow of the Social Science
Research Council, Dr. Mead studied the children of Manus, one of
the Admiralty Islands, and in 1930 she did research with an American Indian group. During 1931- 33, Dr. Mead studied the relationmip between sex and temperament among the Arapesh, Mundugu·
mor, and Tchambuli peoples of l\ew Guinea, which resulted in her
book, Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies (1935).
This was followed by field work in Bali and New Guinea (1930-39).
After twenty-five years' absence, Dr. Mead revisited the Admiralty
Islands in 1953 to study changes occuring there as the Manus people
were in the process of becoming part of the mid-twentieth-century
world. Dr. Mead went back to the Admiralty Islands to continue her
work in 1964, 1965, 1971, 1975 and in 1967 to make a film. During
one of her recent field trips in the spring of 1973, she returned to
New Guinea, to revisit a mountain Arape,sh group. During her lifelong study of the peoples of the Pacific, Dr. Mead has had to learn to
use seven languages of the area.
Dr. M ead's field work and research into both \Vestem and non-

Western societies have resulted in an enormous amount of writing,
including 24 book.< she has authored and another 18 she either
c~authored or co-edited. She has also written a large number of
scientific papers, monographs, journal articles and popular articles,
including a regular column in Redbook magazine.
Dr. Mead has also written and narrated various films, including
the series "Films on Character Formation in Different Cultures,"
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produced with Gregory Bateson and distributed by the New York
University Film Library. Other films have been "Four Families"
(1959, National Film Board of Canada), "Margaret Mead's New
Guinea Journal" (1968, National Educational Television), and
"New Lives for Old" (1960, The Horizon for Science Series of the
Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey).
In recent years, Dr. Mead has studied contemporary Western culture in the light of knowledge gained during field work in smaJI,
homogeneous and stable societies. She has focused her work on
problems of education and culture; the relationship between char·
acter and social forms; personality and culture; culture change; the
cultural aspects of nutrition, mental hygiene and family life; cross·
national relationships; national character; and problems of the en·
vironment, food, population and human settlements in a global
context.
Dr. Mead's comments on social change and the difference between
generations have stimulated wide interest on both sides of the "gen·
erntion gap," and her defense of change in Culture and Commil·
ment (1970) has gotten people on both sides of the "gap" to look at
social change with more understanding. (This may have influenced
Time Magazine's choice of Dr·. Mead as "Mother of the World" in
1969). In 1971 Dr. Mead published A Rap <>n Race: A Dial<>gue
with ]ames Baldwin. Two recent books are Twentienth Century
Faith: Hope and Survival and her autobiography called Blackberry
Winter: My Earlier Years, both published in 1972. A biography of
Ruth Benedict by Dr. Mead was published in 1974 by Columbia
University Press. Dr. Mead has recently completed her new book
with photographer Ken Heyman, entitled World Enough: Rethink·
ing the Future, which was published in 1975 by Little, Brown 8c Go.
Among Dr. Mead's many interests are the study of culture build·
ing. cultural change, and ekistics-the study of human settlements.
Dr. Mead was a founder of the World Society for Ekistics, of which
she was president (Tom 1969 to 1971. Dr. Mead has held offices with
many organizations: in the past, she has been president of the World
Federation for Mental Health, the Society for Applied Anthropol·
ogy, the American Anthropological Association, the Scientists' In·
stitute for Public Information and the Society for General Systems
Research; vice-president o£ the New York Academy of Sciences,
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and a member of the Board of Trustees of Hampton Institute and
the Menninger Foundation. She is currently Chairman of the Board
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and
secretary of the Institute for Intercultural Studies.
Among her academic affiliations, Dr. Mead is adjunct professor
of anthropology at Columbia University, and visiting professor of
anthropology in the Department of Psychiatry, College of Medicine,
University of Cincinnati. She was Fogarty Scholar-in·Residence at
the National Institutes of Health in 1973. From September, 1969,
to J une, 1971, Dr. Mead was chairwoman of the Social Science Division and professor of anthropology at Fordham University in New
York City.
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Margaret Mead and the
Study of Socialization
L.L.LANCNISS

T he scientific study of socialization began little more than fifry
years ago. Margaret Mead's professional career began at approxi'.
mately the same time. This is not merely coincidental, altlwugh t,he
direct relationship between the two ~vents might be seen more
clearly if cross-cultural studies of socialization are emphasized (Williams 1972). Is there by now any informed person who is unaware
of the impact made on such studies by Mead's first book, Coming
of Age in Samoa? And if we have so incorporated the early lessons
Mead gave us into our scientific tradition that we have lost sight of
their significance, perhaps we should pause for review:
It was a simple-a very simple-point to which our materials were organized in the 1920's, merely the documentalion over and over of the fact
that human nature is not rigid and un~ielding, not an unadaptable
plant which insists on Aowcring or bcoom.ing stunted after its own

fashion, responding only quantitatively to the social environment, but
that it is extraordinarily adaptable, that cultural rhythms are stronger
L L.

I..AWCNESS is an associate profestOr-in·TCS:idc:nc;;e, Dep3nmenu of Anthropology and Psychiatry, University of California, Los Angdt"S. He w-ishes to
thank Walter Coldadunidt-, Robert B. Edgerton, Theodore Schwartz, T homas
Wti.s:ner, Harold G. Levine, Cecile 1L Edgerton, and Jill Korbin (or variout
IUggt'tion.s and advice.
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and more compelling than the physiological rhythms whit.h they overlay
and distort, tl>at the failure to satisfy an artificial, culturally stimulated.
need- for outdistancing one's neighbors in our society, for instance, or
for wearing the requisite number of dog's teeth among the Manus- may
produce more unhappiness and frustration in the human breast than
the most rigorous cultural curtailment$ of the physiological demands of
sex or hunger. We had to present evidence that human character is built
upon a biological base which is capable of enormous diversification in
terms of social standard.< (Mead, 1939a:x).
It is easy to confuse Simplicity with unimportance. The importance of this shift in our view of human nature, as well as Margaret
Mead's contribution to it, a shift that broke the stranglehold biology and genetics held on studies of child development, simply cannot be overemphasized (Hallowell 1955, Langness 1974, Simpson
1958). Comi11g of Age i11 Samoa, subtitled "A Psychological Study
of Primitive Youth for Western Civilization," was the first intensive study of what was to become the subdiscipline known as Culture and Personality (Honigman 1972: 125). We have by now become so accustomed to prefacing our statements, " in this culture,"
we tend to forget that it was not always so.

Although Mead made her second field tnp to Manus specifically
to study animistic thinking, she ultimately include::! mention of
this only as an appendix to the more general book that resulted
from it, Growi11g Up in New Guinea. Perhaps she d'td this because
the results were negative, perhaps because, as she S<Iid at the time,
she wanted tO wait until she had replicated the study in an additional society. In any case, the re<ult seems to have been to minimize the importance of an early, convincing, and still unsurpassed
challenge to what still hangs on in some circles as part of a general
theory of intelligence:
The resulu o£ these various lines o£ investigation show that Manus children not only show no tendency towards spontaneous a nimistic thought,

but that they also show what may perh•ps legitimately be termed as
negativism towards explanations couched in animistic rather than practical cause and effect terms. The Manus child is less spontaneously animistic and less traditionally animistic than is the Manus aduiL This
result is a direct contradiction of findings in our own society, in which
the child has been found to be more animistic, in both traditional and
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spontaneous fashions, than are his elders. When such a reversal is found
in two contrasting societies~ the explanation must obviously be sought

in terms of the culture; a purely psychological explanation is inadequate (Mead 1932b:J86).
Only now, 40 years later, is serious attention once again being
directed to comparative studies of basic cognitive processes (Cole
and Scribner 1973, Price-Williams 19?.;}. "The Comparative Study
of Primitive Education," the subtitle of Growing Up in New
Guinea, was not only a broader field of inquiry which included
her study of thinking, but also developed, of course, into what we
now conceive of as the cross-cultural study of socialization. .
Mead's field work on the Omaha re.servation in 1930, although
terribly unpleasant for her (Mead 1972), resulted in The Changing
Culture of an Indian Tribe (1932a). This was one of the earliest
full-length treatments of culture change, an interest that was to become formalized in anthropology in the 1930s and 1940s (Keesi.n g
1953); and it was certainly one of the earliest "acculturation" studies (Siegal 1955). Mead has herself commented upon this:
The first real evidence of the emergence of a new viewpoint that gave
weight to both sides of a culture contact situation came only in 1935
with the publication of a first report by the Social Science Research
Council's Subcommittee on Acculturation and with the appearance of
a paper by Gregory Bateson, in which, using techniques that anticipated
cybernetic methods, he included both groups within an analyzable sys·
tern. For my own awareness of the probl<m I owe a special debt to my
mother's study. "The Italian on the Land," which I watched her make
when I was four. In her research, she treated Italians as future members
of the society into which they had migrated and regarded the nature of
that society as relevant to their lives. I also knew and appreciated the
work of Christie MacLeod who, in writing Tile American Indian Fron·
tier, had taken into account the interrelationships that shaped EuroAmerican culture contacts (Mead 1966a:xiv-xv).
Thus it is fair to say,l believe, that by 1932 Margaret Mead had
settled on the three major and closely related interests she would
thenceforth pursue: Culture and Personality studies, Education,
and Culture Change. Virtually all of her subsequent work has deal,t
with one or the other of these general topics. Over the years she
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nas continually narrowed, refocused, or expanded ner views as her
experience has required. ln addition, and running through all of
ner work, from Coming of Age in Samoa to tile present, has been a
serious and explicit concem with metllodology. It is ironic tllat altllougn Mead has been subjected to endless criticism about her
presumed lack of methodological rigor, she has been far more open
and honest about her methods man have most oilier antllropologists (Harris 1968). She has been methodologically innovative as,
for e;><ample, in her work on animistic tllought where she employed
children's drawings, psychological tests, and experimental observations (Mead 1931, 1932b), on Bali where she introduced new photo·
graphic and recording techniques (Bateson and Mead 1942, Mead
and MacGregor 1951), and on national character where she had to
develop techniques for studying culture at a distance and cope with
a difficult problem of sampling (Mead 195lc, 1953b, Mead and
Metraux 1953). She has also often clarified anthropological metllods for otllers (Mead 1933, 1939b, 1946, 1954, 1956c, 1969, 1970a).
Margaret Mead's interest in education, and particularly in Americail education, led her to recogni2e very early in her career that if
a social scientist wislled to be heard and to make an impact it would
be necessary to appeal directly to the public rather than to peers.
Th us she addressed her first books, and, indeed, most of her subse·
quent work, to tile public. Even so, she did not, strictly speaking,
"popularize" in tile derogatory sense tllat has often been charged.
T here is no doubt that Mead was entirely aware of what she was
doing:
I can emphasize that this was the first piece of anthropological fieldwork

which was written without the paraphernalia of scholarship designed
to mystify the lay reader and confound one's colleagues. It seemed to
me then- and it still does- that if our stuclies of the way of life of other
peoples are to be meaningful to the peoples of the industrialized world,
they must be written for them and not wrapped up in technical jargon
for specialists. As this book was about adolescents, I tried to couch it in
language that would be communicative to those who had most to do
with adolescents-teachers, parents, and soon-to-be parents. r did not
write it as a popular book, but only with the hope that it would be intelligible to those who might make the best use of its theme, mat adolescence need not be the time of stress and strain which Western society
made it; that growing up could be freer and easier and less complicated
(Mead 1973).
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In this way, as we all know, Mead has long been the foremost
spokesman for the profession and she has done more for the public
awareness of anthropology than any other anthropologist.
It is in the area of education that Mead's particular concern with
sociali2ation is most directly apparent. But it is important to recog·
nize that education, as Mead employs the term in her early work,
implies not only the institutionalized and formal methods of school·
ing employed in the Western world, but also the completely in for·
mal and unstructured means employed in the small-scale, preliter·
ate world. The term education is employed by her synonymously
with socialization. Neither term, however, describes precisely what
she was attempting to study. The term that best describes itenculturation-did not appear until 1948 when it was introduced
by Melville J. Herskovits (T iticv 1964:239).
The aspects of the learning experience which mark off roan from other
creatures, and by means of which, initially, and in later life, he achieves
competence in his culture, may be called encu.lturation. T his is in essence a process of conscious or unconscious conditioning, exercised

within the limits sanctioned by a given body of custom. From this process not only is all adjustment to social living achieved, but also all those
satisfactions that, though they are of course a part of social experience,
derive from individual expression rather than assodation with others
in the group (Herskovits 1948:39).
In the introduction to Coming of Age in Samoa Mead had defined her task as follows:
because of the particular problem which we set out to answer, this tale
of another way of life is mainly concerned with education, with the pro-

cess by which the baby, arrived cultureless upon the human scene, be·
comes a full·Hedged adult member of his or her society (1928: 13).
Her opening sentence in Growing Up in New Guinea:
The way in which each human infant is transformed into the finished
adult, into the complicated individual version of his city and his cen·
tury is one of the most fasdnating studies open to the curious minded
(1930:1).
And then later:
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We have followed the Manus baby through its formaLive years to adulthood, seen its indj([crcnce lowards aduh life turn into attcnth•e partici·

pation, its idle scoffing at the supernatural change into an anxious
sounding of the wishes ol the spirits. i!Seasy-going generous communism
turn into grasping individualistic acquisitiveness. The process of education is complete. The :Manus baby, born into the world without motor

habits, without speech, without any definite forms of behavior, with
neither beliefs nor enthusiasms, has become the Manus adult in every
particular. No cultural item has slipped out of the stream of tradition
which the elders transmit in this irregular unorgan ised fashion to their
children, transmit by a method which seems to us so haphazard, so unpremeditated, so often definitely hostile to its u ltimate ends (1930:259260).
!1-fany other examples can be found. Mead appears to have never
been particularly interested in how an infant becomes social, or
even in how it becomes human. She was interested from first to last
·in how it becomes cultural- and she seems to have meant cultural
in a remarkably sophisticated, meaningful, and modem sense. T he
contemporary concept of culture that would come the closest to
what she had in m ind would perhaps be that of Clifford Geertz:
We are, in sum. incomplete or unfinished animals who complete or

finish ourselves through culture-and not through culture in general
but through highly particular forms of it: Dobuan and Javanese, Hopi
and Italian. upper-class and lower-class, academic and commercial.
Man's great capacity for learning, his plasticity, has often been re·
marked, but what is even more critical is his extreme dependency upon
a certain sort of learning: the attainment of concepts, the apprehension
and application of specific systems of symbolic meaning. Beavers build
dams, birds build nests, bees locate food, baboons organize social groups,
and mice mate on the basis of forms of learning that rest predominantly
on the instructions encoded in their gtnes and evoked by appropriate
patterns of external stimuli: physical keys inserted into organic locks.
But men build dams or shelters, locate food, organize their social
groups, or lind sexual parrners under the guidance of instructions encoded in flow charts and blueprints, hun ting lore, moral systems, and
aesthetic judgments: conceptual structures molding formless talents
{Geertz 1965: 113).
T he distinction involved here between enculturation and socialization is by n o means trivial:
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So it is important to reaffirm the difference between the study of enculturation-the process of learning a culture in all its uniqueness and particularity-and the study of socialization- the set of specieswide requirements and exactions made on human beings by human societies. Unless.
in each case, the full details of enculturation are recorded and, later, are
examined as meticulously as are techniques of drumming or singing.
and are analyzed, in context, in many systematically chosen cultures, the
probability of our developing a -cross-culturally viable theory of socialization is negligible.
E.ach time a member of some •Other discipline arrives at a generalization about socialization based on an indiscriminate use of anthropological materials, each time an anthropologist applies to his own work the
treatment of socialization current!y in vogue in the behavioral sciences,
which has not passed through the relining crucible of comparative study
of enculturation, the confusion is further compounded. Controversies
arise in which the anthropologist, or someone with a genuine knowledge
of enculturation, objects that the particular generalization made by a
behavioral scientist does not take culture (by which he moans cultures)
into account; in reply, the behavioral scientist insists that he has taken
as a basic premise the idea that man is a cultural animal, that all culture
is learned, and so forth. But to the extent that they are talking past each
other, the controversy remains unresolved (Mead 1963: 187).

It is probably true to say that although she rarely bothered to define it, Mead employed the concept of culture throughout her entire career far more consistently, insightfully, and successfully than
most other scholars. T his is at least partly responsible for her success and durability as an anthropologist. Although she was influenced by A. R . Radcliffe-Brown, as her monograph, Kinship in the
Admiralty Islands (1934) shows, she was not led astray as were many
of her peers by the simplicities of Radcliffe-Brown's version of
stmcturalism. She retained and used the concept of culture in spite
of R adcliffe-Brown's insistence (1957) that there could be no science of culture. Likewise, she was not plunged into relative inertia
because of the difficulties of operationalizing or defining culture as
were still others of her colleagues. Mead continued to demonstrate
in her articles, books, and lectures just what completely cultural
animals we really are. If her early work, Sex and T emperament in
Three Primitive Societies (1935) is a dubious but plausible overstatemen t of this, Male and Female (1949) is a more mature and
convincing one. Even more convincing is the work on Balinese
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character (Bateson and Mead 1942, Mead and MacGregor 1951)
and the work on culture and national character she conducted dur·
ing and just after World War II. And Keep Your Powder Dry
(1942), Mead's penetrating analysis of American character, is per·
haps the best single example here, with Soviet Attitudes Toward
Authority (195lb) being another very good one.
While it may be true that theory is more often impUcit than ex·
plicit in Mead's work, it has always been informed by a clearly formulated, consistent, and strongly held view of the nature of man
and culture (Webb 1968). Furthermore, she has never been uncom·
fortable when grappling with explicit theoretical issues in the study
of culture. Her theoretical position is probably best seen in such
works as "The Concept of Culture and the Psychosomatic Approach" (1947), The St·udy of Culture at a Distance (Mead and
Metraux 1953), "The Cross-Cultural Approach to the Study of Personality" (1956a), "Cultural Determinants of Behavior" (1958) and
Continuities in Cultural Evolution (1964). That the culture con·
cept has become recognized as the "most central problem of all social science" (Malinowski 1939:588), "the foundation stone of the
social sciences" (Chase 1948:59), "the key concept of anthropology"
(Devereux 1956:23), and so on, is in important measure due to the
persistence and talent Margaret Mead brought to her work.
Although Mead worked in cultures that can easily be thought of
as exotic, and although she wrote books that often became popular,
she never indulged in sensationalism, nor did she concentrate on
the esoteric. Her work has always been serious and comparative; it
has most frequently contrasted other ways of life with those of her
countrymen. In Coming of Age in Samoa she discussed American
educational problems as they related to her findings about Samoa.
In Growing Up in New Guinea she did likewise. This early interest
grew and developed in literally hundreds of conferences, articles,
and lectures and led eventually to The School in American Culture
(195la}. While Webb's claim that, "with the exception of the tech·
nical monographs (for example her work on the Mountain Ara·
pesh) she never really has written about anything other than West·
em society," (1968: !58) cannot be taken seriously, it is quite appar·
ent, as he also suggests, that two of her major interests have always
been the reformation of American culture and the creation of a
better world. Her attitude towards this can be seen clearly in the
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following passage from Balinese ChaTacteT, written j ust as America
was entering the Second World War:
we are faced with the problem o! building a new world; we have toreorient the old values o! many contrasting and contradictory cultural
systems into a new form which will use but transcend them all, draw on
their respective strengths and allow lor their respective weaknesses. We
have to build a culture richer and more rewarding than any that the
world has ever seen. This can only be done through a disciplined science
of human relations and such a science is built by drawing om from very
detailed, concrete materials, such as these, the relevant abstractions- the
vocabulary which will help us to plan an integrated world (Bateson and
Mead 1942:xvi).
Insofar as anthropology and the other social sciences had as their
original purpose the idea of social reform (Becker 1971 ), and as the
current trend in the social sciences is quite clearly back towards
this original and only meaningful purpose (Hymes 1969}, Mead's
attitude and consistency on this point, which has often been denigrated in the recent past, must surely be seen as a virtue.
Mead's contin u ing interest in culture change, which originated
with The Changing CultuTe of an Indian Tribe, eventually resulted in the practical manual Cullum/ Patterns and Technical
Change ( 1953a). Her revisit to Manus, twenty-five years after her
initial field work there, rather drastically revised her views of the
process of culture change:
T he transformation I witnessed in 1958 taugh t me a great deal about
social change-<:hange within one generation- a nd about the way a people who were well led could take their future in their own hands. It
helped correct the widely held belief that slow d>ange, however uneven,
was pre!erable to rapid change. The Manus children I studied earlier,
in 1928, had taught me about the consequences of the kind of education
advocated by contemporary educators. For

~fan us

children, given great

freedom, grew up to accept-even though grudgingly-the standards of
the adult world. I learned that it is not enough to depend on the next
generation; adults themselves must take part in change (Mead 1966b).

N ew Lives foT Old: Cultmal TTansform4tion- Manus, 1928195J ( 1956b}, although not the first restudy of a culture done by
anthropologists, was an unusually dramatic example, and it quickly
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became one of the best·known and most influential studies of its
J:.ind. As above, it questioned for the first time the assumption that
culture change must go slowly if it were not to be disruptive. More
important, it helped to shape and clarify Mead's theoretical posi·
tion with respect to the evolution and microevo!ution of culture as
recorded in Continuities in Cultural Evolution, and it also helped
her to formulate her recent and insightful Culture and Commit·
ment: A. Study of the Gennation Gap. The contrast Mead develop~
in Culture and Commitment, between postfigurative, cofigurative,
and prefigurative wltures,' although perhaps not as completely de·
•eloped as we might wish, is one that deserves our most serious at·
tention. It is one of only a few formulations dealing with the im·
mensity of the changes confronting us that does not confuse the con.
temporary situation subjectively viewed (the you.ng have always re·
belled against authority, etc.) with tbe same situation objectively
viewed (the position of young people in the world today is, in fact,
totally without precedent). Only an anthropologist with Margaret
Mead's interests and vast experience--with socialization and en·
culturation, cognition, with culture change and communication,
and with evolution--<:ould convincingly write as follows:
Today, as we are coming to understand better the circular processes

through which culture is developed and transmitted, we recognize that
man's most human characteristic is not his ability to learn, which he
shares with many other species, but his ability to teach and store what
others have developed and taught him. Learning, which is based on hu·
man dependency, is relatively simple. But human capacities !or creating
elaborate teachable systems, for understanding and utilizing the re.
!Ources of the natural world, and for governing society and creating
imaginary worlds, all these are very complex. In the past, men relied on
the least elaborate par t of the circular system, the dependent learning
by children, for continuity of transmission and for the embodiment or
the new. Now, with our greater understanding of the process, we must
cultivate tbe most Hexible and complex part of the system-the behavior
of adults. We must, in fact, teach ourselves how to alter adult behavior
so that we can give up postfigurative upbringing, with its tolerated con·
1 . Postfigurative cullures arc th05e in which children learn primarily (rom
cheir forebears. Cofigurath·c cultures arc those in which both children and
adults l~m from their peers. A prefigurath·c: culture is one: in which adults
learn from their children as well as from >:hei.r forebean and peers (sec Mead
!970b).
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figurative components, and discover prefigurative ways of teaching and
learning that will keep the future open. We must create new models lor
adults who can teach their children not what to learn, but how to learn
and not what they should be committed 10, but the value of commitment
(1970b:72).

In spite of her emphasis on children, Mead never restricted her
work merely to child-rearing practices, emphasizing instead the
wider cultural context and the roles of siblings, parents, and grandparents in the enculturative process. She recogni1.ed very early that
much of the study of enculturation-the process of transmitting
particular cultural forms and symbols to particular individuals and
groups--revolved around the problem of communication; and she
also realized early that the communicative process was not entirely
verbal. Whereas all of this might be said to be merely implicit in
her early work, it was the early work (with the added stimulus of
Gregory Bateson's similarly emerging ideas on culture and communication) that guided her to undertake the remarkable study of
Balinese character. Balinese Character was an attempt to demonstrate, on the one hand, how culture is organized and communicated in all its nuances from generation to generation, and, on the
other, how anthropologists could communicate their knowledge of
this process to others without relying so exclusively on the printed
word. It was a most rewarding experiment which has, unfortunately, never been replicated. T he best statement of what they were
attempting is found in their own introduction to the book:
In this monograph we are attempting a new method ol stating the intangible relationships among different types of culturally standardized
behavior by placing side by side mutually relevant photographs. Pieces
ol behavior. spatially and contextually separated- a trance dancer being
carried in procession, a man looking up at an aeroplane, a servant greeting his master in a play. the painting of a dream- may all be relevant to
a single discussion; the same emotional thread may run through them.
·To present them together in wo•rds, it is necessary either to resort to devices which are inevitably literary, or to dissect the living scenes so that
only desiccated items remain.
By the use of photographs, the wholeness of e;>,cl! piece of beha\•ior
can be preserved, while the special cross-referencing desired can be obtained by placing the series of photographs on the same page. It is pos·
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sible to avoid the artificial construction of a scene at which a man.

watching a dance, also looks up at an aeroplane and has a dream; it is
also possible to avoid diagramming the single element in these scenes
which we wish to stres$-the importance of levels in Balinese interpersonal relationship$-in such a way that the reality of the scenes themselves is destroyed.
This is not a book about Balinese custom, but about the Balineseabout the way in which they, as living persons, moving, standing, eat·
ing, sleeping, dancing, and going into trance, embody that abstraction
which (after we have abstracted it) we technically call culture (Bateson
and Mead 1942:xii).
This was an ambitious attempt to avoid the earlier, more literary
style of Mead, without resorting to the analytic extremes of Bateson's early work, Naven (1936). H ad World War II not intervened,
the impact of this fruitful innovation would doubtless have been
much greater than it was. Balinese Character might well be seen as
the first formal study of "socialization as cultural communication,"
and therefore as the original inspiration for this particular volume,
a slightly belated testimonial to an exceedingly valuable idea.
Mead has always been in the forefront of anthropological research. As we have noted, she helped to break the monopoly biology
and genetics held for a time on ideas of human development. She
produced the first work in Culture and Personality. She was the first
seriously to challenge Piaget on cognitive processes. She was one of
the earliest anthropologists formally to study culture change and,
more particularly, acculturation. She was also the first cultural anthropologist to appeal successfully to the public. She studied the
process of enculturation before the term existed. Her view of the
culture concept was considerably more advanced than that of most
of her colleagues. She pioneered in the area of national character
studies and the study of culture at a distance, and she consistently
maintained, at times in the face of outright derision, that anthropology was a reformer's science. She innovated methodologically
and, with Bateson, she introduced the idea of culture as communication. O pen to suggestion, she took selectively and critically, and
for her own purposes, from psychoanalytic theory and from
Radcliffe-Brown. Finally, she has given real meaning to the study
of rapid change and the concept of the generation gap.
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It has often been noted that there exists no "school" of Mead, no
tightly knit band of disciples, no clique or loyalists, no true believers, no central theme or discovery to be institutionalized in Mead's
name. So be it-all behavioral and social scientists have been influenced by the work of Margaret Mead, an influence that has gone far
beyond the sciences themselves to permeate virtually every literate
household. Whatever her critics say, and granted that like all such
gifted and productive people she is open w criticism, her positive
contributions are monumenral. Her influence on the profession, on
related disciplines, and on the public, as well as on the theme of this
volume, are simply without precedent.
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Monkey Group
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METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Primate3 as an order have an exceptionally long generation interval. Compared with other mammals o f equivalent weights, gesta·
tion is long, lactation is long, and the juvenile period is long. Thus
the minimal generation time is about 20 months for a marmoset
smaller than a laboratory rat, 4 years for a typical Old World mon·
key the size of a dog, perhaps 10 or 12 years for a great ape. Nor
does maturation cease with sexual matur ity: increasingly, it is berooming clear that interaction patterns, the "social role," of adult
primates of either sex continues to change for many years (e.g.
Sackett and Ruppenthal I 973). This is not necessarily a peculiarity
of primates, however; social maturation probably continues beyond
sexual maturity in other social mammals.
We can, of course, make cross-sectional descripti ons of social development, obtaining means and ranges of such measures as time
spent in contact with mother, or frequency of maternal intervention in interactions between infants and others at particular ages.
This method can be extended relatively easily to infants developTKr.t.MA E. RoWELL is wist-ant professor in the Department of Zoology at the
University of California, Berkeley.
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ing in widely different situations, including highly controlled and
modified laboratory situations, with the effect of extending the
range of the readings at a particular age. Development, however, is
a

ptOCC3!$

whose interest largcl}" derives from the resultant end pro-

duct, so that longitudinal studies are more satisfying. Yet even with
enormous resources the answer to a simple que.stion like "is there
an effect of mothering received on maternal behavior towards first
offspring" is nearly a lifetime research commitment on apes, and
involves a time span far longer than the average project funding
even for monkeys.
We have then two distinct types of information: first, descriptions of social behavior at successive ages, with a measure of variation to be encountered between individuals in the same general environment, and the extension of variation to be expected if environmental conditions are changed. Second, there are, or should be
sltldies of what amount to causal processes, correlation of early variation in social experience with later variation in adult behavior at
maturity. Because of the time needed to obtain the latter type, discussion of social development in monkeys must be augmented with
the inspired reading of cross-seCtional data as a ser ies in time (d.
Kummer 196~). the extrapolation ot laboratory data to natural
situations with quite different social environment, and other forms
of inspired guesswork. In this arricle I aim wwards a consideration
of social development in undisturbed groups of monkeys in their
natural habitat, about which little data arc available, because wild
monkeys are shy and most live rather invisibly in dense vegetation.
Data from provisioned wild troops in Japan provide some infonna·
tion, but social behavior has undoubtedly been altered by feeding
if only because it allowed the numbers of animals in a troop tO in·
crease enol'mously (up to 700 in a troop). Individuals have, how·
ever, been followed through their whole lives, and genealogies are
known. A step further removed are the rhesus macaques free rang·
ing on islands off Puerto Rico. These also have a very dense population, are dependent on localized provided food, and are in an alien
habitat; but known genealogies have been followed for long peri·
ods. Other sites are being developed which should provide valuable
longitudinal information, such as wild populations of baboons at
Gilgil in Kenya and Combe Stream in Tanzania.
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KINSHIP
Except for these studies, field students have guessed about the
kinship of their animals, in fact very often individual identification
was not possible. Captive groups .typically start with strangers and
studies are rarely long enough to see lineages develop from scratch
(Kaufman's studies, below, are a notable exception). In both these
circumstances there is a tendency to describe social interactions as

between agejsex classes. This is better than nothing as a first ap.
proximation, but there is a danger of extrapolating from this an
expedient to handle incomplete data to the assumption that monkeys actually interact with examples of an agefsex class, whereas in
reality they interact with individu als.
Where kinship groups exist in a captive group, or are known in
a wild group, it is clear that a major pan of an individual's identity
depends on its relations. In a captive vervet group that has been
followed into the third generation, Bramblett (1970) found that
both sexes were ranked according to their maternal lineage. Subadult males defended their mothers and only their own mothers it
the senior, adult male who normally defended the group was absent; if all adults were removed, each infant was defended by its
oldest male sibling only. Grooming, spacing, and other behavior
could also be best described in terms of kinship links. Loss of kinship information can result in gross oversimplification. For example, a catalogue of tbe types of interaction seen between, say, adult
males and infants under six monuhs, which might perhaps be published under a title like "the role <>f adull males in the socialization
of infant monkeys" would in fact be the sum of several different relationships with varying degrees of overlap in the type of interactions they include. Ransom and Ransom (1971) avoided this type
of oversimplification in an illuminating way. In their study of interactions between male baboons and infants in a troop at Gombe
Stream, four very different types <>f relationship were analyzed.
Most studi~s of infant development in captivity have explored
the relationship of mother and infant in the first montl1s, and the
way in which the infant's dependence on Lhe mother lessens. This
interest stems in large part from the current stress on maternal care
and t11e development of independence in Western society, but it
also is a simple-seeming system that lends itself to experimental
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manipulation and is reliably duplicated. Io contrast, in wild or
large, long·standing captive groups of monkeys, a mother and her
new infant appear not so much as interacting individuals but as a
single unit, with very different social properties from the pregnant
female that preceded it. Social development becomes not so much
a matter of leaving the mother but of entering new relationships,
a gradually growing, but never complete separation of the interaction patterns of mother and infant.

SPECIAL STATUS OF YOUNG INFANTS
The infant monkey is not usually threatened or attacked, nor
does it threaten or attack others. As a badge of this immunity it bas
distinctive markings: its fur is a different texture, and usually a dif.
ferent color from that of adultS or juveniles. Thus dark brown
stumptail macaques have blond infants, while light grey hanuman
langurs have dark brown infants. Distinctive adult patterns are
lacking- the brilliantly colored de Brazza's monkey (Cercopithecus
neglectus) with orange browband and long white beard has an all·
over brown infant, the talapoin infant has a pale pink face, lacking
the dark cheek-lines and yellow side·whiskers of the juvenile and
adult.
Infant monkeys all look much more alike than do adultS of dif·
fcrent species, and their infancy is recognized and responded to by
other specie.s. I have seen a captive baboon female lipsmack and
grunt appreciatively at a newborn vervet infant in the next cage,
to the alarm of itS mother who probably knew that baboons are
predators of vervets. Occasionally we find monkeys in the wild liv·
ing with troops of the wrong species-an adult male vervet lived in
one of the baboon troops I studied in Uganda, and Aldrich-Blake
(1968) reported a female coppertail monkey that lived with a blue
monkey troop (Cercopithecus ascanius with C. mitis) and even had
a hybrid infant. It is probable tltat these were the result of infant
theft and adoption at an interspecies encounter. The infants were
reared successfully because not only do infants look alike, but be·
havior towards an infant appropriate to ensuring its survival is
much the same for all monkeys, and the behavior of the infants
which helps to elicit such responses is also very similar.
There are differences in rates of increase of locomotor indepen·
dence-Chalmers (1972) has found a correlation between habitat
and developmental rates, with infants growing up high in trees be·
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ing slower to go out of mother's arm's reach, reasonably enough,
than infants of terrestrial species, which first run safely along the
gTound. In other respects the arboreal infants developed as fast as
closely related terrestrial species, and the arboreal mothers were
not more restrictive.

SOCIAL EXPERIENCE OF YOUNG INFANTS
All infants in the first three months or so need suckling. carrying,
gTOOming, protecting. During this time they are learning about
their companions. Sackett (1970) presents evidence that there is an
inborn recognition of, and preference for adults of own species. Yet
the evidence of animals living with the wrong species in the wild,
even though their own species uses the same range and the troops
must on occasion meet, and the evidence of numerous hand-reared
pet monkeys that continue to prefer human company even after
being placed with gToups of their own species suggests that this innate tendency may be to a gTeater or lesser extent overruled by early
experience. Presumably it is normally reinforced by the early experience. The young monkey also learns to recognize the members
of his troop, and the social interaction patterns to be expected between them and his mother and himself. An infant patas monkey,
for example (personal observations) develops decided preferences
among the would-be caretakers in the gTOup which seem to be the
result of experience of the type of handling it may receive from
them. It tries to avoid caretakers that are rough or restrictive. The
type of care given depends partly on the relationship of the care·
taker to the mother and partly on the maturity of the caretaker.
Juvenile females gt"adually come to treat infants less as playthings
and more maternally, possibly as a result of learning which types of
caretaking allow her to keep the infant for longer periods of time
(Lancaster 1971 ). Thus the infant may aid in the social development of the older animal as well as vice versa. The infant's preference among alternative caretakers does not always coincide with
that of its mother. In a cage situation mothers are reluctant to allow females ranking higher than themselves to take the infant because they have trouble in taking it back; yet the high-ranking female is often tlte most relax.e d and permissive caretaker, and so is
favored by the infant. T his is the first point at which the mother's
and infant's interaction patterns begin to diverge.
Besides the infant's special and generally recognized status as an
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infant, it is also responded to from the moment it leaves its mother
as an individual with known kinship. A juvenile female will glance
at its mother before picking it up, even though she is not the closest
other monkey. An adult female in a captive group will unerringly
interfere in an infant play group if her friend's child is, in her opinion, being treated roughly, and cuff away dte others (Rowell,
Hinde, and Spencer-Booth 1964). Occasionally one sees a juvenile
female retrieve an infant and carry it back to its own mother, perhaps to the other side of the group (e.g. Breuggeman 1973). An infant that is known to have in8uential protectors will be treated
with great respect at least if any of its protectors are in sight. An
adult male vervet will carefully avoid walking directly up to an
infant because if one happens to scream at his approach a pack of
females will instantly attack him, assuming him rn have harmerl it
(Lancaster 1970). In this way an infant learns its own status including its rank, which is basically that of its mother. Differences between infants in the way they behave gradually become apparent,
and are probably in large part the result of their different social
expenence.
I N TERSPECIFIC VARIATION IN SOCIAL EXPERIENCE

Although the caretaking needs of the infant and tbe social stimuli it provides are similar in different species of monkey, there is
great variation between species as to who provides the care, and
hence great variation in the social experience of the infant. At one
extreme, the young infant is at first almost exclusively the concern
uf it> mother, who fends off interested adults and juvenlles by
threats or by continually avoiding or turning away so they must
look over her shoulder at the infant, according to her rank. As the
infant gets older it is permitted to interact first with siblings and
maternally related females, lattr with peers. But the pattern established very early, of interacting mainly with maternal relations,
continues throughout life or until a male leaves his natal troop.
Although all ages and both sexes do some caretaking, females of all
ages do much more than males. Something like this pattern is typi·
cal of most of the species of monkey where infant development has
been extensively studied-the rhesus and the pigtail macaques and
the baboon and the vervet. It is by no means, however, the only
social environment that the infant monkey may experience. In the
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Barbary ape (Mocaca rylvana), studies of rwo separate populations
(Deag and Crook I 971, Burton 1972) have emphasized the frequent
interaction of males of all age.s with infants. Burton gives the impression that the majority of the infant's social interactions other
than with its mother are with males. In a mangabey (Cercocebus
albigena) Chalmers (I 968) found that yearlings were cared for
mainly by adult males, and similar behavior is reported from some
J apanese macaque troops (M. fwcata) , though in both these species
adult males interact only cursorily with small infants. All the species mentioned live in groups containing several adults of both
sexes. Other species live in groups of one male and several females,
obviously offering a different social environment for infants. The
patas (Erythrocebus patas) male is so peripheral to his group of females that infants must scarcely be aware of his existence until they
are several months old. At the other extreme, marmosets and tamarins live in pairs, and the infant (usually one of twins) is cared for
by father, mother, and juvenile siblings almost equally, though after the first three weeks the infant is returned by father and juveniles to the mother only for nursing (Nicoll, personal communication).
Multipa.rous female baboons are interested in a new infant, in
that they investigate and groom it and occasionally pick it up if the
mother permits, but their behavior towards the inf.ant may also be
ambivalent. T hey may behave as if they were jealous of the infant
taking the mother's attention, and tweak at it maliciously behind
her back (Ransom and Rowell 1972). Care is given more by nulliparous females. In contrast, once a patas infant is about three weeks
old and starts to leave its mother other adult females frequently
take it so that in the field it is very difficult to tell which infant belongs to which female (Gartlan, personal communication). In a:
caged group of patas, we have seen a female regularly take and
suckle an infant younger than her own . In langurs the in fant is
taken and shared among all females in the group from birth, so that
it is even more difficult to discover which infant belongs to which
mother.
This catalogue of diversity could be continued, but the point has,
I hope, been made that the environment for social development
varies a great deal from one monkey species to another. The only
generalization that can be mad.e is that never is the mother the in-
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£ant's only caretaker. We would expect such different experiences
to produce different "personalities" among the adults. Monkey species do have very different and characteristic temperaments, as any
zoo keeper would agree, but we have no study yet which relates
child-rearing practices to later adult behavior in different monkey
species.
A ZOOLOGIST'S VIEW OF CARETAKING
A zoologist must always ask "what is the selection pressure that
has caused this behavior to evolve?" Monkeys other than mothers
spend time and energy caring for infants, and such expenditure
must be selected against unless it is advantageous, in the strictly
limited sense that the animal that does it must thereby be enabled
to leave more offspring than one that does not.
For the first part of the answer we should return to our opening
statement. It takes a lot of time to produce a primate infant, and a
lot of energy goes into it, so that each individual already at birth
represents considerable parental investment. It will probably be
more efficient to rear this one successfully than to give up and start
again. (Compare for example a newborn mouse, one of a litter. of
ten needing only three weeks gestation, thus a much more expendable individual in terms of maternal energy output.)
Monkeys live in relatively closed groups, so there is some chance
that a male protecting an infant is protecting one of his, or his
father's or his son's offspring. It may be since paternity is not known
in multimale groups at least, that a blanket approach is the most
economical-giving care to all infants ensures that own progeny
receive it; providing tile proportion of own progeny is sufficiently
high, such behavior has selective value.
Hamilton (1964) pointed out tllat strictly speaking the problem
is not one of leaving as many progeny as possible, but of causing the
birth and survival to maturity of as many individuals of the most
similar possible gene combinations. A full sibling has more similar
genetic constitution than do offspring, and the offspring of a full
sibling are likely to have a genetic constitution very nearly as close
as that of own offspring. Thus there may be as much selective advantage in ensuring the survival o£ siblings or the offspring of siblings as there is in reproducing oneself. This is particularly true
where the infant is expensive to produce, as are infant monkeys.
"Altruism" is closely akin to enlightened self-interest.
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I have suggested elsewhere (Rowell I 972) that it may be advantageous for protection to be extended from younger to older members of a monkey group as well as vice versa. Old monkeys have long
memories that may enable the group as a whole (including their
own offspring) to circumnavigate some infrequent environmental
crises-to find the remaining water in a drought of a severity that
only occurs once every twenty years, for example. In exchange for
such rarely used information it may well be selectively advantageous for a group to include aged individuals even if they must occasionally wait for them in progressions or defend them against predators they no longer have the agility to avoid.
If the evolution of caretaking behavior towards infants by animals other then the mother can be explained in general by the selective advantage of ensuring the survival of closely related young
carrying a high proportion of the protector's genes, we must then
ask the significance of variation, within the order, of tl1e extent and
intensity of nonmaternal parental care. One possibility is that the
variation simply represents "play" in the system-the differences
between species in who gives care, and how much, are by-products
of other selection pressures. and are not large enough to affect infant survival. Alternatively, different habitats may give selective
advantage to different patterns of child care, so that the variations
we see may represent adaptations to specific environmental pressures. We are now entering the field of pure speculation, but one
general point can still be made: it is unlikely that the answer will
be found by considering a single set of behavior patterns out of the
context of other interspecific behavioral differences. For example
Deag and Crook (1971) point out that infant barbary apes are unusual in that they wander a long way from their mothers as soon as
they become mobile. If infants were retrieved by their own mothers when the troop is alarmed, as is usual for vervets or rhesus monkeys, such errant infants would surely fall easy prey to dogs or
jackals. At least we can say tl!at the combination of behavioral characteristics of wandering infants and strongly parental males is fortunate for the species, though whether one trait had a causal relationship to the other in evolution, we cannot of course know.
T here remains the problem of the freeloader. A monkey that did
not waste energy looking after infants might live in a troop of normal careta.kers and actually be at a slight advantage- his offspring
would be protected by others and he could put his saved energy
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towards leaving more offspring, some of which would carry his
genetic tendency towards nonaltruism. Presumably a group that
came to carry too high a proportion of freeloaders would be unable
to protect its infants successfully, and a balance between these conflicting selection pressures would be achieved. It ought to be to the
advantage of altruistic monkeys to develop behavior to exdude or
coerce nonal truistic animals in the group, since such animals ultimately pose a threat to the survival of their own offspring. Bramblett (1970) suggests that female vervets expected protective behavior of the adult male in his captive group, and that some of their
punitive behavior directed toward the adult male occurred when he
was not adequately fulfilling this role. Rhesus males will attack a
female whose infant is screaming, usually because she is preventing
it from suckling or othenvise rejecting it: and when a mother baboon final ly accepts her weanling on the nipple and his tantrum
ceases there is typically a chorus of greeting grunts from nearby animals, apparently indicating approval, which perhaps might also be
taken as an attempt to influence the behavior of a troopmate towards a more parental attitude.
ENCULTURATION?
LEARNING HOW TO MAKE A LIVING
Infant monkeys leam about thei.r surroundings as well as their
society from group companions. Some of their earliest coordinated
movements are attempts to intercept food the mother's band is conveying past the infant to her mouth. For several weeks the infant
talapoin only attempts to cat food that older animals arc already
eating, picking up scraps and taking fragments from mouth or
hand, long after he has the coordination to get food for himself. In
the cage such behavior may persist for several months, the infant
waiting on a shelf while others go to the tray to fetch food, but in
the wild infants forage for themselves earlier, by about three
months (personal observation). Juvenile monkeys often smell the
mouth of an animal that is eating and then go and fetch the same
sort of food for themselves (Gartlan 1969, on vervets). This be·
havior has been especially noticed in the genus Cercopithecus,
which are mostly forest Jiving; far more plant and animal species
are available as food in tropical forest than in any other environment, and many of them are relatively rare. T hus a young forest
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monkey has a formidable learning task to acquaint itself with the
whole range of food.s used and how they are gathered and eaten.
Monkey troops do not always utilize all available foods in their
home range, and adjacent troops with similar resources may use
different items. Thus Harding (1972). observing predatory behavior of baboons in Kenya, had one troop that frequently killed antelope kids but showed no interest in guinea fowl, flocks of which
could feed through the troop unmolested. A neighboring troop in.
eluded guinea fowl in its diet. Such differences in behavior must
be the result of troop trad itions, juveniles learning specific food
habits from their parents.
ESTABLISHING NEW TRADITIONS
It is of great interest to consider how these traditional differences
between troops might arise, and a unique opportunity to study this
phenomenon has been most elegantly exploited by workers of the
Japan Monkey Centre. It is to be expected that new techniques for
obtaining food will develop most frequently in a period of major
habitat change. Such a change was produced for the monkeys of
Kashima islet: food began to be left for them regularly so they
would come and spend mo·re time on the open beach where their
behavior could be studied. They quickly accepted the offerings of
sweet potato and wheat, btu had some problems with sand adhering
to them, which they attempted to rub off with their hands in the
usual Old World monkey fashion. One juvenile female discovered
that sand could be removed better by washing sweet potato in
water, and, a year or so later, that sand could be separated from
wheat by floating the wheat on water. Kawai and his co-workers
were able to follow the s.pread of these new behavior patterns
through the group. Mothers learned from offspring, juveniles
learned from juvenile peers. Adult males were much slower to learn
than females probably because they had little contact with the innovative juvenile subgroups, and the older an animal the less likely
he was to learn a new habit (Kawai 1965). The new environment
generated other new habits, such as swimming for sport, which later
included fetching possible food items from under water, walking
on hind legs, and using a begging movement of the hand towards
the observers. All these behavior patterns were first developed by
juveniles and spread slowly up the age scale through the popula-
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tion. Itani (1958) observed the acquisition of new diet items in another troop (Takasakiyama). He suggests five probable routes of
acquisition of such new habits (in this particular case, eating
candy), wh ich depend on the particul ar social organization of

Macac4 fuscata:
I. Mothers learn from their infants.

2. Subadult and adult males learn from infants in their care.
3. Adult males learn from females during consort pairing in the mating season, or from females with whom they have strong grooming relationships.
4. Mothers learn from their adult offspring.
5. Elder brothers and sisters learn from younger siblings.
Again, these transmission routes (except perhaps number 3) are
from younger to older members of the group.
Learning about the environment from group companions is thus
a two-way process. The young learn the established traditions of
their troop concerning food, and also the paths and limits of the
home range and possible source! of danger from the older members
of the troop, which also maintain a memory store of appropriate

responses to infrequent but recurring environmental changes. T he
young, in their exploratory behavior develop new techniques, especially during periods of environmental change, which older animals then learn and which are incorporated in the tradition of the
troop.
Although in the Koshima group it was possible to identify a single author of the innovations, when watching young monkeys playing and exploring new objects I have been sn·uck with how several
heads are better than one. In a group of juvenile talapoins investigating a sink stopper, for example, one animal handled the object
while one or more looked over his shoulder. To begin with, that
others were waiting made him retain interest and work harder on
the problem. Eventually he left it for a while and the next monkey
took it and tried some of the same manipulations he had just been
watching, but added a few variants of his own; this process continued until collectively they dismantled the sink stopper, posted
one part through the wire of the ceiling, and hung the other on a
nail in the wall, after using it as a hat. One juvenile playing alone
would not have had the persistence, and is unlikely to have had all
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the required insights to make so much of such unpromising material.
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN
SOCIAL INTERACTION PATTERNS
Monkey troops differ not only in their ways of interacting with
their environment, but in their pattern of social interactions. Again
the best known example comes from Japan. Itani (1959) described
care of yearlings and two-year-olds by adult males especially during
the birth periods when the mothers were turning their attention
from the yearlings to the newborn infants. Males of three troops
showed this behavior extensively. In eight other troops it has never
been seen, while in seven more occasional isolated incident.~ have
been observed. One may speculate whether males learn the behavior by imitation of other males, or whether infants, being cared for
by males, are conditioned to care for infants in their turn. Presum·
ably the paternal behavior of the barbary ape, now a species characteristic, arose as such a cultural variant.
Social behavior of rhesus monkeys from a.n urban environment is
different from that of forest-reared monkeys, and the difference continues when both are maintained in the laboratory (Singh 1966).
Urban monkeys are more aggressive, and also more active and manipulative, which characteristics are appropriate for the highly com·
petitive urban environment. While the environment must have
some direct effect on the individual's behavior, we are probably
dealing here with another cultural difference as well.
The hamadryas baboon has an entirely different social organization from the common baboon, troops consisting of several separate
one-male harem units. This difference is based on a single interac·
tion pattern, the herding of females by males: a male goes to a fe·
male who is not following him closely enough and bites the back of
her neck. She responds to this by following him more closely. By
studying animals in a natural zone of interbreeding, Nagel (1973)
was able to show that this herding behavior is genetically deter·
mined in the males, but is learned by females as juveniles. Hybrid
males show partial, and rather ineffective herding and so are at a
disadvantage in breeding. Females, whether pure hamadryas, pure
common, or hybrids can successfully adapt to the prevalent social
organization of a troop. The behavior is innate for males, culturally
determined for females.
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CONCLUSIONS
Social development of primates is a process that continues
throughout life, in which younger animals can alter the behavior
of older ones as well as vice versa. For this reason I have avoided us·
ing the term "socialization," which to me implies a process applied
"from above" by older animals to originally asocial infants until
they conform to some standard known as "adulthood." Not only is
the infant monkey the least asocial creature in existence, but its social development does not resemble "socialization" as I arbitrarily
describe it. Infants bring highly specific infantile stimuli to an interaction, and while they are learning about older animals, they
may themselves be contributing to the social development of their
partners. Juveniles learn the traditional customs of their troop concerning diet, routes, and dangers. In return they contribute to the
tradition as during their characteristic exploratory play they discover new properties of the environment which may be learned
from them by older kin. Young adults behave deferentially towards
older ones although they may have become stronger than their
seniors, and in return they gain from the older animal's store of experience. It is in terms of such reciprocal relationships that the selective advantage of living in close·knit permanent troops may be
understood.
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Learning What
Comes Naturally:
The Role of Life Experience in the
Establishment of Species Typical Behavior
I.

CHARLES KAUFMAN

Culture has generally been considered to be a human phenome·
non, by custom if not by definition. The perpetuation or transfor·
mation of human social structure has been viewed as a cultural
process. In fact this whole volume is addressed to this process.
Among nonhuman species the question of existence of culture
has had no definitive answer.' Social structure in nonhuman popu·
lations is generally thought to have evolved, primarily through
processes of natural selection, and to be maintained on a genetic
basis. T he evolutionary process may be seen to have provided
through group living several adaptive advantages-sufficient terri·
tory to supply food for all the members, a mutual defense system,
and an internal stabil ity derived from the social structure which
facilitates reproduction as well as the education and social devel·
I. C1:1A1li.D KAtJiiMAN~ M.D. is professor of p$)'chi.atry and dire<:tor of the Primate Laboratory for Bio-Dehavioral Studies, at 1he Uni.,.·enity of Colorado
Medfa.1 Center, Den-.·er.
The research rtportcd was supported by project grnnt.s MH-4670 aod MH ·
18144 from the U.S. Publlc Health Service. I thank my colleasues A. J. Styneo
and L A. Roscnblwn for their contributions to the research projects.
1. For furthu discussion of thi.ll question see Kummer (1971:117- HJO) and
R.owdl (above).
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opment of the young in ways appropriate to their environment.
Among group-living species, however, different selective pressures
have led to a diversity of social structures.
Atuuug priwaLc:.s llu:n: is cuusiUc:rablt: variat-ion iu llu: U.aLut·c: o(

social adaptations. For example, when monkeys in primeval forests
came down from the trees to the ground, the male adult baboons
became physically powerful, with huge canines, so that they could
protect by battle the rest of the troop. In contrast, the male adult
patas monkeys became excellent runners, able to decoy predators
while mothers and infants hid. T he same problem, predation, led
to different adaptations in these two species.
Futhermore, in more recent studies it has become clear that even
within a species, social structure may vary from one troop to another, often in relation to differences in ecological variables. Also,
troops may differ in certain behavioral patterns, as a result of the
innovative behaviors of individuals which become troop traditions
(see Rowell, above). In such cases, where there are patterns of
troop-specific behavior transmitted through learning, one may
speak seriously of culture, or at least of "protocultures," a qualification reflecting the nonsymbolic mode of transmission. But further,
it is the thesis of this chapter that highly stable forms of species·
specific behavior are based on a causal nexus in which there arc
important experiential links as well as genetic links.
BACKGROUND TO THE PRESENT STUDIES
When I started my first Primate Laboratory (in 1961 at the
Do"~lstate Medical Center in New York) I decided that we would
study the animals living in groups because monkeys in nature are
very social creatures. I hoped that by studying groups we would be
able to observe the full repertoire of behavior that occurs in natural
troops containing animals of all ages and both sexes. I also decided
that we would study two closely related species rather than only
one, in the belief that a more comprehensive base of comparative
data might augment the possibility of making evolutionary general·
izations and extrapolations. Thus we have been studying since that
time both the bonnet macaque (M. radiata) and the pigtail macaque (M. nemestrina), Old World monkeys.
Over the years we have formed many groups of both species, gen·
erally starting with wild-born animals. Each group ha.~ initially
consisted of 1 adult male and from 4 to 12 adult females. The ani-
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mals have bred very well so that by now close to 200 infants have
been born, and many of these have been studied into their maturity. As both of these species belong to the same genm, we anticipated that they wouEd show many common traits, among them
structural aspects of tlte central nervous system and the potentia.lities for social development and learning. We also expected that they
would differ in significant ways, and that these differences would be
markers of their different evolutionary adaptations. Concerning
this, we may question: once selection pressure has promoted a genotypic alteration whose behavioral manifestations favor survival,
what are the processes that in succeeding generations reproduce
this behavioral phenotype? Simply put, just how do cltaracteristic
differences in behavior arise from differences in genes? I t is easy to
picture in a primitive organism a simple transition from genetic
substance to a behavior like a tropism. For example, a tendency to
move toward or away from light or darkness would require only a
simple biochemical system. A very different transitional process is
required, however, to explain how baboons and patas monkeys arrive in adulthood at tlteir particular behavioral modes for dealing
with predators. Evolut ionary theory obliges us to assume that these
different adaptational solutions to the problem of predation are
based on different genotypes. We must keep in mind, however, that
the behavioral differences we have described characterize adult animals, take years to develop, and only emerge through the typical
life experiences of pauas monkeys and baboons respectively. In the
course of evolution an important adaptation was the increase in
time between birth and maturity, a major consequence of which is
a much greater opportunity to learn. There are many kinds of
learning, however, and species differ in their learning abilities.
Washburn, Jay, and Lancaster have pointed out that learning "is
not a generalized ability; animals are able to learn some things with
great ease and otber things only with the greatest difficulty"
( 1965:1546).

Among the kinds of learning, Mead pointed out "there is one
kind of transmitted experience in which- if we ignore for a moment the presence of languag~here is no break between the kind
of learning described fat· red deer or prairie dogs and that which
occurs in human society, that is, learning which can occur only
when the behaving, individual model is present, because the learning is unverbalized, inarticulate, recorded in no artifact, and repre-
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sen ted in no symbolic form. Posture and gesture systems and the unsymbolized pariS of a language-stress, cadence, and accent--all
belong to this category. As the senior female red deer or the old
ewe• lead the herd or Bock w older memben of human group.> guide

the behavior of the younger members through the experience of a
mass of patterned behaviors, specific to a given ecological setting,
and characteristic of a given society, with much of this never becom·
ing conscious teaching or conscious learning" (1958:487-488).
T he mother in primate society has a special role in this kind of
social learning. Despite the very considerable variation in the social
structure of higher primates, one feature is constant, the close tie
of the mother-infant pair and the mother's caretaking responsibil·
ity for her offspring. Young infants in every species invariably are
found near or with their mothers who nurse them, look after them,
and teach them what their species needs to know to thrive in their
environment. It has become clear that the tie between the mother
and her offspring endures for many years in many species, often
with considerable intensity. Goodall (1965) reported that chimpanzess continue to return to their mothers into their maturity. I have
noted the same thing concerning pigtail monkeys (1970), and Sade
(1965) has reported similar lindings for the rhesus macaque. Dan••in
in 1871 said, " the feeling of pleasure from society is probably an extension of the parental or filial affe.ctions, since the social instinct
seems to be developed by the young remaining for a long time with
their parents; and this extension may be attributed in part to habit,
but chiefly to natural selection" (1898: 106-107). With regard to
nonhuman primates I would have to modify Darwin's statement to
stress the greater role of the mother, since the functional role of
males can hardly be called paternal.
'W ith respect to learning it seems clear that primate mothers provide the basic education in affective behavior and in techniques of
communicating, relating, and living with others in social groups.
Young monkeys and apes learn a great deal by observation and imitation. Hall pointed out that "early learning goes on in intimate relationship with positive emotional attitutid' (1963:204) in the affectional context provided by the mother and others" (1963:222).
Many emotional reactions seem to be learned from observation, or
kinesthetically derived from the mother's reaction. Learning what
is dangerous seems to be in this category. All in all, the mother's
role in primate society is very considerable; in the education, social
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development, and general rea:ring of the young it is probably the
greatest single force. W'e can safely say that maternal behavior and
the mother·infant relationship are very literally the matrix of pri·
mate society.
We may apply some of th~ considerations to the development
of macaques. From field and laboratory studies (Hansen 1966, Harlow, Harlow, and Hansen 1963, Hinde and Spencer-Booth 1967,
lmanishi 1963, Kaufmann 1966) we know that early development
follows a somewhat typical sequence in all the macaques studied.
Maternal behavior is strongly motivated at birth and for some time
thereafter, so that the mother and infant are very close, physically
and otherwise. A stage follows: in which the infant makes efforts to
disengage from the mother, but these efforts are frequently
thwarted as the mother attempts to keep the infant close. Following
this, however, there is a progressively greater apartness of the pair,
which the mother either encourages or allows. The infant spends
more and more time away from the mother, involved in play, increasingly with peers, as it develops autonomy and acquires the
skills of its species and gender. As Washburn has said, "We see the
power of play, social Iearni"g and identification creating adults
whose biology and learning have both fitted them for their adult
roles. T he patas male is built to flee and he has learned when this
behavior is appropriate. The baboon male is built to fight, and he
has learned the behavior of his troop. Biolog)· and experience make
possible the appropriate behaviors of the species" (1968:204). Put
more directly in terms of the thesis of this paper, in higher primates,
species-typical experience is generally required for species-typical
behavior to develop.
MY ST UDIES OF PIGTAlL AND BONNET MACAQUES
I would like to consider the details of this developmental se·
quence in the two species we have studied, living under identical
conditions in the laboratory. But first let me make some general
comments about our studies of pigtail and bonnet macaques.
As we observed many groups during the past 13 years, we made
an inventory of their behavioral repertoire (Kaufman and Rosen·
blum 1966) and compared the two species. As we expected, we
found that they do indeed have many of the same behaviors and social characteristics. We also found three major differences. The fin!
difference concerns their tendencies to physical closeness and thus
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their spatial configurations. Bonnets characteristically tend to re·
main physically close to each other, often in huddles (fig. 1). Pigtails
in contrast do not often make physical contact with neighbors (fig. 2), unless they are involved in an active social interaction
such as mating or grooming or fighting. Even sleeping arrangements maintain this difference. We have seen this difference consistently with every group we have formed over the years, and the
difference has endured even in the face of marked changes in ambient temperature, available space, and available food and water.
We discovered a second significant difference between the two
species when we began our experimental mother-infant separations; the mother was removed from the pen in which the group
lived, leaving the four- to six-month old infant in the group with all
the familiar animals. After removal of a pigtail mother, her infant
is agitated and distressed and seeks comfort and attention from the
other female adults, but usually the other females do not comfort
the motherless infant and may even be physically abusive (fig. 3).
Within a day or so the infant then shows a reaction (fig. 4) remark·
ably like the "anaclitic depression" shown by bereaved human infants, described by Spitz (1946). (fhe adaptive significance of this
response and its possible relationship to human depression have
been discussed at length elsewhere [Kaufman and Rosenblum 1967,
Kaufman 1973].) The sequence of behavior following the removal
of a bonnet mother is quite different. W'hen the bonnet infant initially gets agitated, it almost immediately gets attention from the
remaining adult females. T he infant may actually be adopted by
one of the females even if she is caring for an infant of her own (fig.
5). A bereft bonnet infant may even be held and comforted by its
father (fig. 6). Such behavior by a pigtail father we have never seen.
At the conclusion of the experimental separation when the mother
is r eturned, in tile pigtails there is usually a very intense reunion
with increased closeness between mother and infant lasting for as
many as three months after reunion. T he reunion behavior is much
less intense when a bonnet mother is returned. We have even seen
bonnet infants remain with the female who adopted them rather
than return to the mother, such behavior occurring more often
wit!\ younger infants.
The third and final major distinction between the species only
became obvious when we followed several groups into thi.r d and
fourth generations (Kaufman 1970). We have now observed sucll
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groups for 13 years. In the pigtail group. now containing more than
thirty animals, all but two having been laboratory born, we find
that social behavior occurs primarily among animals sharing maternal lineage, that is to say, among a mother and all her descen·
dants (fig. 7). In the bonnet group this is not so. When we snm such
positive social behaviors as physical contact and proximity, groom·
ing, and play, we lind that pigtails demonstrate considerably more
of such interactions with their clanmates than do bonnets. In fact,
pigtails socially interact primarily with their clanmates, which is
not true of the bonnets.
These major differences between the two species have been consistently maintained in our two laboratories (Downstate Medical
Center, 1961- 1968, and University of Colorado Medical Center,
1969 to present) with many groups of animals formed at different
times with different wild-born monkeys, leading us to consider
them to be characteristic traits of the two species, as characteristic
as tlte difference in the length of their tails. Further, we must assume that these differences arose as adaptations to selective pressure.' Although we assume that these differences are genetically encoded, however, our data suggest that they may all be accounted for
by differences in ontogenettic experience, centered primarily
around differences in maternal behavior and the resulting differences in infant development and attachment.
I mentioned earlier the tendency of bonnets to maintain physical
contact, to the extent that they frequently huddle. This closeness
is not affected by pregnancy or delivery. After a baby is born its
mother returns to close contact with her neighbors. In contrast, pig·
tail females with infants tend to remain apart from other females.
Whereas mothers in both species provide their infants with the in·
tensive care characteristic of higher primates, the pigtail mother
does it pretty much by herself while the bonnet mother does it in
the company of her peers (Kaufman and Rosenblum l969a). The
pigtail mother guards her infant from the attention of others (fig.
8), while the bonnet mother permits considerable attention to her
infant and even lets other females interact with it (fig. 9). Conse2. The flcld dau :wailable so far do not }'ield an explanation for these
adaptations. i ha"c speculated that rome aspect of basic ecology fa\'Orcd a
limitation of pigtail groups to dan size, living either :1$ a single group or as
part of a colonial arr.tngt:ment. ln this regard pigtails appear to be more
arboreal (Bernstein 1967) tb:m bonnets (Simonds 1965). Other speculations are
pahaps jus.t as likely. but in any event the explanation awaits furtbtr study.
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quently, as soon as the first month of life bonnet infants interact socially with animals other than mother significantly more than do
pigtail infants.
Over the next several months in both species, infants begin to
initiate departures from their mothers. Our data (Kaufman and
Rosenblum 1969b) indicate dearly that most of the early breaks in
contact are initiated by the infant. These early breaks are brief in
duration and do not take the infant very far from the mother who
is all the while closely watching and guarding it. Gradually there is
an increase in the amount of time the infant spends away from the
mother, but it tends to remain on the same level of the pen. Meanwhile, the mother rarely fails to wateh her infant constantly when
it is away from her, and if she perceives any threat to the infant she
quickly retrieves him. There are a number of other protective behaviors shown by mothers in both species. When we compare the
amount of protective behavior (fig. 10), however, we find that it is
considerably greater on the part of pigtail mothers than bonnet
mothers.
Soon the infants leave their mothers behind by moving to other
levels of the pen. Both the frequency and duration of these vertical
departures dramatically increase after the first month, reaching a
high asymptotic level in the eighth month. As with the early breaks
from mother, our data make it clear that the infants, not the
mothers, are responsible for the departures to other levels. When
we compare the two species on both the frequency and total duration of these maximal distance departures, however, we find clear
evidence of a distinction between pigtail and bonnet infants. Starting in the third month bonnet infants quite consistently spend
more time than pigtails away from their mothers and at different
levels of the pen. This would appear to signify a greater relative security of bonnet infants in both their physical and social environment, as well as a real difference in tlte nature of their attachment
to the mother. Consistent with tltis, from the mother's side, our data
show that retrieual, which reflects maternal apprehension about the
separated infant, appears considerably less often, peaks earlier, and
then wanes more rapidly in bonnet as compared to pigtail mothers.
We could say that bonnet mothers let their infants go, and that
bonnet infants go.
As the infants grow into the middle of the first year of life, maternal solicitude wanes. In both species the mothers become less
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restrictive. They encourage their infants to leave them and they
even deter the infants from returning. They deprive the infants of
the nipple, and when the infant persists too much the mothers punish tltem by gentle biting. When we compare the total amount of
these various maternal abdyadic behaviors, however, we find that
pigtail mothers show considerably more (fig. 11).
To summarize briefly tlte comparison between maternal behavior in the two species we can say that the pigtail mother is at first
more protective and later more punitive, a combination that fO£ters a closer attachment to or dependence upon the mother, whereas
the bonnet mother, by being both less protective and less punitive,
facilitates the developing independence of her young.
Meanwhile, as the first year of life progresses, in both species the
infant displays a growing interest in the inanimate environment
and in its peers, at the same time as its physical capacities, dexterity, and coordination are continually improving. The early uncoordinated departures from mother are soon transformed into repeated playful practice of its physical prowess, which we term
exercise play. Then increasingly play becomes interactional so that
towards the end of the first year of life social play is the most common infant behavior that does not involve the mother. It should
be noted that the total time involved in play is the same in both species. Whereas pigtail infants engage in more exercise play (fig. 12),
however, bonnet infants engage in more social play (fig. 13).
HYPOTHESIS
I think we are ready to consider now answers to the questions
raised earlier about the processes whereby the behavioral manifestations of genotypic adaptations are perpetuated from one generation to tlte next. My most general thesis (in line with Washburn
and Mead) is that in each species there are predispositions to learn
more easily certain things from species-typical life experiences.
With respect to the two species of macaques I have studied, the

thesis is more specific and states that the differences in social relations and particularly maternal behavior ar~ the particular speciestypical life experiences that are crucial to the social development
of infants in each species as they grow io maturity.
The data presented make it clear that a developmental distinction between pigtail and bonnet dyads exists from birth. The preference for physical contact among bonnet adults is associated, gen-
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erally, with a more rela.xed maternal disposition. While providing
good care to their infants, bonnet mothers are less restrictive and
more tolerant, that is, they allow infants to go and to return. As a
consequence bonnet infants have different experiences than do pig·
tai l infants. Their social interactions begin earlier, and th-ey are
&eer to approach other members of their group whether peers or
ad ults. They are less attached to their mothers, leaving them more
often and going further away. They engage in more social pla.y than
the pigtails who engage in more solitary play. It is my thesis that it
is the mother's behavior, within the context of the characteristic
social structure, which provides the experience for the developing
infant that perpetuates (through ontogenetic realization) the
species-characteristic difference in spatial patterning and tempera·
ment, the first difference we found between the species.
The same thesis would apply to the second difference cited between the species, namely the reaction to separation. The protected
and restricted pigtail infant is more closely attached to, or dependent upon, his mother than is the bonnet, so that her loss is a greater
catastrophe for the pigtail, especially since he is not likely to be
comforted and cared for by oth·e r mothers whose own attachments
ar., primarily to their own offspring and descendants. The bonnet
infant h'!S a wider experience o:f both the inanimate and social environment, is less dependent upon his own mother, and when
bereft of his mother is met by a more receptive attitude on the pan
of the other adult females. For all these reasons he is better able to
co:pe with the loss of mother.
\\lith respect to the third main difference between these two species, namely the maternal clan structure of the pigtail but not the
bonnet group, the explanation appears to lie also in the effect of
th., characteristic maternal behavior on the development of the
young. The protective, restrictive behavior of the pigtail mother
combined with her intermitten t rejection create in the infant an
intense attachment to the moth.e r and a strong tendency to remain
close to her (Hinde 1974, Kaufman I 974). The attachment is intensified when siblings are born (Kaufman and Rosenblum 1969a) and
then spreads to include the siblings, who are similarly closely atl:ached to the mother. The same process applies to the next generation. Thus we find that the maternal clan is the primary social structu:re of the pigtails. The social structure of the bonnets is different.
The maternal clan is not the primary unit. Peer relations appear
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FIG. 1. A typical

h~ddle

of bonnet macaques, including 3 pregnant females.

FIG. 2. A group of pigtail macaques showing the typical spacing out and lack of
physical contact except between mother and infant.

FIG. 3. An agitated pigtail infant, grimacing and screaming while fleeing from an

abusive rebuff by an adult female he had approached (from Kaufman and Rosenblum 1967).

Copynghte< n'a enal

FIG. 4. A depressed pigtail lnlanl
uttering the distress call, "coo."

FIG. 5. A bonnet lemale with 2 separated infants sho adopted and her
own infant She cared for and nursed
all 3.

FIG. 6 . A bonnet male holding a motherless infant whom he protected and cared

for.
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FIG. 7. A pigtail maternaJ clan of 3 generations, mother on the right with her
youngest infant who Is falling asleep, another oHspting 1n the center. and the
oldest offspring on the left, holding het own Infant

FIG. 8. A pigtail mother cradling her newborn infant (with cord and placenta still
attached) and giving an open-mouth threat to another mother who Is approaching
too close.

FIG. 9. A bonnet mother cradling her newborn infant while approach1ng with
Interest another mother-Infant pair.
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FIG. 10. Mean duration In the
two species of maternal protec-tiveness over the first year of life.
This Index represents the com.
bl ned scores for departure re.
srratnt, guard, retrieval. and
watch (from Kaufman and Rosenblum 1969a).
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FIG. 11 . Frequency of maternal
abdyadlc behaviors i n the two
species over the first year of life.
This index represents the com·
blned occurr ence of weani ng,
punitive deterrence, infant re·
moval. and cor.tact·deterrence
(from Kaufman and Rosenblum
1969a).
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FIG. 12. Mean duration of
exercise play In pigtail and
bonnet Infants during the
first 15 months ot life (fro'"
Kaufman and Rosenblum
1969b).
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FIG. 13. Mean
social play In
bonnet Infants
first 15 months
Kaufman and
1969 b).
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to be as important as clan relations. The whole group itself appears
to be the primary unit. exhibiting close physical contact among all
the members of the group. (At night a bonnet group sleeps in one
huge huddle.) Since the physical closeness persists through the birth
process, infants experience interactions with all the other members
of the group both early and frequently. Conviviality with all the
members of the group is an early and enduring characteristic (except during dominance encounters). Special closeness to the mother
does not appear to last long beyond infancy. Bonnets seem to form
equivalent bonds witlt all familiar animals.
In discussions with colleagues, but especially with students, repeatedly the question has been asked, "which is the better mother,
the bonnet or the pigtail?" Some answer that the bonnet is, since
her infant is more independent and secure, less fearful, and better
able to cope with the loss of mother. Others answer that actually the
pigtail is the better mother, since her infant forms much closer and
more meaningful affective attachments. I generally point out that
each of these answers are actually judgments derived from human
value systems which do not apply to monkeys, whose maternal behaviors evolved millions of years ago as adaptations to selective
pressure.
Another question that has been asked often is whether we can
apply what we have learned of these differences in monkey maternal behavior and their effects on social development to the rearing
of human children. I have pointed out that the goals in raising chil·
dren derive from consideration of specifically human values. In that
regard, Mead (1954) has suggested, based on her cross-cultural studies, that our children should be reared, as in Samoa, by many relatives and without intense bonds to parents. She believes that when
a child is raised by one close inseparable mother the result is intense
attachments, but these are few in number. She thinks that there is
less proneness to trauma when a child is cared for by numerous
warm, friendly people. She says that we have not devised a tech·
nique that makes it easy for our children to leave a familiar environment and be able to tolerate "without fear strangers who look,
speak, move and smell very different. In a situation where the
mother must take the child day by day to market, to the clinic, on
the bus, on the underground, among strangers, the present ten·
dency to advise very close ties between mother and child is doubtfully the best Wider experience in the arms of many individuals
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known in different degrees of intimacy, if possible of different
races, may be a much better preparation" (1957). Personally, I believe that the essence of human existence is the intensity of the inti·
mate tie and the capacity tO love. \Vbether we agree with Mead, ur
do not, about what kind of children we should have, or as to the
accuracy of her psychodynamic formulations about development,
however, we certainly agree with the appropriateness of her effort
to extrapolate fTom one human culture to another, even if we question whether a rearing system could be successfully transposed from
a primitive culture to an urban one. It would not appear to be appropriate, however, to seek in monkey mothers literal models for
human behavior. Rather, by studying monkeys too we may learn
about processes of adaptation, and about the relation between evolutionary and ontogenetic processes.

CONCLUSION
We know from the diversity of social structure throughout the
animal order that the formation of bonds, affiliations, and social
structure does not follow simply from the contiguity of creatures
and the opportunity to interact. Altb.ough interactions form the
basis of relationship, factors of both biological and experiential

nature influence the frequency and kinds of interaction, the responses .to them, and their effect on the subsequent relationships.
From the data presented we have seen that two closely related spe·
cies show d ifferences, in individual benavior and in social structure,
which appear to perpetuate themselves from one generation to the
next ontogenetically, by providing species-typical life experience
for the young, especially mediated through maternal behavior.
With respect to my hypothesis we need more data of a different
kind for further substantiation. For example, we need to study the
behavioral characteristics of hybrids, and we need to study the social development of infants who are reared by mothers of the opposite species. From such studies we would be better able to under·
stand the interaction among biological predisposition, tnAtemal
behavior, social development, and social structure. Meanwhile, I
hope that the data I have presented make tenable the hypothesis
that species-typical, genetically determined behavior develops as a
consequence of species-typical life experience.
As a final note I would like to suggest, in line with Lidz (1963),
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a modification of Heinz Hartmann's famous dictum that the infant
is born adapted to survive in an average expectable environment.
Harunann's statement is undoubtedly correct as far as it goes, but
we need to add that in the average expectable environment of all
societal species, institutions or regulatory systems have arisen that
take into account the essential needs of the young, including the
need to grow up to be a typical and functional member of the
group. These regulatory systems provide an experiential educational process which is calculated to realize, in the young growing
up, the biological predispositions evolved through natural selection. In this way one learns what comes naturally.
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Some Components of
Socialization for Trance
GREGORY BATESON

Let me be clear from the beginning that by "components'' I do not
tnean events or piece.s of events that can be counted to become mem.
bers of a statistical sample. I am doubtful whether in human be·
havior there are any such. In certain games, such as baseball and
cricket, the named actions of the players appear to be repeated
many times over and upon the samples so created a sort of statistic
can be computed, assigning "batting averages" and the like to the
various players; and such "averages" are indeed a rough indication
of "better" and "worse." But it is clear that every play of the game
is unique and that every ball pitched or bowled is conceptually in·
separable from others, forming with them a larger strategy. The
most elementary requirement of statistics--uniformity of sample
-is therefore not met.
"Into the same r iver no man can step twice," not because the universe is in flux, but because it is organized and integrated.
T he behavioral stream of eventS, like baseball or cricket, is seg·
men ted in time; and this segmentation is not to be violated by treating itS numbers as quantities. As in the segmentation of an earth·
worm, each segment can have an ordinal name from "first" to
Cau.ou BATF.SON is :a Fellow of Kresge College, at the Univenity of California.

Santa Cruz.
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"last," but no cardinal number can be applied. The total number
of segments, whethe r in the wurw or the ~aulc, i~ the lltul)e or a pal.-

tem. Segmentation is itself not a quantity; it is a component or
premise of the morphology of the worm.
But still there is an economy, a parsimony of description to be
gained by recognizing the repetitive character of the segments,
whether these be of life or of game or of worm. We shall require
fewer words and phrases, fewer linguistic bits, in our description if
we take advantage of the repetitive and rhythmic nature of what is
to be described.' In seeking for components of socialization, it is
such a parsimony that I would hope to achieve. My ultimate goal is
simple and not very ambitious. It is merely to discover a few notions, a few categories, which can be used over and over again.
But in the whole realm of behavioral science, our ignorance is
perhaps most conspicuously medieval when we pose questions
about the classification of sequences of behavior. We have a whole
host of words which name classes of action without identifying the
members of the class. For some unknown reason, we cannot spell
out the characteristics of any of these classes: What is "play"? What
is "aggression"? ·
"He picked up his pen," "the cat scratched him," "he was hurrying," "she ate the steak," "he sneezed," "they quarreled," etc., etc.
Not one of these descriptive statements can be classified without
more information.
Here is an exercise: consider for each of the above statements
what you would need to know in order to say "that was play" or
"that was exploration .. or "practice)' or ••hystrionicc.. or "humor"

or "somnambulism" or "aggression" or "art" or "courtship"' or
"love" or "mourning" or "exploration" or "manipulation" or even
"accident." "Ritual" or "magic"? Or was it mere "spinal reflex"?
And are any of these categories mutually exclusive?
It is not too much to say that a sdence of psychology might begin here. IE we only knew what th<t rat or that graduate student
was doing while he was "acting" as "subject" of our "experiment" I
And what are those men with masks in New Guinea doing? Is it
"dancing"? Is that actor "pretending" to be Hamlet?
The exercise is nontrivial.
t.

In the wide biological field, where descriF-tion must be passed on £rom one

geucntion to "-n.othe-r. ~similar p::r~nim.o.t.'IY j r. ~e ri~ur. This n('c;e~~ity e:-r.pbina
(£or me) the phenomena of homology, b.""Jih phylogenetic and metameric.
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Note first of all that such exercises concern how we, the observers, shall dassify the items of behavior. How shall we structure our
description? And what, if you please, is an "item'" of behavior?
But these primary questions tum on another more difficult.
What we are watching are not the impacts of billiard balls but of
organisms, and they in tum have their own classification and struc·
turing of the events in which they participate. The rat has surely
a much more complex structure than the earthworm, and the struc·
ture is, surely, more complex again for the graduate student,
though he, at least, will try to help the observer by trying (and
seeming) to do what is asked of him. Our first task is to learn how
the subject structures his Jiving. Only after that is done can we
build a "psydtology," a science of biological categories.
This indeed is the trap of the laboratory in which the experimen·
ter is caught: that the units of behavior are defined by the structure
of the experiment, which structure is unilaterally determined by
only one of the participants . .. and that the wrong one. Under
such circumstances, the only unitS that can be investigated must always be simpler, smaller, and of lower logical type than the structure of the experiment. It is all very well to perform an experiment
with a "naive'' rat. When he becomes ''test wise,'" the sophistication
of the experiment will have to transcend that test wisdom.
This need to transcend, that is, to use in the explanations, propositions of higher logical type than the descriptive proposition used
in the explanandum, has a logical corollary in the familiar rule that
no scientific hypothesis can ever be verified by induCtive procedure.
The proposition of lower type can contradiCt but never verify that
of high type. This rule is especially cogent when the explanandum
contains propositions such as ideas in the heads of rats and people.
Finally, what about cultural contrast? How, if at all, can the anthropologist recognize "play," "manipulation,'" and so on, among
people of another culture? And what about dolphins and octopuses?
All of these questions are embarrassing and all must be faced to
make sure that we do not claim insight to which we are not entitled
by our experience, but I, personally, do not believe that the gross
difficulty of these questions makes invalid all attemptS to understand what goe.s on in other cultures and among nonhuman organisms.
As it seems to me, there are several componentS of our problem
which suggest that it may be not insoluble and which, conversely,
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suggest that research which ignores all these advantageous components is likely to be a tilting at epistemologically monstrous windmills. First, "socialization" (by definition) requires interactio,.,
usually of two or more organisms. From this it follows that, whatever goes on below the surface, inside the organisms where we cannot see it, there must be a large part of that "iceberg" showing
above surface. We, biologists, are lucky in that evolution is always
a co-evolution and learning is always a co-learning. Moreover, this
visible part of the process is no mere by-product. It is precisely that
production. that set of appearances. to produce which is supposedly
the "goal" of all that learning which we call "socialization." Moreover, this aggregate of externally observable phenomena, always involving two or more "persons,"' contains not only what has ~n
learned but also all the imperfect attempts of both persons to fit
together in an ongoing process of interchange.
Above all, out there and imaginable for the scientist, are the contexts of a.ll those failures and successes that mark the process of
Hsocializ.ation."
In other words, the scientist who would investigate "socializa·
tion" is lucky in that nature displays before him phenomena that
are already orckred in two ways that should be of interest to h.im.
He can observe "out there" both the actions of the interacting persons and, by a sort of inductive perception, the contexts of these actions.
Clearly a first step in defining units or parts of the process of socialization will be the explication of these two levels of order: the
..actionsu and the .. contexts."

Before illustrating this program. however, a word must be said
about those phenomena that are only subjectively observable.
I can know something of the inner determinants of my own ac·
tions, and something of what the contexts of my actions look like to
me. But how much egomorphism should I allow myself in inter·
preting the actions and contexts of others? "No final answer can be
given, since both internal and external sources of information are
certainly valuable--especially as corrective of each other. The ex·
cesses of "behaviorism" can only be corrected by empathy, but the
J . The ..penon," a£te.r all, is the mask. It is what is perc:eh':lble of a human
organitm. h is a unilateral view of the interface bctw«n one organism and
another.
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hypotheses that empathy proposes must always be tested in the external world.
Without identification of context, noth ing can be understood.
The observed action is utterly meaningless until it is classified as
"play," "manipulation," or what not. But contexL~ are but categories of d1e mind. If I receive a threat from him, I can never get empirical validation of my interpretation of his action as "threat." If
his threat is successful and deters me from some action, I shall never
be sure that he was really threatening. Only by calling his bluff (and
was it "bluff"?) can I get an indication of how he now, at this later
moment and in this new context of my "calling his bluff," classifies
his potential threat. Only by use of introspection, empathy, and
shared cultural premises-the products of socialization-can anybody identify how context appears to another.
One form of habitual error can, however, be pilloried. T his is the
trick of drawing a generalization from the world of external observation, giving it a fancy name, and then asserting that this named
abstraction exists inside the organism as an explanatory principle.
Instinct theory commonly takes this monstrous form. To say that
opium contains a dormitive principle is no explanation of how it
puts people to sleep. Or do the people contain a dormitive instinct
that is "released" by the opium?
What is important is that the conscious use of introspection and
empathy is always to be preferred to their unconscious use. When
all is said and done, we are still human and still organisms, and it is
silly not to compare what we personally know about being human
with what we can see of how other people live, and silly not to use
what we humans know of living as a background for thinking about
the being of other species. The difference between man and planarian must be enlightening because dlese two creatures resemble
each other more than either resembles a stone.
\Vhat is disastrous is to claim an objectivity for which we are un-

trained and dlen project upon an external world premises that are
eidler idiosyncratic or culturally limited. Biology, alas, is still riddled widl hypotheses that are unconscious projections upon the biosphere of social philosophies generated by dle Industrial Revolution . I t was right- and inevitable- for Darwin and the others to
create hypotheses out of the climate of d1eir own culture and epoch,
but disastrous to not see what they were doing.
T he danger inherent in the use of subjective insights is not dlat
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these are necessarily wrong. The subjective view is, in 1974, still
the richest and most rewarding source of understanding in biology.
(So little do we know of the nature of life!) The danger arises from
what seems to be a fact of natural history: that the insights given by
introspection and empathy seem irresistibly true. Like the axioms
of Euclid, the premises of subjective insight seem "self-evident."

With this caveat regarding the subjective, I now return to the
rwo species of order- the actions and the contexts of action- which
characterize the observable part of socialization, and I ask what
dues to the understanding of this external order can be derived
from my own internal experience of living. As I see it, the fundamental idea that there are separate "things" i.n the universe is a
creation of and projection from our own psychology. From this creation, we go on to ascribe this same separateness to ideas, sequences
of events, systems, and even persons.a I therefore ask whether this
particular psychological habit can be trusted as a clue to understanding the·order or sorts of order that are (expectably)• immanent
in the socialization process; and the answer is not what naive positivism might lead us to suspect. The more complex entities--ideas,
sequences, persons, and so on- seem to be suspiciously intangible
and suspiciously devoid of limiting outlines, and we might there·
fore be led to suppose them illusory, creations only of the mind
and, therefore, to be distrusted in scientific analysis.
But, precisely at this point, there is a paradoxical reversal: the
socialization that we try to study is a mental process and therefore
only the pt'oductions and p10cesses of mind a1't •·elevant. Tht dissec·
tion of experience into ideas, sequences, and events may be "really"
invalid but certainly the occidental mind really thinks in terms of
such separations. If. therefore, we are to analyze processes of socialization we must examine and map these separations and, by this act
of separating a group of phenomena, I commit myself to natural
history. My aim is to study those separations (valid or not) that
S· Opinions differ as to which separating line was primary. Some suppose
that tbe first distinction is that between self :md notseU.
4· Note that already the psychological habit or bolsting and nami.ng pro-

cesses: as if they were things creeps in with this word "c:xpcctably" and with my
reference to the socialization prOCCS$. But :ue Lhere any total divbion.s between
tl1ings.? Js there a place or time: where one thing begins and another ends? If so,
then clearly there could be no causal or logical interaction between them!
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characterize the thought of those whom I study, of whom "I" am
one.
This leaves conspicuously unanswered the analogous question
about the organization of mind in the Orient and elsewhere. From
an external view of what is reported, it seems that there are several
arduous pathways by which experience of other ways of knowing
can be achieved. Some of these other epistemologies are also accessible to Westerners by pathways not less arduous. What is reported
by East and West alike is that, in these special states of mind, the
way of knowing is precisely not organized in separate or separable
gestalten.
In the jargon of thi s essay, it seems that for these states there are
no separable components of socialization and possibly no meaning
attachable to "socialization." Or perhaps such words could refer
only to some buzzing of irrelevant memory, recalling other more
prosaic states.
For the mystic shares with the pragmatist that fact of natural
history-whereby the premises of mind, in whatever state it he,
seem self-evident. His thoughts may be more abstract and perhaps
more beautiful. From where the mystic sits, the premises of the
pragmatic and the egocentered will appear parochial and arbitrary,
but his own premises are, for him, completely self-evident.
In sum, what can be said about the mystics defines our upper
limit, an upper level of abstraction into which we need not pursue
the search for data, since socialization is not there, but from which
we can look out at the data generated in other levels. The epistemology onto which we map the facts of socialization must be more ab·
stract than the facts to be mapped.
Gradually the outlines of how to think about components of socialization or about any sort of mental change begin to appear. We
are to concern ourselves with the psychologically "self-evident" and
with a premise that the psychologically self-evident is divisible into
components. This latter premise, is, itself, self-evident at the psychological level where the components appear to be (and therefore
are) separable. But at a higher level of abstraction, where the mystics live, it is claimed that such separation is not only not selfevident, it is almost inconceivable. It is some traveler's tale from
the world of illusion or maya. The mystic may laugh at us but still
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the task of the anthropologist is to explore the world of illusion,
perhaps with the eyes and ears of the mystic.
To be "self-evident," a proposition or premise must be out of
reach and unexaminable: it must have defenses or roots at utlconscious levels. Similarly, to be "self-evident," a proposition or premise must be either self-validating or so general as to be but rarely
contradicted by experience.
Enough has now been said to be background for considering a
cluster of cultural phenomena in an attempt to recognize components that shall compose the socialization "behind" those cultural
phenomena.
The most direct approacll is that of looking at sequences of interchange between parents or other teachers and children in which the
former are "socializing" the latter. Margaret Mead and I have provided data for such a study on a rather large scale in Balinese Character, where data in actual socialization are set side by side with
other Balinese material. In this book, the plates, each with from five
to nine pictures, were built according to what we thought or felt
were cultural and characterological themes. These themes do not
appear, however, in the naming of the plates, which is done m terms
that appear to be episodic or concrete: "Cremation," "Cock Fighting," '"Eating Snacks," "A Bird on a String," "Fingers in Mouth,"
and so on. But, in fact, every plate is a complex statement, illustrat·
ing either different facets of some quite abstract theme or the inter·
locking of several themes.
Each picture is raw data except for the fact of selection- the aiming of the camera and the choice of the partkular print for reproduction. Beyond that, of course, the juxtaposition of the various
pictures on the plate is, necessarily, ours. It is our first step towards
computing some sort of theory from the data. The method is comparative but not statistical, reticulate rather than lineal.
Faced with these data, I ask again whether tl1ere is a useful species of component of culture? Are the themes useful in the formal
sense that by recognition of them we can describe the Balinese culture and socialization in a more economical manner?
Consider plate 17, which is entitled "Balance." The two preceeding plates (15 and 16) are called "Visual and Kinaesthetic Learning
I " and "Visual and Kinae.sthetic Learning II." The three plates following "Balance" are called "Trance and BeToek 1," "Trance and
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Beroek II," and "Trance and Beroek Ill." The whole series of six
plate.s from plate 15 to plate 20 are interrelated. (In addition, plate
17 in my copy has on it a penciled note in my handwriting: "This
plate should more appropriately follow the series on 'Elevation and
RespeCt' and point up the balance problems of the elevated. Cf. also
'Fear of Space' (plate 67) and 'Fear of Loss of Support' and 'Child as
(elevated) God' (plate 45)."
ln a word, the book is built in such a way that the interlocking
nature of the themes is stressed and their separateness as "compo·
nents" is made most difficult t-o disentagle. I have chosen the "Balance" plate for this essay because it illustrates a point of meeting of
many different themes.
The context of plate 17 is described in the book as follows:
Plates 14, 15, and 16 taken together give us indications about the
Balinese body image. We have, ·On the one hand, the fantasy of the inverted body with its head on the pubes; and on the other, the Balinese
method of learning through their muscles, the discrepant muscular tensions wbich are characteristic of their dancing, and the independent
movement and posturing of the separate fingers in dance. We have, in
fact, a double series o£ motifs-indications that th~ body is a single
unit as perfectly integrated as any single organ, and contrasting indications that the body is made up of separate parts, each of which is as
perfectly integrated as tlte whole.
This plate illustrates tlte motif of tlte perfectly integrated body image, while Plates 18, 19, and 20 illustrate the fantasy that the body is
made up of separate pans and may fall to pieces (beroek).
The nine pictures which make up "Plate 17, Balance," are as fol·
lows:
Two frames of a small boy learning to stand and walk while holding on to a horizontal bamboo. In the second picture he holds onto
his penis in addition to the bar. (Oilier records not reproduced in
this book support the proposition that male toddlers hold onto
their penes when balance is precarious.)
One frame of a small girl, with hands holding each other in front
of her belly.
One frame of a child nurse stooping to pick up a baby and one of
an adolescent girl stooping to pick up an offering.
One frame shows a small boy scratching his knee. He simply
stands on the other leg and lifts the kuee to within reach of his
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hand. (Again there is massive support in the data for saying that
Balinese movement is extremely economical. They contract just
those muscles needed for each action.)
The three remaining frames are of works of art representing
witches in different stages of transformation. It seems that to embark upon a horrendous "trip" in the realms of altered consciousness a woman should go out in the night with a small altar, a live
chicken, and small offerings (segehan) for the chthonic demons. All
alone she will then dance with her left foot on the chicken and her
right hand on the altar. As she dances she will gradually assume the
shape and appearance of the witch (Rangda).
In other words, whether or not the Balinese "know" what they
are doing and intend this outcome, they somehow sense and recognize in art that their kinesthetic socialization prepares the individual for altered consciousness-for a temporary escape from the
ego.organized world.
The use of dance as an entry into ecstasy and an ego-alien world
is ancient and perhaps worldwide, but the Balinese (and perhaps
every people) have their particular version of this pathway. Plates
15 and 16 together with 18, 19, and 20 illustrate the matter.
Balance is a partly involuntary and unconscious business, dependent on "spinal reftexes." When provided with appropriate context, these reflexes go into oscillation that is called "clonus,"
a phenomenon that is familiar to everybody and which is easily
produced. (While sitting, place the leg with thigh horizontal and
foot supported on the ftoor. Move the foot inwards towards you so
that the heel is off the ftoor and the ball of the foot supports the
weight of the leg. When the weights and angles are correctly adjusted, an oscillation will start in the muscle of the calf with a frequency of about six to eight per second and an amplitude of about
half an inch at the knee. This oscillation is called clonus in neuro ·
physiology and is a recurrent series of patellar reftexe.s, generated in
a feedback circuit. T he effect of each contraction is fed back as a
modification of tension to the calf muscle. This change of tension
triggers the next patellar reftex.)
T he process of clonus involves three propositional or injunctional components: two of these are the usual paired components
of any cybernetic oscillation which generate the sequential paradox
in, for example, a buzzer circuit. In words: "If the circuit is 'on';
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then it shall become 'off.' " And "if it is 'off'; then it shall become
'on.' " But, in addition to these two contradictory components,
there is a process that sets values for the parameters of the whole
system. The thresholds or other components of the oscillation can
be changed by "meta" inj!Jnctions that presumably come from the
brain. T he two contradictory components are immanent in spinal
cord and muscle.
The potentially ego-alien nature of such action is basic. Any·
body, by ignoring (repressing the perception of) the meta-injunc·
tions that control the parameters, can have the reflexive experience
of seeing his or her leg engage in involuntary movement; and this
oscillatory trembling ·c an serve the same function as that of invol·
untary hand movements in the induction of hypnotic trance. The
involuntary movemen t is first a detached object of perception: "I"
see my leg move but ".I" did not move it.
This detachment of the object proposes then two lines of development: (I) the possibility of "out of body experience," and (2) the
possibility of integrating to perceive the body as an autonomous.
ego-alien entity. Either the detached "I" or the detached "body"
can become the focus of elaboration. Of these paths, it is the second
that Balinese follow so that, by a curious inversion, the word "raga,"
which seems to have dte primary meaning of "body," comes to
mean ..self."
By extension from the experience of clonus, the various perceiv.
able parts of the body become, in fantasy or mystic experience, each
separately animated. If the arm or the leg can act of its own accord
-(and, indeed, clonus is a completed self-corrective circuit; it is a
true aliveness)- then a similar separate aliveness can be expected
and can be found in any limb.
The Balinese cemetery is haunted not by whole ghosts but by the
ghosts of separate limbs. Headless bodies, separate legs, and unat·
tached arms that jump around and sometimes a scrotum that crawls
slowly over the growtd- these are the boggles of Balinese fantasy.
From this it is a small step to perceiving the body as a puppet or
to imagining such supematurals as Bala Serijoet (plate 20, fig. 4),
the "Multiple Soldier" whose every joint- shoulders, elbows,
knees, ankles, and so on- is separately animated and provided with
an eye.
These fantasies generate or are generated by a paradox, a dialec·
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tic between integration and disintegration. Is there a whole? Or is
it only parts? Or are the parts combined into a whole? And this
paradox of disintegration-integration proposes a whole spectrum of
entities, ranging from separated animated limbs to such supematurals as SangiatJg Tjintjia or Be tara Tunggal (plate 20, fig. 6). This
is the totally detached, totally integrated, "God of god," (Dewaning
Dewa). He is completely integrated, sexless, enclosed within his
own effulgence and totally withdrawn.
It is my impression, though I do not recall any Balinese telling
me this, that as the woman by occult practices can cause her own
transformation into the form of the Witch of witches (RatJgdat~it~g
Durga), so also by occult practices the adept becomes transformed
into a supernatural of the Sangia11g T jitJtjia genus.
Plates 16 and 18 illustrate another aspect of the character formation that centers in balance. In both of these plates the kinesthetic
integration of the individual is invaded. His or her individuation
is violently destroyed to achieve a new integration.
In plate 16, the famous dancer, Mario, teaches a preadolescent
boy to dance, forcibly guiding the pupil's hands and body into the
correct postures and almost throwing him across the dancing space.
In plate 18, two little girls arc put into the trance state in which
they will dance. The procedure is a little compl icated: two dolls,
weighted with bells, are threaded on a string about fifteen feet long
which is strung between two vertical bamboo sticks. The sticks are
held by two men in such a way that clonus in their biceps will
change the tension in the string causing the dolls or dedari (angels)
to dance up and down, while the weighted dolls provide a feedback
promoting the clonus in the men's arms. When the dedari are dancing fast, the girl who is to go into trance takes hold of the shaking
stick so that she is violently shaken by the man's clonus.
l\-feanwhile the crowd around is singing songs about dedari. The
girl's action in holding the stick breaks the rhythm of the clonus
ond she ~:>~kes control of the stick be•ring with its end upon the
wooden stand that supportS it. She beats out a few bars of the song
that the crowd is singing and then falls backward into trance. She
is then dressed up by the crowd and will dance as dedari.
Curiously enough, a conspicuous element of the dance is the balancing feat of dancing while standing on a man's shoulders (plate
10, fig. 3).
In sum, the business of explanation and the business of socializa-
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tion tum out to be the same. To make a premise "self-evident" is
the simplest way to make .action based upon that premise seem
"natural." To illustrate this, data from Bali have been adduced.
A large part of Balinese behavior is based upon paradigms of experience which are, for the Balinese, unquestionable. These are
the paradigms of balance and of the interaction between the moving human body and the gravi tational field in which it must
move. This interaction is JrOOted in the unquestionable on both
sides. On the one side are the reflexes of balance of which surely
many components are genetically determined and, on the other
side, are the universal characteristics of bodily mass and earth•s
gravity. These are combined to make it "self-evident" that the
cemeteries would be haunted by autonomous parts of bodies.
And yet there is no universal cross-cultural imperative that
would insist that everywher.e in the world these generalities of balance and gravity shall become major cultural premises; or even that
the synthesis of gravity and spinal refiex shall take the particular
shape that is characteristic for Balinese culture.
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Absent Eyes and IdleHands:
Socialization for Low Affect among the Sebei
WALTER GOLDSCHMIDT

Diverse aspects of institutionalized behavior among the Sebeil suggest a generally low level of affect in their interpersonal relationships. Among such evidences are the essentially remote relationships between husbands and wives, the tendency of the Sebei to use
one another instrumentally, the regular demand for pay or other
forms of compensation for acts performed, including ritual acts
even when performed by relatives, and the low concern for the deceased (either in body or in spirit) in their funerary rituals (Goldschmidt 1973), as well as the general lack of empathy toward those
w.ho are suffering, or toward domestic animals. LeVine (1973: 140ff.)
has remarked on the weak affectivities as a widespread aspect of the
African personality and the Sebei support his contention and represent an extreme instance.' I should make it clear that I am talking
about low affect level, not hostility, anxiety, or anger. It is psycho' VALTElt CoLD&CHMtDT is proCessor or anthropology a.nd psychi:u.ry u the Uol·

venity of C:aHfomia, Los Angeles.
1. The Sebei are a Southern NUotic (Kalenjln) people living on the north
slope of Mount Elgon in Uganda. Data presented here, when not otherwise
rdc:rcnccd, arc from my detailed ethnography (Goldschmidt, in press) .
.a. Super and Harkness (1974) have argued thac this is not so among lhe
closely related Kipsigis., based upon a ..·ery different kind o£ e'•idcnce. 1 cannoc
resolve the dilftrencts between myself and Super and Harkness; LeVine-'s rc·
spoo.se (19i4) is ol no help, since the Sebti arc similar to abe Kipsigis in both
economy and cultural derivation.
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logical disengagement that is the characteristic mood, a Jack of involvement of individuals with one another in all relationships, a
Jack that finds expression in such other things as inconsistent values
(Edgerton 1971: 122) and little commitment to tradition. Children
play together quietly rather than boisterously and they phantasize
adult roles rather than engage either in team sports or intensive
competition.
Ecological circumstances may make a low level of affect func-

tionally meaningful for these originally pastoral peoples, at least for
the men. Under these earlier conditions Sebei men had to be prepared to engage in military operations, had to be stoic in the face
of both hardships and dangers, and had to delay marriage andfor
remain separate from their spouses. It may also be that this social
callousness is the obverse of the pattern of independence that characterizes pastoral societies in general (Goldschmidt 1971 ). Without
appropriate comparative data from other societies operating under
similar conditions, more cannot be said than to recognize this as a
possible reason why the pattern exists. But in this essay, I am not
concerned with why this interpersonal quality should exist, but
how it is transmitted; how the child first acquires these sentiments,
this outlook.
The matter is not self-evident, for most of the standard practices
do not suggest such an outcome. Sebei women, as in most of Africa,
regularly carry their children on their backs as they go about their
duties so that there is a good deal of body comact; infants sleep by
their mothers; there is little or no display of tension involved in
toilet training during the first (or often even second) year of the
child's life, and children are generally given the breast at the slightest demand. T hough they are given supplemental milk at an early
age, weaning is variable; some children take the breast until their
playmates tease them while other children are weaned abruptly at
an early age. The difference in treatment occurs because babies are
not weaned until they give up the hrea<t voluntarily unless the
mother becomes pregnant, in which case the continued suckling is
felt to be harmful to the mother, so that often (but not universally)
they wean the child forcibly and harshly by putting pepper or tobacco juice on their nipples or by pinching the child when he tries
to suckle. I have no detailed statistics on the proportions of children
treated in these a.ltemate ways, but I would judge that at least half
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of the population was self-weaned without traumatogenic action on
the pa.rt of the mother.
None of these aspects of child ca.re, which we.re credited with such
salience by Freudian-oriented anth.ropologists a generation ago, can
account for the transmission of the low level of interpersonal affect
that I have found characteristic of the Sebei. Yet as Margaret Mead
has herself said, it is not either weaning or toilet training or any
particular element in the handling of the child's needs that is crucial to the transmission of these ·qualities, but it is the emotional
tone that she brings to the relationship.
Before I turn to the interaction between mothers and infants, a
word should be said about the role of Sebei fathers. I never saw a
father dandle or hold a baby, so far as I can remember, and the one
exception pointed out to me by my wife was a man who was exceptional in other ways, including the fact that he was the only adult
male Sebei I know or heard of who had refused to be circumcised.
In one of our picture tests for values there was a scene in which a
man is bouncing a baby (Edgerton 1971: 307). About half the re·
spondents (N = 128; divided equally between men and women)
saw the scene as playful andjor happy (as clearly intended) and a
few commented that this was right, and that they themselves play
with their children. One man added "more people should play with
their children instead of neglecting them." But significantly, about
half find it necessary to e.xplain this unusual behavior: the child is
sick, it is crying, the mother is away. Ten of them saw the man as a
woman, an ayah, the member of another tribe; others had what appear outlandish or irrelevant responses, and five saw the man as
harming the child. Thus, fully half of the respondents found this
picture so unfamiliar that they had to redefine it to make it comprehensible. Later in the child's Hfe, the father's role is that of chief
(and harsh) disciplinarian, but in the early years he typically has no
role; he is emotionally an absent father.
Mothers, of course, do hold their children. Yet the only ones I
remember seeing fondling their infants were unmarried or childless ones holding babies belonging to another woman. But what
impressed me even more was the quality of interaction between the
mother and her infant; the apparent remoteness and disengagement
of the mother when carrying or nursing her child. This quality is
depicted in figures I and 2, the mother gazing abstractly in the mid-
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die distance, supporting the child with the minimum of body con·
tact. These haunting pictures of disengaged mothers led me back
to my photographic files, and it is the data derived from these that
I wish now to pre.sent.•
I found 28 instances in which a mother was either holding her
child while standing or was seated on the ground with her child on
her lap, not including those posed photographs taken at the mother's request. Most of the instances are in scenes where the mother
and child were incidental and in only a few did she seem to be par·
ticularly aware of the camera. Thus, the pictures were not taken for
the purposes of the ana.lysis I am here engaged in; indeed, I had not
conceptualized the idea of low affect in Sebei culture nor concen·
trated, in my ethnographic analysis, on child-rearing practices. I
did early perceive the absence of the lathers (there are no unposed
pictures showing a father holding a child). I think, therefore, that
these photographs can be taken as a representative sample of the
manner in which mothers handle their infants when outside the
house, whether alone or in a group. While it is conceivable that
they behave differently indoors, I have every reason to believe that
this is not so; certainly I saw no evidence suggesting this nor did
either my wife or I receive any indication, verbal or otherwise, of
such a differential. I should add that the pictures were taken in
widely separate sectors of Sebei territory at two time periods (1954;
1961- 1962). Some were taken by me, some by my wile, for we both
habitually carried cameras with us and photographed events or
scenes whenever so inclined.•
In only one of these pictures was noninstrumental interaction
evident between the mother and the child (fig. 3); it is the single
incident in these 28 pictures of eye contact. It is also the only instance of a hand placed on the child in a noninstrumental and apparently playful interaction.
In table I, I have summarized my analysis of these ictures, giv·
ing the data on two modes of expressing affect: use of eyes and use
,._ In this I am obviously inspired by the pionee.r work of BateM>n and Mead

in Ball (llat=n and Mead 1942, Mead and Macgregor 1951, Mead 1956, 1970).
It is a Jingular fact that over 30 years after tbeir semjnal use of photographic
analysis of interpenonal behavior, there is 1till no corpU$ of literature bastd
upon theb pionce:ring techniques.

4-· The Sebei were un·self·consciow photographic aubjecu (except when
posill.g), and nevtr obj«tcd to the presence of the camera.
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TABLE I
MA"''D.NAL EYES AND

Nur$ing

HAN1lS
Not nursing

0

Eyes on child

Toto!

2

2

Eyes not on child
on work

at camera
elsewhere

I

I

0
10

2
II

One hand on child •
No hand on dtild

on work
clasped
free
Total
Totals

I
5

• 10
II

16

25
27

5

6

H

II
II

Total
Total

2
2
21

2

I
5
5

10
9
II

21
27

16

• In no insr:anoe dM t_h e mother have both hands on he-r child.
Note: in one nursing picture the direction of gaze is uncertain (but the-re- is no
contact); in anothtr the: positioning of the hands is uncenain.

C)-e

of hands. I have listed separately those instances in which the infant
was nursing from those in which it was not.
The nursing mother is not observing her child; her attention is
elsewhere. Aside from the instance noted above, the mother is look·
ing at the face of the child in one other photograph; she is feeding
it milk in her cupped hand (fig. 4). In one instance she is tying a
coin in the child's hair, which I have scored as looking at her work
(fig. 5). But in most instances her attention is with some extemal
event, or rather, it seems to me, some intent a! concern, remote both
from the child and the events that surround her.
In no photograph, whether standing or seated, whether nursing
or not, does the mother hold the child with both hands; indeed, in
more than three out of four instances, neither hand is on the child.
The most characteristic manner for the mother to hold her infant is
to support its back with the forearm letting the child straddle her
hip, as seen in figure I. This frees the mother's hands for work or
gesturing (fig. 5). When the hands are not in use, the mother char·
acteristically clasps the hand of the arm supporting the child over
the wrist of the other arm ( 10 of the 28 instances; see fig. 7). This
suggests that this manner of holding the child is not functionally
relevant to other activities, but is a gesture expressive of her atti·
tude. Like her eyes, her hands are disengaged. Mead (1956:88),
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showing pictures of Balinese women and their children not unlike
these of the Sebei, speaks of "inattentive bands." The hands of
Sebei women are, in comparison to the sample of Balinese mothers
and infants Mead bas given us in her pictures, even less attentive
than the hands of the Bali mothers.
I eliminated some six or eight posed pictures for obvious reasons,
but I must include a single exception. When a Sebei mother asked
that her child's picture be taken, she characteristically sat on a
ch:llr, turned the child to face the camera, holding it in place, and
stared into the lens-a result devoid both of interest and esthetic
value. There is a single exception (fig. 6), the only madonna pose in
my small gallery. It is of interest because this mother, as it happens,
is not really a Sebei woman, but a member of an ethnic enclave the
Sebei call Bumachek, a Bagwere (Bantu) people who moved into
Sebei territory about a century ago, adopted many Sebei customs,
but retained many distinctive features of attitudes and sentiment.
Among these is an apparently greater emotional lability than occurs among the Sebei.
Hands and eyes are (along with the voice, not amenable to photographic recording) the major means of expressing affect to a baby.
One cannot look at these pictures or examine these statistics without an awareness that these modes of communication are rare. (Indeed, these photographs indicate the low level of interpersonal
communication. No two persons, with the exception already noted,
appear to be in mutual interaction in the scenes in figures 2 and 3.)
But I am not arguing that it is these acts per se that are the significant element in transmitting affectlessness to the child, though they

may very well be, but that they are indicative of the mother's sentiments, of her emotional stance vis-a-vis her infant. What I see in
these photographs is an absent mother-an emotionally absent
mother (fig. 7).
From the perspective of the child, the mother is available as a
source of sustenance; she feeds him and cleans him, and is thus responsive to his biological needs. She doesn't tease him, provoke
him, or behave seductively toward him (we never observed mothers
manipulating the genitalia); she is emotionally blank and the infant gets no ego gratification from her. That he should therefore
see other persons in later life as serving chiefly his instrumental
needs rather than his ego satisfactions seems entirely understand-
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FIG. I. Mother standing with s uckling child, Bl nyiny, 1954

FIG. 2. Mo1her seated wi th suckling child, Sasur. 1962

FIG. 3. Mothers and children, Bene1. 1954. The single instance of communicative interaction in lhe
photographs. Note suckling child at right.
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FIG. 5. Molher working white child su:ckles

FIG. 6. Posed photograph. The woman is
Bagwere (Bantu). no1 Sebei.
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able. Thus is the low level o£ affect transmitted to the next genera·
tion at infancy, reinforced in subsequent institutionalized behavior.
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A jfective Dissonance and
Primary Socialization:
Implications for a T heory of Incest Avoidance
GEORGE A. DEVos

THE UNIVERSAL APPEARANCE OF
INCEST PROH IBITIONS
One of the yet unresolved mysteries of human nature is the universal appearance of some form of incest taboo in every society regu·
lating sexual expression within the primary family. O hen these
prohibitions are socially extended in systems of exogamy in one
form or another, depending upon the kinship structure of the society, to include individuals classified through kinship as "too
close" for legitimate marriage, if not sexual congress. Most theor·
ists who give time to a detailed analysis of this subject have come to
the conclusion that the enforcement of social sanctions is not sufficient, however, to explain the cultural universality of incest prohibitions. Although differing widely in proposed etiology, some recognized the presence of sel f-limiting, deeply felt repugnance that
makes the act unconscionable to most individuals (Westermarck
1921, Freud 1950). Nevertheless, most anthropologists have been
loath to find recourse in some instinctual or psychological theory of
GEORGE A. D£ Vm is professor of anthropology at the Univasity of California.
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aversion to explain this universal abhorrence of sexuality exer·
cised between close·blood relatives. Instead, most of their attempts
at explanation have in desperation turned back to some form of so·
cia! structural theory.
For example, although the brother·sister taboo is universal, it is
quite evident that there are, depending upon social structure,
highly differential strains toward such incest, and conversely, a
greater prohibition and exercise of avoidance behavior in some so.
deties than in others. But to counter social structural analyses are
lhe situations cited by Spiro and Wolf. In the absence of kinship
prohibition, individuals brought up together at childhood exhibit
wme form of aversion to marriage in adulthood.
Limitations of ~pace do not permit me to present a critique of the
various attempts by social scientists to account for incest prohibi·
Lions. The most appealing to date are those of Talcott Parsons
(1954), who has taken social structural theory as far as it can go in
Ibis direction, and Arthur Wolf (1966), who in desperation to ex·
plain his own observations on the particular problems occuring in
certain Taiwanese marriages has, in effect, returned from a social
!tructural theory to \Vestermarck and his explanation of the devel·
opment ot mutual sexual repugnancies.
Conversations with Melford Spiro concerning his observations
that there is a total lack of marriage between age mates in Israeli
kibbutzim and Wolf's published observations on Taiwan have
prompted me to examine in detail both the anthropological and
psychoanalytic literature on incest. Dissatisfied with what has been
!0 far attempted in structural theories generally, I seek here to for·
ward my own explanation of the psychological mechanisms that
make incest prohibitions generally effective whether or not they are
institutionalized as part of a system of kinship.
I contend that incest prohibitions are related specifically to a
general psychological phenomenon I term "affective dissonance."
This paper is an attempt to present my assumptions in brief rather
than extended form. The evidence from Israel and Taiwan goes
counter to the usual structural analysis, and supports affective dis·
sonance as an explanatory concept.
CHILDHOOD CLOSENESS AND SEXUAL AVOIDANCE
Spiro, in his study of Israel i kibbutzim (1954, 1958), has re·
marked upon the spontaneous emergence of a nonverbalized, so-
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dally unobserved, but behavior ally operative, sibling incest taboo
among children of the same age brought up together from birth in
th·e special collective dlildrcn's quarters. These age group domiciles
for children are supervised by special nurses. An intensity of involvement occurs among the children. Age mates take on many of
the emotional attributes of sibl.ings even though they are never so
classified by the community. T here have been no reported cases
within kibbutz communities of any intermarriage by young adults
brought up within the same age group, yet there is no appreciable
sOo!;ial sanctioning against such marriages (see also \'onina Talmon
1964). The families comprising the kibbutz have come together
from widely diverse sources and are unrelated by any kinship ties;
nor is there any social structural sense within the community that
would make age mates feel themselves to have become part of a kinship pattern.
Arthur Wolf (1966) describes a patterned form of marriage
among Taiwanese in which for· economic reasons a female child is
brought into a family to become, at an appropriate age, the spouse
of a son. In tracing through what occurs in these marriages, Wolf
establishes rather compelling evidence that some form of sexual
avoidence is at work. Continuing sexual interest and compatibility
rarely occurs between such individuals. In attempting to explain
this phenomenon, he has reexamined various theories of incest
avoidance and is impelled to espouse a psychological rather than in·
sti tutional approach to the subject. He returns to Freud's Totem
and Taboo and the argument that the child's emotional resistance
to the possibility of sexual relations with a childhood associate is a
normal "reaction formation" to a repressed impulse. Freud does
not deny the continuing effect of sexual attractions developed in in·
fancy, but points out how they are not normally manifest in adult
behavior and indeed are repressed. Wolf also refers to Robin Fox
(1962) who bases his reasoning about sexual avoidance on the absence of satisfactory climax of the type of sexual excitement experienced in childhood. Such experience results instead in such a
sense of frustration that the insufficiency of satisfaction in the childhood experience is, in effect, a form of negative conditioning
against a specific interest in an individual who may have aroused
such interest in childhood. Similar to this line of reasoning is the
point of view of Frank Beach (I 951) who notes how male mammals
do not copulate satisfactorily in an environmental setting previ·
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ously associated with some form of punishment or negative conditioning. Wolf reasons along lines suggested by these observations
that it is somehow the socialization experience of the containment
of impulses that remains a strong experience of childhood as an
atmosphere in which children in the primary family learn to be
constrained toward one another, seeking from them either aggres·
sive or sexual release. Whatever the specific experience, Wolf argues that the conditions of intimate childhood association are in
themselves a sufficient cause for the development of an emotional
resistance to sexual relations. Wolf defends Westennarck's theory
that in effect attributes this resistance to habituation. But the reasons for incest Wolf examines, from reaction formation to repugnance, do not explain why "habituation" prevents sexual arousal.
AFFECTIVE DISSONANCE AND INCEST AVOIDANCE
In another article (1975) written as a critique of Mary Douglas's
(1966) theory of taboos against pollution, I expressed briefly my
dissatisfaction with the overly rational approach of Leon Festinger's (1957, 1962) theory of cognitive dissonance used to explain
conscious rationalization of behavior and attitudes. Festinger has
posited a strong need in all humans (be it generalized from his own
culture) to resolve what he terms "cognitive dissonance." In his
theory, the tension produced by inconsistency in perception produces a need for resolution by altering what one sees or believes
into a more consistent pattern. I criticized this theory from the
standpoint of my understanding of Japanese religious beliefs and
myths as they are found in expositions of Shinto. Japanese mythology is full of glaring conceptual cognitive inconsistencies and
incongruities. It is diffuse and imprecise. Japanese are not emotionally disturbed by such lack of clarification, nor do they characteristically use categorization in a way so general in Western
thought. Western thinkers find it dif!icult to give credit to thought
that eases away needs to define, to catalog, or to categorize. In .Jap·
anese culture, juxtaposed inconsistencies in thought and behavior
are easily maintained consciously without emotional discomfort;
individuals can countenance within their own consciousness both
inconsistencies and ambiguities-to the degree that they are not affectively aroused
ither enraged or made anxious by the cognitive content they are contemplating. There is no culturally induced
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need for Japanese to repress inconsistent thoughts. Moreover, the
measure of tolerance of inconsistency or ambiguity in any other cui·
ture is not to be judged as antithetical to intellectual capacitie.s for
handling complex and differentiated cognitive patterns. There is
an essential affective dimension underlying all cognitive structures.
For the Japanese, it is only in those areas of the culture where differentiation is imponant, such as in ranking and status, that one
finds Japanese concerned with maintaining consistency in cognitive
ordering. It is preciseEy in these areas that emotions are aroused by
inconsistencies or incongruities. Therefore, I generalized that it is
not dissonance in cognitive patterns per se which necessitates reso·
lution or consistency in human psychological structures; dissonance
is a concern when there is allective arousal. In regard to incest, I
have come to the conclusion that some form of affective dissonance
is somehow automatically at work in every society as part of inti·
mate family relationships to prevent sexual arousal. How does it
work?
T OWARD A THEORY OF AFFECTIVE DISSONANCE
An allective dissonance theory suggests that there are sometimes
dysfunctional, perceptual, automatic nervous system dissonances
between anxiety and sexuality, erotocism and dependency, and so
on. Specifically as it r elates to sexual stimulation, the theory also
suggests that satisfactory genita.l sexuality may itself depend on correctly balanced perceptual-autonomic body states. There is a sexual
arousal, for instance, that may occur when proper blending of vis·
ual sexual stimuli and affective arousal relates to a sense of strange·
ness or even to some arousal of aggressiveness. Such forms of sexual
stimulation may be incompatible with the usual types of affection·
ate states deeply conditioned toward particular individuals by continuous contact during childhood. Childhood erotic wishes may
become buried and unconscious and be unrealizable without the
total rearousal and reexperience of other, nonretrievable components of a cognitive and affective childhood pattern. This inaccessi·
bility of a total childhood pattern, in neurotic conditions as exam·
ined by psychoanalysi.s, leads to an emphasis on fantasy rather than
real sexual relationshi ps in the erotic inner life of some individuals.
Erotic attachment of the mother is a normal stage in matura·
tional development in mammals, i.n cluding humans. It is some
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form of interference with maturation which strengthens and pre·
serves the immature eroticism that characteri.zes many neurotic
conditions. The grooming of the body and other acts of licking and
care of erogenous areas of the infant are common to many mam·
malian species. Rats have shown a disturbed capacity for adult
copulation when they were not properly groomed by their mothers
at particular periods of infancy. Animal research seems to be fully
in ac.:cord l'1titl1 psy<.:hoanalytk fonliUlations com.:cnting the nc::u:s·

sity for properly facilitative, affectively satisfying mothering experiences in childhood. That is to say, the bodily intimacy of proper
mothering around the pleasurable experiences derived from organs
of intake and excretion, somehow are experientially necessary for
fully satisfactory adult mutual sexual experiences.
Harlow's (1964) experiences with primates and other experi·
menLs with mammals suggest maternal grooming behavior in inf'llncy is experientially necessary for the appearance of adequate
sexual behavior. Deprived of such behavior, the adult ani mal cannot perform adequately. In humans the intensive erotic reciprocity
between mother and child during the earliest stages of the child's
own erotic development may well be a "grooming" prerequisite for
heterosexual development. The continuous affective ties with the
mother during psychosexual development may carry residual components of the earlier experiences, but the psychosexual develop·
ment of the individual and the transmutation taking place in his
schemata gradually changes the nature of his experience of the
mother.
Only when a maternal or sororal relationship bas been eroticized
by a psychologically regressive mother or by some childhood breakthrough of incestuous sexual play between siblings would a strong,
consciou~continuity of unresolved erotic wishes remain into adult·
hood.
A mother who attempts genital stimulation of her son for her
own satis&ction would have to be extremely aberrant and sexually

disturbed, since the sexual satisfaction to be obtained from an in·
fant or a small child would be in no way comparable to that ob·
taioed from an adult male. It is therefore most unusual for a small
ch ild to experience the mother's active se'-'tlality directed toward
him for her own direct genital gratification. Whil e there is greater
possibility that a child senses the mother's unsatisfied sexual needs
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and that she receives some indirect sexual gratification from sensual
contact with him, this situation does not lead us to overt incest, but

rather to a covert unconscious unresolved quality in their continuing r elationship.
Parsons, in his attempt to relate psychoanalytic theory to a structural analysis, starts with what he terms the "progressive" and "regressive" features of human eroticism as they relate to social structure. Parsons (1954) draws heavily on Uvi-Strauss's (1956, 1969a)
structural analysis of kinship and marriage. For example, insofar as
a person in marrying out of his own family unit is performing a
reciprocal obligation :involving the social group or collectivity as a
superordinant unit, he is no more free to choose than is an individual worker free to choose a job without regard to how it affects
the superordinant industrial organization. In other words, the person is constrained directly and indirectly by group organization itself. In this sense, the occurrence of incest would be a socially regre.ssive act, and the in dividual would perforce have to maintain a
subadult or infantile identity. Automatically operative incest taboos looked at from this perspective serve to propel maturing individuals out of their nuclear families, both toward outside adult
roles and into the formation of new nuclear social units. LeviStrauss does not attempt to look at these processes in terms of the
psychological structures involved.
Turning to the psychological extension of this trend of analysis,
Parsons, however, accepts Freud's broadened de6nition of eroticism (not direct physical sexual behavior) as essential to explaining
the nature of affective ties within the primary family. In the early
developmental stages, eroticism is not organi.zed around genital
gratification. Early eroticism is diffuse and more located in skin and
oral regions. The human child, having experienced early body contact care over an extended period, sometimes 6nds it difficult to
resolve the intense attachment that builds up toward the person
playing the maternal role. This person also acts as an agent of the
culture both in exercising socializing disciplines and in providing
forms of essential need gratification. The socializing agent is in a
position to frustrate the child, but to be effective, he or she must
not lose control of the child's affectional involvement. Affective
needs and periodic gratification form the motivation matrix in
which increasingly d:isciplined socialization takes place. Parsons
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notes that erotic gratification is a particularly sensitive source of
conditioning in the Pavlovian sense. Any direct sexual seduction in
the childhood experience would be dismptive to general personality formation as would be passive experience of undue hostile
and aggressive behavior. Parsons notes that it is important that the
mother, as the earliest socializing agent, must have her own regres·
sive sexual needs as well as her aggressive impulses under spontaneous control. This is so because she enters into a stronger erotic
reciprocity with the child than does the father. If she cannot control her own regressive needs, either sexual or aggressive, the
mother<hild system may get stuck on one of the earlier psychosexual levels, or in some form of neurotic interaction hindering
adult maturation. For instance, an overprotective mother, by overreciprocating a child's dependency needs, may encourage him to an
extent that she keeps the child from growing up. Her own needs
may have her continue nurturant practices beyond the time that
they are properly conducive to further psychosexual maturation.
A hostile mother can cause avoidance behavior generalized to women harmful to the heterosexuality of both male and female children.
"Regression" might be seen then, from a social-structural sense
as well as a psychological sense, as a slipping back into earlier social patterns on the part of the mother to seek gratification. T hus
incestuous feelings, especially in a mother-son relationship,
whether overtly genital or covert, diffuse, and unconscious, are an
essential part of a social as well as a psychological inability to grow
up. The social structural aspects of Parson's explanations relate
incest taboos to hypothesized automatic operative sanctioning systems that move the individual toward proper adult status and role
behavior. Psychological problems resulting from some form of culturally prevalent incomplete socialization may so occur within the
primary family as to hinder the complete transmutation of the
diffuse erotic dependent feelings of childhood into more focused
genitalized adult heterosexual interests.
Unfortunately, Parsons's social strnctural explanation does not
cover certain differences observed between culture groups. For example. Parsons is unable to be convincing when he discusses the
latency period as a temporary repression of erotic needs for both
sexes. The evidence from cross-cultural work well suggests that
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there are considerable differences. in the degree of continuous random sexual play allowed during the prepubescent period. The relationship between this diffuse sexual play and the instituting of
sexual taboos needs to be better elucidated since in these cultures
such taboos are equally operative. Parsons's exposition does not
undertake to explain taboos on sibling incest; it works much better
in elucidating the nature of the mother-child relationshi p during
early childhood.
What is missing in Parsons's theory is some further explanatory
principle to include both the dynamics of the automatic repression
found in siblings as well as in mother-<:hild incest taboos. In my
concept of affective dissonance, I start from the premise that it is
the nature of the physiological structuring which underlies psychological patterning to maintain cognitive-affective harmony and
to repress dissonant affective feelings, which could cause a disruption of a necessary intimate, dependent relationship. A conscious
breakthrough of disruptive sexual fantasies would cause an overwhelming level of discomfort, tension, and internal conflict.
AMBIVALENCE AS A FORM OF AFFECTIVE DISSONANCE
An affective dissonance theory must further explore the relationship betwun the forms of repression that are involved in resolving
dissonance between childhood and adult alfectional ties, and interests and situations of emotional ambivalence felt toward the same
person. Ambivalence usually refers to positive and negative emotions such as love and hate toward the same person. One emotion
may slightly predominate and the other feeling is repressed with the
expenditure of considerable energy. Ambivalent aflectional expectations are not necessarily related to different levels of maturation,
although this may well be, as in the instance where an adult son
may experience a positive present relationship with a parent, but
still be unconsciously resentful toward the parent as a former disCiplinarian. He may indeed have displaced resentments about authority to other relationships while maintaining a positive conscious affiliation to the initial source of such resentments. In such a
way he may resolve a potential a1fective dissonance. Affective dis·
sonance is, therefore, involved in ambivalence, but is not limited
to situations of ambivalence.
Affective dissonance does not ()f necessity involve the positive-
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negative affective polarity of ambivalence. In sexual matters, the
dissonance may be between two positive feelings: one is directly
sexual, the other more diffusely affectionate, that is, based on long
familiarity in which :sexual interc:.3t, if ever pre:sc:nt, ha:s been :sub-

ordinated to other more diffuse general affectional bonds. T he
word "ambivalence" is inappropriate and does not apply to such
situations in which sexual arousal would cause affective dissonance
with other positively valenced attitudes. Ambivalence implies attitudes in which positive and negative valences are in some form of
irresolution.
Ambivalence requires a positive-negative opposition, whereas
affective dissonance includes also situations of dissonance related
to possibly incom patible levels of maturation within the schemata
of an individual involving similar emotions such as those found in
erotic attachment. The dissonance may be in respect to reconciling
levels of maturation or, as in an incest taboo, in conflict between a
nongenitalized attachment and one involving genital arousal.
AFFECTIVE DlSSONANCE AND THE MATURATION OF
COGNITIVE SCHEMATA
The concept of affective dissonance is in accord with Piaget's
theory of cognitive development. For example, Ulric Neisser (1962)
discusses Piaget's theory of the development of cognitive schemata
or organi7.ed perceptions as they integrate cognitive and affective
states resulting from the assimilation of environmental stimuli. In
their very development schemati cause loss of earlier memory.
Neisser's analysis is a valuable modification of Freud's theory of
repression as related to amnesia. It negates the idea that all amnesia results from repression and suggests rather that progressively developing emotional and cognitive patterns render more primitive
the schemata no longer available as their elements are incorporated
into more developed perceptions. Childhood incestuous feelings
disappear when more mature genitalized sexual schemata develop.
Some wishes, however, may remain as unresolved residues not accessible to consciousness. T hey are not consistent with developed
self-concept.
'
For example, a male child's witnessing parental coirus, which occurs with some frequency in many culrures, is a passive experience
that does not prepare him to take on the experience of active geni-
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tal activity with the mother. Such experience usually takes place at
a time of pregenital primacy in erotic organization and, therefore,
is not necessarily "fixating." There is not, necessarily, traumatic
rigidification leading to immature sexual functiong. Further maturation usually occurs so that infantile desires are replaced by
more satisfactory active heterosexual objects in one's cognitive
schemata.
There are many situations in which one cannot bring to consciousness feelings that would be disruptive to an ongoing day-by
day pattern of intimate human needs and responses, whether intrafamilial or more general. That is to say. a sense of self in intimate relationships demands some degree of appropriate repression
of inconsistency in maintaining a tolerable form of patterning.
One cannot at t imes attain some forms of cognitive objectivity
because one cannot afford to experience the underlying affective
dissonance that would result, simply because some well-established
cognitive patterns conflict with one another. Primary family relationships are the most intense and affect arousing, being the least
objectively perceived.
Affectional schemata develop over time. There is indeed "habituation," which comes to define strongly a close relationship. Such a
relationship would be completely shattered by any errant erotic
arousal . A deep, complex relationship would have to be totally
reordered not only affectively but perceptually to accommodate
the immediate urgency of sexual gratification. An individual's selfconcept could be totally disrupted as could his perception of the
other person. Then, too, habituation may dull a type of sexual
arousal that depends on the excitement of strangeness-an exploratory element found characteristic in the sexual life of some individuals, at least. Knowledge of a person is dissonant with abrupt
interest in a new sexual object; well established schemata leave very
little accommodation for elements of surprise-or new experiences.
EXOGAMY AND PROJECTION
The more intensely intimate family roles are experienced, the
less possible it is for di ssonant sexual desires to break into conscious
awareness. The early primary family experiences are the ones out
of which all other consistent patterns related to human beings
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grow. As often discussed in psychoanalytic literature, the human
psychic apparatus has the potential of splitting off conflictual affectladen attitudes originating in response to the same person, and displacing them to different individuals. The human being also can
project "evil" outside the social group so that either the primary
group or some social group membership may be maintained more
harmoniously. Sexual feelings are not "negative," but they too can
be disruptive and are "transferred" or projected outside the immediate kin group. In this manner, "projection," as are other men·
tal mechanisms, is called into play to resolve potentials for affective
dissonance and helps explain some reasons for the psychological attraction of exogamous unions.
CULTU R E-SPECIFIC PROBLEMS OF POTENCY
RELATED TO AFFECTI VE DISSONANCE
A theory of affective dissonance, which at the same time concerns
itself with how cognitive schemata are developed in the context of
patterns of emotional consistency, is seen as supplementary to,
rather than in conftict with, other features of psychoanalytic theory.
It relates to what is described in psychoanalytic theory as forms of
""transference"' phenomena in sexual difficulties.
The fantasies that adults have of their childhood prepubescent
sweethearts in Western culture are quite regressive and childish in
tone. When strongly maintained, they represent fixations on child·
hood sexuality which may interfere with making a more mature
shift of genitalized object cathexis to other adults. In other words,
the underlying fixation on a regressive childhood eroticism can in·
hibit a more genitally organized adult sexual performance. Childhood liaisons are only very rareiy actualized by marriage in adulthood. I t is not only that individuals who are blood relatives and
have intimate childltood associations are sanctioned away from
adult liaisons, but that such indirectly or directly eroticized chi.ld·
hood companions, not related by kinship ties, are experienced as
part of an affective configuration that cannot be integrated into
adult heterosexual interests and obligations. Wolf's ( 1966) description of difficulties experienced in the marriages of Chinese women,
who were adopted into a family as small girls explicitly for the purpose of marriage of one to the sons, demonstrates this process.
To illustrate further: cases ofrelative or complete impotency in
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marriage often involve a transference to the wife of sexualized attitudes held toward mother or sister. Individuals who have strong
unconscious residual incestuous ties to a mother or sister can become disturbed in their potency with women who are cognitively
equated on an u.nconscious level with a still sexually cathected
childhood object.
In Japan, for example, there is characteristically a muted and infrequent sexual relationship between a man and his wife. The wife
is culturally expected to take on a maternal role, progressively replacing her husband's mother. Many Japanese men find themselves
more potent with female professional entertainers, on whom they
do not depend for other forms of gratification, and for some a mistress becomes necessary for full genital satisfaction. I suggest also
that the widespread appearance of the mistress in Latin American
cultures may have some psychological basis beyond the usual explanation that it derives from the nonreciprocal sexual status relationship within the social structure. Mexican psychoanalysts report
(personal communication) complex sexual disturbances between
man and wife occurring after the birth of a child. The father finds
himself unconsciously competing with his own child who is being
gratified in his pregenital erotic relationship with the mother. The
man cannot relate sexually in a positive way to his wife; therefore,
interpersonal disharmony develops over unsatisfied wishes and the
man takes another woman as a mistress. At the same time, the wife
psychodynamically seems to retreat from genital interests in her
husband and devotes herself with single-minded intensity to her infant
THE PSYCHOCULTURAL PATTERNING OF DEVIANCE
AS RELATED TO INCEST BEHAVIOR
There are individuals in all cultures who exhibit deviant behavior. That some few individuals do not develop the repressions
found in most does not negate any psychological theory that has to
encompass both normative and deviant patterns. The reasons for
the breakthrough of deviant behavior can be varied. There may
even be particular psychological or psychocultural regularities to
explain certain types of incest when they occur occasionally.
When one examines peculiarities of the psychosexual history of
individuals within a culture who commit sibling or parent-child
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incest, one finds that some cases, at least, can be explained because
there was little direct, sustained, positive contact between father
and daughter in early childhood. Isolated areas, such as the Ozarks
of the United States, the northern Gaspe peninsula in French
Canada, conduce to incestuous sexual liaisons. Some cases reported
in the psychological literature citing life histories of prostitutes
indicate a hostile, bmtal father who forced incest on the daughter
in a turbulent liaison. Such a relationship can remain sexual with..

out becoming affectionate or positive, but the girl acquires a lifelong hostility toward men in general, and sexuality often becomes
symbolically an exploitative relationship.
It is difficult for children who have experienced childhood incest
to reconcile this experience with the normative heterosexual behavior of adults. There are unresolved dissonances in the experience of sexual behavior not occurring within socially sanctioned
limits in a satisfactory way. Thus the psychological study of incest
behavior becomes part of a more general approach to sexual psychopathology. It is not only a question of the individual, but how
affectively and cognitively based self-consistencies are continually
maintained in interaction with supporting or sanctioning social attitudes experienced primarily within the family.
Another deviant pattern found in reported incest cases in the psy·
choanalytic literature on pedophilia involves a passive, psychologically childlike father who, in effect, plays at a form of childhood
sibling incest with his own or another child, while his wife symbolically represents a deceived adult. The girl's passive fantasies
coincide with the childhood fantasies still dominanting the erotic
life of the father who prefers sexual play with a nonthreatening
child to that with a threatening adult. In some such cases, passive
regressive fantasies on the patt of a mother are also involved. These
fantasies cannot as directly be realized by sexual congress with a
man. There are instances reported where father-daughter incest,
therefore. is nnconsrinmly fmtP.rPrl hy a mnthP.r as a mP.ans of
achieving a vicarious experience of a childlike incestuous relationship with her own father.
The complexity of the human's capacity for vicarious experience
in the imagination permits no simple direct explanations of the
psychological states that occur in reported cases where an incest
taboo is broken. An affective dissonance theory of incest, however,
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does not in any way suggest the inappropriamess of erotic feelings
in a mother-child relationship. On the contrary, basic satisfaction
of pregenital erotic experiences with the mother prepares the child
for further psychosexual growth. It is only maturationally inappropriate genitalization of the relationship by the mother, either sym·
bolically o~ indirectly, that results in aberrant psychosexual devel·
opment.
Therapists working with del inquents in prison settings have re·
poned (through personal communication) the frequent occurrence
of sexualized fantasy concerning the mother that is relatively close
to consciousness. In such cases, the mother is invariably very sex·
ually active with several men. This suggests that a child's witnessing
his mother's promiscuit}' results in a lesser repression of the adult
mother's sexuality. The mother's frank sexuality is a continually
stimulating reality to the growing baby. Even in such cases a son
continues to demonstrate a need to maintain some level of repression. Moreover, it must be stressed tbat in such circumstances, the
relative accessibility to consciousness of incestuous wishes is re·
lated also to the experienced degree of attachment to the mother
and sense of rejection by her. The more giving the mother, or warm
the relationship, even though she be sexually promiscuous, the
more deeply repressed is the son's awareness of sexual interest toward her. T hat is, those young men who experience an essentially
giving, nurturant, materna[ relationship, display deeper repression
of their incestuous fantasies, whereas those individuals who have
not been rewarded or who have act ually been rejected in the maternal relationship, have greater difficulty in repression and t hese
sexual fantasies are more apt to come to the surface of consciousness. The consequent affective dissonance on the part of both
mother and child would in most instances be so ovenvhelrning as
to be unbearable should an. ince9tuous situation occur. Delinquent
youth in most instances even go to great extremes to maintain an
illusory affectively based "consistent" picture of a "giving" mother.
CO NCLUSIONS
In summary, in developing a psychocultural theory using the
concept of affective dissonan ce, both psychological and social structural forces must be considered in determining why a society inhibits or periodically allows for the appearance of unsanctioned in·
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cest behavior. T he data from Israel and Taiwan show the spontaneous development of sexual inhibitions in most children despite
the absence of social sanctions. While Parson's dual use of othe concept of regression, as developed in the social structural theory of
Levi.Strauss and in his adaptation of the psychoanalytic theory, is
a positive step forward, he, in effect, also recognized that the secret
of the incest taboo is not to be found in further analysis of social
structure per se.
T he avoidance of affective dissonance helps explain the difficulty
experienced in reconciling the day-by-day, intimate affective sibling
associations of childhood, with consciously tolerable adult hetero·
sexual interests. T he cognitive schemata of the adult supercede
those carrying the experiences of childhood eroticism. Adult sexual
intere&ts comprise schemata with an alfective cognitive pattern of a
different nature than those formed around childhood affectional
associations.
The psychological mechanism of repression works very well in
most instances to prevent the direct appearance of incest behavior
within the primary family, but reference to that mechanism by itself tells us nothing. T he reason for the incest taboo as an internal
force is to be found in further understanding of the nature of man's
affective structure as it develops in internally consistent patterns
and how infantile and adult sexual or erotic experiences are transmuted into adult froms of psychosexual maturation in such a way
that certain features of close relations may become affectively dissonall( to the experience of sexual arousal or sexual interest. How
cathexis of objects occurs is suggested in psychoana.lytic theory of
development, but the actual physiopsychological mechanisms operative in affective dissonances have not as yet been sufficiently expll)red either by considering them in terms of conditioning theory
or by direct recourse to concepts of ambivalence, transference, or
repression. I believe that a more unified approach combining theories of cognitive and affectional maturation await systematic exploration. Current generalizations in psychology about cognitive
dissonance have missed the point. Evidence from cultures that do
not become emotionally concerned about cognitive consistency
forces a more systematic reappraisal of affective dissonance in crosscultural comparative terms.
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Aloofness and Intimacy of
Husbands and Wives:
A Cross-Cultural Study
JOHN W.

M. WHITING and

BEATRICE B. WHmNC

Males and females-their temperaments, their relationship to one
another, and their relative status-have been of major interest to
Margaret Mead. In Sex and Temperame-nt (1935) and later in Male
afld Female (1949) she convincingly demon&trated the importance
of culture in determining similarities and differences in the behavioral styles of men and women of different societies. Her research has always been comparative but !based on her own intensive
field research in other cultures. We intend in this essay to test some
of the hypotheses that she has generated over the years, as well as
some of our own, regarding the male and female roles. Ethnographic reports on a world sample of cultures pro,•ide our data.
Since these data were collected by ethnographers with other interests, our tneasures cannot be as subtle as those used by Margaret
Mead; but we have tried to choose measures that are both valid and
meaningful.
JonN W. M. WHmNc is professor of sodal antl~topology in ll1e Departments o£
Anthropology and Socia_l Relations at Harv:.rd Uoivenit·y.
BEA'D.ICI B. WmnNc il professor of education and anthropology in the Depart·
mcnt of Human Dc,·elopment. Harvard School of Education, at Harvard Uni·
sity.
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We have chosen the relationship between husband and wife as
our focus in studying males and females. We do this because the
family and family li[e are described in the ethnographic literature
on most societies and thus comparable data are likely to be avail·
able. More important, however, is tha< a husband and wife are also
father and mother to their children, and their relationship to one
another is a crucial feature of the learning environments that shape
the behavior of men and women of the next generation.

Again, partly for practical and partly for theoretical reasons, we
have chosen to use as our measure whether or not a married couple
ordinarily sleep in the same bedroom. Since both the floor plan of
houses and the occupants of a household are described, it is not
difficult to determine husband and wife living arrangements with a
minimum of inference and with reasonably high reliability. Theoretically, since young children almost universally sleep in the same
bedroom as their mother, the presence or absence of the father in
this intimate space should have a strong inftuencc on their concep·
tion of the nature of males and females.
METHODOLOGY
The standard cross-cultural sample (Murdock and White 1969)
was chosen as the basis for testing our hypothesis. This set of 186
cultures was carefully chosen to maximize the independence of
societies and to represent reasonably tlte languages, subsistence
levels, and types of social organization of the known cultures of the
world. Judgments as to rooming arrangements as well as to numer·
ous other variables to be used in this study were available on a sub·
stantial number of societies in this sample.
In determining whether or not husband and wife were room·
mates, a combination of codes were used: the Palfrey House code of
percent polygyny and rooming arrangements, 1 the Barry and Pax·
son code (1971} on sleeping proximity, and the Murdock and Wil·
son code (1972} on household composition.
Polygynous societies usually have alternative rooming patterns.
In such societies the first wife ordinarily lives for some time monog1. These judgment.s were made by the nalf of tbe Laboratory of Human
Development (Palfrey House) and wer~ used for a study of residence: patterns
(Whiting and D'Andradc: 1959) and of initiation rites (Wh.iling 1964). The
judgmcnu were made by Roy D'Andrade. Da\•id Beswick. and Emily Hunting·
ton.
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amously with her husband before he takes a second wife. Furthermore, it is rare, even in societies where polygyny is highly valued,
for every man in the course of his marital history to have a second
wife. If, as is often the case, husband and wife share a bedroom as
long as they are monogamous but sleep apart if they are polygynous, such a society could be classified in either the rooming apart
or rooming together category. For this study we have arbitrarily
chosen the rooming arrangement reported for the monogamous alternative if Jess than 30% of the families are polygynous. If, however, more than 30% are polygynous, the polygynous alternative
was used to classify the culture. The decision was made from judgments by the Palfrey House staff as to husband and wife rooming
arrangements both for the monogamous and for the polygynous
al tematives.
Since this study focuses on the effect of rooming arrangements
upon the child, the female-based family rather than the male-based
family was used to calculate the percent of polygyny. Two women
married to the same man would constitute two female-based polygynous families but only one male-based polygynous family. The
use of the married women as a base yields a higher percentage value
of polygyny than the use of the male head o£ household as a base.
This is particularly true in societies in which having more than one
wife is a privilege limited to a few chiefs. Such is the case for t11e
Trobriands where only 3% of the adult males are polygynously
married but 39% of the females between 15 and 45 years of age are
members of a polygynous family. For purposes of this study it is
even more significant that more than a third of the children are
brought up in pologynous families.
Barry and Paxson coded "the nighttime sleeping proximity o£
mother and father to infant" (1971 :467, col. 1). Their code required evidence as to the whereabouts of the infant as well as the
mother and father; in contrast, the Palfrey House code made separate judgments for each diad. The Palfrey House code has been used
for overlapping cases. Of the 76 societies for which there were scores
by both teams, there was 92% agreement as to whether or not a
husband and wife sleep in the same room. This degree of intercoder reliability seemed quite acceptable; therefore, the Barry and
Paxson coding was used for those societies of the standard sample
not coded by t11e Palfrey House staff. Finally, 9 cases were not rated
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by either the Palfrey House staff or Barry and Paxson but were
rated by Murdock and Wilson (I 972) as having households in which
husbands and wives sleep apart.•
The resulting number of coded societies then totals 159. They
are distributed over the world as follows: Africa 40, Eurasia 34,
Insular Pacific 25, North America 32, and South America 28 .
.Examples of rooming arrangements reported for the sample will
serve to elucidate the code. A familiar pattern for modem indus·
trial societies but one that is also found in many of the simple societies such as the Copper Eskimo i! described by Jenness: among
these Eskimos, "every inmate has ... a definite place on the sleeping platform. The woman sleeps in the comer beside her lamp, and
the little children lie between her and her husband. Outside of him
sleep the older children and any guest whom they may happen to
entertain (1923:85). This common arrangement, which was described for 92 societies (57% of the sample), occurs in societies with
monogamy or limited polygyny in which members of the nuclear
family share a bedroom.
Although co-wives do not ordinarily sleep in the same bedroom,
this does sometimes occur. There are 20 examples of this arrangement in our sample (12%) . The Kwoma of New Guinea 0· Whiting 1941) are a society in which 55% of adult females are polygynously married. Their houses are rectangular gabled structures with
thatched roofs and sides. At one end there is an open porch that
serves as kitchen, dining room, and parlor. At the other end there
is a room with a small door and no windows that serves as a bedroom for a man, his wives, and their children. The husband sleeps

on a raised platform. His wives and the children sleep on mats on
the earthen Hoor.
As suggested above, it is more common for each wife in polygyn·
ous families to 'ha,•e her own bedroom. The husband may room
with each wife in tum, he may have a bedroom of his own, he may
sleep in a hut with his older sons, or he may sleep in a men's clubhouse. It is not unusual for several of these pa-tterns to occur in the
same society. T he Kikuyu of Kenya have a sequence of rooming
arrangements that is typical for manv of the societies in subsaharan
Africa (B. Whiting Field Notes 1972). When he is first married, a
man builds a small wattle and <hub house with a pyramidal
2.

Oth~r C2t~f.'o,.iet

i.n tbe Mn.rdo<it·'Vilson code co uld no t be u.cd bec:ause

of the ambiguity bclwecn hoWc."hold and bedroom.
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thatched roof. He ordinarily shares this with his wife until she has
born a second child. At this point he feels tlle bedroom is too con·
gested and he sets about buHding a second house that, if he can
afford the bride price, he shares with a second wife until he is displaced by her children. By this time the sons of his first wife may be
old enough-6 or 7- to leave their mother's bedroom. Then the
father builds a third hut that he shares with his sons.
.

Societies with more than 30% female.based polygyny in which
co·wives sleep in separate bedrooms were classed as rooming apart,
whether the husband rotates, has a hut of his own, or sleeps in the
men's clubhouse. There are 40 societies (24'70 } in our sample that
fall in this category.
Finally, there are a small number of monogamous or limited
polygynous societies in which husband and wife have separate sleeping quarters. Nine of the societies (5%) in our sample are reported
to have this pattern. The Rajput of Khalapur who have rooming
arrangements similar to the Senapur of our sample serve to illus·
trate this arrangement. "In Khalapur a man generally slept in the
men's quarters which he shared with his brothers and other male
relatives. This was built near the cattle corral so that he could guard
hls livestock against theft and predation." It is here also that be
spends most of his leisure time chatting and gossiping with other
men. Although the men sometimes eat in the women's house, they
eat in private rather than with their wives and children and more
commonly they eat in the men's quarters. "The dual household arrangement thus effectively separates the men from the women and
young children and prevents an intimate relationship between
these two groups" (Whiting and Whiting 1975).
ROOMING APART AND POLYGYNY

It is obvious from our coding rules that there will be a strong
positive association between rooming apart and polygyny. It would
be wrong to assume, however, that polyg,•ny can be taken as an in·
dex of rooming apart. Such an assumption would misclassify two
of the categories described above-the 20 polygynous societies in
which co-wives and their husband share a bedroom and the 9 SO·
cieties with monogamy or limited polygyny where husbands and
wives have separate sleeping quarters. The former have been classi·
fied as husband and wife rooming together, the latter as husband
and wife rooming apart.
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RoOMING ARRANGEMENTS AND HusBANn-'WIFE INTIMACY

In many pans of the world the monogamous nuclear family in
which the husband and wife room together is, as a consequence of
modernization, replacing traditional domestic arrangements. This
is particularly true in socie<ties where polygyny and rooming apart
is traditional. In a study of such change among the Yoruba of Ni·
geria, Robert LeVine, Nancy Klein, and Constance Owen (1967)
compared a traditional with an elite group of fathers. "The tradi·

tiona! family tends to be parrilocal, polygynous, and embedded in
a residentially localized extended kin group; the elite have iso·
lated, nuclear, monogamous families" (1967:238). LeVine inter·
viewed ten fathers from each group with regard to their relation to
their wives and family and found striking differences. Nine of the
ten men from the traditional group said they never eat widt their
wives and children, whereas only one of the ten men from the elite
group made this claim. Nine of the men of the elite group said that
they bad fed or diapered their infants, whereas only two men of the
traditional group reported doing so. Finally, all ten men of the
traditional group thought that it was not a good idea for a man to
be present at cltildbirth whereas only four of the elite group reported this attitude. All of these differences are statistically significant.
In our study of the children of six cultures (Whiting and Whiting
1975) we found similar contrast. Fathers in the four rooming together cultures eat with their family, interact more with their children, and are more likely to attend their wives in childbirth than
are the two societies in which husbands and wives room apan.
To discover whether these findings are generally true, we tested
them on our cros.Hultural sample. A judgment on eating arrangement was made by the Palfrey House staff on 77 societies in our
sample and it was found that in a significant number of societies
men and women who room together eat together. In 43 of the 51
(A4 '70 ) culture.<where the husband and wife are roommates. a mar·
ried man ordinarily eats with his wife and family; whereas this pattern occurs in only 7 of the 26 cultures where husband and wife
room apart. The phrvalue of this association is .57 (p < .001).
In many societies there are spaces set apart that are designated
for men's use. The "house tamberan" of New Guinea- forbidden
to women, the salaam of the Middle East and North Africa, the
man's sleeping platforms of North India, and the men's huts in
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subsaharan Africa provide places where men can gather to gossip
with other men and, in some cases, also eat and sleep. Men may at·
tend these places regularly or only occasionally. We were inter·
ested in discovering whether men who share rooms with their wives
are less likely to spend time in exclusively men's groups than are
those who room apart. Scores on the presence or absence of these
special areas designated for men were made by the Palfrey House
staff on 55 of the societies in our sample. Exclusive men's "houses"
are present in 18 of the 25 (72%) societies where husbands and
wives sleep apart but in only 12 of the 36 socie1ies (33%) where they
are roommates. The phi value of the association is .38 (p < .009).
Another estimate of the domestic behavior expected of a husband
and father is provided by Barry and Paxson. One of their scales entitled "Role of Father" (1971: 472, col. 14) estimaotes the amount of
interaction between a father and his children. Their five-point
scale is so dichotomized that societies scored as "regular, close relationship, or companionship" and "frequent close proximiry" were
given a positive value while those scoring "occasional," "rare," and
"no" close proximity were given a negative value. Separate judg·
ments were inade for father-infant and father-child relationship but
they were so highly correlated that to present them both would be
redundant. T he relation of a father to his children during infancy
was chosen as the variable to relate to the rooming arrangements
score. Fathers have a close relationship with their infants in slightly
more than half (26 of 49) of the societies in which husband and wife
are roommates but in only one quarter (5 of 20) of the societies in
which a married couple sleeps apart. The phi value of this association is .27 (p < .02).
Whether or not a husband is expected to be in attendence when
his wife is giving birth serves as another available measure of
husband-wife relations. In some societies it is considered dangerous
to the woman. in others polluting to the man. for him to be present
when his wife is in labor. By contrast, in other societies the husband
is expected to be present and even to help deliver the baby. Ratings
were made on this variable by t he Palfrey House staff on 44 societies
in the sample. T he husband is permitted to be present in 2 of the
23 societies in which husband and wife sleep in separate rooms and
in II of the 34 societies in which they room together. The phi value
of this relationship is .28 (p < .04).
The condoning of wife beating provides another index of tile
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relation between husband and wife. Palfrey House ratings on 39
overlapping cases showed no association between wife beating and
rooming arrangements. It is associated rather with independent
versus extended households. Wife beating tends not to occur in the
lat'i:er household type which apparently means that there is safety
in numbers. Patricia Draper (in press) has presented evidence corroborating this in her discussion of the increase in the frequency of
wife beating among the I Kung Bushmen when they move out of

their closely spaced camp groups and settle in nuclear households
near Herero villages.
Taken together there seem to be two patterns governing the relationship of a man to his wife and children--one in which he is inti·
mate and the other in which he is aloof. In the former he eats and
sleeps with his wife and children, gossips with them at the evening
meal. helps his wife care for their infant children, and is present
and helps her at childbirth. In other words, he is highly involved in
the domestic life of his family. In the societies in which the man
stays aloof from his wife and children and uninvolved in domestic
affairs, he spends his leisure time gossiping with other men and
usually eats and sleeps with them as well. He seldom helps his wife
with infant care and stays away from his wife while she is giving
birth.
Since all of the above measures were available on only a limited
number of societies in the sample, it was not expedient to construct
an aloofness-intimacy scale. Instead the rooming arrangement score
was taken as an index of such a scale.
ASSOCIATION OF HUSBAND AND WIFE ROOMING ARRANGEMENTS
WITH ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

The question arose in our minds as to why in some societies husbands and wives are roommates and are more intimate and domestic while in other societies husbands remain more aloof. Practical
consid(>r:ttions seem one nhvion!l: ~xplanation . Sinc:P. in r.h01\.e

!I:OCie~

ties where husband and wife room apart two apartments are required, one would expect that for purely economic reasons rooming
together would be generally preferred. In fact, 70% of our sample
room together. An additional fact in support of the economy hy·
pothesis is that 36 of the 43 societies in which a husband and wife
have separate bedrooms are situated in tropical climates where
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heating is not a problem and the extra sleeping space generally consists of a simply constructed thatched hut.
But pragmatics explains neither why 25% of the societies do
build at least two bedrooms for each married couple nor why there
are more than 40 societies (58%) in tropical climates that do not
bother to build separate sleeping quarters. In other words, economy
explains some but only a part of the variance.
The permanency of residence seems to be another i~portant factor. If a society is nomadic or seminomadic, especially if materials
for housing have to be transported, building two houses instead of
one evidently poses a problem that is usually avoided. Only 10 of
the 63 societies of our sample (16%) that are nomadic or seminomadic (coded B. S, or Tin column I, Murdock and Wilson 1972)
have separate bedrooms for husband and wife; whereas 38 of the 93
societies (41 %) with permanent settlements (coded Por I by Murdock and Wilson) have such a rooming arrangement. The phi value
for this association is .27 (p < .001 ).
Before considering other functional explanations for rooming
arrangements, the possibility that they are the result of historical
J?rocess should be explored. To do this the distribution of the two
types of rooming arrangements have been plotted on regional maps
(see appendix, maps 1-6). If, for reasons to be presented later, it is
assumed that the arrangement whereby a married couple room
apart is a cultural invention that occurred relatively late in the history of mankind, it would be expected that their distribution would
show clusters indicating wher e the pattern might have been invented and then spread by diffusion or migration. It can be seen
from the maps that such clusters do indeed occur. T here is a large
one in subsaharan Africa, one in India, one in Melanesia and New
Guinea, and one in the northeastern part of South America. In
addition to these four clusters, there are six isolated societies in
which husband and wi fe room apart. They are highland Gheg of
Albania, the R wala Bedouins of Arabia, the Chukchee of Siberia,
the Yurok and Porno of Califo-rnia, and the Mapuche of Chile.
Even the most avid historical determinist would have to admit
that the pattern of husband a.n d wife sleeping apart was invented
more than once. The assumption that the Ghegs, Rwala Bedouins,
and the clusters in Africa and :I ndia all were historically connected
would not account for the appearance of this pattern among the
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Chukchee, the Yurok and Porno, the cluster in South America, or
the Mapuche. This suggests at least five independent inventions
and 9till leaves the functional question unanswered. Can the conditions for such an invention be specified? Can it be explained why
the invention spread widely in some parts of the world and remained isolated instances in others?
An explanation can be sought at two levels-the sociocultural
and the psychological. We propose that husbands and wives will
room apart in those societies where warriors are needed to protect
property and that rooming apart has the psychological effect of
producing hyperaggressive males.
Before exploring the sociocultural conditions that produce the
need for warriors, it is expedient to detail the psychological consequences of contrasting rooming arrangements. In her brilliant
chapter in Male and Female on "Womb-Envying Patterns," Margaret Mead laid the groundwork for the psychological hypothesis
that we have adopted. Her description of the latmul, a society situ·
ated on the banks of the Sepik River in New Guinea, illustrates her
concept of womb-envying patterns. This society, though not in our
sample, would be classified as rooming apart. Although she does not
indicate where husbands and wives sleep, st1e reports that there are
several small men's houses in each village as well as "one large
men's house or more, built with the effort of several clans" which
is taboo to women and in which "all the impol'!ant events of the
men's elaborate ritual, war making, and debating go on" (1949:
93-94). She describes the little boys as "surprisingly feminine, willowy, giving very little premonition of the bombast and hig.h, headstrong behavior that will characterize them as adults. Their identification has been, inevitably, first with women" (1949:95). Later
they are initiated into the men's cult where they are taught to "depend for their sense of manhood on a phantasy structure of bamboo
flutes, played within leaf hedges imitating man made wombs....
[There men] are not peaceful shepherds but bold fierce head hunters . .. capable of magnificent anger" (1949: 103- 104). The Iatmul,
as Mead describes them, exemplifies what we have called sex identity conflict. T his hypothesis is derived from Freud's theory of the
mechanisms of defense. It holds that a boy who is brought up in a
household in which his mother seems to control all the resources
will envy her status, covertly practice her role, and as a consequence
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develop what we have called a feminine optative identity. If, when
he grows up, he discovers that his childhood view of the relativcpower of males and females was distorted and that in other than the
domestic sphere men rather than women control resources, he is
placed in a dilemma-do I want to be female or male? This sex
identity conflict, the :theory 'holds, can be resolved by behaving in a
hypermasculine manner. Furthermore, the greater the contrast be. tween the perception of the relative power of men and women in
the domestic sphere and in the sphere of economics and politics,
the stronger will be llhe conflict and the more elaborate the de fen·
sive solution.•
That sex identity conflict produces hyperaggressive males has
been shown in several studies. The relatively high rate of murder
and assault in the two father-aloof societies in our study of six cultures (Whiting and Whiting 197 5) was interpreted as partially determined by sex identity conflict. This interpretation is further
supported because the children in these two cultures behave in a
more aggressive-authoritarian and a less intimate-sociable manner
than children of comparable sex and age in the other four cultures
where their mothers and fathers sleep in the same bedroom.
In a cross-cultural study of the antecedents of crime, Bacon,
Child, and Darry ( 1963) reported a significant association between
personal crime and mother-child households. There was no association between the composition of the household and theft. Since
their definition of personal crime included murder, assault, and
witchcraft, which they interpreted as the intent to murder by magi·
cal means, their finding also supports the hypothesis that aloofness
between husband and wife is positively related to aggressiveness.
Only 22 of their societies overlapped with the sample used in this
study. T he personal ·crime score correlated positively (r = .21) but
not significantly with the rooming apart score.
Anot11er finding that supports the major hypothesis of this study
is that aloofness between husband and wife is associated with war·
likeness. Polygynous societies are more likely to place a high value
on military glory than are societies with other household types

a.

5· Studies supporting the sex-identity conflict hypothesis include D'Andradc
1975, Long3baugh 1973. Carbmilh 1973, Hanington 1970, Munroe, Munroe,
and Whiting 1973, Herzog 197S. Munroe and Munroe J97S, Burto n and Whit·
ing l%l, and B. Wbitiug 1965.
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Whiting 1969). T hese findings are based on a scale of mili1ary glory
developed by Slater and Slater ( 1965). In thi.s scale, items indicating
a high value placed on military glory included seeking death in
battle, a belief that warfare is the principle road to worldly glory,
and that miliury virtues such as valor, recklessness, and fighting
skill are imporlant. The association of this scale with polygyny (phi
= .28, p < .01) was interpreted as supporting the sex identity conflict hypothesis. The association between the military glory score
and rooming arrangements on the 34 overlapping cases was positive
(r = .21) but not statistically significant.
Another consequence of rooming apart is of interest. Whiting
and D'Andrade (1959) found on a cross-cultural sample of 47 societies no inslance of an adolescent boy sharing the bedroom with
his mother and sisters when his father and mother room apart;
whereas he does sleep in the same bedroom in more than half the
societies in which his mother and father room together. This finding was interpreted as a response to incest taboos. It is also imporlant that the young man in rooming apart societies usually moves
in with his father and older brothers, or enters a bachelor group
and lives with ·them. The Masai "Morans" (junior warriors) are an
example of such an arrangement. They move into a "manyatta"
(special living quarters for young men) and spend their time pro·
tecting the family herds and making retaliatory rustling raids on
the herds of neighboring tribes. The rooming apart pattern thus is
conducive to the formation of "fraternal interest groups" wbich
have been shown by recent studies to be associated with feuding
(Van Velsen and Van Wetering 1960, Otterbein 1970, Ember 1974,
and Divale 1974).
That the practice of sleeping apart is associated with a high value
placed on military glory, with hyperaggre.ssive males, and with "fra.
temal interest groups" lends support to the hypothesis that the custom may have been invented and have diffu.sed as a concommitant
of the need for warriors, which in tum may be related to the presence or importance of a subslantial capital investment that need5
to be protected. If this assumption is correct, then the husband
aloof pattern should occur more commonly among farmers and
herdsmen than among hunters, gatherers, and fishermen since the
former have more property to protect. Herds and gardens involve
a greater capital investment than a foraging terrain or fishing
grounds.
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To test the above hypothesis the ratings made by Murdock and
White (1969) as to the major base of subsistence were used. The
results are presented in table I. As can be seen, the hypothesis is
confirmed. Only one gathering society (the Porno of California) and
two fishing societies (the Yurok of California and the Callinago of
the Caribbean) have the pattern o:f rooming apart. If our interpretation is correct, the remaining 38 societies have little need to train
their sons to be warriors.
TABLE I
TRE AssOCIATION BETWEEN SUDSIST&NCE TYPE
AND HVSI.o\ND AND WIFE ROOWNC ARAANClMENn

Hmband-Wife
Rooming arrangements

Capital in~.stment

Perc.ent apart

Together A part

lAw

Hunting

12

0

Gathering
Fishing
High

"

I

14

2

Herding

7
10

6

43

Horticu.lture

3

23

Shifting Agriculture

26
22

19
16

42

Advanced Agric:uhurc
pbi - .150, p

<· 001'

0
7
125

42

• Atsocialion between low vs. high capital inVt$utlent and rooming together '''·

TOOm·

ing aput.

Husbands and wives sleep apart in 6 of the 14 herding societies.
All of these societies are either nomadic or seminomadic, which
should make such an arrangement less probable.
T he interaction between climate and herding as a detenninant
of rooming arrangements is of interest. Of the 6 herding societies
situated in the tropics, all but I, the Tuareg of North Africa, have
a rooming apart pattern, whereas of the 8 herding societies situated
in colder climates, only one--the Chukchee of Siberia- have this
pattern.
.That only 8 of the 13 societie& practicing borticullure have the
sleeping apart pattern requires some comment. All save one of the
societies with this type of subsistence in the sample are situated in
the insular Pacific. Husbands and wives sleep apart in none of the
8 societies that are on small islands of which they are in sole possession. T he sleeping apart pattern is present in 2 of the 4 horticulture
societies situated in the larger islands of New Guinea and Melanesia which are occupied by two or more groups. Although inter-
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island raiding certainly occurred between the occupants of the
small islands in Polynesia and Micronesia, their insularity, if our
hypothesis is correct, may have served as a protection, but this is a
posthoc interpretation.
Perusal of the list of societies coded as having agriculture, either
of a simple or advanced nature, as a subsistence base is also enlightening. Many of these are American Indian groups who also depend to a large extent upon hunting and gathering, have seminomadic settlement patterns and, of course, dwell in a cold climate.
In none of the 9 societies that fit this pattern do the husband and
wife sleep apart.
Also in the lists of agricultural societies are those complex stratilied societies that have developed a constabulary and for a professional army as an altemative means of protecting property. If our
hypothesis is correct, husbands and wives should room together in
these societies. T o test this hypothesis the scale of cultural complexity developed by Murdock and Provost (1973)• was used. Any
society receiving a score greater than 30 on their 40-point composite
scale of complexity was considered complex. Of the 21 societies in
our sample rated as complex by this criterion, only 2, the Hausa of
northern Nigeria and the Senapur of north India have the sleeping
apart panern.
The relationship between rooming arrangements, subsistence
patterns, and cultural complexity for the five major regions of the
world is summarized in table 2. As can be seen, husbands and wives
seldom sleep in different bedrooms except in middle level societies.
Of the 48 societies with such a rooming arrangement, only 3 occur
with a hunting, gathering, or fishing economy, and only 2 occur
where the societies are judged to be at a high level of complexity.
It is also clear from table 2 that rooming apart is most likely to occur in Africa where 1here is the greatest concentration of societies
at the middle level of development. T he association is in the predicted direction for all the regions with the exception of North
America, although it only reaches statistical significance for Africa
(p < .001) and Eurasia (p < .05).
4· This s.caJe represents t_be sum of the following ten 4·point scales for which
4 rept"('Sents the most complex value:: writing and records, rtxity of residence.
agriculture, urbanization. tec-hnological specialization, land transport, money,

de-nsity of population, political integration, and social stratification.
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TABLE 2
TKr. Dl$T'RreunoN or SuusrsnN"CB TYPU nv R!CtON

Simple
1'og<th..- Af>o•t

~

'7. Middle
Uvtl

%Apart

phi'

4

0

5

'ZI

5

I

80%

70%

Eurasia

6

0

13

7

12

1

51%

20%

< .001)
.15 (p < .05)

Oc.eania

2

0

H

5

2

0

82%

22%

.O!i (u.)

North America

25

2

2

0

I

0

10%

6%

-.01 (n..o.)

South Amttic:a

10

1

10

•

I

0

54%

19%

.O!i (n.o.)

• Tb<e a.aod:atioo bet-wttn middle Jewel

(")

Complex
Apa•t

·rogcth~r

Africa

N - 159.

.g

Middle letMl
Toge ther Apart

\'1.

simple and rompln and rooming c.ogethe.r vs. aput.

.55 (p
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If one assumes from the above evidence that rooming apart oc·
curred relatively late in the history of mankind, it is interesting to
speculate as to possible mechanisms that might have led to its
invemion. First, It is unlikely that there were in the distant past eth·
nopsychologists who understood the hypermasculine defensive syn·
drome. It also seems unlikely that the knowledge that better war·
riors could be produced by adopting the rooming apart pattern was
discovered entirely by blind trial and error. The sexual division of
labor practiced by middle level societies today suggests a possible
mechanism. Transhumant herdsmen ~uch as the Samburu Q. \Vhiting Field Notes 1968) leave the women, young ch ildren, calves,
and a few milking cows in high country during the dry season while
the men and junior warriors take the rest of the herd into the lowlands. It is in the lowlands that conHict with neighboring tribes occurs. Herds must be protected from rustling raids and counter raids
must be carried out. The Samburu believe that they would be considerably hampered in these activitie> if they had to protect their
families as well as their herds. Middle level gardeners also leave
their wives and children behind when they are acting as sentinels or
carrying out retaliatory raids.
The widespread belief that contact with women is dangerous or
weakening for a warrior before battle is another mechanism that
may have induced those middle level societies who most frequently
engaged in war to adopt the rooming apart pattern.
The increase in polygyny with agriculture may be another reason
for the rooming apart pattern in middle level societies. In rudimentary agricul ture, especially when it was introduced as an adjunct
to herding, women are the main gardeners. When women play an
important role in gardening and agricultural products are an es·
sential part of the diet, it is expedient for a man to marry more than
one wife and the rooming apart pattern is likely to be adopted.
It is our interpretation of history that when, as a consequence of
transhumance, sentinel duty, and the sex taboo on warriors before
going to battle, the rooming apart pattern was adopted, it had unanticipated consequences of inducing sex identity conflict in the
sons--a result that was adaptive as long as all young men in each
generation had to become warriors.
That the rooming apart pattern was given up wben the culture
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became sufficiently complex also needs to be explained. One interpretation is that rooming together is the most convenient form for
family life and it will be assumed when the need for rooming apart
is no longer present. Another possible explanation is that in middle
level agricultural societies women rather than men are likely to be
chiefly involved in garden ing. T his makes polygyny advantageous
and increases the likelihood of rooming apart. With the advent of
the plow, which is utilized by all of the complex societies of our
sample except the Hausa, men rather than women take over the
responsibility for food production and polygyny loses its advantage.
Again it is only the Hausa among the complex societie.s of our sample where more than 30'7o of the families are polygynous. Such a
decrease in the utility of polygyny could be another mechanism that
might impell a reversion to mon.ogamy. The effect of moderni2ation in East Africa as well as many other parts of the world clearly
attests to tbe shift toward monogamy and rooming together.
In sum, then, it is seldom customary for husbands and wives to
room apart. They do so only under special circumstances: when
the climate is benign and, as a consequence, building extra bedrooms is not very costly; when they live a settled life and thus do
not have to move camp frequently; and when they have a substantial capital investment to protect and inadequate help from tbe
state.
The production of junior warriors, however, is not the only or
perhaps even the most important consequence of a husband and
"ife sleeping in separate bedrooms. From our evidence it is probable that tbe husband who does not sleep with his wife remains
aloof from her and the children in other spheres of domestic life.
It is likely tbat he does not eat with them, that he does not help with
the care of young children, that he does not help his wife give birth.
It is also probable that he spends most of his ti.me in the company
of other men in some space that is not frequented by women . This
aloofness is also transmitted to children. The social behavior of
children brought up in cultures with the rooming apart pattern is
less intimate and more aggressive than that of children brought up
in cultures in which the fathers are more involved in domestic affairs.
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APPENDIX
T he following maps illustrate the location of societies in the major
regions of the world. Husband and wife rooming arrangements are indicated as follows: Apart • , together •. The maps are adapted from
Murdock and White 1969. The numbers a.r e those assigned by them for
the standard sample.
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Map 1. Africa
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Map 2. West Eurasia
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Map 3. East Eurasia
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Map 4. Insular Pacific
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Map 5. North America
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Map 6. South America
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Dream Concepts of
Hausa Children:
A Critique of the "Doctrine of Invariant Sequence"
in Cognitive Development
RICHARD A. SHWEDER and RoBER'r A. LEVINE

With her report on the developmental waxing of animistic think·
ing among the people of Manus (in contrast to the developmental
waning of animism in the West) Margaret Mead (I 932) initiated an
extant intellectual tradition in which the claims to universality of
developmental theories are evaluated in the light of cross-cultural
evidence. We hope this essay can be said to have some degree of
legitimate lineage connection to that eponymous ancestral study in
the Adm iralty Islands of nearly half a century ago.
RlCFI.UD A. SKwm:u. is 35..'\istant profe&SOr of human de"·elopment in the De·

partment of Behavioral Sciences, Committee on Ruman De,·elopment, at the
Unh·ersity of Chicago. Roaa.T A. LEVINE is professor of anthropology, psy·
chJatry, and human development at
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Unh•erslty of Chicago.

The data prestnted in this article were collected as part of the research pro·
gram of the Child Development Researdl Unit, Ahmadu Bello University,

aupported by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation of Ne\\" York to that uni·
vcrsity, by a grant from. the United States Office of Education to the Early Ed·
uc.at_ion Research Center. Univenity of ChJe2go, and by a Researc-h ScientiJt
Development Award (5 K02<MH-18. 444--10) from the National JrutittllC of
Me-ntal Health to LeVine. \Vc are abo indebted to Douglass R. Price-William&
for advice in designing the study, to Musa Abdullahi for intCTViewing the chll·
dren along the lines described In LeVIne and Prire·Wllllama (1974), and to
Paul BrinJcb lor the initial <Odings ol the data.
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INTRODUCTION
The "doctrine of invariant sequence" is the sine qua non of the
cognitive-developmental approach to socialization. Less a true doc·
trine than a special definition of cognitive development (as a directed process of conceptual change regulated by the logical orderings inherent in concepts), less a dogma than the hypothesization
of logically necessary culturally invariant temporal sequences in the
way children change their minds, the

0

dOctrinc of invariant se-

quence" bas nonetheless provoked considerable controversy and
has been described as "the mo9t interesting and often debated aspect of the cognitive-developmental approach" (Hoffman 1970:

265).
From an anthropological perspective the controversial nature of
the "doctrine of invariant sequence" is apparent; the "doctrine"
restricts the role of cultural determinants to amplifying or dampening the rate of conceptual change, and rejects as minimal the influence of cultural determinants on either the nature of conceptual
interpretations at any point in a sequence, or the overall direction
of their movement.
Kohlberg, a leading exponent of the "cognitive-developmental
approach'" aptly summarizes the "doctrine of invariant sequence··
as follows: "understanding cognitive stages depends upon a logical
analysis of orderings inherent in given concepts," and "the existence of cognitive stages implies an invariance of sequence in development, a regularity of stepwise progression regardless of cultural teaching or circumstance. Cultural teaching and experience
can speed up or slow down development but it cannot change its
order or sequence" (1969:355, 1966:6).
It is the purpose of this essay to evaluate the sense and validity of
the "doctrine of invariant sequence" with special reference to a
study presented by Kohl berg (1969) as exemplary of the cognitivedevelopmental approach, namely, his cross~ultural comparative inquiry into children's understandings of the event." in their dreams.

Our critical discussion of the role of a logical analysis for the ontogeny of understanding is supplemented with data on changes in the
dream-event understandings of sixty Hausa children in Nigeria.
We judge these data to be particularly relevant because the changes
that take place between 1he initial and ultimate dream-event understandings of Hausa children do not proceed along the single,
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invariant temporal ordering so fundamental to cognitive-developmental accounts. The essay concludes with some tentative suggestions for an approach to conceptual change which emphasizes
rational criteria beyond the capacity of logic to describe, criteria
having to do with the applicability and relevance of forms of understanding.

A COGNITIVE-DEVELOPMENTAL ACCOUNT OF
DREAM-EVENT UNDERSTANDINGS:
LOGICAL PRIORITIES AND TEMPORAL PRECEDENCES
Kohlberg (1966, 1969) has presented a "cognitive-developmen·
tal" account of changes in the way children understand the events
in their dreams. It is to his credit to have recognized the possibility
that while adul ts around the world are not in accord in their understanding of dream-events, an untutored consensus is arrived at by
children in diverse cu.ltures. Presumably uninstructed in their cul·
cure's interpretation of dreams, or insensitive to its teachings,
American, Canadian, Swiss, Formosan (and, as we shall see, Ni·
gerian) children alter t heir initially inadequate working hypotheses
about the nature of dream events, and come to believe that the
events in their dreams are internally located and inherently private
"appearances" (instances of "mental imagining").
A universal "spontaneously" evolved childhood understanding
of dream-events is a fascinating albeit only partially documented
phenomenon. The co.gnitive-developmental account of changes in
children's understandings of dream-events, however, goes much
further. On the basis of a logical analysis of relevant dream-event
attributes (e.g. their "reality," "sharability," and "location") cogni·
tive-developmental theorists such as Kohlberg prescribe the tern·
poral order in which understandings of these attributes must be
acquired.
The "doctrine of invariant sequence," this hypothesized existence of a logically necessary culturally invariant temporal se·
quence in a child's changing understanding of concepts, is the dis·
tinctive characteristic of cognitive-developmental accounts. With
special reference to changes in children's understandings of dream·
events Kohl berg has stated that "the steps (in arriving at the notion
that dream-events are unreal, inherently private, and internally
located, etc.] represent progressive differentiations of the subjective
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and the objective which logically could not have a different order"
and "the observed sequence is one which corresponds to an inner
logic of the concept of reality itself" (1969:359).
Kohl berg's formulation of the "doctrine of invariant sequence"
in this context is consistent with Piaget's presentation. Piaget emphasizes the "originality" of the child's convictions about dreameven<ts "in defiance of personal circumstances, experiences, and
overheard conversations" (1929:32} and suggests that the confusion
in the child's mind between signs and things signified must be clarified before the child is in a position to distinguish what is internal
from what is external (Piaget 1929: 121).
The cognitive-developmental prescription of necessary temporal
orderings in development (the "doctrine of invariant sequence")
leans heavily on the philosophical notion of a relationship of logical priority between activities or attributes. One activity or attribute is logically prior to a second if it would be logically impossible
for an instance of a second activity or attribute to occur without an
instance of the first occurring, the converse not being so (see Black:
1962). For example, in the sense just defined, "knowing a rule" is
logically prior to "deliberately breaking a rule." One may "know
a rule" without "deliberately breaking the rule" but it is logically
impossible to "deliberately break a rule" without "knowing the
rule" (see Alston: 1971). T he relationship of hierarchical inclusion
among attributes is a special case of logical priority. For example.
the concept "colored" is logically prior to the concept "red" in the
sense that all "red" things are "colored" but not all "colored"
things are "red" (sec Hamlyn 1971).
Once the notion of a '1ogical priority" is understood, the "doctrine of invariant sequence" is easily summarized. If there is logical
priority among activities or attributes, there must be temporal
precedence. One must "know a rule" before one can "deliberately
break it"; one must understand the concept "colored" befo·re one
can understand the concept "red" (cognitive-developmental theorists would presumably distinguish between having the concept
"red" and effective!y using visual stimuli within a certain range of
hue, intensity, and saturation as discriminative cu.es).
Kohl berg reasons this way in his study of children's understandings of dream-events. He lists several attributes relevant to a description of the untutored consensually agreed upon understanding
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of dream-events arrived at by children in aU cultures. He analyzes
the "logical priorities" among the attributes (which he believes de·
scribes the "inner logic of the concept of reality") and prescribes the
temporal order in which they must occur. Three of the attributes
discussed by Kohlberg appear in this study: (I) "reality"-are the
dream-even1S unreal {cases of seeming) or real (cases of being)?;
(2) "visibility"- are the dream-events inherently private or capable of public perception?; (3) "location"- are the dream-events
internally located or located outside the dreamer's body?
The order in which I have listed these attributes follows Kohl·
berg's analysis of their "logical priorities." For example, he states,
"it is apparent that internality (location of the dream experience
inside the body) presupposes unreal ity (recognition that the dream
is not a real object) since a real object could hardly be in the body"
(1969:359). As a consequence, the temporal sequence of changes in
a child's understandings of dream-events "logically could not have
a different order" (1969: 359). The child must understand that
dream-events are unreal before understanding they are accessible
only to his perception; this second understanding must be acquired
before the understanding tltat dream-events happen inside the
body. To the query "Why could there not be a culture in which
children understand othe concept "internally located" before un·
derstanding the concept "unreal" the answer is simply "because
such an ordering violates logical necessity" (see Nagel: 1961).
THE "DOCTRI NE OF INVARIANT SEQUENCE" AND
CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF DREAM-EVENTS:
A CRITICAL EVALUATION
"If there is logical priority then there must be temporal prece·
dence" is an assertion that can be scrutinized with only certain
kinds of evidence. The converse claim, "if there is temporal precedence then there must be logical priority," does not follow from
the original assertion. Thus positive evidence of invariant temporal
sequence is not relevant. No one denies that an invariant sequence
of change may have a nonlogical source (e.g. the invariant occur·
renee of oral eroticism prior to phallic eroticism in psychosexual
development).
Negative evidence, however, (e.g. from the investigation of
Hausa children to be reported in this essay) is relevant. The out·
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come of Kohl berg's "logical analysis" of dream-event at-tributes is a
prescription for a single invariant temporal order in which certain
dream-event understandings must be acquired. Hausa children do
not follow me prescription. Therefore, we must either question me
adequacy of the logical account or rejeot the original assertion, or
both .
THE ADEQUACY OF THE LoGICAL ACCOUNT

The outcome of an analysis of logic.tl priorities is me elaboration
of a set of "criteria for demonstrating a certain form of understanding," that is, "criteria for properly bdng said to have the concept
in question" (Hamlyn 1971). As Hamlyn points out, no one would
be convinced that a child understood me concept "red" if he did
not also understand the logically prior concept "colored." "Un·
colored-red" is a logically impossible concept. We can assess the
adequacy of Kohl berg's panicular analysis of "the inner logic of the
concept of reality" (which he men applies to dream-events) by asking whether it entitles us to reject certain understandings of experience, and hence certain under9tandings of dream-events, as logically i mpoSJib le.
In Kohl berg's analysis, the disti.nction between the real and me
unreal (between things that are and things that seem to be) is logi·
cally prior to the distinction between the inherently private and
the potentially public (between things that lack and things that
have the potential for perceptual sharing). In tum this distinction
is logically prior to the distinction between the internally located
and the externally located (with reference to the body). One must
have private access to me internally located; what is privately accessible must be unreal.
Kohl berg's analysis might be said to entitle us to accept as logical
me following four ways of describing one's experiences:
I. as external perceptions (real, public accessibility, externally located)
2. as mirages (unreal, public accessibility, externally located)
3. as hallucinations (unreal, private accessibility, externally located)
4. as fantasies (unreal, private accessibility, internally located)

One might even des~Tibe Kohl berg's view of the necessary tern·
poral order of changes in children's understandings of dream-events
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in terms of these four modes of describing experience in general.
C},iJdren first understand dre-am-events as extemal perceptions,
<then as mirages, then as hallucinations, and finally as fantasies.
Kohl berg's analysis might also be said to entitle us to dismiss as
illogical the following four ways of describing one's experiences:
5. as internal perceptions (real, publ.ic accessibility, internally located)
6. as internal sensations (real, private accessibility, internally lo.cated)
7. as private perceptions (real, private accessibility, externally located)
8. as shared fantasies (unreal, pu.blic accessibility, internally located)
But is this the case? Are the.s e last four ways of describing one·s
experience.s any less logical than the first four? Internal perceptions
(e .g. of intrasomatic events during surgery) and internal sensations
(e.g. the pain in one's own stomach about which others may be in·
formed but which they certainly cannot experience [see Ducasse
1961]) are obviously not illogical. No one could reasonably claim
that you fail to understand the pain inside your gut because you
talk about it as "real." The same can be said for private perceptions
and shared fantasies. There are no logical grounds for distinguishirt.g a hallucination (e.g. hearing voices) from a private perception
of auditory stimuli. After all, the perceiver may have an entirely
anique, and "never to occur again" auditory capacity. Similarly, as
unlikely as it might seem, no one can deny on logical grounds the
Fossibility of the existence of a species whose fantasies were pic·
torially displayed on a small screen located just behind the retina
and visible through the pupil from the outside (an internal screen
that rapid eye movements during dreaming seem to suggest is imag·
ined by our sensory apparatus).
Thus the rational basis of dream-event understandings seems to

re;side less in the logic or illogic of certain forms of experiential
understanding and more in the evaluation of the differential appl·icability of each form of understanding to recogr•iz:ect evidence
about the conditions under which dreams are experienced. ·w e
return to >this point later.
Tm: LOGICAL ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTS AND THEIR ACQUISITION

The question of logical analysis and concept acquisition has
been the subject of philosophical exchanges (Alston 1971, Hamlyn
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1971. Hanson 1961, Nage11961, Toulmin 1961,1969, 197la) whose
influence on our thinking we gratefully acknowledge without implicating their authors in our posit ion.
We reject the cognitive-developmental assertion '"if there is logical priority there must be temporal precedence" for the following
reasons:
I. Logical relations among concepts are simultaneously occurring
relations. If an understanding of these concepts is to be acquired
at all, nothing in their logical relatedness implies they must be acquired in a particular temporal order, or for that matter in se·
quence at all. T hey may be acquired simultaneously and all at once
in final form; they may be acquired dialectically and partially in a
kind of intermittent piecemeal fashion.
Stated differently, a logical analysis elaborates the "criteria for
demonstrating a certain form of understanding" (Hamlyn 1971) at
a single point in time. It has nothing to say about sequences of understandings. and such past understandings (or lack of understanding) are irrelevant to present evaluations of "having a qmcept." On
the basis of a logical analysis (and using Hamlyn's example) one
might he entitled to claim at a single point in time that a child
could not possible understand the concept "red" unless he also understood the concept "color ed." But, one would not be entitled to
doubt a child's understanding of the concept "red" at some designated point in time on the basis of the child's lack of understanding
of the concept "colored" at the immediately preceding point in
time. Conversely, one could not claim that a child who understood
"red" must have understood "colored" at the point in time immediately preceding such an understanding.
2. An invariant temporal sequence cannot he prescribed on the
basis of a logical analysis because many possible logical orderi.ngs
are inherent in a concept. As Nagel has remarked (1961) "many
concepts can be analyzed in several a.l temative ways so that the particular set of logical priorities attributed to such concepts depends
on which other concepts are taken as primitive."
~- The "doctrine of invariant sequence" is incompatible with
experimental evidence on 'the "psychology of reasoning." T he in·
ferential process of the logically untrained individual is dominated
byextralogical considerations. Wason and Johnson-Laird (1972), in
a series of experiments, have shown how difficult it is for individuals
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(with a deductive competence) actually to make purely formal deductions, "how unnatural to think in terms of the truth-functional
relations among abstract propositions."
As Wason and Johnson-Laird (1972) point out, it is the content
(and the meaning) of what one thinks about and not the canons of
any propositional calculus which are decisive for how one thinks.
Their subjects display a significant tendency wherever possible to
give causal or temporal interpretations to conditional statements.
Two logically equivalent conditional statements, such as "if prices
increase, the firm goes bankrupt" and "prices increase only if the
firm goes bankrupt" (they are logically equivalent in the sense that
they are falsified only by an increase in prices without the bankrupcy of the firm) lead to different deductions on the basis of their
causal-temporal connotations (1972:73). Asked to reason about abstract materials (hence materials difficult to relate in terms of causa·
tive or temporal hypotheses) subjects assume that conditional state·
ments imply their converse, have difficulty with negatives, and are
biased towards verification instead of disconfirmation . The authors
argue that "even with fully-fledged assertions individuals do not
naturally engage in truth-functional thought. They are always
ready to leave the logical requirements of the task behind and try
to establish some meaningful conneCtion between events" (1972:
81). They conclude from their research that everyday reasoning depends on rational criteria that logic is incapable of characterizing
adequately.

A NIGERIAN EXHIBITION OF THE
"LOGICALLY IMPOSSIBLE"
Among Hausa children there are alternative sequences by which
children change their understandings of dream-events. Initially
Hausa children belie,•e the events in their dreams to be real occur·
rences, potentially capable of public perception, which take place
outside their bodies (i.e., external perceptions). Although they
come to believe the events in their dreams to be unreal appear·
ances, located inside their bodies, to which only they have potential
perceptual access (i.e. fantasies) there is no single transitional route
to this ultimate childhood understanding. Betwixt their initial
"realism" and subsequent "subjectivism," one set of children comes
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to believe that dream-events are real, potentially visible experiences
that happen inside their bodies (i.e. internal perceptions); another
set of children believe the dream-events are unreal appearances that
are invisible to others but have locations outSide the body (i.e. hallucinations).
The existence of this type of variance is unintelligible from the
cognitive-developmental point of view, a point of view from which
the first· Hausa transitional type (i.e. dreams understood to be intemal perceptions) is simply "logically impossible" (Kohlberg
1969:359). Its documented occurrence calls for a kind of explanation with less emphasis on "logic" and more emphasis on the evaluation of the differential applicability of forms of understanding in
relationship to particular experience~ (some of which may be culturally variable) and particular criteria for application (some of
which may also be culturally variable). This negative evidence
from Nigeria is presented below.
SAMPLE

Children were sampled from the central ward of a Hausa market
town in northwestern Nigeria.• Interviews were conducted with
sixty children of both sexes distributed over the ages five to thirteen
as follows (Agej Number of Subject~) 5f4, 6f l6, 7f ll, 8f 7, 9/6.
10J 8, 11/2. 12f5, 13/ 1.
PROCEDURE

Children were asked a series of questions concerning their
dreams by an indigenous interviewer speaking the native tongue.
From the point of view of this study, the following questions are
relevant:
I. Do you ever have dreams at night?

2.
8.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tell me a dream you had.
Did that (described action or event) really happen?
Was the dream in your room or inside you?
I£ I had been there, could I bave seen the thing or action dreamt?
Whom do you sleep with?
Could he !•he) have seen your dream?

t . •·or additional contextual material and aMthcr study conducttd with approximately the same sample of children, see LeVine and Pricc-WUiiams

(1974).
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Forty-seven children gave answers complete enough to judge the
Teality, visibility, and location attributes of their understanding of
dream-events. T hirteen additional children gave answers complete
enough to judge their understanding of one or two of these attri·
butes.
RESULTS

Intercoder reliability for the children's answers to questions
about the reality, visibility, and location of dream-events averages
.92 (Phi). Analyzed individually, each of the three attributes is sig·
nificantly related 10 age. As they grow older, Hausa children understand dreams to be unreal case.s of mental imagining (r·= .64, n =
56, p = < .001), which are inherently private (r = .60, n = 56, p
< .001), and located inside the dreamer's body (r = .38, n = 53, p
= < .01)?
Table I presents the findings on the temporal sequencing of
changes in understandings of dream-events. Of eight conceivable
kinds of ways of under9tanding experience in terms of its reality,
public accessibility, and location, six occur in Hausa children's
understandings of the events in their dreams. Examples from the
interviews, of each type of under.standing, are given below.

=

The dream-event as an external perception: (Do you ever have dreams
at night?) Yes. (Tell me a dream you had.) I dreamt that a hyena came
to our room; when I saw it I began to cry. (Did that really happen?) Yes.
It is true that hyena came to our bouse. (Was the dream in your room
or inside you?) The dream is outside. (lf I had been there could I have
seen the hyena?) You could have been able to see the hyena. (Whom do
you sleep with?) I sleep with my mother and my younger brother.
(Could your mother have seen the hyena?) My mother could not see it
because she is asleep.
The dream-event as a mirage: (Do ) 'OU ever have dreams at night?) Yes.
(Tell m.e a dream you had.) I dreamt my younger :sister felJ into a wcU

and died. (Did that realiy happen?) No, because I still see her. (Was the·
t. The Haus:a children in our sample were a.Jso a!ikt--d about the origin of
tbeir dreams (i.e. where do dreams oome Erom?). Only thirty-eight of the ch.ildrcn responded to this question. l"hc others "did not l;.now." 01 those wbo ..did
blow," however, older child.ren understood their dream to have an internal
origin (c,g. it came from the heart o r tbe eyes in.stead of the bush or the night);
(r = .55, n - !8, p
.001). Preserving a reasonable 53f.l'lple s:ite was our
main consideration in dropping this attribute from our analy~tis of transitional
typ<s.

=<
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dream in your room or inside you?) The dream was inside the rooro. (If
I had been there could I have seen your sister dying?) Yes. (Whom do
you sleep with?) I sleep with my sister Ladidi. (Could Ladidi have seen
your sister dying?) Yes.
The dream-event as an internal perception: (Do you ever have dreams
at rught?) Yes. (Tell me a dream you had.) I dreamt that both my
mother and father were not at home and it was a dark night. Then I
heard at the back door a frightening noise, and got frightened and ran
away. Then I woke up. (Was it true that you ran away?) Yes. (Was the
dream in your room or inside you?) The dream was inside me. (If I had
been there could I have seen you running?) No. (Why?) Because you
would be asleep. (Whom do you sleep with?) My mother. (Could your
mother have =n your dream?) No she could not have seen it because
she was asleep. (Suppose she was not asleep?) Then she would have seen
it.
The dream·event as a hallucination: (Do you ever have dreams at
night?) Yes. (Tell me a dream you had.) A fairy tried to take a car and
kill someone, then he tried coming to me but I ran away. (Did that
really happen?) No. (Was the dream in your room or inside you?) In·
side the room. (If I had been there could I have seen the fairy?) No.
(Whom do you sleep with?) Ali. (Could Ali have aeen the fairy?) Ali
would not be able to see the fairy because the fairy disappears on sight.

The dream·e••ent as an internal sensation: (Do you ever have dreams at
night?) Yes. (Tell me a dream you had.) I dreamt! went to an unknll\m
town with my mother. I touched some goods which belonged to the
police force and those goods cost two shillings. My mother had only one
shilling and so she entered a bouse and borrowed a shilling. The next
day she collected the money and from there I woke up. (Did that really
happen?) Yes. (Was the dream in your room or inside you?) Inside me.
(If I had been there could I have seen your mother borrowing the
money?) No. A man sees his dream alone. (Whom do you sleep with?)
Salisu. (Could Salisu have seen your dream?) Salisu could not have seen
it because I was the only one that saw iL
The dream-event as a tantasy: (Do you ever have dreams at night?) Yts.
(Tell me a drea.m you bad.) Yesterday at Biming Gwari, on our way
back from Kaduna I stepped on a grave in an auempt to go and urinate.
When we came home I dreamt that the man in the grave came out to hit
me and was chasing me around. (Did that really happen?) No. The dead
body did not come out. (Was the dream in your room or inside you?)
Inside me. (If I had been there could I have seen the dead man chasing
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you?) No. You cannot sec it because it is just a dream which results {rom
the fear I had when I stepped on the grave. (Whom do you sleep with?)
I sleep with Takur and Zayyanu. (Could Takur have seen the dead man
cha~ ing

you?)

Talo~r

wnulti not he :lble to see the

d('~d

body because I

am the only one who stepped on the grave and as a result of fear dreamt
about the dead man.
The youngest group (average age: 6 years, 2 months) typically
understands dream-events to be real occurrences that are visible to
others and externally located (i.e. external perceptions). T he oldest
group (average age: 10 years, 4 months) typically understands
dream-events to be unreal cases of mental imagining that are inherently private and internally located with regard to the dreamer's body (i.e. fantasies).
The most frequent transitional type of understanding occurs in
nine children who understand dream-events to be real, potentially
open to public access, and located in~ide tbe body (i.e. as internal
perceptions). These children treat dream-events as if they were
imrasomatic stimuli pote,.tially visible if one could "look through
the eyes of the dreamer" or open him up as in an operation.
One reasonable in1erpretation of the results in table I postulates
the existence o£ two nlterna..t ive temporlll sequences by which Hausa.

children change their minds about the events in their dreams. At
approximately age six, children understand dream-events to be real,
public, and external (i.e. external percep1ions). At age seven, they
change their minds about either the reality or the externality of
these events but not both. They view dream-events as either mirages or internal perceptions. By age nine, dream-events are understood to stand in a relation of privileged access to the dreamer (i.e.,
they are understood as either hallucinations or internal sensations).
By age ten, dream-events are understood as unreal, inherently private, and in1ernally-located (i.e. as fantasies). T he two developmental sequences are presented in figure I.
T here are certain general observations to be made about dreamevent understandings among Hausa children which may account
for our findings. In a culture where children sleep alone it is likely
they will disconfirm their belief in the reality of dream-events before they disconfirm 1heir belief in their ext~rnal location. The
reality o( certain kinds o( dream-events is easily discon(iuucll by
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waking experience (e.g. one of our subjects dreamt her sister
drowned in a well yet was awakened by her in the morning). The
external location of dream-events is not so easily disconfirmed especially if no one witnesses their lack of public occurrence.
The difficulty of access to evidence disconfirming the externality
of dream-events is somewhat attenuated for Hausa children. They
typically have numerous roommates who have the uncanny potential not to see the purported events in othe dream. It seems likely in
a culture with crowded sleeping quarters such as Hausa that some
children receive massive disconfirmation of their initial under·
standing that dream-events take place outside their bodies before
they remember dream-events whose reality can easily be questioned. As we have seen (table 1), several Hausa children in fact
come to understand their dream-events as real, publically accessi·
ble, yet internally located (as internal perceptions).
DISCUSSION
The existence of considerable variability in the routes by which
Nigerian children change their minds about dream-events is not
surprising. As far as we know no study has ever shown a single invariant sequence of changes in dream-event understandings. Kohl·
berg (1966, 1969) drops between 30% and 40% of "'aberrant" subjects from his analysis of tTansitional invariance, and Laurendeau
and Pinard (1962 : I 03- 104, 114) explicitly mention the considerable variation observed in the transitional period between "realism" and "subjectivism."' This period includes "all the possible
steps between the total reification of the dream, a~enuated by unskillful attempts at interiorization, on the one hand, and the almost
complete subjectivation of the phenomenon together with a residual expression o f realism on the other," for example, the form of
understanding in which the dream is understood to be "like a story,
like a little play" happening inside the chi.ld"s head, potentially
visible to anyone who could open the head to have a look (is this an
internal perception reminiscent of our Hausa subjects or a shared
fantasy?). What is surprising is how little theoretical interest has
been taken in this undeniable variability. We believe any satisfactory account of the evolution of dream-event understandings must
render this variability intelligible not invisible.
Throughout this essay we have been skeptical of the view that
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changes in children's understandings of dream-events must follow
a single and logically determined order. The principle of the "doc·
trine of invariant sequence" ("'if there is logical priority there must
be temporal precedence") and Kohlberg's analysis of the "inner
logic of the concept of reality" both seem questionable to us. Documentation of transitional variability in dream-event understandings among the Hausa makes us that much more doubtful. But, so
does the initial "realism" of children from diverse cultures.
How are we to interpret the agreement between six-year-old
Rausa children and four-year-old American children that the
events in their dreams are external perceptions (real, capable of
public perception, and externally located)? This seems to us remarkable; the agreement is not made intelligible by suggesting, as
do cognitive-developmentalists, that these children lack relevant
distinctions that can only appear in a logically determined, nested
order. For if six-year-old Hausa children did not distinguish realf
unreal, publicfprivate, external/internal, one would expect free
variation in their responses; they should fail to comprehend the
distinction and thus randomly produce responses. Cognitivedevelopmental theory fails to explain how it is that lacking, for ex·
ample, the distinction between real and unreal, young children
should understand dream experiences as characteristically any one
pole of an absent distinction, and why, given that they do respond
so characteristically, it is that one pole and not the other that is preferred. Either young children understand their dream experiences
and everyday waking perceptions to be neither real nor unreal
(which tells us very little about how they do understand them but is
at least consistent with the notion of "lacking a distinction") or, as
we think more likely, they distinguish by some criteria the real and
unreal but have no good reasons to view dream-events as anything
but real.
We believe these "good reasons" for applying one form of understanding and not another, these criteria for evaluating the differential applicability of concepts to experience have received too
little attention in the study of cognitive development. Toulmin's
philosophical investigations of "rationality" (1971 b, 1972) are germane in this regard. He argues that an account of understanding
has less to do with the creation of logical systems, the avoidance of
inferential errors, and the formally coherent interdefinition of con-
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cepts, and more to do with "the manner and circumstances in which
a person is prepared to change or modify his ideas," "the criteria of
reference by which choices are made between rival ways of under·
standing. ., He believes that concepts and forms o£ undet'3tanding

most typically co-exist in conceptual populations or aggregates (i.e.
they are very loosely integrated and more often independent) from
which choices among potentially relevant members are made with
reference to very ungeneralized (local) intellectual problems, con·
texts, and criteria of relevance.
With regard to dream-events, it seems to us the choice among
evolutionary history of the species or the cultural history of the
rival forms of understanding is subject to diverse constraints. All
knowledge available to the organism, whether preadapted in the
group, or postadapted in the life history of the individual, begins
with external perception. There may well be a preparation of homo
sapiens to understand experiences as external perceptions until
such an understanding is shown to be deficient. The informational
conditions under which such an evaluation of "deficiency" is likely
to be made include the instability over authoritative observers of
the effect associated with a phenomenon, that is, its lack of reliabiJ.
ity and the consequential difficulty in finding consensual validation
for one's judgments about experience (see Jones and Nisbett 1972,
and Kelley 1967). Certain other kinds of understandings may be
differentially selected against or amplified by one's culture.
Schooler and Caudill (1964} for example, in a comparative study of
symptoms among schizophrenics in Japanese and American mental
hospitals, have commented upon the significantly higher incidence
of "hallucinations" among those committed as insane in America,
a fact they hypothesize may be related to American cultural cOn·
cems about "clear·sightedness" and the "accurate perception of
reality." Japanese may be able to have "hallucinations" without
being quite so readily committed as ''mad."
We are raising as an issue the question of the explanatory ade·
quacy of a particular form of understanding in the face of certain
kinds of evidence (some of which is and some of which is not cui·
turally variable), certain criteria for what counts as relevant evi·
dence and certain standards for what counts as an adequate ex plana·
tion (again some of which are and some of which are not culturally
variable). For example, certain kinds of evidence are made more
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intelligible by certain kinds of understandings. In the face of
knowledge that dream-events are not perceived by those who should
have been in a position to perceive them, cemin understandings of
the dream-events (e.g. they are mirages) are simply inadequate.
Our position with regard to children's changing understandings
of dream-events is as follows:
Children come to know what it is they mean by any particular
form of understanding, and come to reject their initial understanding of dream-events piecemeal and in relation (among other things)
to evidence that their way of construing dream·events is inadequate.
The specific orderings of changed understandings that do occur reflect the children's differential access to evidence disconfirming
their working hypotheses. Some kinds of disconfirming evidence
may ultimately be presented to children in all cultures, but at the
very least there is no reason to believe all relevant disconfirming
evidence is universally presented to children in the same order
either within or across cultures. Cross-cultural or intracultural variability in the order in which disconfirming evidence is presented
to children may have no influence on the understanding of dreams
ultimately arrived at, but such variability in the order of evidence
presentation will be related to the routes by which children achieve
this understanding.
In summary, the understanding that dream-events are fantasies
may be the most adequate understanding "spontaneously" available to the child in the face of certain universal facts about waking
experience, that is, untutored in the entailments of adult dream
concepts and the subtleties of tl1eir application to everyday experience.• But the child's sequence of understandings in arriving at this
relatively more adequate of childhood understandings depends
heavily on the order in which these ovenvhelming facts of everyday
experience (e.g. the sister who did not drown in the well) are encountered.
Our position places primary emphasis on the adequacy of childhood understandings given access to certain kinds of evidence. As
f.ar as we know, no study has ever shown a single invariant se3· There is no reason to view ultimate chUdhood unders-tandings of dream·
event! as adequate in 1ny absolute sense as a_nyone must realize who ponders
how mental phenomena (which by ultimate childhood definition :are inherently
private and lack extention in !pace) can be located anywhere (whether inter·
nally or externally).
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quence of changes in dream-event understandings, but if such an
invariant sequence had been reliably documented we would have
looked for an invariance in the order in which evidence d isconfirming of one aspect or another of children's initial dream-event un-

derstandings had become available to them, and not for a logically
necessary overall direction to conceptual change.
At this time we are not in a position to carry our general observations any further. In the context of our critique, however, the existence of alternative ways of changing one's mind about dreamevents among Hausa children, and, as discussed above, its possible
relationship to aspects of these children's culturally influenced ex·
perience (i.e., Hausa sleeping arrangements) should, at the very
least, (I) disenchant us from too heavy a reliance on a logical analysis in an account of children's changing understandings of concepts,
(2) emphasize the importance of careful studies of these changing
understandings in relation to relevant evidence encountered by a
child from his C!tltural as well as noncultural experience, and (3)
encourage studies of cross-cultural variations (or lack of variation)
in the criteria on the basis of which children change their minds.
William James put nicely one the themes of this essay and we will
let him have the last word (as quoted by Durkheim 1960:409).
"the enormously rapid multiplication of theories in these Iauer days has
well-nigh upset the notion of any one of them being a more literally objective kind of thing than another. T here are so many geometries, so
many logics, so many physical and chelllical h ypotheses, so many classifications, each one of them good for so much and yet not good for everything. that the notion that even the truest formula may be a human
device and not a literal transcript has <Uwned upon us."
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Resilience in Cognitive
Development
J EROME KACAN

Each scientific discipline, during successive eras in its growth, is
loyal to one member of a set of opposed assumptions that typically
form the axioms of the discipline. Holton (1973) has called these
polarized premises tl•emata. Debate over whether matter is particu·
late or wavelike, whether the universe is steady-state or expanding,
or whether growth is cominuous or discontinuous are among the
themes that scientists have debated in the past and will continue to
discuss in the future because, as Bohr wisely noted, the proposi·
tions are likely to be complementary rather than incompatible.
T his paper considers <the evidence bearing on a pair of opposed
themata that have given direction to the empirical study of human
psychological development. One proposition holds that the experi·
ences of infancy produce a set of dispositions that have a continuous
inftuence throughout life, implying that some of the effects of early
experience are not malleable to change. The opposed position is
JnoM_P. KAGAN U professor of human development in the Department o! Psy·
choJogy and Social Relation$ at Harvard University. Th4 resean;h W2S sup·
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number GS·S5048, Collaboratj-;•e Rewareb on Uniform Measures of Social Competence, National Science Foundation, and a gr.uu from the Spencer Founda·
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that the infant is resilient and the effects of ·early experiencewhich can be dramatic- are reversible under proper environmental
conditions. The debate centers on the degree of modifiability of
psychological structures established early in life. There is unequivocal support for the view that the experiences of the young infant
have a powerful contemporary effect on his behavior, temperament,
and knowledge. This hypothesis is unchallenged. But it is less clear
how stable these early structures are, especially if the environment
should change in a serious way. Stated in the interrogative, how
resilient-or responsive to change- are the cognitive structures
and behavioral dispositions shaped during the first three years of
life.
Although the infant is influenced by his environment from the
moment he is born, the equally popular assumption that the effects
of those early experiences can extend long into tbe future does not,
at the moment, have unequivocal support. Hence we should ask
why many psychologists, parents, and educators have been reluctant to examine the validity of that second statement. In addition
to the obvious influence of psychoanalytic theory and the persuasive animal data, there are additional reasons, both phenomenological and philosophical. Each person feels a compelling sense of con·
tinuity and connectedness when he reflects on the experiences of
his early childhood. This sense of the past's contribution to the
present derives from man's need to regard bis life as coherent and
his past decisions as part of a rationally causal chain. A second, more
speculative, basis for believing in the extended power of early experience could be a derivative of one of the central maxims of
Western Protestantism-preparation for the future. Application
of that maxim to child rearing would lead parents to award validity
to the idea that if children are treated optimally during the early
years, the healthy attitudes, talents, and behaviors established during dtat first era should provide protection against possible traumas
during adolescence and adulthood. Proper early famil ial treatment.
like early vaccination, might inoculate the child against vulnerabilit}• to future distress. Finally, faith in the permanent influence
of early experience is in accord with the commitment to political
egalitarianism that is so strong in Western Protestant democracies.
If society treats children properly during the opening years there
is at least the hope that the distress, incompetence, and hopeless·
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ness that prevent full political participation by all adult ~itizens
could be eliminated and a truly egalitarian society established.
I recently interviewed a 14Y.!-year-old girl who spent most of the
first 30 months of her life in a crib in a small bedroom with no toys
and a sister one year older than herself. T he mother, who felt unable to care for her fourth child, restricted her to the bedroom and
instructed her 8-year-old daughter to care for the child. When she
was removed to a foster home at 2Y.! years of age, she was severely
malnourished, retarded in weight and height, and so retarded psy·
chologically that she was untestable. She has remained with the
same foster family for the last 12 years. At present her full scale IQ
is 88; she performs normatively on a wide battery of cognitive tests
and her interpersonal behavior is not seriously different from that
of an average rural Ohio adolescent.
Koluchova (1972) has recently reported a similar developmental
history for twin Czechoslovakian boys who were placed in total isolation by their stepmother and father from 18 months to 7 years.
Most of the time the boys were in a small unheated closet, but they
were often locked up for long periods in the cellar of the house.
T he boys were never allowed outside the house and were inhumanly treated. When the children were removed from the home at
age 7 they were physically ill, psychologically untestable, and displayed extreme surprise and fear to common events like automo·
biles and toys. This extreme behavior, which resembled that of
Harlow's surrogate-reared monkeys, gradually abated in the hospital environment. The boys were sent to a children's home for six
mon<ths and then to a foster home. When the boys were tested at
II years of age--only a few years after their emergence from the
isolated environment- their full scale Wechsler IQ scores were
95 and 93, and the physician noted that they appeared above aver·
age for their age.
THE GUATEMALAN STUDY
1 recently observed infants and children living in an isolated,
subsistence farming village called San Marcos in the highlands of
northwest Guatemala. As a result of parental treatment, frequent
illness, lack of experiential variety, and mild malnutrition the oneyear-olds were quiet, nonsmiling, minimally alert, motorically flaccid and temperamentally passive. This profile of characteristics is
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in sharp contrast to the modal profile of middle class American infants who are highly vocal, smiling, alert, and active. Experimental
and observational procedures designed to assess level of cognitive
development among these Indian infants revealed that, relative to
the Americans, they were 3 to 12 months behind the latter depending on othe cognitive system studied.
The Guatemalan infants were markedly less attentive than the
Americans to visual and auditory events, and this difference was
greater at one year that it was at 5 months (Kagan and Klein 1973).
The Guatemalan infants were retarded relative to the Americans
in their tendency to reach for an attractive object that they watched
being hidden, and not one of a group of 12 infants revealed facial
surprise following a sequence in which he watched an object being
hidden under a cloth but saw no object when that cloth was removed. These observations suggest a retardation of about 4 months
in the display of behavioral signs diagnostic of what Piaget has
called object permanence.
A third source of data came from observations of stranger anxiety. Each of sixteen infants between 8 and 20 months was observed
following the first exposure to a strange male. The first age at
which obvious apprehension or crying occurred was 13 months,
suggesting an approximate lag of 5 months between the Guatemalan and American infants. Information on nonmorphemic babbling and the onset of meaningful speech also supported a diagnosis of slower growth, for there was no marked increase in frequency of babbling or vocali2ation between 8 and 16 months
among tl'\'·clvc infants observed at home. Comparable observations

in American homes reveal a significant increase in babbling and the
appearance of morphemic vocali2ation for some children. Furthermore, meaningful speech usually appears first at 2'h years, about 12
to 18 months later than me time of average display of initial words
in American children. These data, together with the extremely
depressed anc:l withdrawn appearance of the Guateman infants, suggest that for a small set of universal competences displayed by all
children during the first two years of life, the Indians were significantly late in attaining these abilities. Since more than 90 percent
of the infants were homogeneously passive, nonalen, and quiet, it
is unlikely that the recovery of intellectual functioning to be reported was the result of the selective mortality of a small group of
severely retarded infants.
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The home environments. It is believed that the restricted experiences of the Guatemalan in.fants were responsible for their
slower rate of growth. During most of the first year, the infant is
tightly clothed and restricted to the inside of a windowless hut
about 75 feet square, constructed of bamboo walls and a roof of
thatched grass. The dirt floor contains an open fire, some wood, a
straw mat, and a few clay receptacles. Ears of corn, cups, and pots
hang &om the walls and roof. The light level inside the hut at noon
is low and approximates the level outside at dusk. The infant
spends approximately a third of his time on his mother in a sling,
a third sitting or lying on a straw mat, and the final third sleeping
in his hammock. The infant has no conventional toys with which
to play, and adults are min.imally interactive with him. Timesampled observations of infants in the home revealed that play or
vocalization directed at the baby by others (parents, relatives, or
older children) occurred less than 10 percent of the time, in contrast to 25 to 40 percent of the time in American homes. As a result,
the babies were generally very quiet.
By 13 to 16 months, however, when the baby becomes mobile
and is allowed to leave the hut, he encounters the greater variety
inherent in the outside world. He engages an environment that includes domestic animals, other children, trees, rain, clouds, and
makes the accomodations those experiences require. The s. to I 0·
year-old is assigned tasks and responsibilities, such as helping the
father in the field, caring for infants, cooking, cleaning, and carry·
ing water. During the postinfancy years the child becomes increasingly alert and active and it is relevant, therefore, to ask if these
older Guatemalan children, who were slow in attaining the universal competences of infancy, are different &om less isolated Guate·
malan or urban Western children with respect to some of the uni·
versa! cognitive competences of preadolescence.
THE CoMPETENCE OF OU>ER CHILDREN

Tests designed to assess cognitive processes believed to be part
of the natural competence of growing children were administered
to samples of Guatemalan and American children. We tried to ere·
ate tests that were culturally fair, recognizing that this goal is, in
the extreme, unattainable. We assumed, along with many psychologists, that perceptual analysis, recall and recognition memory, and
inference are among the universal cognitive abilities of children
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(even though they do not exhaust that set), and our .tesL~ were designed to evaluate those processes.
Recall memory for familiar objects. The ability to organize experience for commitment to long-term memory and to retrieve that
information on demand is a basic cognitive skill. It is generally believed that the form of the organization contains diagnostic information regarding cognitive maturity for, among Western samples,
both number of independent units of information as well as the
conceptual clustering of that information increase with age.
A twelve-object recall task was administered to the Indian children of San Marcos and to children from a Ladino village seventeen
kilometers from Guatemala City whose infant experience was not
as restricted. T he eighty subjects from the Ladino village were 5
and 7 years old, equally balanced for age and sex. The fifty·five subjects from San Marcos were between 5 and 12 years of age (26 boys
and 29 girls).
The twelve miniature objects to be recalled were common to village life and belonged to three conceptual categories: animals (pig,
dog. horse, cow); kitchen utensils (knife, spoon, fork, glass); and
clothing (pants, dress, underpants, hat). Each child was first required to name the objects and if the child was unable to he was
given the name. The child was told that after the objects had been
randomly arranged on a board he would have 10 seconds to inspect
them, after which they would be covered with a cloth, and he would
be required to say all the objects he could remember.
Table I contains the average number of objects recalled and the
number of pairs of conceptually similar words recalled- an index
of clustering- for the first two trials. The maximum clustering
score for a single trial was 9 points. All the children showed a level
of clustering beyond chance expectation (which is between 1.5 and
2.0 pairs for recall scores of 7 to 8 words), recall scores increased
with age for children in both village (F ranged from 11.2 to 27.7, p ·
< .05), and there was no significant difference in performance between the two samples. Indeed, the Sa.n Marcos children performed
slightly better than the Ladino youngsters.
No 5. or 6-year-old in either village and only twelve of the forty
7-year-olds in the Ladino village were attending school. School for
the others consisted of little more than semiorganized games. Moreover, none of the Indian children from San Marcos had ever left
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TABLE I
MEAN NUMBER OF 0BJI'.CTS AND PAIIU RF.CAI.LED

Ladino >illage
Tri41J
Age

5
7

Trial2

Recall

Pairs

Ru all

5.2
6.7

2.1
3.3

5.4

2.1

7.8

3.7

Pairs

Indian village
Tri4ll
Age

5-6
7-8
9-10
11-12

Trial2

Read/

Pairs

R~catl

Pairs

7.1

M
M
4.9
M

7.8
8.$

3.8

8.6

10.3
9.6

10.3
10.1

3.6

u

3.6

the village, and the 5· and 6-year·olds typically spent most of the day
within a 500·yard radius of their homes. Hence, school attendance
and contact with books and a written language do not seem to be
prerequisites for clustering in young children.
The recall and duster scores obtained in Guatemala were re·
markably comparable to those reponed for middle class American
children. Appel eta/. (1971) presented twelve pictures to Minne·
apolis children in Grade I (approximately age 7), and fifteen pic·
tures to children in Grade 5 (approximately age II) in a single trial
recall task similar to the one described here. The recall scores were
66 percent for the 7-year-olds and 80 percent for the 11-year-olds.
T hese values are almost identical to those obtained in both Guate·
malan villages. T he du91er indexes were also comparable. The
American 7-year-olds had a cluster ratio of 0.25; the Indian 5· and
6-year-olds had a ratio of 0.39. 1
Recognition memory. The robust performance on recall was also
found on a recognition memory task for thirty·two photos of faces,
balanced for sex, child versus adult, and Indian versus Caucasian,
administered to thirty-five American and tbirty·eight San Marcos
children 8 to II years of age. Each child initially inspected thirty·
two chromatic photographs of faces, one at a time, in a self-paced
procedure. Each child's recognition memory was tested by showing
him thirty·two pairs of photographs (each pair was of the same sex,
1. Tbe cluster index b the ratio or the number of pail'5 recalled to the pro·
duct of the number ol categories in the l.ist times one 1& than the number of

words in e2d1 category.
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age, and ethnicity) , one of which was old and the other new. The
child had to state which photograph he had seen during the inspec·
tion phase. Although the American 8· and 9-year-olds performed
slightly better than the Guatemalans (82 versus 70 percent) there
was no significant cultural difference among the I 0- and ll·year·
olds (91 versus 87 percent). Moreover, there was no cultural differ·
ence at any age for the highest performance attained by a single
child. These data are in accord with thooe of Kagan~~ a/. (1973) and
Scott (1973).
The favored interpretation of the poorer performance of the
younger children in both recognition memory studies is that some
of them did not completely understand the usk, and others did not
activate the proper problem-solving strategies during the registration and retrieval phases of the task.
It appears that recall and recognition memory are basic cognitive
functions that seem to mature in a regular way in a natural environ·
ment. The cognitive retardation observed during the first year does
not have any serious predictive validity for these two important aspects of cognitive functioning for children 10 to II years old.
Perceptual ar1alysis. The Guatemalan children were also capable
of solving difficult Embedded Figures Test items. T he test con·
sisted of twelve color drawings of familiar objects in which a tri·
angle had been embedded as part of the object. The child had to
locate the hidden triang.le. The test was administered to the rural
Indian children of San Marcos, as well as to less isolated Indians
living close to Guatemala City (labeled Indian, in figure 1), Ladino
villages, and two groups from Guatemala City.
The Guatemala City middle class children had the highest scores
and, except f.or San Marcos, the rural children the poorest. The
surprisingly competent performance of the San Marcos children
results, we believe, from the more friendly conditions of testing.
T his suggestion is affirmed by an independent study in which a spe·
cial atternpt was made to maximi2e rapport and comprehension of

instructions with a group of rural isolated children before administering a large battery of tests. Although all test performances were
not facilitated by this rapport-raising procedure, performance on
the Embedded Figures T est was improved considerably. It is im·
portant to note that no 5· or 6-year-old was completely incapable of
solving some of these problems. The village differences in mean
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FIG. 1. Mean number correct on the Embedded Figures Test

score reflect the difficulty that the rural children had with three or
four of the harder items. This was the first time that many rural
children had even seen a two-dimensional drawing and most of the
5-, 6·, and 7 -year-olds in San Marcos had no opportunity to play
with books, paper, pictures, or crayons. Nonetheless, these children
solved seven or eight of the test items. As with recall and recogni·
tion memory, the performance of the San Marcos child was com·
p3lrable to that of h.is age peer in a modem urban setting.
Perceptual inference. The competence of the San Marcos chi!·
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dren on the Embedded Figures Test is affirmed by their performance on a test administered only in San Marcos and Cambridge
and called Perceptual Inference. The children (60 American and
55 Guatemalan, 5 to 12 years old) were shown a schematic drawing
of an object and asked to guess what that object might be if the
drawing were completed. The child was given a total of four clues
for each of thirteen items, where each clue added more information. The child had to guess an object from an incomplete illustration, to make an inference from minimal information (see figures 2
and 3).

\

~

-
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\

-

.
. -:.....') .
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FIG. 2.

Sample item from the Perceptual Inference Test

There was no significant cultural difference for the children 7 to
12 years old, although the American 5- and 6-year-olds did perform
significantly better than the Indian children. In San Marcos, performance improved from 62 percent correct on one of the first two
clues for the 5- and 6-year-olds to 77 percent correct for the 9- to
12-year-olds. The comparable changes for the American children
were from 77 to 84 percent (see figure 4).
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Sample Item from the Perceptual Inference Test

Familiarity with the test objects was critical for success. All the
San Marcos children had seen hats, fish, and com and these items
were rarely missed. By contrast, many American children failed
these items. No San Marcos child not attending school, and therefore unfamiliar with books, correct! y guessed the book item;
whereas most of those in school guessed it correctly. As with memory and perceptual analysis, the retardation seen during infancy did
not predict comparable retardation in the ability of the 11-year-old
to make difficult perceptual inferences.
Conceptual inference. The San Marcos child also performed well
on questions requiring conceptual inference. In this test, the child
was told verbally three characteristics of an object and required to
guess the object. Some of the examples included: what has wings,
eats chickens, and Jives in a tree; what moves trees, cannot be seen,
and makes one cold; wha't is made of wood, is used to carry things,
and allows one to make journeys. There was improved performance
with age; the 5· and 6-year-olds obtained an average of 9 out of 14
correct, and the I I- and 12-year-olds obtained 12 out of 14 correct.
The San Marcos child was capable of making inferences from both
visual and verbal information.
T his corpus of data implies that slower attainment of selected
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universal competences of infancy does not have any important implications for the competences of the preadolescents with respect
to perceptual analysis, perceptual inference, recall, and recognition
memory. Indeed, the Guatemalan I 0-year-olds performed at a level
comparable to those of American middle class children.
The suggestion that basic cognitive competences emerge at dif-
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ferent times and that the child retains the capacity for actualization
of the basic human cornpetences until a late age is not substantially
different from the earlier conclusions of Dennis and Najarian
(1957). Although the forty-nine infants 2 to 12 months of age living
in poorly staffed Lebanese institutions were seriously retarded on
the Cattell developmental scale (mean developmental quotient of
68 compared with a quotient of I 02 for a comparison group), the
4lf.z - to 6-year-olds who had resided in the same institution all their
Jives performed at a level comparable to American norms on a
memory test (Knox Cubes) as well as on Porteus mazes and the
Goodenough Draw-a-Man-T est.
Of more direct relevance is Dennis's (1973) recent follow-up
study of sixteen children who were adopted out of the same Lebanese institution between 12 and 24 months of age- the period durin which the San Marcos infant leaves the unstimulating environment of the dark hut-with an average developmental quotient of
50 on the Cattell Infant Scale. Even though the assessment of later
intellectual ability was based on the culturally biased StanfordBinet IQ test, the average IQ, obtai.n ed when the children were
between 4 and 12 years old, was 101, and thirteen of the sixteen
children had IQ scores of 90 or above (Dennis 1973).
T his finding is in substantial agreement with a recent follow-up
study of sixty-five 4lf.z-year-old children who had spell! their first
2 to 4 years in an instit ution in which an exclusive relation between
an infant and one caretaker was actively discouraged. Of the origi·
nal group of sixty-five, fifteen were now living with their natural
mothers, twenty-four had been adopted, and twenty-six were still
living in the institution. There was no difference among the three
groups at 4lf.z years of age on Wechsler IQ scores (the IQ means
ranged from 100 to 115). Although the institutionalized children
had been retarded in language development when they were 2
years old, they were not retarded with respect to British norms at
41'2 years. "No evidence of cognitive retardation, verbal or otherwise, was found in a group of 4-year-old children institutionalized
since early infancy.. . . As far as reversibility of the ill effects of
institutionalization is concerned, cognitive retardation was reversed even within the institution between ages 2 and 4" (Tizard
and Rees 1974:97, 98; sec also Rhcingold and Bayley 1958).
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ANIMAL INVESTIGATIONS
More dramatic support for the notion that psychological development is resilient comes from recent experimental studies with
anima.ls. Several years ago Harlow's group demonstrated that al·
though monkeys reared in isolation for the first sLx months displayed abnormal and often bizarre social behaviors they could, if
the experimenter were patient, solve the complex Ieaming prob·
!ems normally administered to feral-born monkeys. The prolonged
isolation did not destroy their cognitive competence (Harlow,
Schiltz, and H arlow 1969). More recently, Suomi and Harlow
(1972) have shown that even the stereotyped and bizarre social be·
havior shown by 6-month isolates can be altered by placing them
with female monkeys three months younger than themselves over
a 26-week therapeutic period. "By the end of the therapy period
the behavioral levels were virtually indistinguishable from those
of the socially competent therapist monkeys" (Suomi and Harlow
1972:491; see Gomber and Mitchell 1974 for a similar result).
Even imprinting toward a nonnatural object in a laboratory context seems to be reversible. In a laboratory context Hess attempted
to imprint ducklings to human beings. For twenty continuous
hours newly hatched ducklings were exposed to adults and, before
long, followed the adults. T he ducl:.s were then given a female
mallard that had hatched a clutch of several ducklings several hours
before. After only an hour and a half of exposure to the female, the
human imprinted duckli.ngs followed the female on her first exodus
from the nest. The laboratory imprinting had been reversed (Hess
1972). This phenomenon is analogous to changes in the object of
primary attachment among primates. Rhesus monkeys were raised
from birth with cloth surrogates, their mothers, or a peer monkey
for three to ten months. T hen all the monkeys were separated from
these objects of primary attachment and gradually exposed to
spayed, adult female dogs. Initially most of the monkeys were fear·
ful, but this behavior disappeared quickly and after seven hours all
monkeys approached the dogs and evt ntually clung to them. Soon
the monkeys displayed the classic signs of auachment-clinging
and following. The initial attachment had been changed (Mason
and Kenney 1974).
These dramatic alterations in molar behavior are in accord with
replicated reports of recovery of visual function in monkeys and
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cats deprived of patterned light soon after birth (Wilson and Riesen
1966, Baxter I 966, Chow and Stewart I 972). Kittens deprived of
light for one year recovered basic visual functions after only ten
days in the experimenter's home (Baxter 1966); kiuens who had
one or both eyes sutured for nearly two years were able to learn pattern discriminations with the deprived eye only after moderate
training (Chow and Stewart 1972). Even complex cognitive func·
tions can recover following removal of frontal cortex in young monkeys. In a recent dramatic study, rhesus monkeys were given hi·
lateral, orbital prefrontal lesions during the first, fourth, or eighth
week of life and compared with age-matched, unoperated controls
at I to 11h years and gain at 2 years. The monkeys were tested on
spatial delayed response, visual pattern discrimination, spatial delayed alternation, and object discrimination reversal. The task
most sensitive to the lesion, spatial delayed alternation, requires
the animal to alternate his responses to the right and left food wells
on succeeding trials with a 5-second delay between trials. The operated monkeys were seriously impaired when tested at I and Jlh
years of age, regardless of when the operation had been performed
(1, 4, or 8 weeks). But when they were 2 years old, they had recovered that competence and were not significantly different from
the unoperated controls. The investigators suggested that this result was because of maturation of other cortical regions during the
second year of life (Miller, Goldman, and Rosvold 1973).
If the extreme behavioral and perceptual sequellae of isolation
and brain ablation in monkeys and cats can be altered by such brief
periods of rehabilitative experience or time for recovery, it is not
difficult to believe that the rural Guatemalan infant is capable of
as dramatic a recovery over a period of nine years. These data do not
indicate the impotence of early environments, but rather the potency of the environment in which the organism is functioning.
There is no question that early experience seriously affects kittens,
monkeys, and children. If the first environment does not permit the
full actualization of psychological competences, (he organism will
function below his ability as long as he remains in that context.
But if he is transferred to an environment that presents greater
variety and requires more accomodMions, he seems more capable
of exploiting that experience and repairing the damage wrought by
the first environment than some theorists have implied.
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CONCLUSIONS
The total corpus of informacion implies chat the young animal
retains an enormous capacity for change in early patterns of be·
havior and cognitive competence, especially if the initial environ·
ment is seriously altered. The data offer no firm support for che
popular belief that certain events during the first year can produce
irreversible consequences in either human or infrahuman infants.
If one limits the discussion to universal cognitive competences, in
contrast to cul turally specific skills, it appears chat a slower rate of
mastery of the universal abilities during the first two years places
no serious constraints on the eventual attainment of many of the
competences of preadolescence. For most of chis century developmental psychology has been friendly toward the pole of the
irreversibility-reversibility theme that posited irreversible effects
of early experience. The extreme form of that position is as unlikely
as the opposite pole that assumes complete capacity for resilience
of all dispositions at any age. The purpose of this paper has been to
persuade the receptive reader to move just a little closer toward the
latter view. The first messages written on the tabula rasa may not·
necessarily be the most difficult to erase.
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INTRODUCTION
Speculation and di53gt"eement

:~.bout

the influence of cultural en·

vironment on the development of the mind has characterized the
social sciences since their inception in the nineteenth century.
Within both anthropology and psychology, it has been possible to
find defenders of the idea that children raised in nontechnological
societies fail to develop "higher order" mental skills; it is just as
easy to find adherents of the position that all apparent differences
mask underlying, universal equivilences (see Boas 1911, LeVine
1970, Mead 1964, Scribner and Cole 1973).
While we have also engaged in such discussions (Cole and Bruner
1971, Cole and Scribner 1974) we have grown increasingly uneasy
about the nature of the debate. When asked to summarize our current knowledge about the "socialization of the intellect" by editor
Schwartz, we found that conceptual problems surrounding the naM1CIIA£L CoLE is associate professor of ethnogTapbic psychology and director
of the Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition :u the Rodtdcller Uni·
''crsity, New York. SYL\'lA. SCI.lBNl'Jt is a tenior research lWOCiate in the same
laboratory.
We wish to thank rhc Carnegie Corporation fow support in the preparalion of
this paper. The comments of Daniel Wagner and Ted Scbwartt on an earlier
draft of this paper are also gratefully acknowledged.
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ture of data and its relation to theory prevented us from providing
more than a catalogue of facts for which there was no agreed-upon
interpretation by anthropologists and psychologists currently working on this question. Consequently, we have decided to examine
t11e presuppositions that anthropologists and psychologists bring
to the enterprise, the observations they are led to make, and the
kinds of inferences about "socialization of the intellect" that have
become accepted within each discipline. We point out some weaknesses inherent in current formulations, and offer a framework designed to produce a common ground for future explorations of this
question.
As an illustration of the difficulties that concern us, we have
chosen a brief interchange between Margaret Mead and Jerome
Kagan which took place at the convention of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in the fall of 1972.
Professor Kagan had just completed a report on psychological
research in Guatemala. Working with young infants on a task that
assessed their responses to stimulus novelty, Kagan had found that
rural Guatemalan children were several momhs retarded in the
"cognitive function of activation of hypotheses" at around one year
of age. Working with older children, using recall of familiar objeCts, recogn i1ion memory, an embedded figure test, and other standard procedures for assessing cognitive development in the United
States, Kagan asserted that there were only minimal differences between Guatemalan and American children by the age of S or 9
years. T aken together, the pattern of results led Kagan to conclude
that "infant retardation seems to be partially reversible and cogni·
tive development during the early years more resilient than had
been supposed (Kagan and Klein 1973:957)."
Following Professor Kagan's presentation, Professor Mead took
the floor to comment (we quote from memory): "Why has it taken
psychologists so long to discover what anthropologists have known
all along?" To which Kagan replied, "I guess we're a little slow."
It seemed to us at 1he time, and seems so still, that in the laughter
which followed this charming interchange, an important point was
overlooked. In a very basic sense, Professors Mead and Kagan were
talking past each other. Not only had Kagan failed to discover what
Mead already knew, they did not (as anthropologist and psychologist respectively) know the same things. T hey were only, on this
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occasion, expressing their shared opinion that Guatemalan peasants
are mentally competent. Unexplored were possible, even probable
disagreements about the suitability of the data for such a conclusion and the implications of other research showing that performance among Guatemalan or similar peoples were not up to
"American standards" on tasks very like the ones that Kagan used ..
The crucial problem arises just from the fact that data do exist
which seem to point to conclusions antithetical to Mead's and
Kagan's. Such data have been gathered by both anthropologists:
(Gladwin 1970) and psychologists (Greenfield and Bruner 1969}
who conclude that there exist fundamental differences in the
thought processes of people soci alized into different cultures, differences that are related directly to such theoretical constructs as
"level of cognitive development." How are such data and conclusions to be interpreted?
We believe the general failure of anthropologists and psychologists to share the same definitions, facts, and theoretical constructs
is a fundamental impediment to our understanding of the relation
between culture and the development of cognitive processes; all
the more so because this failure often goes unnoticed. Because they
share a common interest and a common terminology, psychologists
and anthropologists tend to make the assumption that they share a
common topic of inquiry-each in his own way pursues the link
between social experiences and cognition. We believe this assumption is unfounded on both sides of the equation: anthropologists
and psychologists do not mean the same thing when they speak of
cognitive "consequences"; they do not agree on the characteristics
of culture that are potential "antecedents"; and they distrust eaclt
other's. method for discovering· the links between the two. As long
as these underlying differences remain "un.noticed," there is little
hope that they will be overcome. In this paper, we examine some
of the basic differences between the two disciplines as they have
been expressed in theory and practice and consider whether and
how they might be resolved. 'Vhile we are concerned with the differing imerpretations of both culture and cognition, our major attention is directed to the way in which the two disciplines treat
cognition. For reasons that we hope become clear in the course of
the discussion, we believe that unless there is some agreement on
what "cognitive consequences" we are studying, there are no guide-
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lines for deciding what aspects of culture are relevant to the search
for "critical socializing" experiences.
The disagreements between anthropologists and psychologists
on the nature of cognition and how it is to be studied are interre·
lated in many complex wa)·s, but we find it useful to consider them
in terms of three dichotomies: (I) emphasis on content or process
in defining cognition; (2) choice of naturally occurring or contrived
situations as contexts for data colle.ction; and (3) reliance on observational or manipulative research techniques. Some investigators
cross over from one pole to another, but, in general, anthropologists
emphasize content, natural occurrences, and observation, while psychologists stress process, contrived situations, and experimental
control. As we shall see, the way in which the investigator defines
cognition influences his choice of research method and, in turn, his
choice of method determines me data he collects and thus the inferences he can make about the nature of cognition. Although we are
presenting these choices as dichotomies because they are often posed
that way in partisan discussion, we hope to show that the opposi·
tions are more apparent than real and that both approaches can be
integrated in the research enterprise. In the final section we describe and criticize our early attempts at an anthropologicalpsychological integration and suggest directions that might be
taken in future research.
AN EXAMPLE
How the differing approaches work out in practice can be ill us·
trated by the hypothetical responses of psychologists and anthropologists to an actual piece of cross-cultural resea.rch on cognition. We
have chosen for this example a recently published study by Daniel
Wagner (1974) in !l·fexico entitled, "The Development of Shortterm and Incidental Memory: A Cross-Cultural Study."
Wagner's task required his subjects to recall the posit ion of one
of 7 familiar items in a linear array. The location of the to-berecalled item varied from trial to trial. The items (pictures on
cards) were shown one at a time for two seconds each, and then
turned face down. After all 7 had been presented, a duplicate of
one item in the row was shown to the subject and he (she) had to
point to its location. At two seconds per item, and taking into account the time required to tum over the cards, the longest interval
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between presentation and recall test was about 20 seconds, the
shortest about 8 seconds.
We selected this work for several reasons. First, it is a technically
fine piece of research (Cole was present when the work was begun
and knows how carefully and painstakingly Wagner chose his stimulus material, worked on his instruction, trained his assistant, and
observed each data collection session). Second, the research was carried out among Mayan people living in Yucatan not far from Kagan's site in Guatemala and it investigated memory, one of the
"basic cognitive functions" Kagan studied.' But Wagner's conclusions seem diametricaJly opposed to Kagan's:
Higher-level mnemonic strategies in memory may do more than "lag"
by several years-the present data indicate that without formal schooling, such skills may not develop at all (Wagner 1974:895).
This conclusion is based on several facts, two of which suffice for
this discnssion. (I) Overall recall of the target item improved almost
entirely as a function of number of years of education, not as a function of age (subjects ranged in educational experience from I to 15
years, in age from 7 to 35 years). (2) Analysis of the function relating
time-of-delay between presentation and test to amount recalled
showed the pattern of results associated with application of rehearsal strategies (Wagner's referent for "higher level mnemonic
strategies") only for those subjects (adults or children) who attained more than the fifth grade in school.
INTELLECT: CONTENT VS. PROCESS
Developmental psychologists might find Wagner's results interesting for a variety of reasons. Age and educa-tional experience are
hopelessly confounded in the United States. Wagner provides evidence that the traditional developmental function seen in the work
1. While Kagan'• own resta.rch might seem the mmt appropriate vehicle for
this discussion, several factors, including those given in the text, argue against
making hls dafa the foc:d point of the presentation. Paramount is that while we
share Kagan'$ betief in mental t.:mnpetence of Guatemalan (X'asanu, we do not
believe that thi.s condusion follows from the published reports (Kagan and
Klein 197!, Kagan_. ){aith, and Morrison 197.!). Since cJassifiatJon of our interpretation would rcqtJire a lengthy diKussion located almO!t entirely with.i n
the domain of psychological theory and data ana.lyds. we ha~ chosen a less
controversial study to illustrates paradoxes that are interdisciplinary in scope.
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of Hagan (1971) and Flavell (1970) on mnemonic development may
be more of an ..educational development" than a maturational one.
Cross-cultural psychologists would add Wagner's results to the
growing list of instances where form.al schooling seems to affect intellectual performance (cf. Cole and Scribner 1974, for a review).
They would also look carefully at tlte procedures and groups used
to derive hypotheses as to why formal education makes a difference
in Wagner's work and not Kagan's. Kagan did not vary independently the age, educational level, and urbanization of his subjects.
Does his finding of "no difference" in memory skills have to do with
marked effects of schooling? Is the difference to be associated with
the age of his subjects (his oldest children were 11-12 years old
while Wagner's effect occurred at the agejeducation level that averaged 14-1.'; years and R year< of edur.ation)? Do performance rl i f-

ferences have to do with the different tasks Kagan and Wagner
used to diagnose memory skills,' or differences in t11e cultures of
Yucatecan and Guatemalan Maya?
There are clearly a great many questions psyclwlogists might
raise about this research and its interpretation. But there is one
question they are unlikely to deal with: no matter how different
their theoretical persuasions, most psychologists will take it for
granted that this research is, more or less adequately, "measuring"
population variations in memory processes. They will share the
basic assumption that it is possible, in principle and in fact, to examine memory processes across diverse social groups with relatively
little concern for the content of what is being remembered.
We tlo not rucau to imp! y tlurt p>ydtologists tlo not put a good
deal of time and care into selecting their experimental material.
Especially in recent years, stung by accusations of ethnocentrism
and cultural bias, investigators have exercised considerable ingenuity in devising what tl1ey consider to be "culturally fair" materials
and in assuring that materials are equally "familiar" to tbe cultural
groups being compared (see Glick 1975 and Berry 1969, for interesting discussions on comparability in cross-cultural experimenta·
t. It is unlikely that the nature or the Wk! is the loc;U$ o( apparent differ·
enccs in these authors' condu.siom. We have rctently completed a aeries of
studies in Yucatan, including a free r«all study quite similar to the one u.sc:d

by Kagan. but round educ:.uion-dependent restllts p:uallel to those obtained by
Wagner (Sharp and Cole 1974).
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tion). But this very effort contains within it the notion that the content of the intellectual task can be neutralized and in some sense
held "consant" across groups so that performance differences can
be assumed to reftect differences in "pure process."'
To be sure, presem-day psychological investigators are showing
that for many intellectual tasks there is a relationship between the
nature of the task material and the operations that are brought to
bear on it (Price-Williams, Gordon, and Ramirez 1969, Irwin and
McLaughlin 1970, Cole et al. 1971). In practice, however, most psychologists still tend to interpret performance with a given set of
materials as revealing some fixed set of "content-free" processes
within the subject population (cf. Berry and Dasen 1974). This is
what they mean when they tal'k about cultural variations in cognition.
But psychologists are by no means alone in finding it difficult to
deal with content-process relationships in cognition. Anthropological theorizing about cognition in some ways presents a mirror image to what we have just described. Many anthropologists will criticize the Wagner experiments because Wagner attempts to come
to conclusions about the memory of Yucatec Mayans using material
that is artificial, meaningless or of no "interest" to the Mayans (despite his use of materials intended to have the opposite characteristics). A fair test of memory, they may argue, requires that each cultural group be tested with materials and •tasks that are meaningfully
organized within that society. While this argument recognizes the
legitimacy of investigating process when content is taken into account, in practice, most anthropologists tend to ignore possible
process variations and attribute to differences in "content" all observed cul'tural group differences. If the latmul display a prodigious
memory for totemic names (Bateson 1958) and the Swazi for cattle
transactions (Bartlett 1932), they make the assumption that the
"memories" of latmul and Swazi are the same; they just remember
different things. What the majority of anthropologists mean by cultural variations in cognition are differences in thinking or memory
content.
Levy-Bruhl remains the classic example of the ambiguity with
which terms referring to cognition-terms !ike "thought" and "perception"-are handled in anthropological literature. What are we
to conclude when he asserts that:
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primitives perceive nothing in the same way we do. The social milieu
which surrounds them is different, the external world they perceive
differs from that which we apprehend (1966:30).
or
primitives perceive with eyes like ours, but they do not perceive with
the same minds (1966:~1).
Here, and in many places in his writing, Levy-Bruhl oscillates
between an insistence that he is talking only about "collective rep·
resentations" (culture-wide belief systems or thinking content, in
the context of this discussion), and examples that imply that he is
talking about specific cognitive processes operating within individuals.
This slipping from conrent·to-process was roundly criticized by
Boas (1911) many years ago; he pointed out that one cannot legiti·
mately infer psychological processes directly from an examination
of culture-wide beliefs and attitudes. Because Levy-Bruhl's conclusions have been widely repudiated, it might appear that Boas's
caution was taken to heart by succeeding generations of anthropologists and that we are beating a dead dog. But consider this statement
from a leading contemporary anthropologist whose views on cognition appear to be the direct antithesis of Levy-Bruhl's: "Both sci·
ence and magic require the same sort of mental operations and they
differ not so much in kind as in the different types of phenomena to
which they are applied" (Levi-Strauss 1966: 13). Here again, what is
stressed are differences in content between two thought systems
("phenomena to which they are applied") and the same unwar·
ranted leap is made from an analysis of cultural systems to a gen·
eralization about individual mental processes. We agree that I..evyBruhl's conclusions about mental processes are unfounded; but so
are Levi-Strauss's.
The problem arises in part from the limitation of dealing with
thought as content. But further problems are posed for psychologi·
cal and anthropological theorizing because the focus on content or
process influences choices for our two remaining dichotomies.
CRITICAL SITUATIONS: NATURAL VS. CONTRIVED?
Let us return to our example and the discussion of what the Wagner experiment tells us about memory development. Just as psy-
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chologists assume that this experiment taps some underlying process, so they tend to assume that this same process is operative outside of the experimental situation. The motivation for the research,
after all, is to shed light on the role of various experiences (school,
literacy, technology, culture) on the development of memory skills
of Yucatecans or Guatemalans in general-not just on the skills of
individuals serving as subjects in a specialized experiment. We
think it is safe to say, however, that attempts to reach general conclusions from this experiment represent othe kind of psychological
theorizing that would come under attack by anthropologists.
Robert Edgerton succinctly summarized the position of many
anthropologists by saying that the roots of anthropology's antiexperimental convictions
are deep in anthropological history.... At heart, anthropologists are
naturalists whose commitment is to the phenomena themselves. An-

thropologists have always believed that human phenomena can best be
understood by procedures that are primarily sensitive to context, be it
situational, social or cultural (1974:63-64).
With this commitment to phenomena as they naturally occur,
it is easy to understand why anthropologists might challenge roe
generalizability of the Wagner findings. They may be inclined to
interpret the results as reflecting only differences in the way various people respond to the demands of artificially contrived situations.
For example, focusing on the performance difference between
·wagner's subjects who went to school and those who did not, the
anthropologist might conclude.that going to school helps people w
interpret the demands of nonnatural experimental tasks. In effect,
this line of analysis would lead to a conclusion such as: The less
educated subjects were sufficiently unfamiliar with such tasks that
the instructions failed to communicate the task demands clearly.
The difference in performance would then be considered a reflection of comprehension of the task, not of short-term memory skills.
This analysis might be bolstered by reference to numerous everyday, naturally occurring activities in which uneducated subjects
demonstrate adequate short-term memory. For example, it might
be pointed out that interpreting complex grammatical phrases with
embedded clauses or carrying on a normal conversation are both
contexts tllat require and produce short-term recall many times a
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day in all Yucatecan adults. Knowledge of Yucatecan culture might
lead to suggestions of other contexts in which short-term recall must
be at work, such as the production of complicated patterns in ham·
mock weaving. How is <the evidence from such naturally occurring
!ituations to be squared with experimental evidence? What do we
conclude if the two sources of evidence seem to conflict? Before
attempting to answer those questions, we need to consider our third
dichotomy.
OBSERVATION OR EXPERIMENT
In addition to stressing the need to investigate cognition in context, the anthropologist values what Edgerton describes as "unobtrusive" methods of research:
Our methods are primarily unobtrusive, non·reactive ones; we observe,
we participate, we learn, hopefully we understand .. . . This is our un-

spoken paradigm and it is directly at odds wilh the discovery ol truth
by experimentation (1974:68-64).
Here is yet another source of anthropological attack on the generali.zability of experimental results: group differences found in

experiments simply reflect differences in the readiness with which
individuals of differing cultural, social, and educational back·
grounds enter into the "subject tole" and the behaviors appropri·
ate to this particular social encounter. The experiment, by its very
nature, changes the phenomenon under investigation.
Keeping these anthropological criticisms of the experimental
method in mind, let us reverse the case and consider the shortcomings of naturalistic observation as a research methodology. We
will not argue here the validity of Edgerton's characterization of
anthropological method, although it should be recognized that he
is expressing the ideal, or perhaps the ideology, not the real ity of
anthropological research. Intensive interviewing of selected infor·
mants is not unobtrusive and is rarely nonreactive. Our purpose.
however, is to illustrate the restrictions of the unstructured obser·
vational method for drawing inferences about individual cognitive
processes. These restrictions are recognized aod analyzed with un·
usual clarity by Bateson (1958) in his discussion of memory skills
among the Iatmul. Bate.son picks memory as his topic because his
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ethnographic work revealed that learned men among the Iatmul
are veritable storehouses of totems and names that are used in de·
bating. Adding the number of na.me songs belonging to each clan,
the number of names per song, and the songs from other clans that
some men knew, Bateson estimated that such people must carry ten
to twenty thousand names around in their beads. He takes this as
prima facie evidence of high!y developed memory capacities.
So far, Bateson's discussion could have come straight out of LevyBruit! who, along with many others, claimed exceptional memory
capacities for nonliterate peoples. Bateson, however, was a field
worker conversant with work in the experimental psychology of
memory of the period, so his analysis did not stop here.
Bateson went on to provide an early test of a fJsychologically de·
rived hypothesis about the relation between cui ture and memory.
Specifically, he provided convincing evidence against Bartlett's
hypothesis (1932) that preliterate peoples remember by a rote process. He did this by recording the order in which informants offer
mythical na.mes on different occasions and by observing that, when
asked about past events, the Iatmul do not have to describe a series
of chronologically related events to give a meaningful reply. He
also studied the techniques of debating and easily rejected the notion that people call in their store of names in any rote fashion. He
even provided evidence about the deliberate use of mnemonic devices in debating.
But then Bateson was stuck, which he clearly recognized:
though we may with fair certainty say that rote memory is not the prin·
cipal process stimulated in Iaunul erudition, it is not possible to say
wh.icl1 of the higher processes is chieRy involved (1958:224).
He goes on to offer some hypothes:es about plausible memory mechanisms underlying <the Iatmul ach:ievements, but these be cannot be
sure of on the basis of ethnograph:ic data alone. As he puts it:
I have little material which would demonstrate the methods of thought
of individual natives, and therefore depend almost entirely upon the
details of the culture, deducing therefrom the patterns of thought of the
individuals. Ideally it should be possible to trace the same prm;esses in
the utterances of informants and in. individual behavior in experimental conditions as well as in the norms of the culture (1958:229).
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Bateson's work clearly illustrates the importance of ethnographic
inquiry in exploring culture-thought relations. It illustrates <the
way in which strategic observations can rule out a hypothesized process, and it suggests situations in which remembering is an important activity.lt just as clearly illustrates that a purely observational
approach encounters specific limits in accounting for the way in
which cultural demands influence thought processes.
As we examine these oppositions between anthropological and
psychological approaches to intellect, the limitations of each approach taken by itself become apparent. It is painfully obvious that
each discipline rests on a very narrow and specialized data base
from which it makes overly broad and often improper generalizations. The dangers in this position were clearly specified by Nadel:
unless the relations between social and psychological enquiry are precisely staled, certain dangers, all-too-evident in anthropological and
psychological literature, will never be banished. Psychologists will overstate their claims and produce, by valid psychological methods, spurious
sociological explanations; or the student of society, while officially disregarding psychology, will smuggle it in by the back door; or he may
assign to p•ychnlngy merely the re.<idue of his enquiry-all the f:acts
with which his own methods seem incapable of dealing (1951:289)The case for substantive collaboration between psychologists and
anthropologists could not be made more clearly. Both groups want
to extend the power and range of their theories about the intellectual consequences of differing sociocultural experiences. If each
has a limited view of the problem and a limited range of techniques, some combination of resources is needed to accomplish the
goaL
But can this be more than a prescription to "do good?" We think
!O. The dichotomies we have described are traditions that have
grown up in practice but are not intrinsic characteristics of the scientific enterprise.
People in both disciplines have pointed to the weaknesses of this
dichotomous thinking and have argued that there is no inherent incompatibility between content and process, observation and experiment-and by extension, anthropology and psychology.
Since we have been considering culture and memory, it is sobering to recall that the psychologist Sir Frederick Bartlett (1932), a
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pioneer in this field, investigated both the content and process of
memory in studies conducted a half century ago. He showed how instrumental the "socially dominant interests" of the culture are in
determining what individual members of the culture remember. It
is no accident that Swazi have "good" memory for cattle transactions and the Iatmul for totemic names, and psychologists wishing
to understand memory cannot proceed as if these relationships are
arbitrary. Nadel (1951 :292) made a similar point in a more general
vein. In practice, he said, it is often difficult if not impossible to
separate thinking-as-content from thinking-as-process. The psychologist examining any mental mechanism is of necessity examining a
mechanism normally operating with mat erial given in society and
culture, and he cannot get away from such "living contents" even
in the artificial isolation of an experiment. Similarly, if anthropologists are concerned with how "living contents" come into existence and change over history, they need to understand what operations ("processes") individuals bring to the material that is culturally given.
T here has also been growing recognition that the dichotomy between observation and experiment is unfounded. Bateson's study
of Iatmul memory skills is a fine example of the complementary
nature of the two techniques in anthropological practice. The case
for a complementary relation between experiment and natural ob·
servation within psychology has been argued by a distinguished investigator of comparative behavior who-se own research elegantly
combined the two research approaches. Schneirla (1972) urged investigators to think of field and laboratory research as basically
similar, each making different aspects of behavior available for
analysis. "Field work may be thought of as furnishing opportunities for investigation not initially availalile under laboratory conditions, to be gained through access to the complete natural phenomena . .. the laboratory may be considered as a limited and controllable field in which isolation and quantitative mea.~urement of
selected aspects of behavior can be made. Properly speaking, in
terms of the logic of science. there is really no experimental method
as distinct from observation" (1972: 3-4).
Even after clearing away "differences in principle" we are still
left with the problem of how integration can be achieved in practice. It would be helpful at this point if we could present a piece of
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research showing what "ethnographic psychology" actually looks
like. Unfortunately we have not been able to fmd such a model.
Our own work on culture and memory was an early attempt to
combine anthropological and psychological approaches but it suffered from many of the same shortcomings we have documented
here. Although this work has been described in detail elsewhere
(Cole et al. 1971, Scribner 1974) we present it briefly to show the
problems that arose as we struggled to interpret our results and the
modifications in research strategy that we developed as a result.•
Our studies of memory among the Kpelle began with the expectation based upon anthropological folklore that nonliterates would
perform better on a memory task (have more highly developed
memory skills) than literates. We not only derived our hypothesis
from anthropological literature but we took great care to develop
our experimental materials (we were using word lists) from verbal
responses given by a representative sample of Kpelle men and women on standa.r d linguistic elicitation tasks. Even with the use of
such materials, our initial studies of free recall, using the standard
experimental techniques, failed to confirm the notion of "superior
memory" among nonliterates. Quite the reverse. The free recall
performance of Kpelle rice farmers was such that were we to make
simple performance-process inferences, we would have concluded
that they were virtually retarded. Funhermore, we might have been
led to the conclusion that without schooling to a point where literacy is achieved, higher mnemonic skills do not develop. This would
have followed because Kpelle children exposed to about eight years
of school, like Mayan children, exhibited recall performances that
are associated with "higher mnemonic abilities" in the psychological literature.
We did not jump to such a conclusion. We were disturbed by the
discrepancy between our experimental results and the anthropolog·
ical folklore which motivated them. We were inclined to share the
anthropologist's skepticism about the representativeness of performance in an experimental situation and became convinced that no
reasonable conclusions about group differences could be made on
the basis of results of a single experimental performance. It seemed
S· A detaHed example of a oombioed naturalistic; and c.xpcriment:.J approach
to the study of c:ognitive processes is presented in the final chapter of Cole and
Scribner Cullure and Thought: A Prychological lnl·r oduetion (1971) .
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to us that our task, rather than our subjects' lack of ability, might
be the source of poor performance. At the time we thought the solution Jay in substituting for the single experiment a series of experiments in which the nature of the task requirements was systematicaily modified.
So we set out to modify our initial free recall task in such a way
th:at "normal performance" (e.g. the performance we had come to
expect from college sophomores) was achieved. From the psychological literature on free recall, we borrowed such manipulations as
presenting concrete objects, emphasizing the organizing principles
inherent in the materials, varying those principles along both taxonomic and functional lines, paying people to do well, and many
otihers.
Although these studies produced statistically significant variations in some cases, we were far from our goal of observing really
good, let alone remarkable recall. In addition to casting about for
alternative experimental procedures, we began to ask ourselves
about occasions when Kpelle people would be likely to have· torecall lists or sets of things as a more-or-less isolated activity. We imagined a wife going off to market who, being illiterate, could not
prepare a shopping list. We discovered a Kpelle game where children had quickly to recall the name of many leaves. At some· point
we recognized that the folk stor ies we had been coiJecting for several years were remembered products, albeit not lists of isolated
"things." Our seat-of-the-pants "ethnography" of Kpelle remembering, when combined with experimentaiJy derived results, began to produce some rather dramatic changes in performance; under a variety of conditions we began to observe organized, and in
some cases, high levels of recaiJ among noneducated Kpelle.
The set of circumstances which changed performance was quite
heterogeneous: embedding to-be-recalled rtems in pseudofoJ:k stories quite clearly indicated that recall was influenced by the organization of the story; associating items with concrete objects (chairs)
increased organization and recaiJ as did requiring people to recall
one specified category at a time; paired associate learning was
clearly influenced by the Jist s.tructure to a much greater degree
than free recall of the same list.
These findings led to a reformulation of the factors underlying
recall performance in a range of tasks of which ours were a sub·
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sample. We were led to hypothesize that the tasks that produced
good performance shared the characteristic that the potential structure of the set of materials was made explicit and the <task itself induced the subject to make use of this structure.
Because of the time limitations on research projects (ours actually lasted four years, longer than most) we were not really able
to test our inductive hypothesis about the locus of performance
differences between educated and noneducated Kpelle. Our ideas
about "providing structure" have been shown in the interim to
dovetail neatly with a variety of developmental analyses of recall
(Brown 1974) but we only vaguely grasped the issue when we bad
to "close down shop." Fortunately, one study following up these
ideas has been completed by Scribner (1974). Her subjects were first
required to arrive at a stable structuring of to-be-recalled items. Although different populations of subjects structured the materials
in different ways, recall was generally good and organized in a manner consistent with the structure provided by the subjects themselves.
Our work then had led us to the point where we could specify
with some confidence what features of the taSk and material controlled good performance. But as soon as we attempted to account
for differences in performance among the Kpelle or between Kpelle
adul ts and those of industrialized cultures, we were at a Joss. Why
did "schooled subjects" among the Kpelle perform so differently
from those individuals who had never gone to school? Why did our
devices making the structure of the material explicit work so well
with traditional farmers? No matter how we analyzed our experimental tasks, we could not get from them to any understanding of
the culturally determined experiences that might account for the
different deployment of memory skills that we observed among the
Kpelle. Nor were we much closer to bridging the gap between anthropological reports of everyday memory feats and our experimental findings. It now seems apparent to us that we cannot account for
performance in our experimental tast.s until we learn a great deal
more about the kind of memory-requiring tasks or situations that
Kpelle people (or any people) normally encounter and how the demands of the experimental task compare to the demands imposed
by these everyday situations (see Scribner 1975).
For example, suppose that we sought to pursue the line of rea-
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soning <that arose during our work on free recall among the Kpelle
where we imagined a nonliterate Kpelle wife going off to market.
Aside from what our imaginations can tell us, we really know next
to nothing about this mundane remembering occasion.
Let us suppose that Kpelle women really do check their larders
and then set off for the marketplace. Do they commit the needed
items to memory before leaving? Or do they wait until browsing
through the seller's stalls to "be reminded" of what they need? Our
psychological analysis emphasizes the difference between actively
rehearsing to-be-recaliled materials and using ready-made recall
cues. Which activity does "remembering what groceries to buy"
really entail for the Kpelle housewife?
If we are to get beneath such global variables as "urbanization''
and "literacy,'' many more questions such as these need to be posed
for a variety of situations where people seem to have to rely on "remembering" in a relatively well-defined observable manner. We
need, in effect, an ethnography of a specific cognitive activity, the
implications of whicn are then tested by a variety of observations,
including experimental ones. It might turn out that the prominent
economic and social activities that traditional Kpelle engage in
rarely, if ever, require deliberate, before-the-fact remembering. Or
it might tum out that only certain specialists, or all people only on
special occasions need engage in such activities. Whichever the
case, we would have to be certain to use our analysis of indigenous
occasions for remembering as a point of contact between psychological and ethnographic descriptions. ·we only began such work in
our research, and as a result, our study of culture and memory
shares the limitations of other cross-cultural research of its kind.
Relatively early in our thinking on this problem we were led to
remark that we found it useful to treat experiments as specially
contrived situations for the manifestation of cognitive skills. In the
light of our subsequent experiences and Schneirla's formulation.
it seems to us now that •the term cognitive skills was gratuitous and
that experiments are best seen as specially contrived occasions for
cognitive activity-a subset of occasions provided in every society
for the development and manifestation of intellectual capacities.
In this view both the anthropologist and the psychologist are
dealing with the same "stuff"-cognitive activities-and naturalistic observations and experimental observations are both part of the
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single enterprise of analyzing how this activity is shaped and or·
gauizcd. 1Jy the features uf Lhc partit.:ular situation iu which it

OC•

curs. For the psychologist, this poses the somewhat awesome problem of developing new techniques for studying cognitive activities
as they unfold in daily life. But it poses a challenge to the anthro·
pologist as well. There is precious little in the anthropological
literature to guide a psychologist who was convinced of the impor·
unce of studying cognition in "real-life" situations. Neither an
analysis of belief systems nor a sophisticated componential analysis
of kinship terms is likely to carry us very far. But if the ethnog·
rapher took as his ta.•k the analysis of cognition as a specific set of
activities engaged in on specifiable occasions for reasons deducible
from his social theory, a real rapprochement is possible. If such a
reciprocal approach were worked out between two scholars, or
witltin the head of one, their common concern would be cognitive
activity in a variety of settings analyzed in varying degrees of deta.il.
"Cultural d.ifferences in memory'" would then refer to cultural variations in the organi.zation of d.ifferent kinds of remembering tasks,
the intellectual activities that these tasks require, and consequently,
the kinds of "memory skills" that members of different cultural
groups, or specialists within each group, could be expected to develop.
At the present time, we have only Hawed or partial demonstra·
tions of how a combined ethnographic-psychology of cognition
might look. But we think that a sharp awareness of our current limitations, augmented by a clearer vision of our goal, can bridge
"East" and u\Vest," leaving both richer in the proceu.
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A ConjunctivePattern in
Middle Class Informal and
Formal Education
ROBERT

l. L EVY

Whenever the conditions are appropriate, we must get him to perform the acts
in a succes.Uul or acceptable way. By one means or another we must get him to
aay "7:' or to sit down with a book, or to smile, or to look at what the robins
are doing. Secondly, whenever he does one of these things more or less adequate·
ly. whene ..·er he comes up with a success. we must be sure that he is rewarded or

reinforoed. \Vhen he says ''7/' the teadter should accept this answer in an
enthusiastic manner. \t\'hen he spends some time in reading we shou ld be sure
that he encounters satisfaoetion. \Vhen he acts in a cheerful manner we should
commend him or be sure that things are pleasant for him.
John M. Stephen>, The Psycholo~ of Clas.s•oom Leaming, 1965.
Holt. Rineh art and Winston, p. 108.
Arrange learning situations so that rewards for correct performance are
immediate, appropriate, and consistent.
James M. Sawrcy and Charles \V. Telford, Educati'onal Psycholot;J, 1968.

Allyn and Bacon, p. 179.
Assumption 10: U the child is fuBy involved in and having fun with an
activity, learning is taking p lace. Many open educators esdlew any attempt
whatsoever to control or manipulate childrcn"s behavior.... [Although] the
R oar:ar I. LEvy is ptoftsSOr of an thropology at the University of CaJHomia at
San Diego. He has done research in Tahiti and Ra·wa.ii, and is currently doing
atudics in a traditional Hi.ndu city in Nepal.
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adult. to a large extenc, determines the nature of the school environment (by
dtoosing books, equipment, resources], the child decides with whidl of these

materials he will work, to which problems he will address himself, for how
long, and with whom.
"Open Education: Assumptions about Children's Learning;•
Roland S. Barth, in Charles H. Rathbone (ed.), Open Edu<a·

tion: The lnftmnal Classroom, 1971. Citation Press. p. 124.

Teaching, learning, continuities, discontinuities, and the consequences of patterning at many levels are continuing and major concerns in Margaret Mead's work. She has repeatedly considered the
special problems of discontinuity involved both for adults of traditional cultures in entering into one or another version of the
modem world through transformation of <their own cultures or
through emigration, and for the children forever entering changing
modern cultures.
The condition in our society today is dramatized by the late-born child
whose mother finds that nothing that she learned ten years ago about
how to treat children or of what to expect from them can be applied to
this newcomer. who seems even to have learned to cry with a new note
if'l. its ''OicP., who will h:tve to h:.ve different clothes.

w~ll d i ~~;phy

diffet"•

em tastes, and will weep for quite different reasons . . . . The adults in
the modern world face children who are not only unlike their own past
childhood, but who are actually unlike any children who have ever
been in the world before (Mead 1962:23).
And in the same lecture, delivered in 1950, she noted the problem
of the teacher whose task it is to prepare children
to face away from the past and to,..·ard the future. ... '"'here the teacher

who represents the past and tradition must accept rurectly and finally
both what she herself has been taught and those who stood for the past,
the teacher who must urge her pupils to desert or surpass their parents
has to abandon the matter but, in a way, keep the manner. She comes to
terms during her training, il that training is to succeed, not with her
own parents as they themselves were with all their weaknesses and
strengths, but with the demands which parents and teachers in the ab-

stract have a right and a duty to make on children"' (1962:28L).
The problem of discontinuity has recently been discussed by
Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole, who argue that "the school's
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knowledge base, value system, and dominant learning situations
and the functional learning systems to which they give rise are all
in conflict with those of the student's traditional culture" (Scribner
and Cole 1973:558). They suggest that many aspects of discontinuity between informal and school learning are problems to some degree for children in all cultures.
THE TEACHING-L EARNING PARADIGM
I will suggest a teaching-leaming pattern that in my experience
of American middle class culture and in contrast to my observations
of some non-Western culture.s represents a centrally significant continuity in American middle class urban informal and school education. I am concerned with a manner in which "primary learning"
is presented. This manner, I believe, has consequences both for further strategies for subsequent learning (Scribner and Cole's "functional learning systems, Gregory Bateson's "deutero-learning")1
and for ordering the learner's assumptions about the nature of
things.
T he pattern (and one of its recent criticisms) is suggested in the
pedagogic formulas quoted at the beginning of this paper. It is, I
believe, both a com.mon middl e class strategy for child rearing and
in the schools a dominant actual and ideal techn ique. Being continuous-at least for an important segment of the middle class-it
facilitates this group of children's movement through the school
system, and, plausibly, the development in them of a certain set of
common sense assumptions, of a certain kind of educational outcome.
T he basic pattern is this. Learning is presented (I) in the form
of discrete primary learning tasks (put a peg in a hole, where is the
cat, spell dog, how much are two and two); (2) taSks are separated
out of the flow of events as special episodes, with a beginning, an
end, and some sort of a marker signaling "this is a special situation"; (3) tasks are carefully calibrated during the years when the
secondary learning pattern is being established to be comfortably
1. See Gregory Batf:$00, "Social Planning and lhe C'.onccpt of DeutcroLearning" (Bateson 19?2:159-176). and "The Logic::31 CategoriC$ o£ !_.earning
and Communication .. (Bateson 1972:279-MS). ••Deutcro·lc:arning" is Bateson's
term for learning to learn. or s«:ondary learning. His argument is that the pat·
terns of deutero-lcaming are produced by the shapes and ptu:~:sings of primary
learning, and that these derived patterns in themselves constitute an 35pect of

personal values, orientation. and character.
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within the perceptual-motor and cognitive capabilities of the child;
(4) tasks end at a point of resolution; (5) the point of resolution is
so structured that it has two digitally opposed outcomes, "success"
01' Hfailuu:" (thal is, l.ht:: pOilU or •esolut.ion is equivalenL to the

point at which the "solution" is provided); (6) tasks are all amenable to "successful solution"; (7) such a solution is reached in a short
period of time (within the Mtention span or, later, "motivational
span" of the child); (S) the "solution" is rewarded (the nonreward
for "failure" comes to be perceived as punishment), which reward
is clearly differentiated from a secondary minor reward for "trying"; (9) the usual reward in the stage of the establishment of the
learning pattern is praise associated with increased tenderness or
lovingness; (10) and d1is reward is from a figure of major emotional
importance to the child.
This pattern describes, I believe, -the common sense educational
strategy of a large segment of middle class homes, and is the pattern
which the Neo-behaviorists have idealized as the paradigm for
learning. The schools extend it and build on it. As the child progresses through the school system the length of each task-event is
gradually increased. One has an hour to complete the task, a day,
a week, a term. But it is still a discrete task, approaching a moment
of resolution, involving a sure reward for moderate effort. The outcome has always been dichotomous, either "success" or "failure,"'
but in the informal phase of establishment of the pattern in the
family failure was unusual. Now, to the surprise of some children
who have successfully learned the pattern, their performance more
and more frequently leads to failure. They will be filtered out of
academic enterprises and will search for other places where they
can engage in "me strategy" with success. But most children who
have learned the paradigm succeed within its terms and pass
through the school system. Having left school they cominue,
trained, to apply their understandings, including those about learning and teaclllng, to the ftux of the world's problems. And, as Bateson has pointed out of secondary learning, it can only be disconfinned under extremely unusual circumstances. Random events
will be seized upon for a sense of validation . Thus the pessimist
2 . Learning about one's rclathc ranking, one's capabilities as fitted into a
hierarc-J\Jca1 SC'heme. Is in some oonftct with thls pattt.rn. and does not oome
easily to middle class American cltHdren. Hierarchy of capabilities is signaled
in schools as a result of the summation of suw:w::s and faUux~. and is expcri·
enced as relativc:ly acddental.
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cognitively treasures each defeat, the optimist each victory, the
learner of the paradigm each effort-following success.

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE PARADIGM
The assumption that the form in which learning occurs has powerful consequences an.d the questions as to which aspects of form are
significant and what consequences can be expected from a given
aspect of form are matters o£ assumption and assertion . Although a body of lore about these questions has become accepted in
personality theory (where assumptions, particularly about self and
personal relations, are thought to be generalized from early trans·
actions), there has been relat ively little attention to these questions
in academic psychology. Bateson, in 1942, commented that "learning to learn" as the acquisition of a class of abstract habits of
thought was "to some extent new to psychologists" (1972:166). He
found support for his ideas about learning to learn in Hull's reports of subjects' increasing proficiency in rote learning as they
worked through a series of rote learning tests, and (in later papers)
in Harlow's concept of "set learning." Recent emphasis in cognitive psychology on rules for generating behavioral responses and
the problem, which eventually must be confronted, of how these
rules are acquired• may be expected to provide new convergences
between experimental psychology and anthropologically useful
learning theory. For the present we are constrained to, one hopes,
plausible speculations.
The implications of the teaching-learning paradigm for secon·
dary learning would seem to include those aspects of American ori·
entations or "social personality" which are related to mobility, in·
dustrialization, and rapid social change.• Many of these implica·
S· For examplt<, Crttno and Bjork 1973.

of· Margaret Mead (194;9) has speculated on those aspects of the child's st<lOD·
dary learning that are immediate r~sults of culture change:. In presenting "some
preHminary hyporb.eset about the order of rcguhtridn which wJU be round in
the tharatter ttructun:s of those reared under continually $hifting conditions
of secondary culture c:ontatt, where rapid technological changes, sharp genera·
tion conRicts. and frequent new migrations pre"·ent any stable second generation pattern from deli·cloping," she argued chat "tlle growing child de,·elops an
a.pproach to life, which I, atrcssing the habit of taKing each situation as a
sio.gle unit and adapting rapidly and fully to it, ha,•e called situational. . . .
There is a tendency to redure all values to !imple .scales . .. whereby the extreme incomtnc:nsurables of many diJferenl sets of cull ural \'alues can be easily,
though ruperficially. reconciled and placed in a hierarchical order. ... The
perreption of tbe ou cer world becomes atomized, as the growing child Is no
longer prc:&entcd with a ('Oberem set of culturally interrelated experic.nces to
guide hb perceptjon'" (1949:28-29).
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tions have been adaptive to these social conditions for the past few
centuries, but now threaten to become seriously maladaptive to
emerging social and ecological conditions.
I propose that someone who is continuously exposed to the
teaching-learning paradigm would tend to acquire certain assumptions that would be felt to apply to certain major domains of ex·
perience, those that will come to be thought of as "solvable proh·
!ems." Furthermore, the child's learning, in contrast to Tahitian
learning experience, for example, will induce him to believe that
many situations are "problems," that many problems are "solv·
able."
The assumptions are: Learning is performance, achievement,
and mastery. Learning-achievement is possible with ordinary com·
petence. Any "normal" person should be able to do anything. If one
is not able repeatedly to learn-achieve it is a sign of some basic in·
competence, and a matter of shame. George De Vos has remarked
that failing at a task, a Japanese tends to state, "I couldn't do it,"
and an American "I didn't want to do it," both avoiding the
deeper shame, respectively, of rejection of duty on the one hand,
and of task performance incompetence on the other (De Vos 1973:
chap.!).
Learning-achieving is a matter of conceiving and engaging in
discrete, limited tasks-the practical outlook. It is felt to be obscuring, mystical, obstructure, academic to think of wider contexts and
problems, beyond the practical taSk unless those considerations are
forced by repeated failure. Learning-achievement is for the purpose
of resolutions, which are certain. The solution of a problem becomes sufficient reward and justification for the enterprise. If the
solution creates problems, they can be solved by engaging in further discrete tasks. The reward involved with successful resolution
is vitally important to one·s emotional well being, to one's selfesteem. "Success" is the completion of the task by the discovery of
the correct answer. Nature is a puzzle yielding correct answers to
investigation.

From repeated learning episodes of the paradigmatic form one
learns that one is competent to risk solving problems, and that thus
one can gain satisfaction in problem solving. It is not the achievement of competency that is in itself primarily rewarded as it is in
senings where, for example, certification and initiation indicate
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permanent changes in status, such status changes being somewhat
suspect to middle class Americans who ask, "What has he done
lately?" Rather the sense of competency generalized from easy and
rewarded successes encourages task engagement that, however, carries a continuing risk. One learns that there are tasks in the world
which one can do in such a way that one will probably be rewarded.
The content of the task is tri·vial, except as it is related to greater
or lesser success markers. A task cannot be dropped without dysphoria until it is marked as success or failure. Failure, however, in
one type of task can be compensated by success in another type, and
thus the facilitation of narrow, driven, specializing people.
Individuals seem to generalize these assumptions to different
exten~-some narrow them to their business or professional life,
oome, of intere81. to Fromm and other social psychologists, extend
these orientations to wider ranges of relationships a.n d conceptions.
I would suppose that some of me question of generality depends on
the ra.n ge of contexts in which this kind of teaching is presented to
a child, and the nature of th.e other kinds of teaching.Jeaming
modes it experienced. The question of generalization is obscure,.
but it is within that range of phenomena that are experienced as
problems for whatever reason that this set of strategies, interpretations, and expectations seems to be activated.
CONTRASTS TO THE PARADIGM
The features of learning on which I have been commenting, and
their presumed consequences, banalities of description of the
"modem American character" just before its present ongoing contemporary changes, are visible precisely because they are in some·
sense problematic, in that they contrast with other modes and possibilities of action. Some contrasts are familiar from the anthro-·
pological literature. "[In 'Aina Pumehana] many parents do not
encourage their children to walk, and at times appear to discourage them from becoming mobile in order to reduce the possibility
of injury" (Howard 1974:41). "Walking and talking are not impor-·
tant events from the [Maori] mother's point of view. No particular
urging or encouragement is gnven by the mother.... The child.
learns in his own good time, and when that time comes, he will
walk, and later talk" (Ritchie 1957:77). "The preschool period.
might be called the period of observation and imitation for the
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Rlljpiit child. He is considered too young to Jearn from instruction;
very little is expected of him; and he spends most of his day ob·
serving the busy scene around hi.m " (Minturn and Hitchcock 1966:
125).
The Tahitian individuals whom I srudied seemed to me to have
experienced, in their childhood- and to be perpetuating in dealing
with their own children-teaching·learning patterns, and, presum·
ably, consequently related personality and cognitive features that
differed clearly from American middle class patterns (Levy 1973:
chap. I 3 and passim). Several aspects of the Tahitian teaching·
learning pattern contrast with the paradigm I have outlined: Most
learning is not presented as specially marked episodes, but oeeurs
in the context of ongoing household and community activities. In·
formal teaching is largely directed to violations, to the prevention
of trouble-causing behavior. The child learns many skills by observation and through overt, and covert rehearsal. Many of the
tasks that the child tries are too difficult. The child tries again,
sporadically, until eventually he or she is able to do the task. The
episodes of learning by modeling and observation are terminated
when the child has had enough, is bored, tired, or defeated. T he
episodes of learning to prevent violations are terminated when the
child desists from the activi<ty at issue. The early episodes in learning by modeling and observation usually terminate in task "fail·
ure." Active teaching, being aversive, is oriented to punishment
(specifically threat, which presumably has different consequences
than other possible punishments-e.g., hitting or withdrawal of
love). Active teaching is presented through a network of kin rather
than (as in the early stages of the American paradigm) through one
or two individuals.
I have argued (Levy 1973) that such teachlng·leaming forms are
part of a redundant hierarchy of influences and controls that shape
culturally important personal traits in similar directions. T he
learning from such forms contributes "common sense" to the assemblage of personal adaptive and orienting forms. Some of the im·
plications of such teaching-learning forms which seem to contrast
wi<th the implications of the middle class paradigm presented here
are the following: Learning (or achievement) is progression in the
avoidance of error, that is adaptation to the corrective ("punish·
ing'' or "threaten ing") messages of existing social or environ men·
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tal systems. In attending tQ limitations, to d1ings that may make a
task difficult or impossible, one includes the limits of one's personal
skills and desires. One assumes that if Others can learn or perform
some task, then probably, someday, through some inner process of
development, one will be able to and f or will want to do it oneself.
The heavy drinker assumes that someday he will no longer want to
drink; the adolescent boy ·w ho ignores as many village demands as
possible assumes that someday he will want to have a household and
to accept village tasks. This will come naturally, without need for a
struggle with oneself. Learning that involves some sort of struggle
or effort (an "achievement") is limited by larger situations. The
ease of learning and probability of success varies as the situation
varies and one has little control over the situation. In general, there
is little point in struggling with a task unless it is intrinsically rewarding, or followed by dearly perceivable rewards. As new performance has in general n•o t been rewarded, and, in fact, as it has
often been punished as a disturbance, innovation and "risk taking"
are sensed as dangerous. Finally, for Tahitians, messages of control,
passed on d1rough a diffuse network of socializers and structured
as vague threats, become generalized as a quality of the world, imminent in "violations," which include disturbance causing innovation, change, and achievement.
Such teaching and learning techniques and their presumed psychological correlates are reported everywhere in Polynesia and
Micronesia (Levy 1969). But they are certainly not specifically Eastem Oceanic. They would seem to be bOth naturally occurring and
adaptive in certain kinds of environments.•
For Eastern Oceanic islanders these assumptions, presumably de5· I would propose tentath·ely that such variables as community $ize, de·
gree of oommunity differentiation, relative emphasis on steady state or thange,
and the quality (good or poor} of community integration, influence certain options in dealing with children, which in turn It-ad to orientations of adaptive
importance. In reladon to teaching-learning forms wicb &ignificmt secondary
ton.sequcnccs, the options may include the following: children may be either
re1ativdy undiffettntiated from adults or strongly contrasted to them.: if they
are oontraslt'd, the child may be either a sentimemal object in itself or a focus
for manjpulation; U it is se-en primarily as a locus for manipulation it may be
manipulated primarily for ''fitting-in" or for "achievement." A choice mwt
also be made between tbe 53nclions to be: applied for manipulation. perhaps
ultimately between power (threats, hurt) and "Jo"·e" (sec Becker 1964). Some
of th~ options are suggested by Philippe: Aries's (1962) analysis of the history
of European childhood since the Middle Ages.
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rived in part from the patterning of primary learning, provide a
common sense basis for adaptations to environments of limited and
delicately balanced resources and to a probably consequently conservative auc.l n::lativdy

traut~uil

hort.iculLuJ'al anc.l Ji.slting societ-y.

For the Polynesians and Micronesians common sense orientations
that encourage cautious respect for their environment were as use·
ful as the middle class Western orientations encouraging mastery
through achievement and innovation were, for a while, to their
bearers.
For Western middle class America (and England), new paradigms are being urged both for the school and for the family.
Barth's statement above indicates the ideal of "open education."
And for the family we have, for example, Lloyd deMause enthusiastically portraying a moral evolution in ways of dealing with children which is said to have culminated in the mid·twentieth century
in the "helping mode."
[This) involves the proposition that the child knows beuer than the
parent what it needs at each stage o! its life, and fully involves both
parents in the child's life as they work to empathize with and fulfill its
cxpaudiug aw.l part.it;ular ut::t::J3. Tln.:n:

i~

uv auc:mp1. al t ill

U.) di~t..iplinc

or form "habits." Children are neither struck nor scolded, and are
apologized to if yelled at under stres.•.... From the four books which
describe children brought up according to the helping mode, it is evident that it results in a child who is gentle, sincere, never depressed,
never imitative or group-oriented, strong-willed and unintimidated by
authority (deMause 1974:53-54).
This sort of thing is an attempt to transform some of the elements
in the paradigm I have presented here, and is an attempt to propose
one kind of postmodern man. If the.e programs and polemics do
predict a new paradigm, only time will tell its full implications for
secondary learning, and the adjustive and adaptive advantages and
costs that will result.
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Time: History versus Chronicle;
Socialization as Cultural Preexperience
GEORGE D EVEREUX

Preamble. Since I feel unable to differentiate in an operationally
meaningful manner between socialization and enculturation, this
study was so planned as to make unnecessary a distinction between
the two phenomena-assuming that they are two, rather than only
one. The process of socializationfenculturation is, throughout this
paper, represented by the symbol SfC.
"Cultural communication" is defined as information that cannot be obtained through-or inferred from-direct observation
(sense data): it must necessarily pass from one mind to another.
T his specification can be clarified by means of a simple distinction
between two major types of commun icated information:
I. Nomothetic information (usually in the imperative mood):
All single, nubile persons must be chaste ("That is our custom").
2. Descriptive information (usually in the indicative mood): All
-or nearly all, or most~ingle nubile persons are chaste ("T hat
is our practice").
The descriptive in formation could be obtained through nonverbal research (by the accumulation of sense data only) and, on
the basis of the data accumulated in this manner, one could formu·
late the generalization: "T hat is our (or their) praCtice." But, re·
GF.OJ.C£ DEVER.WX it professor of e.thnopsychiatry at the tcole des Hautes
£tudea en Sciences Sodales.
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gardless of the amount of sense data so accumulated, one remains
incapable of formulating the nomothetic statement, or even to
evolve the notion of "custom." For it is an inherent quality of every
statement in the imperative mood that it is (logically) future·
directed. T his finding remains true even if a person who had violated the custom in the past is being punished for it here and now
and, possibly, for some time to come.
These brief preliminary observations indicate that ~he principal

objective of this study is the articulation of SJC with the time dimension.
Terminology and symbols. To avoid overloading the text with
repetitive specifications, the following symbols are used:
SfC (as already noted) denotes socializationfenculturation.

T /E denotes learning by trial and error.
H/N denotes "here and now."
P /E denotes preexperience.
P fE is a symbolic anticipation of a "thing" or situation that, in
the absence (H/N) of any part or direct emanation (scent, etc.) of
the "thing" or situation, produces a subjective experience comparable to what one would have were that "thing" or situation present
HfN. This P / E subsequently enables the subject who had undergone it to cope efficiently with the "thing" or situa-tion as, if, and
when-if ever-it is present HfN. I state at once that P / E. as here
defined, appears to be a purely human experience, resulting from
cultural communication. T hus:
!. A mother coyote can, on perceiving a human smell, "teach"
her cubs to dread that (HfN) smell and-as a serendipity-to avoid
subsequently anything smelling that way. But she can do this only
as, if, and when the scent is present, H f N.
2. A human mother can cause her city-bred child to avoid wolves
or lions, simply by telling roe child about these animals, no constituent part or trace (smell) of which is present HfN. She can even
make her child fear (inexistent) bogies, and the like.
The human capacity to have P f E's appears to be directly related
to the human capacity for anticipation. Kohler's ape. finding that
there was a banana that he could not reach, and observing that his
cage contained several boxes, seemed to "reHect," exhibited what
Kohler calls a "Eureka-reaction," piled the boxes on top of each
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other and thus managed to reach the banana (KohJer I 927). But,
unlike man, the ape cannot anticipate a problem and cannot figure
out ("plan") in advance how it would eventually pile up boxes to
reach a banana hung just beyond his reach, if that situation ever
arose.

Two further terms also have to be elucidated.
Referral (or relevance): Though I may learn N / N about the
1776 American Revolution, I must be able to refer this informa·
tion, just acquired, to the past. I may learn H f N that there will be
an eclipse of the moon x years hence, but must refer this informa·
tion to the future. I may learn H/N of the existence of Mount
Everest, but must refer this !nformation to ''elsewhere" (Asia).
Pertinence: This term denotes the time andj or place at wlllch
the information acquired H J N will be "useful"-will lead to a
"reward" or "positive reinforcement." Thus, when an alien is
naturalized, he is asked questions about the American Revolution,
that is, about facts that are clearly to be referred to the past. But, in
terms of the theory underlying naturalization procedures, this
knowledge is held 10 have pertinence for the {11ture; it is supposed
to make the former alien a better citizen.
Practically all SJC training is deemed to have future pertinence,
even if it has past relevance (knowledge of the creation myth or of
history), or does not refer to "here." (Hungarians are uught that
they came from Turan, which is still located in central Asia.) Now,
because most S/ C training concerns matters that are not "present"
H fN and are, moreover, held to have pertinence largely for the
fu·ture, it is evident that hardly any Sf C learning can be strictly of
the T fE (trial-and-error) type. For, in practically all T f E learning,
the "pertinence" (positive reinforcement, reward) is part of a rather
short temporal configuration. Thus, if one seeks to train a rat to
press a lever in order to ge1 a pellet of food, the pellet must become
available a few seconds after the level is pressed. If it does not rna.
terialize almost at once, the rat seems unable to "connect" his press·
ing of tl1e lever with the appearance of the pellet of food. It will,
of course, ea1 the pell'et whenever it appears, but will not "ex peri·
ence" the pellet as the result or goal ("pertinence") of its previous
lever-pressing activities; it will probably experience the pellet as a
"chance (nonserendipity) find."
This interpretation acquires added significance in the light of the
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finding that most animal activities that have a remote (future) pertinence, are "instinctive." A certain female wasp paralyzes a caterpillar with its sting and then lays her eggs on it. When her eggs
hatch, they will feed on the paralyzed caterpillar. But one cannot
hold that the wasp planned this. For the individual wasp this
"appy" outcome is not a reward; it is strictly a "species serendipity." Similarly, many spider species weave nets that, as it turns out,
arc subsequently useful as traps for their prey. But, since it cannot
be held that the individ~tal spider intentional! y wo,•e a hunting net,
the net's (future) usefulness is, for the individual spider, a serendipity. By contrast, if a man manufactures a hunting net, intending to
use it in the hunt, his net's future U!efulness is not a serendipity,
but a genuine reward for an HfN effort that had future pertinence.
In man, S/C training, which is by definition held to be future
(andfor elsewhere) pertinent, tends to affect even the manner in
which he learns (HfN) things that do exist H f N. Strange as it may
seem, he learns them as though they did not exi9t H/N-but only
partly because even this learning has largely future pertinence. A
few examples will clarify this statement:
I. I am studying H /N a book on gravitation. Though gravitation keeps me firmly seated on my chair and prevents the book I am
studying from floating off ceilingwarcl, I am not attending HfN to
these HfN manifestations of gravitation. I would attend to them
HfN only if there occurred a perturbation o£ the laws of gravitation
I am just now studying.
2. The situation would be exactly the same if I were just now
reading a book about the functioning of the lungs. I would actend
to tbe functioning of my lungs HfN only if "inexplicably" I suddenly had an attaCk of dyspnoea.
3. I am studying HfN a paper describing the process of learning
through repetition. I would attend to my learning HfN about this
process only if I realized that the more I reread that paper, the less
I remembered its contents ... which would be contrary to what
-the paper I am studying describes.
One of the conclusions one may draw from the data just cited is
that, tmlike animals, "learning man" is singularly estranged from
the present: from "here-a.nd-now." I note in particular the extreme
rareness of situations in which true T /E learning (promptly rewarded by an H/N pertinent success) occurs. To the best of my re-
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call, I found myself in such a situation only once in the course of
the last year: my standing lamp ceased to function on a weekend
(i.e., at a time when no electrician could be summoned) and just
before nightfall (i.e., at an hour when a prompt repair of the lamp
was imperative: the repair had HfN pel'tinence). I had to discover,
by T fE, how to repair the lamp, for an HfN pertinent reward : in
order not to spend that evening in the dark.
I deem it useful to analyze my performance on that occasion in
some detail, for it permits me to highlight one special aspect of "in·
telligent" learning behavior.• which I am provisionally inclined to
connect with man's high degree of estrangement from the present,
as exemplified by the future pertinence of many of his activities.
To repair the lamp, I had to disassemble it first, though lamps
obviously operate only when properly assembled. In other words,
I was, for all practical purposes, obliged to "move away" from my
goal (a once more functioning lamp), the better to attain it. An apparent "moving away" from the goal pursued- the better to attain
the goal-is highly characteristic of many day·to-day human activi.
ties. If my front door opens inward, I must first back away from the
doorway, pulling the door inward, to be able to pass easily through
the doorway. Similarly, one of the best ways of obtaining certain
gready desired things is, proverbially, "to play hard to get."
Such situations demand ·t he construction of a "sociaJ.cultural
space" in whkh what, in Euclidean geometry, must be represented
as a "moving away" from the objective can be represented as a
~~moving toward."
As I indicated almost twenty years ago (Devereux 1956), physies
provides us with a model for the construction of suclt a special
"geometry." In Euclidean geometry, the shortest distance between
two points, A and B, is the straight line. But in reality, if A and B
are separated by a mountain, proceeding from A to B in a straigh·t
line (shortest line} obliges one to dig a tunnel through the moun·
tain; this involves a great expenditure of energy. Much less time
and energy would be expended if one proceeded from A to B by
walking around the mountain, following the valleys, though this
may, at times, i•rcrease one's distance from the goal B. In such an
"economy of effort" geometry, the "shortest" path from A to B is
the one that involves the least expenditure of effort.
It is, I think, only by representing the sociocultural "space" in a

i
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manner that so defines the "shortest" distance between A (situation
lO be coped with) and B (goal pursued by means of that "coping")
that a provisional and "economical" (Euclidean) "moving away"
£Tom the objective pursued during the T f E (coping) period could
be represented as a constant "decreasing" of the distance between
A and B. In fact, sociocultural "space"{"time'' can so be conceived
that even past{futurefelsewhere referable leaming, acquired H f N,
but having primarily a .. futurefelsewhcre pertinence." could

be represented on such a spaceftime map-<>r sociocultural mani·
fold (multidimensional space)- so that HfN leaming situation
would be "situated" in the immediate "vicinity" of the (futuref
elsewhere) point{ event at whidt that learning will become pertinent (useful). In simpler terms, it is possible to construct a sociocultural time/ space manifold in which my H f N "past referable"
leaming (e.g., that the eclipse of the moon, on 27 August 413 B.c.,
was fatal to an Athenian army) will, in terms of its time axis, be
located in the immediate vicinity of the point at whkh that information will actually be pertinent (an examination in ancient history, or my citing this example in this paper).
Suclt "geometrically" contrived temporal contiguities, as regards
learning (H/N) something that is not H f N relevant (past, future,
elsewhere) and will "normally" be pertinent ("rewarding") only
much later, are less artificial than they may seem. I am thinking
here in particular of what is usually called the "timeless" aspect of
dreams, but which could, more suitably, be called the "incessant
H f N cha.r acter" of all dream experiences, upon which a sense o£
"duration" or "sequentiality" is, in my opinion, imposed only during the secondary elaboration represented by the recalling of the
dream. I view this matter as follows:
Consider an imaginary dream: X dreams that he is escaping from
a bandits' lair and is heading for the safety of a fTiend's home. Let
us now focus our attention on a moment of this dream, during
whiclt the dreamer dreams of racing toward his fTiend's home and
away from the bandits' lair. So stated, my formulation imputes to
the "nmning" dreamer an awareness both of "anteriority" ["I was
(recent past) in a bandits' lair and escaped") and of "posteriority"
("I am heading for the (future) safety of a friend's house"). I hold
that this formulation distorts the "running" dreamer's actual experience. The danger represented by the bandits' lair is, in dream.
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not "situated" in the past: it ···exists" as an HJN present motivation (oE the running). Likewise, at that moment i.n the dream the
"prospect" of reaching the safe haven of a friend's house is psychologically not "situated" in the future: it is experienced in dream as
a present (HJN) striving toward a goal. In fact, though the dreamer
dreams of running, jwt then, from the bandits' lair to a friend's
house, in his dream experience the lair does not "exist" elsewhere:
it exists as a (subseqwmtly past referred) present image ("push").
Similarly, the house of the friend which the runner seeks to reach is
not situated "elsewhere": in dream it exists H{N as a motivating·
preexperience (P {E "pull") while he dreams of running: it is only
subsequently future referred.
In fact, since I might just as well be hung for a sheep as for a
lamb, I admit that I am not certain that my two cautioll.5 clauses
("subsequently past referred" and "subsequently future referred")
are more than somewhat t imid attempts to temporize: to achieve
some sort of compromise with the indubitable fact tltat, in the re-·
m.embering of dreams, the events seem to be arranged in conformity with the traditional articulation of time into past, present, and.
future. Logically it is very probable that all dream content is origi-·
nally experienced purely H/N-the "past" perhaps i.n the form of
an "away from" (push) (present) motivation, and the "future" perhaps in the form of a "toward" (pull) (present) motivation.
I concede that this interpretation is very dHficult to confirm directly. But it appears to shed s.ome light upon the finding, known
already to Aeschylus (Agamem.non, vv. 893f.), that long stories can.
be dreamed in a few minutes only. Also, there exists one phenomenon that may, perhaps, indirectly substantiate this view.
T he crucial damm is the impossibility of causing an animal, particularly by means of a H JN experience, to refer that experience to
the past: an animal can be taught neither history nor autobiography:
A puppy I once owned was in the habit of jumping on my lap and
curling up on it. But by the age of about eighteen months, when he
weighed 145 pounds, he discovered that he could no longer curl
up on my lap. It would be crude antluopomorphization to assume:
(I) either that my dog realized that he had grown from 20 pounds
to 145 pounds; (2) or that he supposed that I had shrunk in the
course of the first eighteen mon ths of his life.
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I concede, of course, that after covering the "outward bound"
itinerary a, b, c, d, e, f, a cat can "reverse" this sequence and follow
an "inward bound'' itinerary f, e, d, c, b, a. I even concede that, on
its return journey, the cat may take certain "shortcuts" (e.g., proceeding directly from e to c, without passing through d as it did on
its "outward bound" journey). But, just as in dream, the bandits'
lair and the friend's house do not seem to be experienced in the past
or in the future, but have a strictly H/N "existence" even while the
dreamer dreams of running from the bandits' lair to the (Tiendly
house, so the basket to which the cat seeks to return is (psychologi·
cally) not "referred" to the past; the effort made to reach it (soon,
though still in the future) is, likewise, not "future pertinent" in tlte
sense in which I define this term. Speaking in a consciously speculative manner, I imagine that the basket to which the cat seeks to re·
tum is, before it actually gets there, experienced in a manner that
is the exact reverse of a "deja vu." I realize that this hypothesis
may, perhaps, be unprovable; I at least cannot think, for the time
being, of an experimell1 which could prove it. But I hold, nonethe·
less, that the adoption of some such working hypothesis or "thought
token" greatly simplifies the understanding of how mankind can,
here and now (H/N), learn something that bas a sense only if it is
held to be relevant in terms of the past, of the future, or of the elsewhere, and has, admittedly, only fumre pertinence. I recall that I
am not rewarded H fN for learning HfN the date 1776, the predictions of futurologists, or the !actthat Mount Everest "is" elsewhere:
in Asia.
And, though I have indicated that one can construct a sociocul·
tural "spaceftime" frame of reference in which H f N learning
(especially of a non-HfN relevant lact)- and the future pertinence
thereof-can be "represented" as contiguous, it is nonetheless useful to be able to explain at least two commonplace phenomena
(dreaming and the homing "instinct" animals) without imputing
to the dreamer or to the cat an authentic awareness of the past and
of the future, and even less the capacity to perceive that his (its)
HfN learning activities are clearly future pertinent.
These considerations bring me to a flnal difficulty. As noted,
though most SfC relevant teaching (communication) and learning
occurs H f N, without real T f E, it is StTictly future (and elsewhere)
relevant only. Thus, one can teach dte sixth commandment, for·
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bidding adultery, to a six-year-old boy, though his learning of that
commandment H JN is not likely to be useful (or, indeed, meaning·
ful) to him until several years have gone by.
But even this is not the main problem. Nearly all S/ C training
concerns a hypothetical (if probable) future, rather 'than a ceTtain
one.
If I learn to swim H{N in sweet water, it is absolutely predictable
that I will be able to swim even better if and when I have occasion
to swim in salt w:ner.
By contrast, in times of rapid change-especially if it is deliberately and masochistically of an anomie, drift! ike type-nearly all
S{C learning (acquired in the b·elief that it is future pertinent)
ceases, when "the future" comes a.round at last, to have pertinence:
the niles of the game will have changed or (in anomie situations)
will have been abolished entirely. H ence, S/C type of knowledge
learned (HJN) in the expectation that it wiU be rewarded twenty
years hence, may, by that time, become a handicap or even be pen·
alized. Persons trained to become (well-rewarded) model citizens of
one kind of society may end up on the gallows of the next society.
Even future pertinent inhibitions, learned HJN, may become
severe handicaps. Percival was taught that proper gentlemen do not
ask personal questions. But his failure to ask the ailing Fisher-King
personal questions about his illness prevented him from finding the
Holy Grail on his first attempt : he found it only after he had
learned to discard his gentlemanly discretion .
Another, particularly striking, example may also be cited:
1. Twenty years ago even nonv;rginal girls claimed to be virgins.
2. Nowadays some authentic virgins claim to be promiscuous.
Tem.pom mutanl!lr et nos mutamur in illis.
Such observations oblige one to ask whether SJC training con·
tinues to be useful--or even possible-when it is likely to become
"counterproductive" by the time the future, to which it supposedly
pertained when it was learned, comes around; when the future, for
the sake of which that SJC was acq uired, proves to be unmanageable by the SJC tools one bad acquired. Can one really persuade
the young that saving one's money is worth one's while, at a time
when inflation destroys the purchasing power of one's savings? Can
S/C responsibly condition people to be truthful, loving, and considerate when what is manifestly more and more rewarded is lying,
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selfishness, and brutality? One even wonders whether one can teach
the wonhwhileness of the effort to tltink rationally when, in many
places, even psychoanalysis itself- the one science that studies the
irrational rationally- is lapsing into a near-delusional rhetoric.
T hese crucial problems must be reconsidered in the light of the
radical distinction I first made nearly forty years ago (in a seminar
report) between sanity and adjustment. Subsequently I specified
that the main criterion of sanity is the capacity for a continuous

creative readjustment (Devereux 1970), without a loss of one's sense
of selfbood ("temporal Ego") (Devereux 1951, 1966).
According to Leibniz, time is the order of events. But it must be
specified at once that, for Leibniz, an "event" was not a "happening," because, for him, the term "order" had a "meaning." And I
hasten to add that that "meaning" is not impaired even by the most
probabilitarian modem theories of causality.
Though I somewhat oversimplify matters, one can, in the first
approximation, differentiate between two conceptions of Time: the
conception of the chronicle writer, who lists-strings togetherwhat he considers (in a way) as "happenings" and the conception of
the historian, who elucidates objectively the order of "events." And
I note tltat, at present, the dominant "historical" perspective is radically false, and much of the rest little more than chronicle writing.
But that is by the way.
What matters is that responsible and rewarding SJC teaching/
learning is possible only within the framework of an authentic and
val id historical conception of time. Where sociocultural change is
viewed as a random sequence of "happenings," all SJC-which, as
noted, necessarily passes from one mind to another- becomes inherently irrational. If a situation arises in which the knowledge and
experience of the elders becomes-as Margaret Mead says (1970)irrelevant to the young, society is headed for the anomie of the
pseudonymous Iks tribe of Africa (Turnbull 1972), where, as
among animals. nearly all learning seems to be of the T /E type and
nearly all behavior appears improvised; irrelevant for the past, for
the future, and for elsewhere and devoid of all tn1e future pertin·
ence. In that tribe- and in similar situations--all "coping" is related to HJN situations only: to random happenings in the chronicler's unilinear, overmeticulous, and therefore fractured time
chaos. And one must firmly bear in mind that situations resembling
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that of the Iks tribe have existed throughout history-from the
Athenian plague, as described by Thucydides (The Peloponnesian
War, II. 47 If.), to modern concentration camps, but nearly always
only in the most marginal areas of society, or else during relatively
brief and notoriously catastrophic periods of history.
T he present generation of adults may not be able to transmit w
the next one any particular recipe of the SfC type, learnable HfN,
though rewarding only in the long run (fumre pertinent). But it
can and must transmit to the next generation a sense of--or feeling
for- the crucial sociocultural and individual importance of a nonT JE type H / N learning that has a genuine future pertinence, whatever that HfN learning and that future may be. Unless my generation accomplishes this, the very concepts "society" and "culture"and even the concept of "person"- will lose any meaning whatever;
-and the structures corresponding to them would cease to exist, as
(for all practical purposes) they have ceased to exist in the Iks tribe,
except for the sharing of a language and of a ghetto territory.
Thus, paradoxical as it may seem, it is precisely in times of ex·
cessively rapid and almost anomie sociocultural change, that the
depositories of a human future are not the young, but the adults:
they alone have had- for however short a time, and however tragically- the actual experience of an SfC learning (H/ N), which had
a real future pertinence. Deprived of this senior-mediated SJC experience, there is no alternative for the young but to cross the lks
desert and then to reconstitute sl owly a generation capable o£ devising, experiencing, and mediating (H/N) a future pertinent S/C
teachingjlearning to the young. For the cornerstone of human existence is Time- history, if one p1tefers: an articulation of the HfN
with the past, the future, and the elsewhere. T hat historians are
beginning to grapple with the basic notion of Time is illustrated
by a magnificent recent study of Alain Besan~on (1971), who is my
friend and also--not by chance, as he himself stresses--one of my
former students.
In my e.-..:perience, the present crisis does not have at its root a
refusal of the young to Jearn- it i:s the refusal of some of their "disillusioned" seniors to teach. And, as one who has learned and still
learns much from her writings, even if he often comes up with very
different conclusions, I attest that Margaret Mead at least has never
ceased teaching her juniors in a future-pertinent manner.
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T his is logically unquestionable: in terms of Bertrand Russell's
theory of mathematical types (1903), a teaching concerning theirrelevance of all teaching is not applicable to itself. I can therefore
say in good faith that without Margaret 1\·fead's most recent teachings concerning the irrelevance of the teachings of the adults, this
article- whose greater pan goes back to drafts written in the early
1930s-would not have crystallized into a paper written in honor of
one whose teachings are and remain future pertinent.
For it is the role of adults to mold all that is othenvise only a
sociocultural drift, into history and then tradition. This role Margaret Mead has fulfilled: like the ancient Persians, she taught her
contemporaries and her juniors alike "to shoot straight and to speak
the truth ."
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Eidos and Change:
Continuity in Process,
Discontinuity in Product
RHODA METRAUX

It is no longer open t o queStion that a people may undergo even

profound change and nevertheless retain their culture in its essential configuration and. have a clear sense of their cultural and social
identity. The difficult question is how this comes about: how cui·
tural structures are carried by the total communication system so
that, incorporating or overriding change, the processes by which
members of older and younger generations organize their image of
the world in which they live together are congruent.
In this paper I demonstrate that in a society in wh.ich a direct approach to this problem is not feasible, primarily because the premises that shape and inform cultural structures are not within articulate awareness, an indi rect approach through the use of a nonverbal
technique- in this case, performance on the Lowenfeld Mosaic
Tes-t-can give insight into cognitive processes that account for

cultural continuity.
As background I characterize the kind of change that has taken
place in the ongoing life of the Iatmul people of the autonomous
village of Tambanum in the Ea9t Sepik District of Papua New
RHODA MB'I"'J.Aux is a. reaearch associate at the American Museum of Natural
History. New York.
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Guinea during the period between 1938, when Tambanurn was intensively studied by Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead, and
1967- 1973, when 1 undertook a restudy of 1atmul culture in the
course o£ three field trips to Tambanum. 1

I then very briefly discuss the eidological structure of latmul culture as presented in Bateson's theoretical analysis in Naven (1936
and 1958), 2 based on field work in the early 1930s, and as it was
manifested in thought and observed behavior during my own field
work after a lapse of more than a generation.
Against this background I analyze two aspects-product and
process--of adolescent and adult performance on the Lowenfeld
Mosaic Test• and present a step-by-step outline of the design process
in the making of two mosaics.
1.
latmul is a centripetal-an inward-turning-culture. The l atmul regard themselves as unique and as the aristocrats of the Middle Sepik River. Peace, imposed by the government in the 1920s,
did not break the pride of latmul men or alter their condescending
• . The 1958 field

re•e~U"o:h

by

C>:>~

lh.tec<!>n ~nd T\(lll.f'8'llTet. !.'ellld t:~n the

Jaunul of the Sepik. Rh'cr_. carried out principally in Tambanum Village, \'134
supported by grants £rom St. John's College, Cambridge University, and from
the American l\f1J.5Curn of Natural History, New York. My own field work on
the latmul of Tambanum Village (1967-68, 197 1, and 1972-7S) was supported
by grants £rom the Nation.al Science Foundation (Grant No. NSF CS-612, 1966l!n'O) and from the Jane Delo Tannenbaum Fund of the American Museum of
Natural History. New York. (197 1-). Throughout D)f l'($(3rcb I bad full
aeccss to the unpublished field materials-notes and texts, stiJJ photographs and
films-of the 1938 expedition. As a way of bridging the work of the two expedi·
tions, Margaret Mead spent one month with me in Tambanum in 1967 and
vhittd the village brieRy in 1971. William E. Mitchell also worl:ed with me in
Tambanum for two months in 1967 :md made valuable contributions t~ my
understanding of tbe Ufe of l'ambanuc men. In 1972, l visited all the up-rh•e r
latmul village! where Bateson bad worked in the early 1930s, research on
which N411en (1936, l95S) w:u based. At this time it wa$ still possible lo work
with some of Bateson's inform:mts. My own thinking about Jatmu) culture h;u
been continually illuminated by oorretpondencc from and to the field and by
long oonve.rs:uions with both Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson.
2. In this paper. with it.<1 diachronic emphasis, I draw heavily on Bateson's
earlier research, particularly as it is formulated in the two edition$ or Naven.
3· For background. sec Marg-<~rct Lowenfeld, The Lowenfeld MostJic Test.
ln 1971, I discU$$CXI details or the Jarmul Mosaic:s with Margaret Lowc:nfc:Jd
and, more recently, with Theodora M. Abel. Both contributed val uable: in·
aighi.JJI, but rf!llpnnttihllhy fnr Lht! pt~ r. inte-r-prrt:)tion i~ rny nwn. Orh~r :u-~
pects of tbe Tamlxloum Mol3.ic:s are discussed in a paper by Theodora M. Abel
and Rhoda Met.raux, ·•universab and Cultural Regularities: Aspecu of Pc:r~
fonnancc in the Lowenfeld Mosaic Test" (1974).
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attitudes toward the peoples around them, their former victims in
headhunting raids. Work experience and, for the young generation,
schooling, have broadened their h.orizon and whetted their appetite
for new material goods. Forward-looking men believe that their
educated children and the children of Europeans will "walk one
road." Using the image appropriate to trading partners and reconciled enemies, they say th<rt these children will "sit down together

(and) eat together like brothers." At the ·same time most adults still
prefer their autonomous life in the village.
In many respects change in the traditional way of life has been
characterized by attenuation and internal shifts of emphasis, not by
outright rejection of the old or acceptance of the new. Even the
major change initiated by the big men of Tambanum in 1953, the
decision to send the children to school, was intended to support
Tambanum's preeminent position and further the good life- but
in the village itself, not elsewhere.
The new freedom to move at will in the bush and on the far
reaches of the river and its branches has enhanced the indepen·
dence of women, who now go off in smal.l clusters to fish and garden,
work sago, gather weaving materi.als and wild foods in the bush or
trade in the distant villages of former enemies. It has also height·
ened the emphasis on individual in~erpersonal relations as husband
and wife or brother and widowed sister work as gardening partners,
as young men pair up to play at hunting. to practice their guitar
songs or to go visiting, or as men live with their close kin for weeks
at a time in their houses in the garden suburbs.
Ceremonial life came to an abrupt halt with the J apanese occupation during World War II and has been only fragmentally reconstituted. The last in itiations in Tambanum were carried out
before the war. The cross-cutting initiation moieties described by
Bateson (1958: 244-246) no longer function and no men under the
age of about 40 can proudly display the traditional scarification.•

The age-graded junior men's clubs have disappeared. Instead,
young men and older boys wander quite freely, but in a subdued
way, in and out of the clan and lineage clubhouses, where mature
men come to gossip or carve or doze or hear the news or, somewhat
infrequently, debate some issue of the day.

+ Sporadic

initiationt still take place: in various up-river villages of the

Central Iatmul.
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Sorcery and the vicious, rivalrous battles of the sorcerers that
kept Tambanum in a fever of excitement in the 1930s also died out
afterthe war as the sorcerers died, it is said, without passing on their
destructive powers. But belief in sorcery has not been rejected. It is
well known that sorcery is practiced in the bush villages and up
river. In 1972, after an epidemic had caused a great many deathstoo many, in Tambanum, for people to cope with-rumors began
~o circulate

that perhaps sorcery had not completely d ied out in the

village after all.
Supernatural sanctions, too, remain strong and effective. Sickness, accident, misfortune, and death (except of the very old) always
require a ceremonial response. Marriage payments must be made.
New houses must be built and ceremonially honored. The dead
must be mourned and, after an interval, must be ceremonially sent
on their way. Today, many small ceremonies focus on the dwelling
house. On many days, late in the afternoon, one hears in some part
of the village the beat of the hand drum (kundu) accompanying
pairs of men who are chanting the sacred name songs (tsagi) for
some ritual.
Many ceremonies are fragmented so that, often, some small part
stands for the whole. I wimessed perhaps a dozen naven ceremonies
-most often for the return of a child from his first visit to a town,
once for the purchase of a shotgun by a young man, once for the
purchase of an outboard motor by a mature man (actually a group
of men) and twice during school theatrical performances when
several mothers and father's sisters leaped out of the audience and
danced in response to what they regarded as a first dancing performance by a group of small schoolboys. But only on one occasion was
the ritual more than a slight gesture.
There is, however, always the possibility that the fragment may
be expanded or that an appropriate innovation may be incorporated_ At one small ceremony to end mourning (teva) , inside d
house a solitary elderly widow mourned in antiphonal response to
the solemn chanting of tsagi by a group of older men, while down
below, out of doors, the young danced to their own singing and the
music of massed guitars from dusk to dawn. T his, no less than much
more elaborate and conventional teva, carried the significant, contrasting themes: the reluctance to let the dead go (the mourning
woman), the proud assertion of the continuity of life in the face of
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death (the chanting men) and the vitality of the living (the young
dancers and musicians). Modern dancing, an innovation in the
teva, was introduced on this occasion to bring the young back into
the ceremonial situation.
Tambanum men have become adept at handling new kinds of
dualities. For example, they have enthusiastically applied the idea
of "law" to old customs as well as to present-day government regu·
lations. Armed with this two-edged weapon, big men can force the
settlement of many kinds of disputes without resorting to the government court. And generally speaking, in matters of health they
have no sense of contradiction between tr eatmen t in a hospital and
ceremonial treatment of illness. Young men, questioned on such
subjects, are reluctant to express an opinion and refer the questioner to the experts, the big men who know. Mature men, however, feel no need to reconcile alternative theories or explanations
or to reduce concepts to tl10se that fit within a single theme. One
explanation does not cancel out the other. They have a lifelong experience i.n debating essentially irreconcilable differences wiothout
changing their views. Women talking amongst themselves often express views at variance with those of men and laugh scornfully at
the things men do and say. And if young men have their own ideas,
based on a different kind of knowledge , this only adds one more
dimension to the complex whole.
There are, however, regularities that pattern interpersonal relations and the ways in which masses of detail are given order, fragments can be linked together and multiple beliefs can be related in
different sets of circumstances. Bateson .i n his original full discussion of t11e Iatmul people (1936: 218-256) points out the essential
dualism (the "tendency to see things, persons, or social groups related together in pairs," p. 238) in latmu.l social structure. He demonstrates that latmul dualism is expressed both as complementarity
(which he then called "a sense of direct dualism: that everything
has a sibling," p. 235) and as symmetry (which he then called "a
sense of diagonal dualism- that everything has a symmetrical counterpart," p. 235, and the "idea that everything in the world has its
equal and opposite counterpart," p. 239). The interplay of tl1ese
premises, both strongly developed in latmul culture, as Bateson
points out (p. 239), shapes and informs tihe cultural structure.
In "Epilogue 1938," he comments further th~t latmul indi-
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viduals "learn, besides the symmetrical and complementary patterns, to expeCt and exhibit certain sequential relations between
the symmetrical and the complementary" (1958:291).
A single example from my own field work on kinship relations is
illustrative. Elder brother, younger brother, and sister (a triad incorporated in the masked figures of the mwai, who always appear
together ceremonially) form one kinship set. Elder brother and
younger brother stand in a complementary relationship to eaclt
other: younger brother calls elder brother nyamun; elder brother
responds, tsuambo. Their names also may be paired in a complementary fashion. When they share one house, nyamu·n lives in and
names the more prestigeful front half, while tstulmbo lives in and
names the back half.
Brother and sister also form a complementary pair. Brother calls
sister niangai (actually "child of the house") and sister responds,
nyamun. Brother and sister also may have paired names, differentiated only by a male and a female suffix.
But from the point of view of a sister, brothers form a symmetri·
cal pair, as sisters address all brothers, elder and younger, as nyamun.
Sets of triads of this kind, combining symmetry and complementarity, pervade Iatmul culture and are highly elaborated in ceremonial and daily life and thought, and Jarmul children learn from
their earliest experience "certain sequential relations between the
symmetrical and the complementary."
But the question is whether- and if so, in what way- this eidological structuring of relationships is carried over into the organization of a world view in the younger generations of the Tambanum
Iatmul, who know the traditional culture only in attenuated, fragmented, and continually changing form and whose life expectations
differ radically from those of thei.r grandparents and parents. I believe that Tambanum performance on the Lowenfeld Mosaic Test
indicates both age-grade differences in the type of designs made and
cross-generation continuity in the process by which the designs were
achieved.

2.
The Lowenfeld Mosaic Test (LMT) is a free, nonverbal performance test. The subject is presented with a box of 256 small plastic
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tiles of five geometric shapes, each in six colors, and a tray (covered
with white paper on which the design is later traced), which pro·
vides a bounded working surface. The tiles were demonstrated and,
in Pidgin, I explained, "Nau mi laik yu yet wokim samting long
laik bilong yu," that is, "I wou.ld like you yourself to make some·
thing as you choose to make it."
The work is timed, but no time limit is set. Each step in the prO·
cess is recorded (with sketches to include changes in organization)
and the tracing provides a permanent record of the final design.
T he LMT, which stimulates the subject's own spontaneous capaci·
ties, is also one of the few projective tech.niques in which the per·
former, as he works, can observe his own procedures and, at any
stage, judge the product by his own standards.
The Tambanum mosaics were collected in 1971 in two consecu·
tive series: (a} 50 adolescents (27 boys in Standard V and 23 girls in
Standards IV and V, age range 11- 16 years), who were individually
tested in the village primary school setting, and (b) 32 adult volun·
teers (26 males and 6 females, age range early 20s to early 60s), who
worked with me individually on the porch of my house where they
were, by then, completely at home (see table 1). No subject, adult
or child, had previously seen materials remotely like the tiles and
no subject witnessed the performance or saw the finished design
made by any other individual. T he adults themselves decided that
th.ey wanted to participate in this "pilay" (game).
Taken as a whole, the Tambanum productions, adult and ado·
lcsccnt, are handsome, vivid, and spatially well organized. There
were only two outright failures-one a schoolgirl who tried to build
multicolor, multiform columns that collapsed and the other an
older man who shook his head and gave up before he started. A
very unusual feature wastbe request by eleven adults (2 women and
9 men} to make a second mosaic, either immediately or on a follow·
ing day. Some treated their first effort as a trial; some wanted to
work out a different idea. Others (adults and children} would have
made a second- and a third- mosaic had >there been an opportu·
niry.
The designs fall into three general categories: formal (nonrepre·
sentational), naturalistic (representational) and emblematic (those
having reference to the ideational system of the supernatu ral in
myths and rituals).
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In answer to the question, "What have you made?" those who
had made formal designs might reply, "Em i piksa tasol," that is,
"It's just a design." Or a schoolchild might refer to a geometric
form (learned in school), such as a square or a diamond. Some subjects became fascinated with the different possibilities of color and
form and experimented with a whole series of small designs which,
however, usually filled the tray harmoniously.
Those who had made naturalistic representations were always
specific. They had made a (Tambanum) house, a church, a heron, a
bird trap with birds flocking in, a waterbird with a small red head,
a flower or a poisonous shrub or a decorative leaf found in the bush,
or a man smoking a pipe. Stars in many shapes were popular. Or
they had demonstrated a weaving technique, either for basketry or
wall panels (known as be/em, a local dialect version of PE bl<iin),
which when new may be painted in bright colors. Finally, some of
those who experimented with ·form and color made a series of small
naturali•tic designs.
Emblematic designs also were representational but they differed
from naturalistic ones in that what was represented was, for example, a traditional named mask or a named supernatural crocodile,
pig, fish, or other creature. Thus an elderly man said (but in PE),
explaining his design, "It is Kamerangowiavwan. He is a tumbuan
(mask or masked figure) belonging to the men's house of MboiNanguisime."
A few subjects made quite simple formal (nonrepresentational)
designs (see table 1). This is to be expected in any sample. But here
the proportion is small; no such simple formal design was made by
an older man and only three were made by adults-one by a man
who later made a well-organized be/em (wall weaving) design and
one by a man who layered the tiles in a sophisticated way to obtain
color contrast effects along the edges.
What is most immediately striking about the designs is that, with
some overlapping, there is age-grading in the type of design made.
T he adolescents, both boys and girls, and the youngest adults
were both experimental and naturalistic in their approach, the
younger men even more than the adolescentS as their experiments
in form and color were more likely to be interpreted by them <I$
representational. T he two men in the 33-40 age group who made
formal, experimental designs were both literate (self-taught) in
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Pidgin English and in this sense fitted into the next younger age
group; one of them, who treated his experiments as practice, later
made a very handsome be/em design, like other transitional men. In
the next age group (41- 50) one man, an exuberant and highly gifted
artist, treated his experiments as "play" and later made an elegant
design based on an emblematic theme of his clan-the moou in
clouds and a star.
lvlaking a "reaving design imitating belem was in some way char.

acteristic of people in transitional positions. (T he one weaving design by a schoolboy could equally well have been classified as a
complex formal design.) The belem technique is familiar to Tam·
banum men and women but is not used in their traditional house
construction. That is, it is something foreign. One man in the over50 age group made two be/em mosaics. He was an asmte politician
in clan and village affairs. As l uluai (government-appointed official)
1953-1965, he led the first children to school. But he was also a man
whose beliefs and practices were deeply imbedded in the tradi·
tiona! culture. In the 41- 50 age group one man first made a weaving
design and afterward a magnificent naturalistic waterbird. This
man, too, faced both to the past and the future; when Tambanum
entered the regional council system, he was elected councilman to
represent the powerful clans at the top of the village. For such men
making be/em-using these new materials to imitate a local but
"foreign" product- seemed to reflect their transitional position
between the past and the half-known present into which younger
men and women and their own children were moving.
T he major break, however, occurs between the younger groups.
who were largely naturalistic and/ or experimental in their ap·
proach, and those men in their late 40s or older who consistently
drew on traditional, ceremonial clan themes in their choice of sub·
ject matter. But their work (with two partial exceptions) also ill us·
trates the extreme individualism of the Iatmul male. Faced with
the problem of working with entirely unfamiliar materials, they
did not attempt to reproduce the traditional style. Instead, each
successfully created a wholly new, and individually conceived, im·
age of, for example, a crocodile or a bandicoot. (See plates 7 and 8
for the versions of a crocodile made by two men.)
These older men also most clearly exemplify the approach to the
task characteristic of adults and only to a lesser extent of the school·
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boys. A man would begin working by placing one tile (for example,
a red square) near the center of the tray. For some seconds or even
a minute or two he would concentrate on this, as though he were
focusing his attention. Then, with little hesita tion and, usually,
relatively few substitutions he would go about developing his de·
sign. The first "key" piece almost invariably was incorporated in
the d es ign. These carvers and musicEans were men with long, disd.
plined experience in visualizing a mass of details as parts o f an organized and integrated whole. They worked very much as latmu l
men do in carving, where one blund er with the adze or chisel may
spoil a work in progress.

3.
In contrast to the products, the final designs, which differed in
relation to age and individual orientation to past and present, the
process by which individuals achieved ·their designs was common
to the whole group, adolescents and adults of all ages, girls and
women as well as boys and men . Two basic principles guided their
constructions: symmetry and complementarity. The selection of
each tine, as well as substitutions of one t ile for another, in terms of
form andfor color, in the course of the development of the design,
were determined by the complex interplay of these two principles.
The color plates illustrate the process. Plates 1-4 illustrate stages in
the construction of one design ; Plates 5- 8 show the steps (by the
numbering of the tiles) in the sequence in the completion of four
designs.
The steps, outlined below, in the making of two simple formal
mosaics demonstrate the process through which the principles of
symmetry (Sm) and complementarity (Cm) come into interlockin.g
play.
The first, reproduced as a diagram., is a Mosaic made by a mature
woman to illustrate a basketry techni.que. It is the most minimal design made by an adult.
I. Design A: Subject places one white square, W -S-1 , on tray at
lower right.
2. Places W-S-2 to left of W-S-1: Sm in color, form, position.
3. Centers W.S-3 underneath: Sm in color, form: Cm in position.
4. Centers W-S-4 above: Sm in color, form; in position, Sm to
w.s.J, Cm to W-S·l and W.S-2. This. completes Design A.
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5. Design B: ParaU el to Design A, but nearer center of tray,
places red square, R·S·5: Sm in joTm, Cm in coloT to tiles used in
Design A.
6, 7, and 8. In three steps, using in sequence R·S-6, R·S·7, and
R·S-8, completes Design B, moving first from left to right (instead
of from right to left, as in Design A) and then from top to bottom
(instead of from bottom to top). Design B is Sm in form and orientation, but Cm in color and fJTocess to Design A.
9. Design C: Centers a green square, G-S-9, above Designs A and
B: Sm in form, Cm in color to tiles in Designs A and B; Cm also in
position.
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10, II, 12. In three steps, using in sequence G-S-10, G-S-11, and
C-S-12, completes Design C, moving first from bottom to top and
then from Jeft to right, reversing the sets of sequences in Designs A
and B. Design C is Sm in fo-rm, but Cm in colo-r, orientation (horizontal instead of vertical), and sets of sequences in both Design A
and Design B.
The final Mosaic design consists of a well-balanced triad in which
the elements (Designs A, B, and C) are integrated through the sym·
merry of form and design (but with one change in orientation) and
the complementarity of color.
The second illustration of the way symmetry and complemen- .
tarity interlock in the process of construction is a formal (nonrepresentational) design made by a 14-year-old schoolboy. which he described (in English) as a "star in a diamond"-an idea that emerged
as he worked. Stages in the construction are illustrated in plates

1-4.
Plate I. Stages A-D: Exploration
This plate, which il.lustrates four successive stages, does not show
where on the tray the subject actually placed the tiles, but only
what the four initial sequences were.
I. Subject takes out of the mosaic box 6 tiles: a green square, a
white equilateral triangle, a black scalene triangle, a red square and
a yellow square. All are eventually used in the design.
2. Stage A: Sets green square, G-S-1 , at center right. (His key
piece.)
3. Sets aside equilateral and scalene triangles.
4. Stage B : Places yellow square, Y-S-2, atright of G-S-1, forms Cm
pair.
5. Takes from box another green square, G-S-3; sets it as pendant
to corner of G-S-1. Sets red square, R-S-4, symmetrically at corner
ofY-S-2.
6. Stage C: Turns G-S-1 and Y-S-2 so that this small design, symmetrical_in form and design, also forms one Sm pair and four Cm
pa•rs.
7. StageD: Reorganizes arrangement of the same tiles so that they
form two diverging (Cm) columns that combine Cm and Sm pairs.
This gives him the beginning idea for his design. From this stage
on, I shall in most cases only state the steps, not the progressive
handling of Sm and Cm.
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Plate 2. Stage E: Development of initial design, with one substitution.
8. Stage E: Opens up columns and sets two black squares, B-S-5
and B-S-6, moving from left to right, at the top of each column.
9. Sets white equilateral triangle, W-ET -7 (which was set aside
earlier), at the apex.
10. Adds green squares, G-S-8 and G-S-9, moving from left to
right, 2t the base of the columns.

11. Adds black squares, Bk-S-10 and Bk-S-11 , moving from left to
right, at the base of each column. Turns them so they slope inward,
parallel to each other.
12. Closes base with two red squa.res, R-S-12 and R -S-13, moving
from left to right.
13. Substitutes a yellow square, Y-S-14, for G-S-8, which heremoves.
He has now achieved a closed design consisting of two diverging
Cm columns with echoing colors, joined together at the base by
matched CmfSm pairs and at the apex by a single tile, Cm to <the
whole in color and echoing the whole design Sm in form.
Plate 3. Stages F and G: Reorganization and elaboration of design. This plate shows simultaneously two successive stages in the

development.
14. Stage F: Removes W-ET-7, and sets it aside.
15. Rearranges the pieces (without changing their order) so that
they fonn four sets of three squares (one set as yet imperfect).
The inteTior $pace now forms a diamond.
16. Inserts at the sides, now moving from right to left, white
equilateral triangles, W-ET-7 (set aside earlier) and W-ET-15, emphasizing by these Sm triangles, which are Cm in color and form to
the rest of the tiles, the Cm of the columns of squares.
17. Stage G: In the interior space fits together two opposing white
scalenes, W-ST-16 and W-ST-17, now moving from left to right.
18. Sets two black scalenes, Bk-ST-18 (one of the tiles first taken
out of the box) and Bk-ST-19, above and below white scalenes.
Plate 4. Stage H: The final design achieved, "Star in a Diamond."
19. Stage H: Replaces Bk-ST-18 with a white scalene, W-ST-20.
20. Opens up "star" and turns W-ST-20 so that the two pairs of
scalenes (white and white, white and black) balance in their combined Sm and Cm.
The design made by this adolescent boy is a well-integrated
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whole that displays a fine balance between symmetry and complementarity in the forms, colors, and placement of tiles. But without
a step-by-step analysis of his procedure it would not be possible to
understand how these basic principles guided the process of achieving this balance. It may be noted that the colors used are those of
the traditionallatmul palette.

4.
Analysis of two aspects of Tambanum Mosaic designs-product
and proce.ss--indicates that the performance of adolescents and
adults in this culture taps their life experience at two clearly differentiated levels.
Age-grading in the type of design made reflects the slowly changing mode of life. It also demonstrates the steadfastness of the older
men in their preoccupation with the themes around which their
ricll ceremonial life was built and the shift of attention among the
younger age groups, not to a different world but to the actual world
around them of houses and people, birds and plants, women's basketry, and a technique used in house building elsewhere in the locality.
Younger people were more experimental in their fascination
with the properties of the material- the actual mosaic tile.s in their
different forms and colors. Older men were experimental in quite
another sense, that is, in their capacity to translate thematic material freely and with assurance from the traditional cultural style
into something new and highly individualized. There is, however,
a likeness between the best work of older and younger men in their
disciplined artist's awareness of good design, well organized and
harmoniously proportioned within the frame provided by the tray.
The analysis also disclosed that the process by which the designs,
however different, were achieved by adolescents and adults, males
and females, was based in and reflected the dualistic handling of
symmerry <md com plementarity, the principles that integrate lat·
mul interpersonal relations, ceremonial themes, artistic production
and world view at a deep level of the cultural personality. It is at
this level that one finds continuity in both sexes across the living
generations. This is certainly one precondition for the survival of
the cultural and social identity of the latmul, for whom their own
culture is at the center of their consciousness and commitment.
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Relations among Qenerations in
Time-Limited Cultures
THEODORE ScHWARTZ

Although youth and age still follow one after the other, the circle
of successive generations is not unbroken, for the paths of young
and old extend through time and change. When adulthood is
reached, youth may find itself (or think itself to be) in new
terrain. In other words, discontinuities as well as continuities of
culture exist through time. Such changes are not new, but the rate
of change relative to the human life span- the longitudinal effect
-has accelerated. T he variability, distinctiveness, and relative iso.
lation of cultures arrayed in geographic space has diminished
greatly, given worldwide interdependence and the means for rapid
and massive culture transfer. As a result, cultures may now be lo·
cated more in time than in space. In the new experiences and iden·
tities of successive generations lies the replacement of the lost
spatial variability.
The question "What is culture?" can no longer be answered in
any way that does not consider what culture is becoming. Margaret
Mead, with her sensitivity to crucial issues, has been preeminent
among anthropologists in suggesting answers to this question. The
span of time and change encompassed by her work in many cul·
THEODORE SCHWARTZ is professor of anthropology at the University of
nla, S..n Diego.
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tures, particularly that of the Manus people of the Admiralty Islands of Melanesia, has contributed to her perceptiveness of the re·
lations among cultural generations. It is now clear that the concept
of generations is <..Tuc.:ial to the uJu.lt:rstanc.ling of the suunures of

cultures. Such relations range from the theoretical extremes of
replication to complete discontinuity between cultural genera·
-cions. In between lie the many compromises of relations among
generations.
This paper discusses some aspects of the structure of genera·
tionally stratified cultures, which are seen as consisting of a set of
coeval time-limited or generational cultures. The temporal struc·
ture of a culture varies with its cultural history, its historical situa·
tion, and its state or phase. All of these aspects determine the relations among coexisting generations-the bonds that unite and the
gradients that differentiate their members in some degree of social
and cultural integration.
A general statement on generationally stratified cultures is fol·
lowed by an ethnographic example of narrower scope. The example
is drawn from my research in Manus, which I began in 1953 as a
participant in the longitudinal study conducted by Mead and
others since 1928. The example deals with the relations between
those who remain at home in their Manus village and the educated
progeny of that village, now employed in all parts of Papua
New Guinea. It discusses the derivation of bonds and intergenera·
tiona! sanctions that continue to unite generations that otherwise
appear to be markedly differentiated. The situation described is it·
self phase-relative, that is, subject to change in the process of culture
change itsell It illustrates one of the as yet uncataloged possibilities
of relations in generationally stratified cul1ures.
Anthropologists were not the first to focus on the importance of
cultural generations. We were, perhaps, excessively concerned with
the documentation or recon!ltruction of cultures "fixed·' in time to
become a part of the permanent record of human ways of being.
The study of acculturation was concerned with relations between
cultures from different places which had come into contact, ratller
1han with the internal culture contact between generations. But in.
ternal acculturation may now be near in importance to encultura·
tion in the overall cultural process. Temporal structures in the
~eme of age-grades or age-linked statuses and ritual transitions were,
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of course, well studied and are prerequisite to understanding a
more dynamic structure.
Emergent generational cultures have long been important to his.
torians and students of art and literature who were accustomed to
examining such aggregates as the Spanish poets of the 1890s or the
"lost generation." Generations have been explored by philoso·
phers, particularly those concerned with the historical relativity or
emergent character of human nature and ideas. The notion is cen·
tral to the work of Ortega Y Gas.et and richly analyzed by Julian
Marias. Several sociologists, under the stimulus of Mannheim, have
considered the question of generational change, character, dura·
tion, and identity. David Riesman, a sociologist and ethnographer
of generations and institutions, began by identifying generation;
in American culture in terms of their social character. Tb is wa!
reen largely as their cultural orientations-as traditionalists at·
tuned to the past, as S>tatus or cultural migrants guided by inter·
nalized motives, or as other·d irecred shoppers amidst the constant
turnover of current peer styles. These were modes of conformity
beyond which possibilities .o f autonomy were envisaged. Alvin
Toffier evoked wide public response to his characterization of the
effects of rapid culture change on the nature of culture itself. Mar·
garet Mead's "postfigurative, cofigurative, and prefigurative"
modes of cultural transmission parallel Riesman's types to some
extent but reflect her cross~ultural perspective and the 1970s con·
cern with commitment, perhaps the central problem of autonomy.
In this paper, the term "generation" is not being used in the tra·
ditional genealogical sense appropriate only to particular lineages.
As obvious as it seems, we often have had to be reminded that, as
P. T . Barnum put it (although he had something else in mind).
"There's one born every minute." To which we must add that one
dies every minute. The Row of cultural generations is a continuum
to which each individual born contributes and from which each in.
dividual passing subtracts. But to classify and to segment is human,
and to classify in particular ways depends on human motives and
JDodels. We must be reminded that cultural generations, usually
conceived of as seq uential, do not disappear as predece.ssors give
rise to their successors, but that different generations are coeval and
must relate, communicate, exchange, and otherwise interact to constitute a society.
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If generations are segments perceived or imposed on a conti-

nuum, a "generation" may be defined as those individuals in the
flow of population through time who see <themselves or are seen by
others as culturally distinguished from others who preceded or followed them. Bennett Berger has pointed out that we may all too
avidly distinguish and name generations, and that the seeming acceleration of generational turnover may depend as much on this
avidity as on real change. He correctly notes that even for the same

age group, there exists a plurality of "generations" or cultural
styles. We may term these "complementary generations"-that is,
an age cohort may be divided among alternative generational cultures covering various time spans. At the same time, these complementary generations coexist with all predecessor and successor generations that still have living members. All such segments taken together-whether in the relations of complement, predecessor, or
successor to each other---<onstitute the generation-stratified culture.
T here are both objective and subjective boundary markers of
cultural generations. Boundaries may be subject to various numerologies--decades and centuries being most obvious in the perceptions of '.Yestem historians. Such boundaries would seem totally
arbitrary unless, perhaps, we have attuned our expectations for
change to such units as the ··sixties" or "twenties," as the current
nostalgia fad might indicate. We have become a generation of generation watchers with -tlte bumper-sticker motto, "Nostalgia isn't
what it used to be." Less arbitrary is the delimitation of generations by natural and historic events marking discontinuities of experience for the members of sequent generations. Calamities-wars, droughts, depressions--make good generational watersheds,
although paradoxically, perhaps, because they evoke nostalgia for
the solidarity of adversity. (Italians say it another way: "We had it
better when we had it worse.")
Boundaries may often seem vague and generations may intergrade or overlap, so that the span of a generation seems indeterminate or as arbitrary as it may be when reckoned in decades. Even
so, most individuals will still have an anchor point. One's generation is not coterminous with one's life span. Halcyon days may
serve as well as societal traumas as anchor points. In our culture,
anchorage seems to occur in late adolescence and early adulthood.
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In a school-centered culture, "class-years" occur at a suitable rate
to serve as labels in the rapid turnover of academic "generations."
For most, high school, physical and sexual maturity, dating or
courting, and life in extrafamilial society among friends and peers
are at their height. T his period may be prolonged by extended education, perhaps even by war, or terminated by commitments to
work or marriage. Adhering to each individual's generational an·
chor point is a cluster of emblematic traits much like those of spacebounded cultures (Schwartz 1975b)- food preferences, songs and
musicians, language with its generational slang, clothing styles,
causes, and culture heroes.
Of particular concern here is the question of the relations between coeval generations-of the bonds, gradients, sanctions, and
conflicts among contemporaries who are members of differing generations. For this paper, Manus will be considered as a representative of those societies in which the repetitive cycle of generations
has only recently and partially been broken, leaving certain transitional features in evidence.
Mead's first study of Manus was in 1928. Her books Growing Up
in New Guinea and Kinship in the Admiralty Islands tell us more
than we deserve, for that period of our science, of kinship behavior
and of the relations of authority, nurturance, competition, obliga·
tion, and support that made up the circle of intergenerational relations. In a specialized culture of fishermen who lived on pile houses
over the shallow lagoons within the reefs of the Admiralty Islands,
we follow toddlers encouraged to independence, venturing into a
mixed-age play group, exercising constantly their early competence
in a hazardous marine environment. And in this play group, they
stayed through childhood and youth until in marriage they reluctantly assumed the full burdens of adult responsibility. By at least
eight years of age, girls served as child nurses. But even with their
younger siblings on their hips or backs, they were not severed from
the play group. Boys played at fishing, joined the expedi·tions of
their elders, and contributed substantially as they got older. They
played an important but passive cultural role, providing the occasions for the economy of ceremonial exchange that would revolve
around the repeated validation of their future, their present, and
their past marriages, the birth of their children, their deaths, and
their later commemoration. The younger men began their adult
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responsibility deeply obligated to the kinsmen entrepreneurs who
had financed their marriages. T heir choice was ei'ther to contend
for prestige at some level or to be regarded as rubbish, a man with·
out a name, perhaps an unimportant supporter of a lesser "big
man." From the freedom and comradeship of the play group and
the youth group, the young man moved on to the prestige treadmill
upon which his interests and values were to become focused. The
woman was not exempt. She would be involved in exchange on be·
half of her brothers, a.n d her husbands; in recent times at least, she
might herself be a party in exchange.
A further aspect of this discontinuity between youth and adult·
hood was the rel:nively late recruitment of the young to the full
weight of the moral-religious system. In this system they had often
provided the occasion (in their serious illnesses, for example) for
their elders to invoke the ghosts of the lineage to diagnose the adult
1ins 1.hat had provoked the theft of their soul stuff. Not until early
adulthood did their own behavior become a moral concern of the
ghosts. In yet another pioneering paper, Mead (1932) discussed a£
an early counter-Piagetian argument (see Langness, Shweder, and
LeVine in this volume} the relatively nonanimistic perceptions of
causal relations by children in comparison with the explanations o~
adults. Again, this seems to indicate a delayed induction into the
full adult culture.
If these observations had represented only a monographic fossil
in the anthropological record, they would nevertheless have been
of great interest as depicting one possibility in the process of en·
culturation. But in the context ol another series of studies that
Mead began in 1953, twenty-five years after her initial work in
Manus, these discontinuities takr on a greater importance in our
understanding of the process of rapid culture change. Within th<
limits of their means, the l\•lanus made a remarkably vigorous and
in many ways successful adaptation to the challenge of seemingly
overwhelming culture contact. Various aspects of Manus culture
may have preadapted them to seel to acquire and master European
cult ure, wealth, and knowledge. Contributing to the process was
their adaptation to seafaring, fishing, trade, and ceremonial exchange in a prestige system that motivated so many to strive for renown . Mead states in New Lives for Old that delayed induction
into the full adult traditional culture was one of the factors that
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enabled the immediately post-World War II generation of young
men to chose entry into 1hc European culture (or at least i.n to a
native version of it) rather than to take up the adult roles and
ceremonial responsibilities that awaited them in their own culture.
In the initial phase of what was to become known as the Pal iau
Movement (named after its leader; see Mead 1956, and Schwartz
1962, 1975a), this Hamlinesque defection by an entire generation
was at first resisted by the leaders of the parental generation. It
seems likely that the sanction of ideological and ph)•sical withdrawal from the villages would have brought them around. While
the question was still unresolved, all were swept into commitment
to the movement by the tidal wave of a "cargo cult" that promised
them immediate parity with the Europeans through the supernatural intervention of Jesus, who would lead their own modernized ancestors to a wealth-laden reunion with the living. The cult
subsided, leaving the movement with an assimilative program and
an increasingly routinized native separatist church in its place. The
history of the next twenty-five years cannot be offered here. The
movement accomplished much; a new way of life, in many ways
disappointingly (to its followers) more native than European, was
instituted. Intermittent plateau phases led to cult revivals, each
more restricted in spread than those before it. The movement became acceptable to the Australian administration and then was increasingly absorbed into district and emerging national politics.
While the Manus moved to the beaches and built more "European"-shaped thatch and scrap metal houses and reorganized their
lives around new village routines, they still made their living by
fishing from their outrigger canoes. Their incomes allowed only
very limited access to the goods that would enable them to Live in a
more European manner.
The greatest discontinuity stemmed from the secular, government schools established in the mid-1950s which were part of a
crash program to prepare for self-government in the near future. In
each village within th·e area of the Paliau Movement, children left
the free-form life of the play group at the age of six to spend long
disciplined days reciting and being recited at in English; in the
afternoons they retumed to their home, language, and play. For at
least fifteen years, most of these children went on to high school,
vocational, technical, and agricultural schools, to the military or
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police service, or to jobs. Each of these destinations removed them
from the village for most of the year, and their adolescence was
filled with intensive training unrelated to their traditional cultures
and the continuing activities of their parents. Recently other ethnic
groups are catching up with the Manus. T he job market has be·
come more saturated and an increasing number of young people do
not go beyond the village primary school or are returned to the village after a year or two of secondary school. The result, however, is
that young men and women from Manus are disproportionately
represented in the educated work force all over Papua New Guinea,
which became self·governing in 1973. There are many Manus students at the University of Papua New Guinea and among its early
graduates. Others hold government positions or are clerks, teachers,
mechanics, or members of the police or armed forces.
During my four research visits of almost five years' duration over
a twenty·year period, changes were seen in the Jives of those who
remained in the village. Many adults had grown up within the contact culture and the new way of the Paliau Movement but they had
done so prior to the opportunity for modern education. The
changes were far less than the adherents of the Paliau Movement
had hoped for in 1946. During our visit in 1953, it seemed that so
much of traditional practice was gone forever, having been deliberately discarded. This was initially disappointing to me, steeped
as I was in the classic ethnographies. T here were church services.
village meetings, and court cases, but the drums. the dancing, the
ceremonial seemed gone-looked upon with disdain as the "stin.king ways of our ancestors."

On later visits, I learned to distinguish better between change in
the "state" of the culture, responsive to changes in the perceived
situation, and change in the culture itself. The past is not so easily
extirpated. Expectations were gradually recalibrated as hope dwin.
died for the instantaneous or imminent achievement of a European
way of life or, perhaps more precisely, a European (including
American and Austra.lian) standard of Jiving. This hope was shifted
back and forth from the cult to the movement, then to coopera·
tives, to local government councils, and to the schools and the careers they promised. But for adults, life went on increasingly as be·
fore, selectively reactivating core elements of the premovement
past.
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During this time, some exchanges were initiated on the occasion
of marriages in the village. At first, there was embarrassment about
these exchanges, which defied the attempts of Paliau, who had tar·
geted them for extinction as dissi.pative of wealth and energy. But
by 1963, they were being celebrated with "native" costumes and a
revival of the older style dancing and drumming- without the tra·
ditional phallic exposure but with great hilarity over the gestures
that once accompanied it. To my amazement (thinking back on
ea.rlier rigidities), Paliau staged such a dance in 1973 in which he,
wearing the dog's teeth ornamen ts of a traditional "Big Man,"
was the featured dancer. The renascence of the exchanges was not a
simple revival. There were new elements. Prestige was attached
especially to the exchange of imported goods (such as clothing, bi·
cycles, outboard motors, and watches) and imported foods (such as
bags of sugar, Hour, and rice) against large amounts of Australian
currency, which had replaced the dog's teeth and shell money of
old. The hope of wealth was displaced upon the exchange system
that, as in the past, assembled large amounts of wealth momentarily
in the name of the principals to t'he exchange, only to distribute it
for reassemblage over other nodes in the network of exchange.
A revival of another updated form of the old ceremonial exchanges had begun in 1953. From that date through 1967, at least
ninety instances of the "mother's teeth" exchange (explained later)
had taken place in the Manus village, Peri. Each involved many participants and considerable amounts of wealth and consumables.
These exchanges were continuing as a major focus of adult interest
in 1973.
During a field period from 1963 to 1967, I conducted an ethnographic survey of all the peoples of the Admiralty Islands. It was
then that I began to pick up instances of another "survival" among
the Manus and others of the traditional belief in the power of the
father's sister, her children and, more extensively, of the father's
matrilineage tO curse (or bless) the mentbers of his patrilineage
(Mead, !934). In 1953, informant:s had discussed this as if it were a
defunct custom. It was especially t hought that they could strike the
wives of men of the patrilineage with barrenness, or that the curse
could cause a man or woman to lose intere9t in food and work, perhaps to dte point of death. But usually long before this time, tb.e
cause of the disease would be diagnosed and separated from other
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causes, such as ghostly wrath or an encounter with bush spirits, and
the father's sister would have been placated. By another incanta·
tion, she could remove the curse.
"Vhy arc the exchanges called "mother's teeth," and what has
this to do with the father's sister's curse? Manus and other Admiralty Island societies were organized around villages composed of
patrilineal lineages (grouped as dans). Depending on the ethnic
group, totemic food taboos, or simply the taboos themselves with·
out tlte belief in descent from the taboo species, were inherited
matrilineally along with certain spiritual powers (of cursing or
blessing) over the related patrilineage. Each man's exchange net·
work depends on his "sisters": the women of his patrilineal lineage
or clan who have married into other clans. These women are, in a
sense, compensated and armed with sanctions to protect their rights
in the patrimony of the clan they have enriched (in leaving) as well
as the residual rights of their progeny. From the point of view of
the patril ineal clan, if.l dispersed progeny through females are re·
sources and potential recruits. T hese sanctions also would have
supported the Manus ideal marriage, in which cross-cousins arrange for the marriage of their children. Cross-cutting ties are carefully conserved on both sides, and spiritually, the demands of the
exogam and her progeny (one's cross-cousins through the father's
sister) are backed by the power of cursing and blessing.
Traditionally, then, the father's sister's curse has been an intersegmental sanction. "Ve may picture it as interlacing the vertical
segments of the clan-lineage structure. With this, it is now possible
to see the motlter's teeth exchange as the same relationship but act·
ing, or at least initiated, in the opposite direction, accomplishing or
exploiting the same interlacing. In it, members of a clan (usually of
a speci6c lineage of the clan) will approach some of the progeny of
a woman (usually deceased) of the dan and will challenge them to
pay for the teeth of their mother. This woman had been "paid for"
many times over since her betrothal, but now her matrilineal descendants are reminded that she bore all of them or their parents
and that she "wore out her teeth" for them, prernasticating the food
that she stuffed into their mouths as infants. It is interesting that it
is the mastication rather than her suckling that is used to evoke a
sense of obligation in her descendants. ·w e could guess that the
sense of being stuffed with food and some anxiety (manifested in
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other ways) about getting it down, through, and out may be the
dominant memory of the oral stage (premasticated feeding starts
within the first three months after birth). We could, less speculatively, link the demand for the mother's teeth with its traditional
payment in dog's teeth-an obvious homonymy.
There are many complications, of course, but the above must
suffice to indicate the essence of this traditional relationship. The
intergenerational significance now becomes apparent when we
turn to examine how these bonds and sanctions between the vertical segments of Manus society became converted, under recent circumstances, to bonds and sanctions between differentiated generations. These generations may 'b e viewed as horizontal segments in
a generationally stratified culture.
By 1963, the cash yield of village produce had changed little.
And yet, more and more expensive goods and foods were rurning
up at marriage and mother's teeth exchanges. It is true that the appearance of wealth was magnified by the number of times the same
cash or objects could be used in different exchanges. It is also true
that in gambling with card•, amounts of money were won and lost
in one night which few natives could earn in many months. Both
winner and losers were participants in this symbolic magnitude,
and the informal but strongly felt rule was that the winnings were
not to be dissipated but rather kept in the gambling circuit. Nevertheless, it was apparent that there was by now a constant flux of new
weal tit from a major source-the salaries of the young people of the
village who were working in all parts of Papua New Guinea. In
some cases, money or articles requested were mailed or shipped
back to the village, but it had also become a common practice for
villagers to visit their kin in the towns and outstations where they
were working. Visiting relatives often stayed for many months, had
their fares paid, and were sent home by their kin loaded with gifts.
In 1967, there had only been a few outboard motors in native
hands at our base village. In 19·73, there were thirty-nine-about
half of them still in working condition: Between 20,000 and 30,000
dollars had been paid for them with money derived mainly from
the salaried progeny of the village.
I had a discussion with one yotmg Manus man, a university graduate who now held an important government position . ·we dis·
cussed his father, whom I had known for twenty years-an impor-
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tant figure in the Paliau Movement. The old man had spent about
six months visiting with his son's family about a year before. In
spite of the son's generosity- it took all his son could manage to
provide for his father's trip and gifts--the old man had returned
home dissatisfied with his treatment. Now the father kept writing
for an outboard motor that would cost at least 800 dollars-a power,
ful motor commensurate with his prestige. The son complained
bitterly to me that other relatives made demands on him as well,
and that he never could save any money or, for that matter, stay out
of debt. He felt that he should be able to use his money to live at a
level commensurate with his needs and status as a highly educated
government official living in the capital. but he saw no hope that he
would be able to buy even a car. I asked him why he didn't resist the
demands of his relatives: "Oi kembule mamachi?" (Is your forehead ashamed?) "No," he replied, "Yo hwinyol." (My buttocks are
afraid.) He told me that his father had cursed him (though he was
not at the time aware of it) when the old man had returned dissatisfied to his village. As a result, the son had failed an examination and
missed a job opportunity.
All the instances of the father's sister's curse I have beard of since
1963 have been similar to this one. They seem not to be based on
grievances toward the young person's parents; instead, they are directed toward the young persons themselves as retaliation for some
slight or for some unfulfilled request. The alleged effects of the
curse were in every case a setback to the career of the young person.
Failure of a school examination, being fired unjustly from a job,
loss of interest or motivation in a job or school that leads the young
person unaccountably to leave without explanation to return to the
village, an impulse to steal from an employer that led to being fired
or to a jail term---all of these were immediately recognized as the
results of cursing. The slighted relative is found, the grievance is
assuaged, and the situation is remedied if it is remediable. It also
became apparent that the cursing power was no longer specific to
the father's sister's line. The young people (bought of it as some·
thing that older people of the parental generation will do when
their wishes are denied. I encountered no instance in which a sibling or cousin considered of one's own generation used the curse.
There were other sanctions as well applying generally between
those who stayed at borne-the noneducated and t11e nonemployed
school leavers, and those who were away at work. One could not
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avoid making appropriate contr ibutions to mother's teeth exchanges, affinal exchanges, or exchanges in the same social form occasioned by death and mourning. The absentee is not merely a
donor. He is entitled to his part of the reciprocal distribution; but
if he was not there, his kin were recipients on his behalf.
This situation, with perhaps widely differing kinship rationales.
is a well-known phenomenon in d.eveloping countries that are mak-

ing the transition from a kinship-based to a cash-based contractual
society. In West Africa, it has often been discussed under the name
of "parasitism." A gradient of wealth, knowledge, and power seemingly develops with the educated, salaried class at the high end of
the gradient. And yet, in Manus at least, this gradient is nullified so
far by the effective operation of what we may call "forward sanctions" operating from the older upon a younger generation and the
ineffectiveness of "black sanctions" operating from the younger
upon the older generation. The sanction of withdrawal, an effective back sanction under some circumstances (as in the early stage
of the Paliau Movement), is nulli fied by the father's sister's curse,
which can act over any distance, and by the practice that brings
relatives to your door at your most distant posting.
In summary. what had been a sanction operating between lineages (cross-generational, or vertical segments) has been adapted as
a generational sanction (operating between generaotions, or horizontal segments). T here has been a corresponding shift in the set
of kin who may use the sanction ·from the father's matrilineage to
"the old people"-a generation. A branching of the younger generation is developing between stay-at-home and away-at-work complementary generations. The relation between the two is comparable to the relation between the endogamic and exogamic sexesthose who remain resident in the clan and those who marry out- in
the traditional social structure. But the sanctioning power is re.versed: it is the stay-at-home gene·ration that has the compensatory
sanctions to enforce their claims on the resources of the dispen;ed
wage earners. Whether the youn.ger stay-at-home generation will
succeed to the use of the cursing sanction as they get older remains
to be seen. They are able to make other claims based on less drastic
kinship sanctions on the away-at-work generation.
It appears that the sanctions will remain effective as long as the
generations remain a part of a single community of belief in spite
of the educational gradient that separates them. They will continue
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to pay indefinitely for their mother's teeth and to ward off their
father's sister's curse. All of those witb whom I spoke shared these
and comparable beliefs. In spite of their havi.n g been kidnapped
by an alien culture, perhap.$ the early years. the afternoons, and the
school holidays sufficed for their induction at the deeper levels of
their culture.
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Becoming Modern:
Individual Change in
Six Developing Countries
ALEX INK£LES

I. INTRODUCTION
Every era confronts its distinctive social and political dr-amas. ln

!he mid-twentieth century, center stage has frequently been dotili·
naced by the struggle of the so-called "third world," first for liberation from the colonial powers and then for development and for
entry into the modern world. The sixties were to be the "decade of
development." Yet many of the emerging nations developed very
little, if at all, and some slid backwards.
We must acknowledge -that this sad outcome was contributed to
by foreign intervention and colonial dependency, general political
instabiliry a.n d specific tribal, religious, and ethnic conflicts. There
was, however, more to the explanation . We have come, in time, to

realize that nation building and institution bu ilding are only
At_.r:x INKELT.S is currently at t11e Jmtitute for Ad\'2nced Study, on lea,·e from
Stanford University where he sen·es as Professor o f Sociology and Margaret
jacks Professor of Edu,-ation.
This papc.r sununari.zes the ~sulu of, and d iscusses some of the:: implications
of the Harvard Project on SociaJ aod Cultural Aspect& of Devetopmcot. now
locate.'<! at Stanford University. Since the project was large and complex, the
fiodjngs tannot be properly documented in this brief stalcment. For auch
documentation one must turn to lhe d elailcd rer)ort of the projcxt by Alex
lnkeles and David Smith (1974). T :u _nk.$ are due 10 tbe Han·ard Univeqh}'
Press ror pe-rmittlng the use of material under tJtcir oop)Tight incorporated in
this book.
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empty exercises unless the attitudes and capacities of the people
keep pace with other forms of development. That such articulation
will not result simply. or perhaps primarily, as a result of attaining
political independence is clear from much of recent history.
Mounting evidence suggests d1at it is impossible for a state to
move into the twentieth century if its people continue to live, in
effect, in an earlier era. A modem nation needs participating citi·
zens, men and women who take an active interest in public affairs
and who exercise their rights and perform their duties as members
of a community larger than that of the kinship network and the
immediate geographical locality. In their turn, modem institutions
need individuals who can keep to fixed schedules, observe abstract
rules, make judgments on the basis of objective evidence, and fol·
low authorities legitimated not by traditional or religious sane·
tions but by technical competence. T he complex production tasks
of the industria.! order, which are the basis of modern social systems,
also make their demands. \Vorkers must be able to accept both an
elaborate division of labor and the need to coordinate their activi·
ties with a large number of others in the work force. Rewards based
on technical competence and objective standards of performance,
on strict hierarchies of authority responsive to the imperatives of
machine production, and on the separation of product and producer, all are part of this milieu, and require particular personal
properties of those who are to master its requirements.
In addition, modem political and economic institutions alike
make certain general demands on the people who work within
them. They require a greater acceptance of personal mobility, oc·
cnpational and geographic; a greater readiness to adapt to changes
in mode of working and living, indeed a propensit)' to be an inno·
vator; more tolerance of impersonality, of impartiality, and of dif·
ferences that may characterize the diverse backgrounds of fellow
employees in complex organizations. Neither the modern political
nor the modern economic institution has much tolerance for fatal·
ism or passivity. Rather both favor persistent effort and confident
optimism.
These and related qualities will not be readily forthcoming from
the people in developing nations so long as they continue in tradi·
tional village agriculture, are locked into near-feudal landholding
patterns, are dominated by self-serving elites desperate to preserve
their own power, are dependent on inadequate and an{iquated
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public institutions, and are cut off from the benefits of modem sci·
ence and technology as well as the stimulation of modem mass com·
munication.
Naturally, every national population is large enough to include
some individuals who have quite spontaneously developed the
qualities that make for quick adaptation to the requirements of the
modem world. Some ethnic and religious groups also seem more
likely to generate individuals of this type. Swiss Protestants, East
European Jews, the Parsis in India, and the Ibo in Nigeria have
been nominated by various scholars as groups representing this
tendency. Most men and women throughout the world, however,
must acquire their modernity on a more individual basis.
The Project on the Social and Cultural Aspects of Economic De·
velopment, initiated at Harvard University and now located at
Stanford, set itself the task of explaining that process whereby people move from being traditional to becoming modern personalities,
hence our title, Becoming Modern. Our main objective was
merely to attain greater understanding of a vitally important social
process. But we entertained as well some hope that from this scien·
tific understanding might come some increase in our ability to se·
lect wise and effective policies to guide national development.
II. T HE DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH
We stal'ted with the assumption that no one is born modern, but
rather that people become so through their own particular life ex·
perience. More specifically, our theory emphasized the contribution
of man's work experience to making him modern. We believed
that employment in complex, rational ized, technocratic, and even
bureaucratic organizations has particular capabilities so to change
men that they move from the more traditional to the more modern
pole in their attitudes, values, and behavior. Among such institu·
tions, we gave prime emphasis to the factory as a school in mod·
ernity. We also thought that urban Jiving and contact with the mass
media should have comparable effects. While emphasizing such
modes of experience as more characteristic of the modern world,
we did not neglect to study education, which earlier research had
shown to be a powerful predictor of individual modernity, as well
as other personal attributes such as age, religion, ethnic member·
ship, and rural origin.
T hese and several dozen other variablestbat our theory, or other
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theories, identified as plausible explanations for individual modernity were taken into account in the design of our research. Interviewers trained by our project staff questioned almost 6,000 men
from six developing countries: Argentina, Chile, India, Israel, Nigeria, and East Pakistan, now Bangladesh. The interview was extensive, up to four hours long.• Our samples were highly purposive,
each including subgroups of cultivators, migrants from the countryside newly arrived in the city, urban workers earning their living
outside large-scale productive enterprises, and workers in industry.
The industrial workers were the largest group in each country,
some 600 to 700, whereas the other subgroups were to be 100 each.
The selection of cases was on the basis of the respondent meeting
certain common characteristics as to sex (all male), age (18-32),
education (usually 0-8 years), religion, ethn1city, rural or urban
origin, residence, and, of course, the occupational characteristics
already mentioned.
Since we are not making generalizations to the national populations, we gave greater emphasis to keeping the subsample.s like each
other in all respects except occupation, rather than selecting them
to be representative of any "parent" population. Our strategy, then,
was to treat the research in each country as essentially a replication
of our basic design, on the assumption that any relationship that
held true in six such different countries would be a powerful connection indeed.
Ill. DEFINING AND MEASURING
IND IVIDUAL MODERNITY
The ultimate meaningfulness of our sample design rested on our
ability to construct a reliable, cross-national measure of individual
modernity. We do not claim to ha\'e invented the idea of the modem man. The concept was already there when we began our work,
even though its content was vague. Inventing "types" of men has,
after all, always been a fundamental preoccupation of sociologists.
Yet it has been the rare instance, indeed, in which any systematic
attempt has been made to measure whether there arc real people in
the world who, in their own persons, acntally incorporate the qual·
1. The initial interviews were conducted during HJ63 and J9ti4. Subsamples
of 100 each were rcinterviewcd during 1968 and 1969 in India, Israel. :md
Bangladah.
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ities identified by the.se ideal types. We were determined to break
with this tradition, and firmly committed ourselves to testing how
far the set of qualities by which we defined the modern man actually cohered as a psychosocial syndrome in real men.
T he characteristic mark of the modern man has two parts: one
internal, the other external; one dealing with his environment, the
other with his attitudes, values, and feelings. The change in the
external condition of modern man is well known and widely docu·
men ted, and it need not detain us long. It may be summarized by
reference to a series of key terms: urbanization, education, mass
communication, industrialization, politicization. The particular
focus of our interest, however, was in the psychological characteris.
tics that might distinguish the more modern from the traditional
man.
Among the traits we saw as important were: openness to new experience, a strong sense of personal efficacy; a high degree of au ton·
omy in dealing with the family, clan, and religious authority; valuing education and technical competence; and taking an interest in
public affairs. In addition, research by various scholars argued the
probable relevance of qualities such as being positive towards family limitation and the adoption of birth control; being an active
participant citizen; and granting women some equality of rights in
basic social, legal, and economic matters.
To convert our conception of the modern man into a tool useful
for research, we created a long and fairly complex interview schedule yielding answers each of which could be scored to indicate
whether a respondent was more inclined to the modem or the tra·
ditional pole. On numerous issues, using a separate subset of questions 10 reflect each topic, we explored all of the themes we had
built into our own conception of the modern man as well as themes
that other theorists had identified as relevant to judging individual
modernity. One of th·e major cltallenges facing us was to discover
whether these discrete elements held together in a more or less coherent syndrome that one could sensibly speak of as designating a
"modern man," or whether they would prove to be a mere congeries
of discrete and unrelated traits, each of which characterized some
modern men and not others.
In fact, it proved possible to develop a composite scale to measure
individual modernity in general. This scale has considerable face
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validity, meets quite rigorous standards of test reliability, and can
be effectively applied cross-culturally. We called it the Ol\·l scale to
reOect its status as our overall measure of modernity. In one group
of people after another differentiated by occupation, religion, ethnicity, educational level, and country of origin, the same set of
qualities went together. We therefore felt quite confident in affirming the empirical reality of the psychosocial syndrome our theory
had originally identified.•
The modern man's character, as it emerges from our study, may
be summed up under four major headings. (I) He is an informed
participant citizen; (2) he has a marked sense of personal efficacy;
(3) he is highly independent and autonomous in his relations to traditional sources of influence, especially when he is making basic
decisions about how to conduct his personal affairs; and (4) he is
ready for new experience and ideas, that is, he is relatively openminded and cognitively flexible.
As an informed participant citizen the modern man identifies
with the newer, larger entities of region and state, takes an interest
in public affairs, national and international as well as local, joins
organizations, keeps himself informed about major events in the
news, and votes or otherwise takes some part in the political process. The modem man's sense of efficacy is reflected not only in his
belief that either alone, or in concert with others, he may take actions that can affect the course of his life and that of his community,
but also in his active efforts to improve his own condition and that
of his family, and in his rejection of passivity, resignation, and
fa-talism towards the course of life's e\·ents. His independence from
traditional sources of authority is manifested in public issues by his
following the advice of public officials or trade union leaders rather
than priests and village elders, and in personal matters by his choosing the job and the bride he prefers even if his parents prefer some
other position or some other person. The modern man's openness
to new experience is reflected in his interest in technical innova2. Different specialiSls in scale construction prescribe different standartb (or
judging whether or not a $Ct of questions or subscala ..cohere" well enough to

be acknowledged a_, constituting a general syndrome. Our standard scale OM·
500 achie,=ed a comfonabte median reliability c·f .SO or abo·,oe in all six coun·
ttiea in our study. M judged by lhe Kuder·Richardson formula. The coherence
o( the scale CTO$S·nationall)' was also confirmed by a facto r analysis of the \'CT·

aion based on 19 subscales.
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tion, his support of scientific exploration of hitherto sacred or taboo
subjects, his readiness to meet suangers, and his willingness to allow women to take advantage of opportunities outside the confines
of the household.
Although these are the principal components, they by no means
exhaust the list of qualities that cohere as part of the modernity
syndrome. The modem man is also different in his approach to
time, to personal and social planning, to the rights of persons dependent on or subordinate to him, and to the use of formal rules
as a basis for running things. In other words, psychological modernity emerges as a quite complex, multifaceted, and multidimensional
syndrome.
Our results then provide definitive evidence that living indi·
viduals do indeed conform to our model of the modem man, that
they do so in substantial numbers, and that essentially the same
basic qualities that define a man as modem in one country and culture also delineate the modem man in other places. The modern
man is not just a construct in the mind of sociological theorists. He
exists and can be identified with fair reliability within any population where our test can be applied. Moreover, since the modernity
scale enabled us to distribute men validly and reliably along a dimension of individual modernity, we were in postion to ask the
next basic question: Why did particular individuals fall at one or
the other end of the continuum, in other words, what makes men
modern?

IV. EXPLAIN liNG HOW MEN BECAME MODERN
Just as we had adopted a rather catholic position in considering
a wide range of potential elements that might delineate the modern
man, so we considered a large number of forces as possible determinants of individual modernity. Many of these were, however,
only alternate ways of measuring tb.e same thing. and we were able
to reduce the explanatory variables to a basic set of some eight to
ten major dimensions. These dimensions included: education,
work experience, contact with the mass media, consumer goods
possessed, father's ed·ucation, urbanism of residence, skill level,
length of urban residence, the modernity of one's factory, and the
modernity of one's home and school background.
By using a composite measure summari.zing each individual's
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total exposure to such presumably modernizing experiences and
institutions, it proved possible to sort out our samples with great
precision. 0£ the men with minimum contact with modernizing institutions, only about 2 percent achieved scores on our attitude aud
value test which qualified them as modern men. Each step up the
ladder of exposure to modern institutions brought a regular increase, so that by the time we reached those with the most extensive
contact 76 percent scored as modern. T he results are summarized
in table I.
TA8LE I

OM SCA.u: wm~ fNCJ.E.ASINC £xl'OSUR£
JNST1TUTJOSs: Bv Exrosuu Dzcu.r. AND Cot.'Nnv

Pucr.m- Mootllt ON nu.

TO Mot>EI.N

ExpOJu-re
Argenlina

Deci/e t

blditJ

Israel

8.3

0.9

15.6
26.3
28.2
29.0
38.5
3M
44.5

5.2
8.6
17.0
24.8
40.7
52.1
52.6

11.0
21.1
26.4
28.4
'Z/.7

1.3
4.8
12.7
9.7
34.2

43.1

17.8

30.6
38.0

40.0
50.6

Chile

East Pakistan

2.2
6.1
4.9
20.9
2M
36.4
49.1
43.8

Nigeria

I

o.o

2

8

4.9
18.7
28.6
31.8
38.0
32.7
51.0
G5.0

6::.9

5 3.1

GM

'\6.?

()C-7

10

73.8

78.6

"71.4

80.3

56.4

80.6

s
4

;

6
7

•

1 Th05e in decile 1 were rural resident farmcn witb the least education, least con·
tact with tbe m.aq media, and least ur-ban c:xpc:ricncc. The more comact with the
factory, the city, the media_. and the school, the highe-r the decile position o f the re·

tpondcnc.

Taken together this limited set of independent variables produced multiple correlations with the individual modernity scores
of .56 to .79, depending on the country. This meant that we were
explaining between 32 and 62 percent of the variance in modernity scores, with the median for the six countries at 47 percent.• This
performance compares quite favorably with results obtained in the
more developed countries in studies using comparable measures of
complex personal attributes. Indeed, we can more fully account for
what makes a man modem in Chile or India than our political scientists can account for what makes him liberal or conservative in
the United States.•
8· The derailed result~ by country are shown in table 19-5 of lnkcles and
Sm;<h (1974).
4· fo r the just.i6cation o£ Lhb as:sertJon. see the eYideoc.:e prc:sented on pages
4.22~23

of lnkclcs and Smith ( 1974).
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Moll£RNITY: EARLY o~ LATE?

Our battery of measure.s taken together explained enough of the
variation in OM scores to make meaningful an attempt to sort out
the relative contribution of different kinds of influence. For us, the
critical competition was that between those that exerted their effect
early in [ife and those that came into play mainly in adulthood. We
see individual modernity, measured by the OM scale, as being a
quite basic personality characteristic. Yet, in the theories of personality most dominant in our time, it is generally assumed that
the basic attributes of personality are laid down in the early period
of development. If this assumption were correct, there would be
little hope of changing people from traditional into modern men,
psychologically speaking, once they had reached adulthood. In·
stead, efforts to increase the proportion of modern men would have
to be focused mainly on the family and early schooling.
We as.sumed, however, that men could be changed in quite fun·
damental ways after they reached adulthood, and that no man need
therefore remain traditional in outlook and personality merely be·
cause he had been raised in a traditional setting. Putting these ideas
to an empirical test, we measured how much variance in 0 M scores
was accounted for by the set of early socialiwtion variables-not·
ably father's education, own education, ethnicity and urban or
mral origin-as compared to tbe explanatory power of a set of
later soc-ialization in{lllences, including occupation, standard of living, urban experience, and mass media exposure. In three of our
six countries the late socialization experiences played an even more
important role in determining a man's modernity score than djd
the earlier formative influences. Indeed, when each set was used
standing alone, the early socialization variables typically accounted
for about 31 percent of the variance while the late sociali.zation
variables accounted for about 37 percent.
These results indicate that under the right circumstances any
man may become modern after he has passed his adolescence. And,
since the forces that can make men modern after the formative·
years seem to be embedded in the institutions that developing coun..
tries are most eager to adopt, the prospect is substantial that over·
time more and more of the men in those countries will develop the
attitudes, values, and behavior patterns we have identified as defining the modern man .
In addition to observing the effect of the explanatory variables
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grouped as early and late socialization influences, we naturally
wanted to know how the separate variables performed indepen·
dently, in their own right .. T he answers could be obtained in a
global way by considering the zero order correlations of OM scores
with the standard explanatory variables, as in table 2.
TABLE 2
Coa.uLAnoNs o :t· TEN boUI!.HD!'NT VAJUAbtES
Wrm INDJVlDUAL MODnNITY ScoR.tS (0M·500). J.Y COUNTRY

I.

Formal education

2. Months factory
experience
3. Objective still
4. Mass media
5. Factory benefits
6. Years urban
since age 15
7. Urbanism of
residence

8. Home·sdJool
modc:mity
9. Father's
cducat_ion
10. Consumer goods
N's £or rows

Argentina Chile &u• Poll. istan Indio Israt!l NigerUJ
.4tc
.7 1C .44•
.60•
.5 1•
.52•
.24c
.36c
.llb
.26•
.26•
.29•

.!14•

" = at .05lcvd;

b

,83o
.5Se

.2!$c

$5•

.36c
. 101.1
.20•

.45•

n.a.

.lib

.25c -.o!

.!16•

.l i b

.22c

.OJ

.26•

.OJ

.02

.Me

.33•

.21c

.42e

.02

.l7c

.44c

$i)o

.35c

.35•

.17<~

.42"

817
N's for rows
2. 3, 5
665
N's £or row 6
239
Significance le,•cls ne as follows:
1,4. 7,8,9,10

.2-1<>

.25•
.46e
.tsc
.37•

.4Se
.09>

.25•
- .02

.12"

.23•
.43c

.17o

.28o

n.a.

.22•

929

943

1198

739

721

715

654

520

0!>4

700
700

544

S05

0

184

= a_t .01 te..·el; c = at .001 level or beucx.

In all six countries, education emerged as unmistakably the most
powerful force. Indeed, judged by the number of points on the OM
scale a man gained for each additional year of schooling, education
was generally two or even three times as powerful as any other single input. In this, our conclusions are not new but rather confirm
findings in several other studies of modernity.
The distinctive emphasis of our project, however, lay in its concern for the potential impact of occupational experience, and par·
ticularly of work in 'modern large-scale productive enterprises such
as the factory. Although each year in a factory yielded only onethird to one-half the increase in points on the modernity scale
which an additional year in school could bring, the variable of factory experience was generally second in importance after educa-
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tion. Moreover, the association between work in a factory and indi·
vidual modernity did not result from factories having selected only
modem men to be their workers. Retesting the same individuals
after a lapse of four years, we found that every year they had con·
tinned working in a factory had contributed to making them more
modem. No such change was found in men who, over the same
span of time, had continued working in agriculture.
Exposure to the mass media generally showed ilself to be more
or less equal to occupational experience as a force making men
modem. By contrast, some of the institutions most commonly asso·
ciated with the process of modernization failed to substantiate their
claim to standing as important schools for modernity. Most notable
of these was the city, whose failure to qualify was not corrected by
taking into account ei ther the size or the relative cosmopolitanism
of different urban centers. Ethnic origin and religion also proved
to be relatively unimportant variables, at least once the educational
and occupational differences usually characterizing such groups
were brought under control. \~e were struck, and rather surprised,
to find that the relative modernity of the school a man attended
and of the factory he worked in, at least so far as we were able to
measure that quality, also played a very small role in determining
a man's modernity when compared to the sheer duration of his exposure to those institutions.
The.se conclusions are of necessity stated here in very general
terms, and do not refleCt the many variations we observed when the
forces at work were studied in greater depth. These more complex
patterns were manifested in many ways, one of which is reflected
in the contrasting direct and indirect effects of the explanatory
variables as described in table 3.
We discovered that factory experience had a much greater impact on men of rural background and of little education than it did
on men of urban origin who had had more education. Indeed, in
explaining the modernity scores of the less educated men of rural
origin, we found that their occupational experience could be of
equal, or even greater, importance than was the amount of scltooling they had received.• This was partly because such men entered
5· This was most notably so tor Argentina and Chile, as judged by Lhe Beta
weighu of a regreuion Jncluding education, mass media, and years of raaory
work as predictors. Fo0r derails see chapter 19 of lnktles and Smith (1974).
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TABLE 5
TOTAL DtRI!Cl' AND INDIIECT £FF"£C'i"S OF MAIN [NDE.P£NtlBNT

VAlL\BL£5 0:o(

OM·500:

MEDIAN FOk SIX CoVNTR.lES

Six Country Mt:<linn J?.ffcr;ts For-:
lfll ~ ulijr;.:b

lntkpctod~ll

uariable.s

Rur.al-urbao
origin*
Ethn.icity·
religion

Totall

F'uc.lwy u.• vr lu:n

Direc:f! lndirut.3

vnly

T o tall Direct: Tnd irt:cl3

.28

.10

.18

.19

.09

.(0

..23

.09

.14

Father's
education

.27

.or;

.22

.22

.03

.19

Educacioo·

.52

.3;

.15

.55

.31

.IS

..!1

.16

.25

.30

.12

.18

.45

.18

Z1

.40

.16

.2 1

J,.iviog standard

.39
.19
.03

.10
.01
.01

.29

Urb3nism

.33
.02

-.02

.06

.03
.04
.01

.10

.06

.01

literacy
Occupational
expe1'ienceS
Mass media
exposure
Life cycle

.15
-.01

1

.25
.05

stage
Nature of

prcsetll factory
1
2
3
•
:.:

Total effects arc the zero-order Peanonlan corrc:lation coefficients.
Direct ellecl$ a.r e the Beta weights (path coefficients).
Indirect effect equals total effect minus direct effect.
Rurut-urb:tn orlg1n was mcasuroo. only l.n t\l'{etll11la, ChiJc, and N tgena,
In tol:'d sample thiJ \'3riablc measures O(cuparional t)'pc:; in the worker sample it is

a complex measure: of factor)' t."Xperiencc.

the factory with lower scores to begin with, so that they were not yet
near the "ceiling,'' and hence had more room to develop as modern
men under the tutelage of the factory. We also assume ·the factory
effect was greater for men of rural origin because for them the factory was their first extensive contact with modern organizational
principles and the large-scale inanimate use of power. In other
words, with those men the factory could and did produce a more
powerful "demonstration effect."
\Vhile we were persuaded by our data that the factory was cer·
tainly a school in modernity, other results indicated that the factory
is probably not the only form of occupational experience with that
potential. Thus, some types of urban nonindustrial employment
also seemed to be at least a modest stimulant to modernity, a fact
that we attributed to the contact with a diversified public and to
relative autonomy in arranging one's own work . In addition, men
pursuing traditional occupations, such as those of porter, but doing
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so in the context of large-scale bureaucratic organizations, also become somewhat more modern, presumably because the organizational context exerted some influence, even if the job itself did not.
We were most struck, however, by the dramatic changes in the
level of individual modernity wh ich were manifested by the peasant
farmers who came under the special influence of the Comilla cooperative movement in what was formerly East Pakistan. Holding
other factors constant, every year in a factory in East Pakistan was
worth only about I point on the OM scale; every year in school
produced a gain of about 1.5 points; whereas each year of exposure
to the co-op movement as a nonmember netted approximately L7
points, and every year spent in the co-op as a member yielded a gain
of 4 points or more per year. Since the cooperatives did not rely
ve:ry heavily on new machinery to raise the productivity of the
farmers, the exceptional impact of agricultural cooperation in
Comilla must be accounted for by reference to other influences.
\Ve assume the success of the Com ilia co-ops came, in part, from
th·e models of al!ernative ways of doing things which the cooperative instructors provided, and i n part from the new principles of
social organization and interpersonal relations which the cooperatives introduced.
In summary then, we may say that at the point at which he left
school, half the story of a man's eventual modernity score had been
told. But this was true only "on the average." Actually, for many
men the story really ended at that point. The score they had attained at the time they left school was basically the same on-e they
were going to record when our project staff eventually came by to
test them. Others would add a few points over the years. Still others,
however, were to have later life experiences that would raise by
many points the OM scores they had had at the time they left
school. T his increase was frequently as much as 50 percent, and in
some cases was almost 100 percent, of the score these men had bad
on leaving the village. This outcome depended largely on tlte interaction between the stage at which the men left school, and tl1e nature and extent of their later contact with modernizing institutions. Of these later experiences, the two tltat were critical were the
occupations they entered and the extent of their contact with the
media of mass communication.
Rural men who stayed in the countryside to farm as their fathers
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had were most likely to be frozen at the level of modernity that had
characterized them when they left school. Few things in the nature
of their work stimulated the m to new ways of looking at things, to
a heightened sense of per.sonal efficacy, or to any of the other
changes that would have made them more modern.
The greatest change in individual modernity was experienced by
the men who left the countryside and associated agricultural pursuits to take up work in industry. As a result of this set of experiences, men of rural origin with modest education, say with three
years of schooling or less, often moved almost completely to the opposite end of the continuum of individual modernity from that occupied by their former neighbors who continued agricultural pursuits in their natal villages. Indeed, such migrants often benefited
enough from the combine-d stimulus of factory work and mass
media contact to attain a modernity score the equal of that of men
who had had twice as much education as the m igrants, but had remained in their traditional villages to work as farmers.
V. SOME REMAINING ISSUES
There remain a few issue.s related to measuring the process of individual modernization which may be put in the form of simple
questions, to which I will essay brief a.nswers.
I. Is the process of modernization continuous and lifelong, or is
there a definite plateau that people reach, after which they no
longer continue becoming ever more modem?
Our experience with the OM scale suggests that tbe process of
individual modernization can continue, if not inde6nitely at least
for a very long time, without any obvious limit being reached. This
was most dear for education where, at least up to the twelfth year
of school, each year of contact produced pretty much tbe same in·
crement in OM scores as the year before. T he growth curve for
modernity rose on the chart in virtually a straight line in every
country, without any visible dip in the latter years.
Examination of the "curve of growth" in modernity for men at
different stages of industrial senior ity indicates that there, too, the
process of modernization is r elatively continuous over time. During
a span of at least twelve year.s in the factory, which was generally the
maximum seniority of men in our samples, workers continued to
become more modern, year by year, the longer tbey continued in
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industrial employment. I cannot be sure that becoming modern is a
"lifelong" process, because our samples cut off at age thirty-five. Up
to that age, however, a man in the right institutional setting can
experience a continuous process of movement up the modernity
scale.
2. Granted that change toward modernity is continuous so long
as men remain under the influence of modernizing institutions,
what happens to those who lose th:at contact? Is modernity irreversible, or will such men return to tlte more traditional mold?
That is unfortunately a question we cannot answer on the basis
of any substantial empirical evidence. I can only say, therefore, that
I believe that becoming modern representS a fairly basic change in
personality, and such changes generally tend to be relatively enduring. How long they endure will, -of course, depend on various circumstances, including how persistent the given individual is in preserving his character, how deeply rooted were the modern attitudes
and values he had adopted, how much his subsequent experience
reinforces his newly acquired traits, and how strong are the countervailing environmental forces working to move him in different
directions.
For example, I assume men who leave industry to start their own
small shops will probably be among the most modem and, furthermore, that tlteir subsequent experience in entrepreneurial activity
will itself further conduce to increasing individual modernization.
By contrast, a man who leaves the urban industrial setting to resume both peasant agriculture and the whole set of his traditional
role obligations, would likely become less modem under the influence of such life conditions.
3. Considering that the modernization process seems to work so
consistently in so many different •Cultural settings, is there then no
choice? Must everyone become modem, and to the same degree?
My image of man's nature is not that of a sponge soaking up
everything with which it comes in contact. In n1y view individual
change toward modernization is a process of interaction between
the individual and his social setting. Quite contrary to the conception of men as putty passively taking on whatever sbape their environment imposes on them, I see the process of individual modernization as one requiring a basic personal engagement between the
individual and his milieu. In this engagement the individual must
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first selectively perceive the lessons the environment has to teach,
and <then must willingly undertake to learn them, before any personal change can come about.
If the qualities of industrial organization are truly alien to a man,
he will not incorporate them. And even if the environment is benign and the individual ready to learn, the process will not work i(
the environment itself is confusing and the messages it conveys are
unclear or even contradictory. All in all, then, I :sec little

rea:~on

to

fear that the modernization process threatens to impose on us a
deadly, passive, totalitar ian uniformity, especially if one keeps in
mind that among the most outstanding characteristics of the modern man are his openness to new experience and his readiness for
change. Indeed, our data indicate that, at least in the kind of developing countries we studied, the more modem men were also the
more radical, in the sense that they much more frequently asserted
the need for immediate and total transformation of the existing
socioeconomic system•
4. Since a whole set of institutions including the school, the factory, and the mass media, all operated to make our men modem,
the question arises: must a nation be able to bring all these forces to
bear, and do so simultaneously, to stimulate the development of
individual modernity?
The issue is a sore one, since the key problem of many underdeveloped countries lies precise!y in their lack of schools, factories,
and media of mass communication. My experience suggests that it
is not necessary that all, or even most, of the more effective agencies
be available and working simultaneously to bring about individual
modernity. On the contrary, any one modernizing institution seems
to be able to operate independently. Moreover, contact with any
one modernizing institution evidently can be more or less readily
substituted for contact with any other, making allowance for the
fact that some institutions are more effective than others. Indeed,
the evidence &om the Comilla cooper.ltive

~xpt.""riment indicate-.~

that even in quite isolated villages, new forms of social organiza6. The "radicalism .. index was based o n a !pccial quenion Cl-52: "ln your
opinion what is it that Chile (Argentina) m0$t needs: ( I) a total and immediate
change: (2) a total but gr:1dual change; (S) a partial but immediate change; (4)
a parti:tl, slow change." The correlation of position on tbjs scale and o"erall
modernity was for Argent.inn .!19 and Chile .3'(, bo(b significant. at better than
tbe .001 level. See InkeJes ( 1969) for an aualpis of the complex panem of rela·

tions bc:.'twecn measures of modernity and indexes of polllical oritntacion.
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tion can be highly effective in making· men modem without the aid
of machinery or electronic communication. The means for bringing about greater individual modernization are, therefore, potentially within the reach of even the !east advantaged nations and
communities.
5. Does the concept of individual modernity and the measurement of it through the OM scale apply only to men, or are the concept and the measure relevant to understanding the cltaracteristics
and the situation of women as well?
Our project studied only men solely because of practical considerations arising from the limits on our budget and the concentration of men in the industrial jobs in which we were especially interested. I am firmly convinced that the overwhelming majority of the
psychosocial indicators we used to identify the modem man would
also discriminate effectively among women. And I am quite certain that the same forces that make men modern-such as education, work in complex organization, and mass media exposurealso serve to make women more modern. Of course, some adjustments in the content and scoring of the OM scale might be necessary to make it maximally effective in distinguishing modem from
more traditional women, and some influences might play a different role in shaping the modernity of women rather than men.
Nevertheless, I believe the pattern that will eventually emerge for
women will be broadly similar to what we observed for men. I am
given confidence in this assumption by some preliminary evidence
already available.'
6. Are the individual modernization processes we studied in several developing countries likely to take place also in more advanced
industrial and postindustrial societies?
1· A SJ>«ial version of the OM scale was administacd by Donald Hohinger
(1972) of Stanford Univenity to boys and girls in the third to 6ftb grades of
achoolJ in Braz.ilia. At each grade le,·el, the modernity scores of the girla were
equal to those of the boys, and the girJ:s pined :u. many point& on the OM

acale u did 1be boJ•S during eaeb addlll<>nal year of schooling. I n a Sludy of
Black women in Boston, Richard Suz:man (1973a) admJnittered a modified version of tbe OM scale. Basically the same items that had been used with our
men in underdevelope-d countrio combtned to yield a reliable OM scale: for
the Boston women. Moreow~r. the OM scores for women, using the ~ton
aca_le, could, in tum, be explained by much the same inftuenccs tbat explained
the modc::rnity of men in our samples from underdc:vc:loped countries. It ahould
also be noted that the Kaht (1968) modernity scale. originally developed for
usc with men in Bruil and Chile:, evidently worked quite well when Uled to
ttudy the responses of women in the United States.
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My answer is "yes." Societal modernization is always a matter of
degree. Even the most highly developed nations have more and less
modem portions of their populations, according to differences in
expo:;urc to tuodcrniziug experiences. In the United States. l would

expect the forces that make men modern to have their most dramatic impact on immigrants from less developed countries, on rural
subsistence farmers who leave their farms and on "dropouts" who
leave their schools to enter industry, and on members of disadvan·
taged minority groups. In general, however, I believe that the same
qualities that are summed up in the OM scale would distinguish
the more from the less modem individuals in the industrialized
countries, and that the same forces that made individuals modern
in our samples would emerge as important causes of modernity in
the economically advanced countries.
7. Is all this purely an academic exercise? In particular, does it
have any practical contribution to make to national development?
Are not attitude and value changes rather ephemeral and peripheral? Can we offer any evidence that all this has much to do with
the real problem of underdevelopment?
In response, I affirm that our research has produced ample evi·
dence that the attitude and value changes defining individual mod·
emity are accompanied by changes in behavior precisely of the sort
that I believe give meaning to, and support, those changes in politi·
cal and economic institutions that lead to the modernization of nations. As table 4 indicates, men more modern in attitude and value
T ABLE 4
PnCENT OP Mt:N H1cH os Dt:HM'IORAL MOD!kNrTYU) IN E."CJJ CouNT/tV,
WHO AJt.F. Low. M£DJUM, Ot HICH ON A TTITUDINAL MOD£R:.'iiTY

Sumdingon
tJttiludinal modemity2

Low
Medium
High

Tout N high on
bc:ha,•ioral modernity

EaJt

Argentina
%

Chile
%

13

11

35
52

32
54

100%
(271)

100%
(!08)

PtJk.istan India lsrtul Nig"ia
%
%
%
%
%
%
18
15
5
16
29
34
27
35
51
68
49
54
100%
(!aJ

100% 100%
(448) (261)

101%•
(286)

1 Be-havioral modernity is measured by a score on the summ:tl)' (objcc.tive plus $1tlt•
-rt"rtu·t,.,t) hl"h :l~or ~I,., M't"n in th,. nppe r thin::! of rhe fJ:('qnr.ncy di~rl' i.l:m tion on thit

scale were considered "high" on behaV:oral modernity.
2 Altitudinal modernity Is me.asured by scores on OM-1, trkhotomizcd as to the
frequency distribution in each <ountry.
3 Pcra:ntagcsdo not totaliOO because of roundlog.
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were much more likely to act or behave in more modern ways in
their various social roles.
We were able to document most extensively those behavioral
changes accompanying attitudinal modernization in the realm of
political and civic action. The modem man more often than the
traditional man took an interest in political affairs, he kept informed and could identify important political events and personalities, he often contacted governmental and political agencies,
more often joined organizations, more often voted-and all these
by large margins. He was in every way a more active participant
citizen of his society.
Beyond politics, the modern man showed himself to perform differently from the more traditional man in many realms of action
having practical bearing on the process of societal modernization.
The modem man is quicker ro adopt technical innovation, and
more ready to implement birth control measures; he urges his son
to go as far as he can in school, and, if it pays better, encourages him
to accept industrial work rather than to follow the more traditional
penchant for office jobs; he informs himself about the goods produced in the more modern section of the economy, and makes an
effort to acquire them; and he permits his wife and daughter to
leave the home for more active participation in economic life. In
these and a host of other ways, the man who is more modem in attitude and value acts to support modem institutions and to facilitate the general modernization of society.
In saying this I am not espousing some form of naive psychologi-

cal determinism. I am not unaware that a modem psychology can·
not alone make a nation modem. I fully understand that to be modern a nation must have modem institutions, effective government,
efficient production, and adequate social services. And I recognize
full well that there may be structural obstacles to such development
stemming not only from nature, but from social, political, and economic causes as well. Narrow class interests, colonial oppression,
rapacious great power, international cartels, domestic monopolies,
archaic and corrupt governments, tribal antagonisms, and religious
and ethnic prejudices, to name but a few, are among the many "objective" forces that we know act to impede modernization.
Nevertheless, I believe a change in attitudes and values to be one
of <the most essential preconditions for substantial and effective
functioning of those modem institutions that most of the ''more
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practical" programs of development seek to establish. Our experience leads us to agree with many of the intellectual leaders of the
third world who argue that, in part, underdevelopment is a state of
mind.• It is admittedly difficult with presently available techniques
and information to establish the case scientifically, but I am convinced that mental barriers and psychic factors are key obstacles to
effective economic and social development in many countries.
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ERRATA

,page 68, line 32: ictures should .-ead pictures
page 76, line 21: Insert following "cognitive dissonance": (But
see Schwartz, 1976.)
page 77, line 20: automatic should .-ead autonomic
page 83, line 33: Insert at end of pa.-ag.-aph: (See Schwam, 1975,
p. 126.)
page 90, line 18: 1975a Shot1ld read 1976
line 21: l9?5bshould read 19?5
page 134,

lin~

1-4: Should read With regard to dream events, it
seems to us the choice among rival forms of
understanding is subject to diverse constraints. All knowledge available to the or·
ganism, whether preadapted in the evolu·
tionary history of the species or the cultural
history of the group, or postadapted in the
life history of the individual, begins with
external perception . ..

page 161, foomote: classification should read clarification
page 182, line 24: obstructure should read obstructive
page 191, line 7: NfN should read H fN
page 192, line 6: "appy" should read "happy"

pages 198 to 199, paMim: Iksshould read Ik
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